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Preface

The Human Sciences program necessitated the'development of a

large number of evaluatidn procedures and instruments.. This was

due to the innovative nature of the curriculum project and to

facilitate the goal of providihg opportunities for students to

develop skills in self-evaluation.
-

This miciofische publication was developed with two reader
A

groups in mind. First, the Human Sciences Evalus,tion Report

would have requirpd_a large aipendik to accommodate these material.S.
,

' Yet,. the. ?bport .can -be, fully understood 'oh ly' reference to .the
-
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..t evaluatiOn procOrds a
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rla,r1StrUMentS... t . t ' .
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tape Ruffian 'science-a EvatNation-bata,. -
q h

.J
e

e
HSVALL. and the Human Sciences Evaluation Data, U9er's Guide for

. ,

the Machine-Readable Data 'File, have limitations Without the cdm-
i

. ..z. .

t,
,

4 plete instruments used to gather the data. -The ]imitations of.
. .

,

SPSS labels and tlie.expense oe-including'qraphics in the UsLr's

Guide made it' mandatory'that this publication be made available
a

. -

at iiiiiimail expense. It is offered a an-essential document along
k .

with, the above publications andthose'listed in the Appendices as,

a set of documentg"concerning the. formative evaluation of the the

.Human ScienCes Curriculum' program.

This publication contains, most of the evalU.;tion instruments
4

and instructions 'for evaluation used in the fibld test of the

Human, iCiehces'Progrm, Levels I, II, and III, during the

academic years 1973-4, 1970, and 1975-6. As these materials

were retrigved.from Teachers Guides, unpublished evaluation

papers, and-miscellaneous papers used in field test' classes,
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notations, footnotes, and other inclusilpns in text pieces will not

fbllow one from the other. Original pagination has 'been removed

and papers serially numbered for this Publication.

The column. in this publication titled "Tape,Code"-gives the

SPSS variable names that are found in the\Codebook for Human

Sciences,Data File; HSPALL, and in the data file,. SPSS Archiv'e'i

Vile HSPAL,- itself'. Not all data collected are included in

HSPALL.
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Level I, 1973-74

Description of The Evaluation Materials

Five Human Sciences moles, BEHAVIOR, SURVIVAL, SENSE...Mr

NONSENSE?, LEARNING, and GROWING were field tested in sixEh
,

grade classes during .the, academic year 1973-74.

The'only information recorded in the HSPALL data tape were

the activity choices of students. If students marked "yes", in

the Activity Evaluation Form or You Are the Judge°form, the
o

response was considered as "activity done." A careful e4amina-

w. 'tion of the ratings on the two forms indicated that the informa-

tion was not worth coding and filing as ratings were quite flat

across activities.
Ak.p

Scoring protocols for how Is Your Logic? 1974 Edition are

not included in this manual as they are copvrighted'by William

M. Gray, Department of Educational Psychology, University of

Toledo, Toledo, Ohio, and may be obtained from him.

O
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EVALUATING STUDENT DEVELOPMENT.

Ealuating student development is a joint endeavor -

of student and teacher. The experimental evaluation
program placev,as much record keeping in the hands of
students as possible: The teacher role 'is to assist
students in understanding why evaluation and record
keeping'are of importance to them and to supervise and
facilitate record keeping. careftl attention to, recol'd
keeping and cooperative evaluation is an integral part of
learning in HUMAN SCIENCES.

You can help students'undexstand why these records are
important to them by understanding and valuing their
written and oral reports and explanations.

In the publication, HUMAN SCIENCES: A ,Developmental
Approach to Adolescent Education,, we have argued against
comparative achievement grading. Whether or not you are
required to grade comparatively, the records you and the
students will develop will serve evaluative purposed. We
hdpe that you can usethese data sources to make judgments
that will enhance each student's self-este* and sense of
accomplishment.

Several data sources will be useful in making judgments
about each studpnt's development., The table below provides
a list of the data sources,.the frequency of collection,
,andwho will be gathering and maintaining them.

DATA SOURCE FREQUENCY OF RECORD TO BE PREPARED BY:

Student Journal dpily each student ,

Activity'valuation
Sleet

at completion of each
activity 'i

each student -

Written data forms,
graphs, stories

for some activities
as specified

each student or student
group

ConstruCted objects for some activities
as suggested

each student or student
group

Events, presentations,
reports

for some activities
as suggested

each student or student4
group

Teacher Observation
Record two repOrts,daily teacher

2



We are awake that the list may look formidable.

iowever, these items' replace, by an entirely new system,

the'existing program of quizzes, tests, lab reports and

drawings, and the record keeping and report forms associated

with it. After you understand the new system we are

confident that it will be.no more time- consuming. With

your helptwe anticipate that it will be more valuable to you,

to students, and. to-parents.k.

STUDENT EVALUATION RECORDS

Student Journals

The Student Journal should be initiated as an all-class

activity the first day-rthe day you begin the BEHAVIOR

module. Reserve about 15 minutes at the end of the class

period for this. Don't have students put away'activity

materials until they complete their journal entries.'

Distribute a copy of the Student Journal to each

student. Although instructions for keeping the journal .

are in the booklet, your oral presentation will probably

be more effective. The instructions can be used for

reference.

Have students turn to the calendar page with the'day's

date. -Explaih'each column and check around the room As

students make their tecorgs for the day.

Journals will be issued. and collected every six Weeks.

Activity Evaluation Forms
1

The forms are protrided in the module activity box'

labeled Activity Evaluation Forms. This part of the

evaluation program should not be introduced until the

first student,has completed an
activity. It can then be

introduced to individuals, groups,.or to the full class. .

You might-Fish to haVestudents turn in Activity Evaluation

Forms to you as they complete them. This will inform you

of completion'and enable you to review student comments.

0

ActiVity evaluation forms can either be returned to

-students for them to keep until you review. their work

periodically, with them or you can retain them. When you

3
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have'used them fully, be sure that they are -mailed to the
Human Sciences PrOgram, BSCS, P. 0. Box a30, Boulder,
Colorado,` 80302.,

A
Written Materials

Some activities. involve gathering data
terms; others request written explanations,
like. Students should be informed that all,
materials should be ,kept in their folders.
you review these materials with students in
improvement in quality over several%modules.

Construction

on printed ''
stories, and the
such written
We urge that_
terms of

Some activities ask students to construct clay figures,
collages, and similar material's. Again, we urge that thdse
materials be viewed with each student's development asJthe
referent.

TEAC -IER EVALUATION RECORDS

We will be devAlloping instruments for your use
throughout the test year. Specimen copies of the forms
developed thus far follow this section of the Teachers Guide.
The guidin4 principles of evaluation are that it should be
a continuous prOtess-2and that the criterion reference should
be each individual student compared°to himself rather
than with his classmates. Variability_ and changeability in
the student population and fluctuation's in growth rates
peaciude, in our judgment, comparative evaluations (see
HUMAN SCIENCES: A Developmental Approach to Adolescent

cation).

The Teacher Observation Record is the only form you
wiil be using during the BEHAVIOR module.

Each week select 10 students. for observation, two for
map day. If a student is absent, select the next student

4104411i,athe list. Pick up absentees; if at all possible, during
the same week. At the end of the week review the observation
record of each student, adding comments as, appropriate. If
you have additional ratings, circle,new numbers, placing
an_ux" above the circle to identify it from the regular
observation.

4
17



1

Retain the,original form for your own use. Mail the.
carbon copy of 10 rating forms to the BSCS in the self1
addressed, stamped envelopes at the end of each week:

By observing 10 students each week, you will be able to I

collect data for a class of 30 In 15 schooldays'. L

, At periodic intervals, depending on your own needs and
school requirements, you will be able to utilize all of the
data to make judgments about student development. We
will appreciate'. your comments on the usefulness of these.
various kinds of data, and especially gaps that we need to
fill. We would also like to have your assessment of the
time required for this kind of evaluation compared to the
time required in evaluatiOh in other classes you are
teaching.

One final form is provided for yolir convenience.
That is a Classroom Record Sheet. You can use it to keep
track of the activities each student is doing; when he or
she started and finished.

SUMMARY

During each module, then, we anticipate receiving copies
of Teacher Observation Records. When you complete this
module, please mail us vour copy' 'of this Teachers Guide
with comments you have'hoted that will help'us in improving
it and the

copy
Activities. We will provide you with

another copy of the guide.

We alsO need to receive the Student Journals from your
class. Students will maintain them for a period of six
weeks. After you have used them for your own evaluation
needs, box the journals and send them to the HUMAN SCIENCES
program at, pscs.

* * *

Samples' of the teacher and stuaent evaluation materials

follow.

e,
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_
t
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S. .
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- .-
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. '_- -
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.1 v
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1
.

6 **^^ stv.....laly on't.ik

GROUP COOPERATION COMMENTS./ -..

GROUP PART /C I PAT ION COMMENTS

.
.

0 110/i1W
Its

I., NU 11A / .
.
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P

1
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.

5
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, ... i
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INTEREST COMMENTS .

^=/HA
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.

.
a
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2
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.
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,
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5
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ST_UD.ENT. DIRECTIONS'

In the HUMAN SCIENCES program you get to learn in ways'
that are iffipbrtant to you. In 'HUMAN ,SCTENCES you make the
choices. There are many Of them to.m*e. For example,you
can choose what activities youvant to do. Youcan choose
what activity to do first. You-can choose the classmates .

you will work with on each activity. By making your'own
choices, you will be learning in the way you want to learn.

Sinde you are finding new ways to learn, you need new
ways to show others how you have learned. To do this you
will need records. 'The records you keep in this program_
will not. be tests. %Instead, you will keep a'qIUMAN SCIENCES
JournT This journal %fill be a record which will help you
remember what you have,done., -It will also be a record-you
can show your parents and teachers.

KEEPING. YOUR HUMAN SCIENCES JOURNAL

Each day you will get some time to write in your HUMAN
SCIENCES Journal. The journal is like a,calendir and
provides space for the three things zuileed to keep track
of. OFF 'At4

.

First,
.t

Write the title of the activity,you works* on.,If you worked on more ithan one activity, list -all the
1 titles.- You do not'need to record th'e titles of those.
.

4activities in whICT Other students interviewed you:
.\,

Second, 'if-17dt' worked alone, .check the,' space 'provided.
If you worked with Others, list their names-in the-Space
provided. .

Third, describe the, feelings yot_had Wfidn'doing each
activity. For example,sMaybe you were interested' or felt
excited. You might haN4:been,so tiredot couldn't'work'.
well. Perhaps yot,c?mpleted,somethinT4n&-felt very,pleased
with Yourself...Maybi* you-,couldn'tunderstand the diiections
to the, activity anddotildn-,rt get anyone to help.. It may be
that you would havd,,,liked.to work with'-someone, but couldn't .*
find anyone to work with. Perhaps the classmates you worked
With were fun. Please. record all the thing's you, felt ding
each activity.

, When you read-your., journal, you will learn a lot about
yourself and your.feelingsi When your teacher4Ind parents

'.\read your journal they see .how you have learned. When
the HUMAN SCIENCES staff read your journal, they will be '

able to learn about you and See' how..to-improve the prograM.

4t:



ACTIVITY
G

, 0 . ^e.:, .... 's : ; ,
0

Another record you Will 41n `h1th is :the Activity
,

Evaluation Form. After finishi g.-taxqact ..ty, you need to
'fill out the .evaluation form'. b00 b*, for each
completed activity. Be sure to fi4.1- Activity
Evaluation tOrm as soon as you fin4.0, cW.yity., You cap. ,.1..

find these forms 'in'the activity _box' y) .*Civi,Ey ,

Evaluation Forms., Please givea.1:1.*0 yw,r comple'8.ed forms
.0.,., J .to your teacher.
.':.,Z' *
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HUMAN SCBENCES ,JOURNAL
NAME TEACHER"

v SCHOOL

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 10 My activity title(s)
0 ..,

.,
.

I worked: alone with
,

.

.

.

As I worke, today I felt
. _

. ,

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 11 My activity title(s)
,

at

......

I worked: alone 'with."

J,l
As 'I worked today I felt .

. ,

.
,

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 12- My activity title(s)

irworked: alone .with' .

.

As I worked today I felt

. . t-
.

, '

Aal tJ

10
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HUMAN SCIENCES

NAME SCHOOL

ACTIVITY EVALUATI-ON FORM
ACTIVITY TITLE

Circle the NUMBERover the words that best tell how you
felt about tfie-aEITTrity. If you want to, please give the
reason for your choice.

1 2

I

4

Jo I . I

no fun at all not much fun fun a lot of fun

Reason :

1 2 4

1

didn't learn learned a little learned some learned a lot

'Reason:

.4

too hard to do

Reason:

2 3 4

I
I

1

hard to do easy to do too easy to do

1 2 3 4

1 1.
--

unimportant not very important important very important

Reason:

2

uninteresting not very
interesting

.

Reason:

3 4

interesting very interesting

GO ON TO NEXT PAGE

4.
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1 2 3
.

1 . 1

directions were directions were directions directions were

very confusing confusing were clear , very clear

Reason: 4

1 4

1

there was too there was a there was there was not
much to do little too much just enough to do

to do enough to do

Reason:

This is an experimental activity. Therwriters need to
know all they can aboug,_your,reaction to it. , Write anything
else you can tell them that would make it, better for other
students. For example, you might tell what you liked best
and what you didn't like in the activity. w

1.
I completed the activity

I didn't,complete the activity E
'Ail written- records (data sheets, stories, etc.) I did
in.this activity are:

eftwipleVIMMeselloWn.meiforraCw.er*Ssolv

In my folder E

In the adtivity box

A

-4

L if
12
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HUMAN SCIENCES JOURNAL
NAME TEACHER

4 SCHOOL

MONDAY, OCTOBER 22 My activity title(s)

I worked:, - alone with

As, I worked today I felt '
.. .- 4

e . '

OCTOBER23',: . - My, activity title(s).TUESDAY,
°. - a7,, ''' t ,

, 0

worked: &lone°, with
-;' ,,.:,'-'°.,v -.--- .- () . .

41k .1"

As I .worked today .1- felt
. ,

.

. . .

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 24 my activity- titie(s) )

, .

/ worked: alone with
. J

. .
.-

J1As I worked- today I felt

I

- .
. . ..

. .

or.

13
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HUMAN SCIENCES SURVIVAL

NAME SCHOCA.

-ACTIVITY EVALUATION *FORM
ACTIVITY TITLE

Circle-'The NUMBER over. the words that best tell how yOu
.felt about th-Eaal7rEy. If x211 want to, please give the
reason for,your choice,.

1 2

no fun at all not much fun

Reason:

fun a lot of fun

,

didn ' t learn

/ Reason:

2

learned a little

4

learned some learned a lot

too hard to, do

Reason:

2

1

hard to do

3 . 4

easy to do too easy to do

4

unimportant

Reason:

2

not very important

3

important

4

. I

very important

uninteresting

Reason:

.

4

42

1

not very interesting fiery interesting
interesting

ID I

GO ON TO NEXT PAGE

/
I.
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1. 3 4

I f I- I

directions were directions were directions directions .were N
very confusing confusing were clear very clear

Reason:

1

t
2 3

I I

there was too there was a there was
much to do . little too. much just

to do enough to do

Reason:

4

there was not
enough to do

f This is an experimental activity. The writers need to
'know all they''can about your reaction to it. Write anything,
else you can tell them that would make it better for other
students. For examp16, you might tell what you liked best
and what yobu didn't like in the activity.

1.
I completed the activity

I didn:t.complete the activity

2. All written records (data sheets, stories, etc.) I did
in this'ctivity are:

e

ti

"3 0. Sot.in

In my folder

In the activity box E

4.

15



SURVIVAL TEACHER OBSERVATION ,RECOR.D

TEACHER DATE STUDENT NAME

CIRCLE THE APPROPRIATE NUMBER

HU1AVSCIENCES

AT BEGINNING OF CLASS COMMENTS AFTER COMPLETING AN COMMENTS
ACTIVITY

0 NO/NA (not observable or applicable)

I never got started

0 NO/NA

I didn't get started on new activity' /
2

3 required much prodding

2 ,

mes to
3
was asked seve siral

ert

ta

new activity
-4 teacher-initiated start

5

4 was asked to select new activity

5

-6 started on his/her own -6 initiated own activity selection o

PERSISTENCE COMMENTS I DURING CLASS COMMENTS

:
-O NO/NA

t

0 HO /NA

1 didn't get to work -1 needed constant supervision

2

.

-3 worked to a point, then stop
-2

.1 needed frequent help
.

-4 worked on and off

-5

-4 needed occasional help

5

-6 worked steadily on tasks -6 worked Independently

GROUP COOPERATION. COMMENTS
0 0

GROUP PARTICIPATION COMMENTS,
I.

r.f

-0 NO/NA0 NO/NA
. /

-1 noncooperative with group
,.

-1 disrupted group organization

2 '-2

-3 seldom cooperative with group -3 followed group organization

-4-4 sometimes cooperative with group
.

-5 ,.

aided group organization

5
.

-6 organized-6 fully cooperative with group group.

INTEREST
.

COMMENTS
,

-,-,t2W-'

.0 'NO/NA

AS A DISCUSSANT COMMENTS

-0 NO/NA
1 apathetic

2 ..: .

f.

-1 non-participant in discussion

2
-3 passive .

-4 interested
, frequently participated in discussiorf -

-4 actively in discussion
-5'
-S

-6 enthusiastic -. ,

participated

5

6 domInated discussion

_ . ...... . _ .



SURVIVAL

TEACHER SCHOOL

QUESTIONNAIRE

At your earliest convenience, please tally data as shown in the chart below.
You will probably need to have students review each activity, or review them
yourself, to properly identify the activity in each student's thinking. Ask
for a show of hands after you are confident that students have identified
the activity with each title. HaVing each student refer to his Survival
folder may help.

SURVIVAL ACTIVITIES NUMBER WHO,
STARTED COMPLETED LIKED IT BEST

The Mysterious Yuk if

Mice Meals

What Do Mice Eat? ,

,

Food Chain

Let's Make A Mobile
,

Is Taste the Test?

Food for Thought \

What's In It For You?
1

',

If You Want It, Can You Get It?

Did I Eat All, That?

The American Way of Eating
-

.

Job yards --FO .7'-
The Mouse Takes\dHouse ----' -

The Gerbil's House N-----,_

The Incredible Ant . /

\ at's for .ale?
.

.

. My N.1 y Space
J

,The Mini- Ommunity --41111W
A,

Adventures at Home

Animal Shelters
.

.

.

Job Cards--Shelter
.

CONTINUED ON OTHER SIDE



a
J,

SURVIVAL ATIVITIES NUMBER -WHO
STARTED LIKED IT BEST

It's Off To Work I Go! .

Keep on Truckin' Li

Future Job

What's It Worth?
40

Judging Jobs
,

Job Ladder

Job Cirds--Work

Survival Library
.

It

,..........._,...,.....1 ,-7.7:?'

t

HSP:12/12/73.
JTR:mrs
DRAFT ONE Sy'



YOU ARE TAE JUDGE

Another record you N1.1 be working with is called You
Are The Judge. After finishing" an activity,.you need to
fi.4.1 out this form. Use one form for each completed activity.
Be sure to fill out a You`Are The Judge form'as soon as you
finish an activity. You can find them in the activity. box
titled You Are the Judge.Forms.' Please give all of your
completed-forms to your teacher.

ca

19
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SENSE OR NONSENSE?

NAME(S) SCHOOL

a.

ACTIVITY

10.4

PUT AN

OVER 4 MILLION KIDS ARE

" ON THE DRAWING THAT BEST TELLS'HOW YOUNiKED THE ACTIVITY

1

2 I HAD NEW THOUGHTS 3.13

010

FUN ----1 BORING

(DIY) I HAD NO NEW THOUGHTS!

WHAT?

"Ojci 7o$1.6*

"=
EASY TO DO TO Lin TOD EASY TO DO

fib \

TOO HARD TO DO

WHY ?,

.I FINISHED THE ACTIVITY: YES

4 WHAT WILL. YOU REMEMBER FROM DOING THIS ACTIVITY.?

5 WHAT DID YOU LIKE Bal. ABOUT THE ACTIVITY?

6 HOW WOULD YOU MAKE THIS ACTIVITY BETTER?

7 DO YOU THINK OTHER*SIXTH GRADERS WOULD LIKE TO DO THIS ACTIVITY? 'WHY OR

WHY NOT?
6

20



S SE-AL

TEAcHER__

AUESTIMAIRE

bATE

A few months Ago, weSent_y6lija:A44cAaire pn:URVIVA1,- which wee' s, 14r,
to the one-shown below.- fkltliojigb.:wejwe'not''received responsesfrOm:all
of yOu, the _-data we have aoctfijiila*icithcli:O.a-tesonie interesting Patterns.
,If yOu have not--returned" theekVIVALAilbtiOnnaire4-raeaiel:de_s6_ae.,"'
quickly as possible'. Enolosl:clis_an-additi-pnal-coPY",:of the- -farm ,in the
eventthat you.have2a4splaced-zthe original'r

..

The directions for' C6Mgerig. the,,f645-autitag questionnaire, -on
NONSENSE are exactly.the'same AS'those used,fbr the_MVIVALAuestitinn4ire.-
.We would appreciate your returning thisinformaijionassoop as your students
have completed the BENSE:i,..OR-NON0441Pt--

Thanks -' for yqur cooperation.

SENSE...OR NONSENSE ACTIVITIES
NUMBER

STARTED COMPLETEWHOD, .LIKED IT BES

Extending Our Senses ,

Attention!
. a

Sight and Sound

What If' You Couldn't See? , ?

\

The Silent World?
.._

,

.
.

. .

What Is It Like?

Seeing Myself ,

The Wall of'Light .
,

,

Animal Worlds .

.

What Do You See? . - .

Do You-See What You Feel?

What Are They Doing?
e

e

The Perception Chain ..,,,

i
You Are A Witn s

.

,

Do You See What I See?
,

A

.

.

The Time Capsule ,

21
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ENSE...OR NONSENSE ACTIVITIES
: NUER WHO

STARTED COMPLETED LIKED IT BEST
---.,-

The,Seeing-ROcm,

Near and Far-

Hot or Cold?-
.

.

.

.

What's Fair?

Who's Most Important?
...

How Far IS It?
.

.

.

Behind the Scenes .
.

rr-

.DS :11b

HSP:3/20784

"a.

22



. EVALUATION'

The LEARNING module provides, an opportunity to redefine-

the functions of students and teachers in performing their

mutual responsibilities foiIevaluation. The philosophy of

evaluation can now be somewhat clarified. For early adoles-

cents with their attendant variability, comparative grading

on fixed'criteria does not seem justifiable. Also, using

grades asAmapons for control or as punishment is incompat-

ible with tbe long-range goals hat students develop internal-

ized purposes for learning. /

Students come into Human Sciences already well-cindoctri-

nated in external evaluation. Your task has been to help

develop procedures and student competencies that will enable

you and your students to contribute to judgments about

student growth.

.You'have major respontibilities in evaluation. ,First,

a climate needs to be developed that includes evaluations as

-a joint, ongoing endeavor. Students may not wish, nor may

they be likely to have the competencies, to participate in

self-evaluation. These amp-to be developed with your

assistance.

Next, you will need to think about criteria for eval-

uation, management of evaluation procedures, and record-

keeping. Each of these aspects of evaluation is necessary.

In most schoolSystems one does not have a choice of whe9ler

or,not to evaluate. An essential part of the Human Sciences

philosophy is .that evaluation, activities are integral to

student growth and development. After three modules,' students

seem to be becoming aware that evaluation cannot be solely

18
23
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personal or teacher-given. They are learning that they must
2

account to themselves--"What did I learn?"--to their parents,

and'to other publics.

Traditionally, student evaluation has included three

factors: ability (judged from tests or subjectively,by the_

teacher), effort (judged by a fixed standard "Sixth graders

should...;" by comparisdn with others; or in comparison to

past work o assumed ability--"You can do better than that"),

and achieve ent (judged by percentages, letter grades, etc.).

You will find that the activity "Rewards for Learning" in

/earning about Sips and Symbols utilizes these criteria and

may contribute tord student growth in becoming more precise

about criteria for evaluation.

The goals of Human Sciences require development and

legitimization of both additional and alternative criteria.

POSSIBLE CRITERIA FOR EVALUATION

Each criterion needs to be approached from mutual accept-
.

ance by you and your students. If your class does not value

a particular criterion-, it should not be utilized. If your

class does not have a common understanding of the meaning

of each accepted criterion beforeit is used, the criterion

is worthless. Four general criteria are discussed below:

1. Purposefulness. (Why am I doing-this?)

The student can explain what he/she is doing in

the activity and why. This doesn't mean that

his/her purpose coincides with your expectations.

Rather, it means that the student is doing the

24



activity purposefully,-not blindly. /Initiall

apparent purpose may be satisfactory for some
f4a

students, but expect progressions with time.

2. Productivity. (How well am I!doing?)

How does the Student feel about his/her accomplish-
.

ments? Can she/he' explain an accomplishment?

Perhaps product will be enough initially, but

-again, the finalization and generalization of

experience in, language is to be sought. Both the

quantity and quality df ProductiyitTpeed to be

of concern. For the longterm, youl. role, is to

help students establish and critique their own

criteria for what they accomplish.
.N'

3. 3. Cooperativeness. (1s.my work helpful to others?)

What is the quality of the student's' contribution

to groups she/he has,wprked with and. to the class

as a-whole? Does he/she sometimes work on an

activity.to help another student who needed a .

pairtAbt", even when he/she didn't really want to

work with that activity?

4: Responsibility. (Am I getting better at working

on my own ?) Is each student developingcompetencies

-that enable him/her to assume more responsibility

.for learning? Are students able to spend longer

periodSat &ttempting to solve problems? Do they

help others when they see problems to solve? Are

more prOble!msthat needed teacher help early in

the yeak now being 'solved by students?

t

20



S

-STUDENT INVOLVEMENT

You may have solved this problem,'but some eaChers

haven't. When a grading period arrives, they fi d'they have

very little evidence to support their judgments. .One cri-

terion for success in grading is how students rea t to and

feel about their grade. If they feel their grAde or other

evaluation: is unfair; then you still have work to-do.

A key part of the prOposed student involvemen-OproCe-7

dunes was the use of studgirt journals. Stopping at\the end

of each class period to sitetly reflect about upat thfclass

meant was suggested as a means.tocontribute to review,,

reflection, and, for a few students, analysis of experience.

The journal has not been very succesbfill. You might

to develop your own alternatives (as some'of you have)'.-'

You might.work with students.to develop criteria to gripe

'themselves. For students who dislike writing, you might use

check lists or words to circle. If daily' attention to

evaluation is too much, perhaps two or three times a week

would be useful, especially if the days are Varied. To keep
f

evaluation within the,module experience instead of "tacked-

on" to the and, at least weekly attention to evalugtion

seems necessary.

Student self-evaluatiqhcan be as simptp as below:

The (worksheet, story, etc.) I did (my group did)

is an example of:

1. The best I can do

2. Good work for me,

3. A.erage work for me

4. What I do when I don't try'

47
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Check.,as many as _apply:
o

4

The activity I did:.

1. Did not make me think much about it

. 2. Made me think some , .

3. Made me think a lot

4. Made me curious about other activilt

like it

If I were to do thi'S (activity, worksheet, etc.)

again, I would:

1. Do about the same things

2. Tiy to figure out a different way to

do it'

3. Try to understand better what happened

4. Try-to Learn more about some of the

things I did

The most important ingredient of self-evaluation is that

it be honest .and capable of explanation. This means that you

will need to interact with students to show you care about

'What they say and to help'them develop internal standards

_of quality appropriate to their own development.

MANAGING EVALUATION.PROCEDURES

procedures,--Snch,eS the "You Are the Judge" forms,

are the responsibility of students. But you are an essential

part af'facilitating qualitative improvements in how students.

respond. We think this form and its predecessor provide

data for evaluative judgments. We think the form is not

just useful to 1p at BSCS this year, but is a step toward

legitimization of student reflection on and evaluation of

22
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.classroom activities. We suggest that an_important aspect

of "learning to learn" is learning how to reflect-on exper-

ience and make judgments about experience. As you scan the

"You Are the Judge" sheets, can you view them in terms of

the quality of comment? Can you help-students improve the

quality of their judgments? In so doing, can you avoid

judging the content of the response; i.e., are comments

\such as felt talking to a rock was dumb," and "I really

thought it was real fun and very exciting to talk to a rock"

accepted,'but probed for further reasoning?

You are trying to help students formalize their exper-

ience. For example, in "Mind Your Posture," one student

wrote that he liked "putting the wolf together. ", Another

wrote that the activity was important because it showed

"how he looks when he is angry."- Both areoalid, useful

-responses. If a student starts the year describing his

activity and. later moves to interpretation of the activity

growth is occurring. Through Careful questioning you

can facilitate this process. It is important that your

management plan include written records and that these

records be reviewed over time. Where a student can look

with you at early and later records she/he has made and-

see that he/she has changed, you are helping the student

develop personal awareness-of growth.

As you plan for the next day and the next week, plan

time for student reflection about what they are doing.

Examine student materials So that .you will have prepared

the range of questions you will need to ask as you work

with students. It takes a great deals of Oterience before

one can generate the right kinds of questions on the spot!

'23 -
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We have provided a single chart of all the activities
a

in LEARNING. We hope you will find this a useful tool for

keeping track of students as they work through the module.

We would like very much to get this completed chart from

you when the module is completed.

24
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LEARNING

NAMES)

ACTIVITY

SCHOOL DATE,\
OVER 4 MILLION. KIDS ARE WAITING:

jud e
PUT AN " ON THE DRAWING THAT BEST\TELLS HOW YOU LIKED THE ACTIVITY

1

2

A LOT OF FUN

te-->

I HAD NEW THOUGHTS 3'15

NOT MUCH FUN BORING

:3A° I HAD NO NEW THOUGHTS

WHAT?

3. ":16"
/;:-\

EASY TO DOI FHARD TO-DO i56EAIY TO DO TOO HARD Y.61701

WHY?

I FINISHED THE ACTIVITY:

.

'WI1AT WILL YOU'REMEMBER FROM DOING THIS ACTIVITY?
fe , e

YES

S WHA;"--DiDYOU LIKE BEST ABOUT THE=ACTIVITY?

6 HOW WOULD YOU MACE THIS ACTIVITY,BETTER?

7 DO YOU THINK OTHER SIXTH GRADERS WOULD LIKE TO DO'THIS ACTIVITY? WHY OR

WHY NOT?

0*.r31.1 .. 61.01.11 611.111040.6* taoio
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LEARNING QUESTNNAIRE

TEACHER SCHOOL DATE

Please review the following LEARNING activities with your students And
complete the following surve at your earliest convenience. Your prompt
responses to recent requests for information enable a smoother interpke-

,

tation of the data. Many thanks!

LEARNING ACTIVITIES
.

NUMBER WHO ,

.

STARTED COMPLETED LIKED IT BEST

-Cops! I'm off Balance

Maze Mission

How Do You Do It? .

Making a Flying Wing Glider

Airplane Controls and How They Work

.

-.

,

How Does a Balloon Rocket Work? ,

. .

;
.-

What 1$ the Best Way?

. .

Making Things

.
.

,,

Mirror Road
,

,

.

Music Is Feeling

N

What Do You Think of That?
0

Monkey See, Monkey Do

1

What's, So Funny? .

1

_

Five Square

_

-Where Do You Stop? 7----L----

31



LEARNING

1/4

QUESTIONNA I RE

LEARNING ACTIVITIES

)

NUMBER WHO
_

STARTED COMPLETED LIKED IT BEST

How Do Colors Affect You?

Cemeteries an bituaries I

Making a Family Tree
i

.

_gigging Up the Past

,
.

Pocketful of Problems

.

.

Secret Codes

Sounds and Words .
.

.

Pictures and Sounds
. .

,

Mr. Toad
.

,

.

.

Can a ,Fish Learn?
'

.

Rewards for L

-°

.,

...

Elmer the eatable ,

.

DIP :11b

HSP:5/21/74

#4.
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GROWING

NAME(S) SCHOOL,

ACTIVITY

DATE

PUT AN

OVER 4 MILLIONXID$ ARE WAITING:jud e
" ON THE DRAWING THAT BEST TELLS HOW YOU LIKED THE ACTIVITY

1

2
+

OAO

-A LOT OF FUN I r---- FUN 777-1

I HAD REW THOUGHTS

WHAT?

QIN

BOR I NG

A
°P I HAD NO NEW THOUGHTSI

3

FEASY TO. DO1

WHY?

Am.;

'FIWRD TO DO1 T00 EASY TO DO

7.4-
Gip
fie\

TOO HARD TO DO

.

I FINISHED THE ACTIVITY: YES

=01011

NO.

4

4 WHAT WILL YOU REMEMBER FROM DOING THIS - ACTIVITY?

5 WHAT' DID YOU LIKE BEST ABOUT THE ACTIVITY?

6 HOW WOULD YOU MAKE THIS ACTIVITY BETTERS

.4

7 DO YOU THINK QTHER SIXTH GRAMS WOULD LIKE TO DO THIS ACTIVITY? WHY OR'

WHY NOT?

G41.44WMWrOM011.10.0MGMA.044404

A 4
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GROWING QUESTIONNAIRE

. TEACHER SCHOOL DATE

The end of the school year is rapidly approaChing, and you may .

filid that clasOrime available for exploring GROWING is

Nevertheless, we would'like you to survey. your students as before

near the end of the GROWING module experiendes. Please indicate

the specific activities which were not chosen due to time limits

or school policy regarding the teaching of growth and development.

Thank you for your. cooperation.

GROWING ACTIVITIES NUMBER WHO.

STARTED COMPLETED LIKED IT BEST

Raising Baby Mammals
1

Spiders
. 0.,

, Ahr
.

,

.

Butterflies'
. /

.

1 .

Growing Bugs
.

.

/

The Honey Trip,
.

Raising Amphibians

The Living, Grocery s .

Seeds' and Gardens 4 .
1 a

, *

.

The Monkey's Tale °

0

.

.

.

Pets and Pests
. A

.

Becoming an Adult: Part 1
0

0

Body Changes: Part 2 .

.

Great Expectations: 1
.

''.

Super Amazing Growing Me: 1 , .

. _

34.
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GROWING ACTIVITIES NUMBER

STARTED COMPLETED

Having Babies

Life before Birth

Growing, Growing, Grown!

WHO

LIKED IT BEST

-Voices

Developing Yoursilf

What Age? t"

Becoming an Adult: 2

Body Changes: 2. .

Great Expectations: 2

Super Amhzing Growing Me: 2

Children's Ideas

Children's Thinking

± Children's Values
1P

Secret Selves

That's'Mime
4

Cycles

A

O

6,

A

35



PLAN FOR ADMINISTERING INSTRUMENTS TO YO6R:CLIt6S

DAY 1

. _

WHAT'S HAPPENING? (about 15 minutes)
p

RETURN THIS INSTRUMENT ON OR BEFORE MAY 17
. 0

DAY 2

You will receive theHOW'S YOUR LOGIC booklet'
the week of May 20.

HOW'S YOUR LOGIC (Booklet A, about'30-40 minutes)

DAY 3 HOW'S YOUR LOGIC (Booklet B, aboutc 40-50 minutes)

c

l
.

_

0

, .

RETURNTHESE BOOKLETS ON OR BEFORE MAY 24

.

.

= DAY 4

,

-..

For a t ,,,I... ling about, May 23, you wil3446
receiv ...%: -1_) TENCE COMPLETION EXERCISE. .

.t.10.

,

SENTENCE COMPLETION (Part I, about 40 minutes

DAY

.

5

.

.

4
SENTENCE COMPLETION (Pat II,'about:40 minutes.

e'

RETURN THIS EXERCISE BY AY. 31

I

JS:lb
HSP:5/10/74
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Human Sciences
Biological Sciences Curriculum Study
P.O. Box 930
Boulder, Colorado 80302

WHAT'S HAPPENING?

A. THE MEASURE

C

How a student feels about Human Sciences.inhi own school

context is what this instrument will measure. Within this

general framework, we are trying to gather data about how the

student perceives his role in the Human Sciences classroom.

B. THE ADMINISTRATION TIME

In trial administrations 20 to 25 minutes were needed to

introduce, administer, and collect the instrument. About

12 to 14.minutes were required for reading the items.

C. PLANS FOR ADMINISTERING, COLLECTING, SCORING, AND

ANALYZING PROCEDURES: The following instructions should

be-used in adminstering What's Happening?

1. Hand out the paperp.

2. Ask studenti to write their names in the designated

space - clearly, and to complete other information

requested.

3. Read the directions as students follow along.

4: Ask for any questions. Respond to them as needed.

5.. Have students turn the page. ,Remind them that you

will read each statement twice.

6. After second reading of item 1, ask if there,is any

question about how they are to mark each statement.

51
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2

7. Read the items at-a pace that'allows all students

to think about and mark each item.

8. If students go ahead of you, let them.

9. After the last item, have students close the, booklet

_with the name page out. Remind them to check to be

sure they filled.in all information blanks.

10. Collect papers, place in envelope, and seal envelope

to show them you won't see their,t)aoers.

Put in the mail the same day! Don't give make-ups.

Nhanks,

Jim Robinson

JTR:cl
ESP:5/19/74
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WHAT'S HAPPENING? CONCEPTUAL DESIGN

CONCEPTUAL DIMENSION ITEM

.

S = Science

HS = Human
Sciences i

.

NS = Not

Science

Directionality

1

-

Dimension 1: Attitude tovlard science and Human
Sciences; importance of science,
Human Sciences; intellectual

.

0

10
I feel good when we work on science. 'S +

12
Human Sciences class often makes me think
of new things.

.

HS +

,14
I usually don't care whether science gets
done or not.'

.

S. -

16I
like working out problems in science. . S , +

/ .

.,,,,,
19
I work harder on a science pioblem that
is difficult. S

7--

20
Human loiences class is usually boring. HS

.

22
Nothing taught,in Human Sciences is
important to me.

.

HS -

25
*len science is over I usually forget
about it.

y
S -

31Usually I understand what we are to learn
in Human Sciences.

,

HS

,//

+

35
When school work gets confusirig, I usually
stop working. NS

.
.

Dimension 2: Initiative, group.membership, locus
of control.

11
I am usually free to choose what I -rant do

in Human Sciences class. HS +

:,

3
The teacher tell us what to do in tuman
Sciences. .

_

HS -

53
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CONCEPTUAL DIMENSIbN ITEM

Dimension 2 cont. I

S\--Science

HS = Human
4

Sciences

NS = Not
Science

Directionality

I seldom help other kids get organized
for work in science class. S

5
In Human Sciences class the other kids
donj't think I'm very helpful. HS

O

8
I am usually a follower when working in
a group. NS

13
I hardly ever get into discuisions about
Human Sciences. HS

28
Others depend on my help to get our school
work done well. NS +

29
I show other kids interesting things to
do in Human Sciences. HS

30
Choosing what I want to do is vexy,impor-
tent to me.

34
I get into a lot of discussions during
science class.

7
Other kids of

M
im look to me for decisions.

Dimension 3: Comparison of science to other
subjecti, Human Sciences to reg-
ular science.

I prefer regular science to Human Sciences. Hs

As a subjet, I prefer science to other
subjects. S

.

9
During Hunan Sciences, 'we get to4iork more

on our own or in small groups than we do
In other classes. HS

11I get__more out of Human Sciences that I
can use than from other 'science classes. HS

13Hunan Sciences is about the same as other
classes in my school. HS

* . 54
110
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CONCEPTUAL DIMENSION ITEM

.

1

' .

S = Science

HS = Hunan
Sciences

NS = Not
science

.

Directionality
+

Dimension 3 continued .

15
In Human Sciences we are on our own too
much compared to other subjects.

.:
HS -

,

21
I feel that I get more done in other.
classes than in Human Sciences. HS

,
-

24
I spend more time thinking about Human
Sciences than my other subjects. + c

27
Human Sciences doesn't do what I would
like to do in science. HS -

33
I waste more time in other subjectS than I
do in Human Sciences. HS '

.

38
Human Sciences expects too muph of
sixth graders. . HS

.
-

Dimension 4 Fairness, evaluation, how what I
, do is valued and judged.

7
The way our work is graded in Human
Sciences class seems unalr. ,

. .

HS
. -

.

18
Students are trusted more in Human
Sciences class than in other classes. HS +

23
Compared to other classes, I feel like
my schoolwork is better understicod and
accepted by, the teacher in Human Sciences. HS +

26
Students don't know how their work is
being graded in Human Sciences. HS

,

-

.32
In Human Sciences students,are suspected
of not doing their work. .

...

HS -

-

36
In Human Sciences class I am allowed to
grade myself. HS -°' +

41



Human Sciences
777 Biological Sciences Curriculum Study..

P.O. Box 930
--- Boulder, Colorado 80302

NAME

--N')BIRTHDATE
ionth/daY/year

CIRCLE ONE: BOY GIRL

TEACHER-

WHAT'VHAPPENING?

THIS IS NOT A TEST. TFIE SENTENCES IN THIS BOOKLET ARE ABOUT WHAT

HAPPENS IN SCHOOL AND IN HUMAN SCIENCES. SOME SENTENCES ARE ABOUT

WHAT THE TEACHER DOES: OTHERS ARE ABOUT WHAT YOU DO: AND OTHERS

ASK FOR YOUR OPINION. THERE ARE NO,"RIGHT ANSWERS'," YOUR ANSWERS

WILL HELP THE BSCS STAFF IN PREPARING BETTER HUMAN SCIENCES

MATERIALS.

NO 01E AT YOUR SCHOOL WILL SEE HOW YOU MARKED THE' STATEMENTS.

PLEASE MARK THEM TO, SHOW YOUR HONEST OPINION OF WHAT HAS HAPPENED

THIS YEAR.

AS EACH SENTENCE IS READ TO YOU, DECIDE HOW WELL IT DESCRIBES YOU,

YOUR CLASS, YOUR-SCHOOL.

CIRCLE THE LETTERS IF YOU STRONGLY AGREE

SCHOOL

40

CIRCLE

CIRCLE

CIRCLE

IF YOU AGREE A LITTLE

IF YOU DON'T KNOW WHETHER

YOU AGREE OR DISAGREE

'IF YOU DISAGREE A LITTLE

IF YOU *TRONGLY DISAGREE

PLEASE WAIT FOR YOUR TEACHER TO ASK YOU TO TURN THE PAGE.

Copyright 0 1974. Biological Sciences Curriculum Study. All rights reserved.
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1I am usually free to choose what I want to
do in Human Sciences class. SA 1 ? D SD

2I prefer regular science to Human Sciences.

.

SA A ?

.

D SD ,

i

3The teacher tells us what to do in Human .

Scielces.
..

SA A ? D

.

SD

4I seldom help'other kids get organized for
work in science class.

A ? D

J

SD

5 In Hurgan Science class the other kids don't
think'l;rn 7ery,helpful.

SA A ? D
.
SD

4
.

6As a subject I prefer science to other

s.ubjeets.

SA A ? D SD

?The way our work is graded in Human Sciences
class seems unfair.

.

SA A ? D4 . SD

8I am usually a follower when working in a-
group..

SA A ? D SD

9During Human ciences we get to work'pore on
our own or in small groups than we do in
otherlclasses.

SA
.

A
,

? D SD

.

10 I feel good when' we work on science.
''-'

SA. A ?

.:

D

57
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11I get more out of Human Scienes'that.I can
use than from other science classes.

,

SA A

.

,

? D SD

,- A

,C(12
Human Sciences/class often makes me think '

of new things.

,

SA A ? D

.

SD

13Human Sciences is about the same as other
classes in my school. ,

SA A ?',..- D SD

,

14-
-I usually'don't care whether science gets
done or not.

SA A ?

r

D SD

, .

15In Human Sciendes we are on our own too much

I,

compated to other subjects.

I'

SA A ? D SD

16 I like working out problems in science. SA A ? SD

.
.

171 hardly ever get into discussions about
Human Sciences. \

SA

.

A ? D SD

\
.

18Students are trusted more in Human,Sciences
..

class than in other classes.
SA A ? D SD

19 I work harder on
4
a science probleth that is

difficult. ,i...
SA- A ? D SD

20Human Sciences class is usually boring. SA, A

.

?

\

-

SD

58
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21 I feel that I get more done in other classes
than in Human Sciences.

SA A ? SD

.22
Nothing taught-in Huntan Sciences is
important to me.

SA A
0

? D
.

SD

, ,23CoApared to other classes I feel like ray C?

schoolwork is better understood and accepted
by the teacher in Human Sciendes.

SA A ? D SD

tai spend more time thinking/about Human
Sciences than my other subjects. SA A ? D SD

25When science:,is over I usually forget about
it.

.

SA A
.

D SD

26Students don't know how their work is being
graded in,Human' Sciences.

'SA A ? D SD

.

27Human Sciences doesn't do what I would like
to do in science.

.

SA A

.

?

,

D SD

28Others depend on my help to get our school
work done well.

SA A D SD

4

29 I show other kids interesting things to do
in Human Sciences.

SA A ? D SD

. ,30Choosing what I want to do is very' mportant
tome. ,,-, '- SA A ? D SD

4
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IUsually I understand what we are to learn

in HUman Sciences.
SA A

.

? D

.

SD

32In Human Sciences students are suspected of
not doing their work.

SA A -? D' SD

33 I waste more time in other subjects than I

do in Human Sciences.
1

) SA A ? 'D SD

1
I.

t

14I get into a lot of disctssions during
science Class.

. . ,

SA A ?

e

D

4 r.

V

35,When school work gets confusing I usually

stop working.

\
SA A ? D SD

36 In Human Sciences class I am allowed to

grade myself.
SA A ? D SD

37Other kids often look to me for decisions.

,.0 . .

SA A ? D SD 1

/
38Human Sciences expects too much of sixth

graders. -

,,,,,

..k.

SA A i ? D

.

SD

JS:lb
HSP:5/10/74
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..yAHuman Sciences Program
Biological Sciences Curriculum Study

77 P.O. Box 930
Boulder, Colorado 80302

INSTRUCTIONS FOR ADMINISTERING
"HOW IS YOUR LOGIC"

The question booklets 174)12 are going to administer to

your classes will provide the HSP with baseline data for a
1

three-year study of those stud is who continue in the program.

Thus, in )cader for the Project to obtain valid data, It is

essential that all teachers administer these tests in the same

way. Please follow the instructions just as closely as possible.

If the instructions are not clear to you, please'telephone us

before you administer the booklets.
.0-

**************************,

to,

TIME AND SEQUENCE

There are two "How Is Your Logic?" booklets in the set

(A and B). It is anticipated that it will take approximately

40 minutes for your students to complete all of the;items in

one booklet. If -you kan allow more than 40 minutes to.adminis-,

ter each booklet, it might be advisable to do so since some of

your students may want, or need, to take longer to complete

the questions. This is not a timed test. Thus, the more the

you can provide for individual differences, the more likely we

are to 1Ft valid results. Eve student should be given an

opportunity to answer each question. It is necessary that the

problems in one booklet be answered in one session. Do not



,

.P

2

administer a single booklet on 2 separate days. Plan the

time of administration to avoid any interruptions. If you

can arrange to administer the booklets on 2 separate but

sequential days, this is the ideal arrangement. Do not change

the order of administering the boOklets. Booklet A must be

given on the first day.

ADMINISTRATION

1. Do not call these booklets tests. Refer to them as

question booklets.

2. Arrange for students to have something to read_or work

on so that they do not disturb others who may still be

working when they finish the booklet.

3. Read the statement on the,cover page to the students.

Ask them to print their full names very clearly in the

space provided. Tell,them to complete the information

called for. Be sure that every student provides all of

the information. The top line preceeding the letter is

for Project use.

4. Talk slowly in a clear, firm voice. Avoid heSitation

or change of tone when reading questions and responses.

Since voice inflections, hesitation, etc. may alter a

student's answer, this is a critical point. It would

be helpful'if\you read through the entire booklet aloud

prior to, administering the material.

62
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5. When everyone has completed the information on the

cover page, have the students turn to the examples that

follow. There are three examples in each booklet. ach

question and answer is Seperated by a blank page. Read

each example sAwly enough for every'student to think about

the question as well as write the answer. Then have the

students look at the answer. Do not explain the questions

or attempt to discusS the answers.
.

6. When you reach the end of the examples, tall thrstudents

that beginning with the next problem, you will read the

question and possible responses and that you will not

explain or reword the questions for them. Subsequently,

if any studentg ask for clarification of an item, reread

the item and ask them to think about it and to answer

the way that THEY think is correct.

7. Read the entire item including all written responses.

Pause, then repeat the question. Pause and wait until

all students have responded.

8. Do not go on to the next item until all or most of the

students have completed the item. Some items will re-

quire more thinking time thaw otheis. Use your judgment

A as to the length of time necessary for all or post stu-,'

dents to complete' an item. If some students work ahead,

db not stop them. It is probably best. not to make a

general statement to this effect. Just simply permit

this to occur if it does happ,en.

63
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9. At the end of the class, allow students to go back and

complete any items which they did not mark'the first

time thlough.

REMEMBER: DO NOT EXPLAIN OR RE-WORD ANY OF THE QUESTIONS

FOR ANY STUDENT

OTHER -

IdeAally, these booklets should be akiministered when

all of your students are present. Since this may not be

possible, arrange a make-up time to have'absentees respond

to the booklets, following the same procedures for adminis-

traticin. Please return all of the booklets within 3 days

'after administering them. Plan to return them by, or before .

May. 30.

If.you have any questions concerning the booklets or the

administering of them, please feel free to call us.

DS: cl
HSP:V8/74
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HUMAN SCIENCES

PLEASE PRINT:

NAME:

SCHOOL:

DATE OF BIRTH:
month/day/year

BOY: GIRL:

DATE:

HOW IS YOUR LOGIC?

THIS BOOKLET IS PART'OF THE HUMAN SCIENCES PROGRAM, YOUR

ANSWERS ARE IMPORTANT ONLY TO THE WRITERS AND WILL NOT BE USED

BY YOUR TEACHER FOR ANY PURPOSES

SOME OF THE PROBLEMS IN THIS BOOKLET ARE SIMPLE, SOME

ARE MORE DIFFICULT. SOME PRESENT FACTS AND YOU HAVE TO MAKE

A CONCLUSION. -SOME ASK YOU TO LOOK AT DRAWINGS AND CHECK AN

ANSWER. SOME WILL SEEM LIKE ARITHMETIC PROBLEMS, BUT YOU DON'T

NEED TO DO ANY ARITHMETIC TO ANSWER THEM. OTHERS ASK YOU TO

ANSWER A-PROBLEM AND GIVE A REASON. THERE ARE 15 PROBLEMS.

PLEASE ANSWER ALL OF THEM, YOU WILL HAVE.ALL PERIOD TO ANSWER.

THERE WILL BE TIME TOGO BACK TO ANY ITEMS YOU WISH AFTER ALL

QUESTIONS HAVE BEEN READ.

PLEASE COMPLETE THE INFORMATION SECTION ABOVE BEFORE

BEGINNING THE BOOKLET.
'0-

\EXPERIMENTAL EDITION, MAY 1974

65
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EXAMPLE A

1

ALL OF THE FOLLOWING SENTENCES ARE TRUE. WHAT MUST BE

NECESSARY FOR ED TO LIKE SUSAN?

JOHN LIKES MARY, BILL LIKES ANN, AND ED LIKES SUSAN,

JOHN LIKES>MARY, BILL DOES NOT LIKE ANN, AND ED LIKES SUSAN,

yr JOHN DdtS NOT LIKE MARY, BILL LIKES ANN, AND ED DOES NOT

-. LIKE SUSAN. -

ANSWER:

667-

52
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E XAMPL'E B

a
I

JILL HAD FOUR TABLETS OF EASTER EGG DYE THAT WERE JUST

ALIKE. SHE DROPPED ONE TABLET OF EASTER EGG DYErIN EACH

OF THE FOUR JARS SHOWN, THE JARS WERE LEFT ALONE FOR TEN

MINUTES. EACH JAR HAS IRE SAME AMOUNT OF WATER,

B C D

WHICH OF THESE SENTENCES MIGHT TELL WHY THE COLORSpREAD

DIFF,EREO AMOUNTS IN EACH JAR?

THE JARS ,HAVE DIFFERENT ,AMOUNTS OF WATER

MORE COLOR )4AS PLACED IN JAR D

THE WATER IN EACH JAR IS AT A-DIFFERENT TEMPERATURE

A DIFFERENT KIND OF TABLETWAS PUT IN JAR A

MARK AN X ON YOUR CHOICE, 53

ti



ANSWER FOR
EXAMPLE B

111L HAD FOUR-TABLETS OF EAST.EREdG DYE THAT WERE JUST.

ALIKE. 'SHE DROPPED ONE TABLET OF EASTER EGG DYE IN EACH

OF THE FOUR :JARS SHOWN. THE JARS WERE LEFT ALONE FOR TEN

MINUTES, EACH JAR HAS THE SAME AMOUNf'OF WATER. r
O

61

)
A 1

. B D

WHICH OF THESE SENTENCES MIGHT TELL WHY THE COLOR SPREAD

DIFFERENT AMOUNTS IN EACH JAR?

THE JARS HAVE DIFFERENT AMOUNTS OF WATER

MORE COLOR WAS PLACED IN JAR D

THEINATER IN EACH JAR IS. 1- A. DIFFERENT TEMPERATURE

A DIFFERENT MIND OF TABLET.WAS PUT IN JAR A

MARK AN X ON. YOUR CHOICE.

,

68
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ANSW.R FOR
EXAMPLE C

DON, CRIP,.BILL, AND PAUL-ARE GOING TO RIDE ON BUMPER CARS,

THERE ARE ONLY TWO SEATS IN EACH CAR. EACH BOY WANTS TO

RIDE WITH EVERY OTHER BOY..

WRITE ALL OF THE POSSIBLETM-TEAMS THAT CA. FORMED,

ANSWER.:

THERE SHOULD BE SIX TEAMS LISle. THEY ARE%

DON AND CHIP.

DON AND BILL

DON AND PAUL.

CHIP AND BILL /

CHIP AND PAUL

BILL AND PAUL
a

THERE IS NO TIME/ LIMIT ON THE QUESTIONS WHICH.

FOLLOW. YOUR TEACHER WILL READ THROUGH EACH QUESTION

FOR YOU. AT THE END OF THE QUESTIONS, YOU WILL BE

GIVEN TIME TO GO BACK TO ANY ITEM YOU MAY NOT HAVE

COMPLETED THE FIRST TIME,

PLEASE ANSWER EVERY QUESTION, 41

55
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I

,-EXAMPLE

DON, CHIP,' BILL, AND PAUL ARE GOING TO RIDE ON BUMPER CARS,

THERE ARE ONLY TWO SEATS IN EACH CAR. EACH BOY WANTS TO

RIDE WITH EVERY OTHER BOY.

,.

f WRITE ALL OF THE POSSIBLE TWO-MAN TEAMS THAT CAN BE, FORMED.

,.,

ANSWER:

I

-.I

.4.

,

,

T

t

-,

\
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,

KAREN, IEIGHS LESS THAN JOAN,

(

s JOAN WEIGHS LESS THAN HELEN, ,a

WHICH ANSWER IS. CORRECT?

.

JOAN

KAREN WEIGHS LESS THAN HELEN.

-,,,,

JOAN WEIGHS LESS THAN KAREN,

HELEN WEIGHS LESS THAN JOAN,

HELEN WEIGHS LESS THAN KAREN,

NONE OF THE ABOVE ANSWERS IS CORRECT.

MARK AN X ON'YOUR CHOICE,
.

71

, JOAN

HELEN

c
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TOM WANTED TO FIND OUT WHETHER PLANTS CAN GROW BETTER

IN THE DARK OR IN THE LIGHT, HE PUT A POT WITH 6 RADISH

SEEDS IN A DARK ROOM AND A POT WITH 6 BEAN SEEDS IN THE

LIGHT ON THE WINDOW SILL,

DARK LIGHT

RADISH SEEDS BEANSSEEDS

HE ADDED THE SAME AMOUNT OF WATER TO BOTH POTS, THE

BEAN SEEDS GREW BETTER THAN THE RADISH SEEDS, SO TOM

SAID HIS PLANTS GROW BEST IN THE LIGHT,

TO BE ABLE TO SAY THIS, TOM SHOULD HpElONE WHAT?

WATERED BOTH POTS MORE:

WATERED THE RADISH SEEDS MORE,

PUT THE SAME KIND OF SEEDS IN BOTH POTS.

GROWN THE SEEDS IN WATER INSTEAD OF SOIL,

I DON'T KNOW,

MARK AN X ON YOUR CHOICE.

2

5
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\

:3. ALL OF THE FOLLOWING SENTENCES ARE TRUE, WHAT MUST BE

\

NECESSARY FOR THE NCE TO FIGHT WITH EACH OTHER?

,

\ \

THE MICE ARE BROWN, THE MICE ARE OLD, THE MICE HAVE

NO FOOD, THE MICE FIGHT WITH EACH OTHER,

THE MICE ARE NOT BROWN, THE MICE ARE OLD, THE

MICE HAVE FOOD, THE MICE FIGHT WITH EACH OTHER,

THE MICE ARE BROWN, THE MICE ARE NOT OLD, THE

MICE HAVE NO FOOD, THE MICE DO NOT FIGHT,

ANSWER:

EXPLAIN YOUR ANSWER:

.

73
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MARY IS SHORTER

THAN ANN, "-

ANN IS SHORTER

THAN SUSAN.

WHICH ANSWER IS CORRECT? .

MARY IS SHORTER THAN KATHY,

KATHY IS SHORTER' THAN ANN,

SUSAN IS SHORTER THAN MARY.

ANN IS SHORTER THAN MARY,

SUSAN IS SHORTER

THAN KATHY.

a--

NONE OF TREiABOVE ANSWERS IS CORRECT,

MARK AN X ON YOUR CHOICE,

74
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ALL OF THE FOLLOWING SENTENCES AREThE. .WHAT MUST BE

NECESSARY FOR THE-SEEDS TO GROW WHEN THEY ARE.PLANTED?

THE SEEDS ARE RED, THE SEEDS ARE SMOOTH, THE SEEDS

ARE SMALL, THE SEEDS GROW WHEN PLANTED,

THE SEEDS ARE NOT RED,.THE SEEDS ARE NOT,SMOOTH,

THE SEEDS ARE SMALL,-THE SEEDS It NOT-GROW WHEN

PLANTED.

THE SEEDS ARE NOT RED, THE SEEDS ARE SMOOTH, THE

SEEDS ARE LARGE, THE SEEDS GROWS WHEN PLANTED.

ANSWER:

EXPLAIN YOUR ANSWER:
A

0
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A.6.1974.

DON IS THE SHORTEST OF FOUR BOYS; JIM, THE NEXT SHORTEST;
e

GUY, THE NEXT SHORTEST; AND RAY, THE NEXT SHORTEST, EACH

BOY OWNS A FISHING POLE, WITH THE SHORTEST BOY OWNING fliE

SHORTEST POLE; THE NEXT SHORTEST BOY, THE NEXT SHORTEST

POLE; AND SO ON.'

DON RAY

WHICH BOY IS THE SECOND SHORTEST AND OWNS THE SECOND

SHORTEST FISHING POLE?

JIM

GUY

RAY

DON

I

NONE OF THE ABOVE ANSWERS IS CFRECT,

MARK AN X ON YOUR CHOICE,

1 76

,
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1

,...

A.7.1974.

BOB IS THE RICHEST OF FOUR MEN; TIM, THE NEXT RICHEST;

FRED, THE NEXT RICHEST; AND JACK, THE NEXT RICHEST. THE

RICHEST MAN OWNS THE SMALLEST CAR; THE NEXT RICHEST MAN,

THE NEXT SMALLEST CAR, AND.$0 ON.

BOB TIM FRED JACK

WHICH MAN OWNS THE SMALLEST CAR AND IS THE RICHEST MAN?

FRED

BOB

JACK

TIM

I .

NONE OF THE ABOVE ANSWERS IS CORRECT.

I :

MARK AN X ON YOUR CHOICE,

A

77

1
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8. DURING RECESS, THREE SEPARATE GROUPS OF .CHILDREN WERE

FORMED TO PLAY BALL, AS THE PICTURES SHOW: GROUP A

WAS MADE UP OF 5 CHILDREN AND 1 BALL. GROUP 8 WAS

MADE UP OF 6 CHILDREN AND 2 BALLS. GROUP C WAS MADE

UP OF 12 CHILDREN AND 3 BALLS.

.11

A B

WHICH GROUP OF CHILDREN WOULD IT BE BEST TO JOIN IF

ONE WISHED TO CATCH THE BALL MOST OFTEN?'

GROUP A

GROUP B

GROUP C

THERE IS THE SAME CHANCE OF CATCHING THE BALL IN

EACH GROUP.

NONE OF THE ABOVE ANSWERS IS CORRECT.

MARK AN X ON YOUR CHOICE,

78
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9.
FOUR GIRLS ARE GOING TO PLAY CHECKERS WITH EACH OTHER,

IN ORDER TO FIND THE BEST PLAYER, EACH GIRL WILL PLAY

EVERY OTHER GIRL,

HOW MANY GAMES MUST-BE PLAYED IF EACH GIRL IS TO PLAY
'fp

EVERY OTHER GIRL?
4

1

4

8

NONE OF THE ABOVE ANSWERS IS CORRECT,

MARK AN X ON YOUR CHOICE:-
A

79



NONE OF THE ABOVE ANSWERS IS CORRECT._

10. A BOY HAS A CHOICE OF FIVE FISHING POLES. HE WANTS TO

TRY OUT EACH POLE BEFORE HE BUYS ANY ONE OF THEM, 'HOWEVER),

HE MAY TRY OUT ONLY ONE POLE A DAY.

,

HOW MANY DAYS WILL HE NEED TO TRY OUT ALL OF THE POLES?

4

1 DAY,

4 DAYS

5 DAYS

,

6 DAYS a

MARK AN X ON YOUR CHOICE,

80
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1 1 . A BASEBALL MANAGER HAS THREE PUCHER$ (SAM, TOM, AND GEORGE)

AND TWO CATCHERS (BILL AND FRANK), THE MANAGER WANTS

TO FIND THE BEST PAIR OF PITCHER AND CATCHER,

)4 t:

TOM 1,_
i

14.1.

GEORGE

BILL _ FRANK

IF EACH PITCHER AND EACH CATCHER IS TO BE GIVEN AN EQUAL

.CHANCE, HOW MANY PAIRS OF PITCHER AND CATCHER MUST THE

MANAGER FORM?

2=1

311

5
.1.11

..awaNIII/Pase.

6

NONE OF THE ABOVE ANSWERS IS CORRECT,

MARK AN X ON YOUR CHOICE,

...,
81
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12.
SIX GIRLS (ANN, DOT, LISA, MARY, NELL, SUE) ARE GOING TO

PLAY A GAME IN WHICH ONLY 2 CAN_PLAY AT A TIME. EACH'GIRL

WANTS TO PLAY EVERY OTHER GIRL IN THE GROUP:-

WRITE ALL OF'THE POSSIBLE GAMES THAT COULD BE PLAYED IF

EACH GIRL PLAYED EVERY OTHER GIRL,

ANSWER:

82
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13.

OCTOBER 23 3 WEEKS LATER

JOE PLANTED A FLOWER ON OCTOBER 23, HE MEASURED HOW TALL IT

-.WAS, THREE WEEKS LATER HE MEASURED IT AGAIN TO SEE HOW MUCH

IT HAD GROWN, WHAT-DATE WAS IT AT THE END\OF THREE WEEKS?

CIRCLE THAT DATE ON THE CALENDAR,

OCTOBER,
5 M T 'T F

1 2 3 4 5' 6 7

.8 9 10 11_12 15-14
15 16 17 18 19 20 21

22 23 24 4 26 ;7 28

24 30 31

c.

NOVEMBER
S m T W T F S

. 1 2 3 4

5 6 7 8 9 10 11

12 13 14 15 )6 17 18

19. 20 21 22,23 24 23
26 27 28 29 30

69
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14. N

SUE AND KAREN WANTED A 'BOTTLE OF ROOT BEER. THEIR

MOTHER POURED ONE BOTTLE INTO A TALL SKINNY GLASS-AND

THE OTHER BOTTLE INTO.A SHORT fAT GLASS AS SHOWN BELOW.

<

,..

DOES ONE GLASS HAVE MORE ROOT BEER IN IT THAN THE OTHER?

THE TALL GLASS HAS' MORE IN IT.

THE SHORT GLASS HAS MORE IN IT,

THEY BOTH HAVE THE SAME AMOUNT:

I DON'T KNOW.
4

MARK AN X ON YOUR CHOICE.

WHY DID YOU CHOOSE THE ANSWER YOU MABKED?

t
,



15.
A DOG WAS FOUR PUPPIES BORN ON SAME DAY AND IN THE

FOLLOWING ORDER: 1 SPOTTED PUPPY, 1 ALL WHITE PUPPY, 1

BROWN PUPPY, 1 BLACK PUPPY, THE PUPPIES COULD HAVE BEEN

BORN IN ANY ORDER,

WRITE ALL OF THE POSSIBLE WAYS IN WHICH THE PUPPIES COULD.

HAVE BEEN BORN.

IF YOU WOULD LIKE TO GO BACK AND COMPLETE

ANY ANSWERS OR CHECK YOUR WORK; YOU MAY DO

SO, BED SURE YOU HAVE ANSWERED EVERY QUESTION,

8"5
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HUMAN SCIENCES

PLEASE PRINT:

NAME:

SCHOOL:

DATE OF BIRTH:
month/day/year,

BOY: GIRL:

DATE:

HOW IS YOUR LOGIC?

THIS BOOKLET IS PART OFJHE HUMAN SCIENCES PROGRAM YOUR

ANSWERS ARE WORTANT ONLY TO THE WRITERS AND WILL NOT BE USED

BY YOUR TEACHER FOROR ANYPURPOSE. 4

SOME OF THE PROBLEMS IN THIS BOOKLET ARE SINLE: SOME

ARE MORE DIFFICULT. SOME PRESENT ACTS, AND YOU HAVE TO MAKE

A CONCLUSION, SOME ASK YOU TO LOOK AT DRAWINGS ANDtgEK AN

ANSWER. SOME WILL SEEM LIKE ARITHMETIC PROBLEMS, BUT YOU DON'T

NEED 0 DO MY ARITHMETIC TO ANSWER THEM. OTHERS :ASK You TO

ANSWER'A PROBLEM AND GIVE A REASON, THERE ARE'15 PROBLEMS,

PLEASE ANSWER ALL OF THEM. YOU WILL HAVE ALL. PERIOD TO ANSWER.

'THERE WILL BE TIME TO GO BACK TO ANY ITEMS' YOU:WISH.AFtER ALL

QUESTIONS HAVE BEEN READ,

PLEASE COMPLETE THE'INFORMATIOii SECTION ABOVE BEFORE

- BEGINNING THE BOOKLET,

EXPERIMENTAL EDI710147-MAY 1974
'
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EXAMPLE A

ALL OF THE FOLLOWING SENTENCES ARE TRUE, WHAT MUST BE

NECESSARY FOR ED TO LIKE SUSAN?

JOHN LIKE MARY, BIL LIKES ANN, AND ED.LIKES SUSAN,

JOHN LIKES MARY, BILL DOES NOT LIKE ANN, AND ED LIKES.SUSAN,.

JOHN DOES dOT LIKE MARY, BILL LIKES ANN, AND ED DOES NOT

LIKE SUSAN.

ANSWER:..

p

1
4

8?
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-4.

1 , ANSWER FOR
EXAMPLEA

ALL OF THE FOLLOWING SENTENCES ARE TRUE, WHAT MUST BE NECESSARY

FOR_ED TO LIKE SUSAN?

'LJOHN

JOHN

JOHN

LIKE

LIKES MAIM, BILL LIKES Am, AND ED

LIKES MARY, BILL DOES NOT1LIKE ANN,

DOES NOT1IKE MARY, BILL LIKES ANN,

SUSAN,

LIKES SUSAN,

AND ED LIKES SUSAN.

AID ED DOES NOT

AYSWER:
THE CORRECT ANSWER IS "JOHN LIKES MARY."

vii
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EXAMPLE

CHUCK AND JIM ARE PLAYING A CARD GAME CALLED "DATTLE," AT THE

BEGINU OF THE GANE,CHUCK AND JIM EACH HAVE 26 CARDS, IN A

THE 26 CARDS THAT CHUCK HAS, THERE ARE 3 KINGS; AND IN THE 26'

CARDS THAT JIM HAS, THERE IS ONE Km, EACH PLAYER WILL TURN

OVER ONE CARD AT THE SAME TIME, WHO HAS MORE OF A CHANCE OF

TIMNIN6 OVER A KING IN THE FIRST "BATTLE?"

>' 1

ANSWER:

1
8`9
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4

S E P F0 R'

EX AiiPLE ll

CHUCK AND'JIM APE PLAYING A CARD GAME CALLED "BATTLE." AT THE

BEGINNING OF THE GAME, CHUCK AND JIM EACH HAVE 26 CARDS. IN

THE 26 CARDS THAT CHUCK HAS, THERE ARE 3 KINGS; AND IN THE 25

CARDS THAT JIM HAS, THERE IS ONE KING. EACH PLAYER 1I1LL TURN\

OVER ONE CARD-AT THE .SAME TIME, WHO HAS PORE' OF A CHANCE OF

TURNING OVER A. KING IN THE FIRST "BATTLE?"

ANSdER: THE CORRECT ANSWER IS "CHUCK."

90 76
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EXAMPLE' C

DON,.CHIP, BILL, AND PAUL ARE GOING TO RIDE ON BUMPER CARS.,

THERE ARE ONLY NO SEATS IN EACH CA, EACH BOY WANTS TO RIDE

WITH EVERY OTHER BOY,

WRITE ALL OF THE POSSIBLE TWO HA N TEAMS THAT CAN BE FORMED.

ANSWER:

DI

o

77
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ANSWER FOR
EXAMPLE C

DON, CHIP, BILL, AND PAUL ARE GOING TO RIDE Oil BUMPER CARS,

THERE ARE ONLY TWO:SEATS IN EACH CAR. EACH BOY WANTS TO RIDE

WITH EVERY OTHER' BOY.

-WRITE ALL OF THE POSSIBLE TWO -:MAN TEAi1S THAT CAN BE FORMED,

4.

ANSWER: THERE SHOULD BESIX EAMS-LISTED:

DON AND CHIC

DON AND BILL

DON AND PAUL

CHIP AND BILL

CHIP AND PAUL

BILL AND PAUL

.

THERE IS NO TIME LIMIT ON THE QUEISTIONS6WHICH FOLLOW, YOUR

TEACHER WILL READ THROUGH:EACH QUESTION FOR YOU, .AT THE END

OF THE QUESTIONS, YOU WILL BE GIVEN TIME TOGO BACK TO ANY

- ITEM YOU MAY NOT HAVE COMPLETED, THE FIRST TIME. -°

ANSWER EVERY QUESTION

r
92
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1. PAUL IS HEAVIER THAN KEN.

KEN IS HEAVIER THAN JOHN,

JOHN IS HEAVIER THAN 11°N,

IS PAUL HEAVIER THAN RON?

p

4

ANSWER:

MIKE IS BIGGER THAN AL.

. AL IS BIGGER THAN SAM,

SAM IS BIGGER THAN TOM,

IS MIKE BIGGER THAN TOM?

ANSWER:

'3. BOB IS THE CHEST OF FOUR MEN; JIM, tHE NEXT RICHEST; \'

LLOYD, THE NEXT RICHEST; AND TIM,..THE NEXT RICHEST.

THE RICHEST MAN OWNS THE SMALLEST CAR; THE NEXT RICHEST

MAN,-THE NEXT SMALLEST CAR, AND SO ON,

WHO OWNS THE SMALLEST CAR?

ANSWER:

93
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4. A GIRL WANTS TO BUY A SKIRT. SHE HAS FOUND EIGHT SKIRTS

THAT SHE LIKES AND WOULD LIKE TO TRY THEM ON TO SEE WHICH

ONE LOOKS THE BEST ON HER. SHE CAN ONLY TRY ON ONE AT A

TAKES HERANE MINUTE TO TRY ON A SKIRT,

HOW MAIIYANUTES WILL IT TAKE HER TO TRY ON ALL OF THE

THE'SK1RTS?

ANSWER:

5, A COACH HAS A CUICE OF FOUR PLAYERS. HE WANTS TO GIVE

EACH PLAYER THE SAME CHANCE-OF MAKING THE TEAM. HE LETS

EACH PLAYER.PLAY:FOR ONE WEEK.

HOW MANY WEEKS WILL THE COACH NEEDAF EACH PLAYER IS TO

HAVE THE SAME CHANCE OF MAKING THE TEAM?

ANSWER:

80



6, A GROUP OF FRIENDS DECIDE TO GO DANCING. THERE ARE

THREE, MEN (AL, BOB, AND CHUCK) AND THREE WOMEN

(LOUISE, MARSHA, AND NANCY) . EACH MAN WANTS TO

DANCE WITH EACg WOMAN,

WRITE ALL OF THE POSSIBLE MAN-WOMAN COUPLES OF

'DANCERS THERE COULD BE IF EACH VAN DANCED WITH

EACH WOMAN11

ANSWER:

" g

95-
(
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7,. JOE IS THE FASTEST OF FOUR MEN; BIL,L,' THE NEXT

FASTEST; KEN, THE, NEXT FASTEST; AND DAVE THE

NEXT .FASTEST, THE'.FASTEST MAN HAS THE SMALLEST_

FEET; THE NEXT FASTEST MAR, THE NEXT SMALLEST

FEET, AND SO ON,

WHO HAS THE SECOND SMALLEST FEET?

ANSWER:

.
. ..

ALL OF THE FOLLOWIA SENTENCES. ARE TRUE. WHAT` MUST

.13E NECESSARY FOR THE. HUSBAND TO LIVE?

t THE MAID LIKES HER JOB, THE WIFE FAINTS, THE COOK

RUNS OUT THE.DOOR, AND THE HUSBAND LIVES.

THE MAID LIKE- HER JOB, THE WIFE DOES NOT FAINT,

THE COOK DOES NOT RUN OUT THE DOOR,-AND THE

HUSBAND LIV .
.

.

1
THE MAID DO .NOT LIKE HER JOB, THE WIFE FAINT,

Tg. COOK DO NOT RUN OUT! THE DOOR, AND THE

HUSBAND DOESNOT LIVE. \

ANSWER:

.9.6
2 82-
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91 FDdISHTHE FOLLOWING. PICTURE AS YOU THINK IT SHOULD BE-DONE.

. 4

1" I

I I

I I

I
I

7

d. . .

i
I

1- r-
I.
1 . W
i : i'.4!

1

( -
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1

I

9

,
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1
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I
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I I
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10%,.FIRISH THE FOLLOWING PICTURE AS YOU THINK IT SHOUL!

BE DOW.

4-

1

to

I.

1

I.
I .
r-

I

_1

o

I I

I . , 1

r
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t

,11, A BASEBALL MANAGER HAS THREE PITCHERS (SAM, TOM,

AND GEORGE) AND TWO CATCHERS (BILL AO.FRANK).

TliMANAGER WANTS.TO FIND THE BEST PAIR OF PITCHER

AND CATCHER..

r .

s'10/.
'" .1

. 4 1 ''.... or

..: e

..... .. :' .

,
:-. i

WRITE ALL OF THE POSSIBLE PAIRS OF PITCHER AND

CATCHER THERE COULD BE IF EACH.FITCHER.WEW

EACH CATCHER..

..,ANSWER:
.

,

..

-

c

"4.
E

. !/-t 4.

I

k

7

I ',

/

4

V

r
.
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12. Pe GROUPS OF CHILDREN ARE GOING SWIMMING, TEACHERS

ARE GOING WITH THEM AND WILL WATCH THEM, THE FIRST

GROUP, IS MADE UP OF 12 CHILDREN AND 2 TEACHERS THE

SECOND GROUP IS MADE UP OF 18 CHILDREN AND 3 ,

TEACHERS.

.IN WHICH. GROUP IS EACH TEACHER UI CHARGE OF THE

FEWEST CHILDREN ?.

,#,r ,.
.

: ANSWER :-:
4,

l a

I

It-

A

EXPLAIN YOUR ANSWER:
.

100 86
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13 SEVEN MEN (JIM, KEN, LEO, MEL, NED:PAUL, AND TOM)

ARE GOING TO RACE EACH OTHER. ONLY TWO MEN CAN

'RACE AT A TIME, EACH MAN WANTS TO-RACE EVER/

OTHER MAN.

WRITE ALL OF THE POSSIBLE RACES THAT COULD BE RUN

IF,EACH '.AN RACED EVERY OTHER MAN.

'

ANSWER.

1 0

a

tor
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14, ALL OF THE`FRLLOI/ING SENTENCES ARE TRUES, WAT MUST

BE NECESSARY FOR THERETO BE GOOD WEATHER?'

CHARLIE IS SWIMMING, DAVE kS'NOT. BOATING, KEN IS,.

PLAYING-IN THE sAJ4,-* THERE IS GOOD WEATHER.

CHARLIEAS NOT-'SWIMMINdAAVE IS' BOATING, KEN IS

NOT PLAYING IN.tHE SAND,-AND THERE IS NOT FOOD

WEATHER,

CHARLIEIS NOT SWIMMING, DAVE IS BOATING, KEN IS

NOT PLAYING iN.THE'5AND, AND THERE IS GOOD,WEATHER.

CHARLIE IS SWIMMING; DAVE IS NOT BOATING, KEN IS

PLAYING IN THE SAND, AND THERE IS NOT GOOD WEATHER.
.

,ANSWER

EXPLAIN-YOUA.ANSWER:

I 4!

ro

. . 102 88 -.



15, 60,COMMNIES CORD,G,E., LBM, POST)._ARCGOING TO- .,

HAVE OFFICES .0ti THE FIRST FOUR FLOORS OF. K NEW

taDING. EACH'COMPANY MAY-CHOOSE'ANY OF THE FLOORS.

FOR ITS CIFICES: NO ,T440 COMPANIES CAN BE ON THE :

SAME FLOOR, 1 .

'
WRITE ALL O THE POSSIBLE WAYS THAT THE COMPANIES'

OFFICES COULD BE ARRANGED .ON THE FLOORS,

ANSWER:

'4

ap

IF YOU WOULD LIKE TO GO BACK AND COMPLETE

ANY' ANSWERS OR CHECK YOUR WORK, YOU MAY DO

SO; BE SURE YOU HAVE ANSWERED EVERY QUESTION,.

103-
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Human Sciences
Biological Sciences-Curriculum Study

,Boulder, Colorado

;AI

INSTRUCTIQNS FOR ADMINISTERINCI THE

SENTENCE COMPLETION EXERCISE

A. The Exerdise

,

How albstudent perceives himself and his world is-very

'important information for curriculum developers:astiey write

their programs. )A person's view gf himself and his World has

been found to mo4e'through stages or levels as he moves through
,

his life. The enclosed instrument titled "Sentence Completion

Exerciseu&is a measureof a person's level. of development. It

is npt a test where there are right or'wrong answers. The

sentence completion form and the concept of self-perception are

not directly related to the-Human Sciences curiiculum. However,

this information may be useful in directing further efforts in

cuxriculgm development.

B. esiin

. The, sentence completion exercise contains 36 sentence. stems

which the student is asked to finish There is a separate form

for boys and girls: The exercise is in two parts, each with 18

sentence stems. (The theoretical framework and development of

the instrument was doneby J. Loevinger Wessles and is

desbribed in Measuring Ela Development, Jossey-Bass, Inc. 1970.) -s

C. Plans for Administering, Collecting, Scorin , and qlysis

Procedure: The following instructions sho ld be used in

administering the forms. These instructions it!ould be read to

the students when they have-recpived theforM. We assume that

minor variations in the instructions do not matter.

1 0.4 9D
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tA

.4(

"Please give Part I,first. Give) t II the next day, or skip
s

one day.
,,

There lave Boys,' Forms and Girls' Forms for this

exercise. Part I is blue in color. Part II is salmon.

Teacher: '(Hand out the forms.) Please write your name

and the other information in'the spaces provided: Now

I would like you to fill outs this sentence completion

form. Complete each sentence in any way you wish. .

You see these are incomplete sentences. Please finish

each one. There are no right or wrong answers. Notice

that there are 184sentences to complete. Please make

sur6 you have completed each sentence by writing in

the space provided.

R7sponses tobe used by the teacher if students request further

help in completing the form: .

Please finish the sentence'in any way you wish. or]

There are no right or wrong answers.

[In ansi.Yer to the question, "who is 'she' or the."?"] :

Tt can mean anyone. [or]

Just think of it as anyoneayou wish.,,. 4
F

The exercise will probably take about 30 minutes. There

is no time limit. Make arrangements for students to do inde-

pendent work when they complete this exercise.

. Scoring and Analysis: These forms will be confidentially

and individually scorearby.raters trained in identifyin6 levels

of personal development. The actual results will be examined

to sechow the students' level of personal development changes

over a period of one, two, or three years.

BL:JTR:,c1
HSP : '5/15/74
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j Human Sciences

1

GIRLS' FORM SENTENCE COMPLETION EXERCISE, PART'L
,

Hi,-.Sentence Completer! .

This is Part I of an exercise for you to finish some

sentences. Woulc you please fill in the following inf ormation:

I

°
5

NAME

Cf-100L.

TEACHER

DATE

It you are a 4111fthetop of this page should say

GIRLS' FORM SENTENCE COMPLETION EXERCISE, PIART,1.. 'If it'says
I .

.

_
BOYS''FORM SENTENCE COMPLETION EXERCISE, PART I,-please raise

your hand for the' teacher.
, ,

l9

,

6

You have aSimuch time as you need. Turn to `page one. ,

and follow 'the directions. '

3

Biological Sciences
Curriculum Study
Boulder, Colorado

Thank you,

The Friendly Sentence Starte

Experj.mental Edition, May 1974

106
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4

SE4TENCE COMPLETION EXERCISE FOR GIRLS, PART I

$

,

Complete the following' sentences in any way thatyou wish.,
1

1-4
You see that these are incomf)1ete sentences.

as
Please finish

A

./

each.one.. There are no right or wrong answers. When you

have anished the sentences on the first page, go on to the next.

1. Raising a famiiy .

.

0

2. Most men think that women

'

3. When they 'avoided me 4

'4. If my mother

N\6
. . 7

5: Being. with other peoPle

,

6. The thitg I like about myself is

Oa

r

7: A girl* has

9.

°

a rightvto

When I get mad

9. My mother and I

107
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10. What gets me into trou,e is

11. Education.

,
.a

12.. When ptople are helplessis .4.

I
13. Woven are ducky iRecause.

1

*
'14. W'hen I 'am Criticized

sir

15: My father

16. Rules are

4

4.

I

17.. rf I- liad moZe`.-,mOriey .
:.

. s. ...
.._

18. When my mother 'spanked* me, I

a

1..

cl

a

r

,z)

. .-..
IP\

HSP:5/15/74
, ail

1
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_Human Science's

4

,GIRLS' FORM'SENTENCE COMPLETION EXERCISE, PART II

Hi again, Sentence Completer!

Thanks. for your cooperation with Part I. ,Please fill

in the following information:

NAME

SCHOOL

TEACHER

DATE

Be sure you have Part II of the Girls' Form. If you
-

don't, .raise your hand to get-the correct-form.

You have as much time as ybu need. Please turn to

page one and follow the directions.

r.

Biological ScienCes
Curriculum Study
Boulder, Colorado,

Thank you,

The Friendly Sentence Starter

1 09

Experxmental Editi May 1974
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SENTENCE COMPLETION EXERCISE FOR
1
GIRLODART II-

,

,

s\,m
anComplete the following ntences in any way, that you wish. -

.

You see that these are inc plete setences. Please finish
.

each one. There are no right or wrong answers. When you
< .

have finished the sentences on the first page, go on to the next.

1. A wife should

O

2. I feel sorry

3. When I am nervous I

VM

4. When a child wil not join in group activities

5. Men are lucky because

6. At times she worried about

I am

A woman] feels good when

MY main problem is

110
96
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10. Whenever she was with her mother, she

11. Sometimet she wished that

A good mother

13. The worst thing about being a woman

14. When -she thought of her mother, she

15. . If I can't yet what,I want
s..

16.. For a woman a career is

17.: 'My conscience bothers- me if

-

18. A woman should always

cl
HSP:5/15/74

1
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Human Sciences'

BOYS FORM SENTENCE COMPLETION EXERCISE, PART I

Hi, Sentence Completer!

This is Part I of an exercise for you to finish some

':?mesentences. Would you please fill in the following ,information:

NAME

SCHOOL

TEACHER

DATE

If you are a boy, the top of this page should say

BOYS' FORM SENTENCE COMPLETION EXERC:ISE,PART I, If it says

111
GIRLS' FORM SENTENCE COMPLETION EXERCISE, PART 1. Please raise

your hand for the teacher.

You have as much time as you need. Tr to page one

and follow-the directions.

rc...\,Biological Sciences
iw Curriculum Study

Boulder, Colorado

Thank you,

The Friendly Sentence Starter

112

Experimental Edition, May 1974
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A.

4F:11TNCE:tOMPLETION EXERCISE klR'BOYS, PART I

Completethetfollowing sen'tences.in any Way that you wish.

You'see that these are i ncomplete sentences. Please finish

each one.' There:are no right or wrong answers. whdh you have'

finished the sentences on the first page; go on to the next.

1. Raising a family

2. , When a child will not join in group activities

3. When they avoided me

. A man's job

5. Being with other people

6: The thing I like about myself is

7. If my mother

8. If I can't 4tt what I want

9. When I was younger

113 99
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10. Education

'When people are helpless

.

12. Women are lucky because

13. What gets Me into trouble is

14. A good father

15. If I were kirkg

16. A wife should

17. I fee). sorry

I
1\8. A man should always.

,c1

HSP:5/15/74
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Human Sciences

BOYS', FORM SENTENCE COMPLETION EXERCISE, PART II

.

Hi again, Sentence Completerl

Thanks for your cooperation with,Part I. Please fill ,

in the, following irUormation:

NAME

SCHOOL

TEACHER

DATE

Be sure you have Part ID of tile Boys' Form. If you

don't, raise your hand to get the correct form.
4°

You have as much time as ydu need. Please urn to

page one and follow the directions.
,

Biological Sciences
Curriculum Study
Boulder,'Colorado

Thank you,'

The,Friendly Sentence Starter
6

/°

Experimental Edition, May 1974
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'SENTENCE COMPLETION EXERCISE FOR BOYS, PART II

) /

-Complete the fdllowing sentences in any way that yOu wish.

You see that these are-incomplete, sentences. Please finish

each one. There are no right or wrong answers. When you have

. finished the sentences on the first page, go on to the next.

,

1.

2.

I

if

Rules are

He felt so proud that he
t.

5

3. Men are lucky because

4. 'My father an I

5. A man feels good when

;. When I get mad

t

7., At times he worried about

8. When his wife asked him to help with the houseFork'
4

'4

9. My main problem is

.

I)

1



10. When I, am criticized .

11. SometiMes he wished that

12. A husband has a right to

,"

13. When he thought of his Mother, ne

alt

14. The worst- thing about being a man

4

15. If I had more money

.0-,

16./ I just can's stand people who ,

17. My conscience bothers me if

is. Crime anddeling4ehcy.could be hil,ted if

cl
HSP:15/74

r,
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MEMORANDUM

tn. c
'< °
-440 `60 ,,

11'?1;* 7f. :

\

' so23Q B Boulder, Colorado 803b2
'4t..

t:.t,

40v

f,
fe'

/ 4 tr. 44,

..c.0% .0

TO: Trial Teachers
tty
A

FROM: Human Sciences Staff

DATE: May 2, 1974

re

SUBJECT:, Additional Activity for GROWING

a .

Enclosed are Teacher Instructions and materials for an activity
to be added to the GROWING module. The activity involves a
Human SCiences class survey. When-the,survey iscompleted;
'please return all the surveysh6ets inythe enclosed mailer.
it is important that youk name be ontsurvey sheets so as
to avoia any confusion of data. Ttr infotmation to be gathered
is critical for the seventh-grade writing teams, -and prompt

return would be appreciated.

Speaking of GROWING, it will be sent,Out.the:week of May 6th.

Thanks for.. your continued, patience and coOsprati.on.

AC:c1

r 118
01-

4,

A i
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DEVELOPING HUMAN SCIENCES

STUDENT ACTIVIT/

Jim Eckenrod

4

BSCS STAFF

Jim Robinson Fred Rasmussen

Anne Seitz

Bob VasconcOaoS

119
$ .

Debby Puckett

Dorothy Schlitt

,

105'



DEVELOPING:HUMAN SCIENCES'-

You or a friend can play the role of a BSCS Human Sciences

Consilltant,br.staff Member.

MATERIALS

Survey Sheets
Pencil
Clipboard

BACKGROUND

Imagine that you are a BSCS Development Consultant and

your task is to 'learn about Human Sciences students' reactions

to several important questions. The questions that need to

be asked of the students will help the seventh-grade writers

and consultants write and produce interesting and important'

activities for seventh-grade Human Sciences studentS.

The task of developing the seventh-gr.ide-modules is

extremely important because it will affect many hundreds of

students around the United States.

OPERATION'

If several students are interested in conducting the-

survey, make - different survey groups or teams with each team

using a separate survey form.

k

Read the) survey question slowly and clearly allowing time

for each student to think out his or her answers.

The name of the student. is for your use. Do not interview

./ a student more than once.,

120
106
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When the surveys are over, the survey teams may want to

discuss,the information received and add some of their own

thoughts in,special reports for the Human Sciences staff.

When all the steps are completed, please return all the

survey forms and any other information you think import.ant

to the Human Sciences staff.

You will see-the results 'yoti work in next year's

modules.

TYPES OF SURVEYS

What a Would Like to See in the Modules, Next Year,
(kinds of activities, special interests) .

Activities I Did Like, (from sixth-grade modules)

Activities I Didn't Like, (from sixth-grade modules)

The Modules I Liked Best, (from sixth-grade modules)

0

121

A

.11
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SURVEY SHEET . DEVELOP IAG HUMAN. SCIENCES

ACTIVITIES I DID LIKE

TO THE INTERVIEWER: It is important that each student you inteivi2w answer each question
without thinking about the question btforehtiid. Be ,sure to
interview each studentindividually. Wriit.down

..-

41
mentioned tinder #1, the'Second undtr #2, and third #3. Write
the reason'the student didn't like the first, activity.

Student's Name Which. activities in , the sixth-grade .geasons
modules did you like?

. 3
-

-..,----... .
_4 '1 . 2 -3. -. '

. 4
.

/
. .

.

. ..
.

, '
.

. 1--
.

.
-

-
.

,

°.
.

_\..
. ° ,. %
._ .

3 .----/
,

. .
1

.
' °-

. - ,

t
.

-*
..

: ...- /
. . ' 7 .

..
. .

, . -

, .
.

.

'-'
,

.

,

. .
.

,

. . .

.
3

-

--1------__-.
! /

,..

-
< t .

.

.

,°: r ,4"
4
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. SURVEY SHEET DEVELOPING HUMAN SCIENCES

.ACTIVITIES I DIDN'T LIKE

, TO THE INTERVIEWER; It is impOrtant that each student you interview answer each
question without thinking about the question beforehand. Be
sure to interview each student individually. Write down the
first activity mentioned under #l, the second under #2, and the
third under #3. Write the reason the student didn't like the
first activity.

Student's Name Which activities in the sixth-grade
modules did you not like?

Reasons

1 2

--r

O

I

.
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SURVEY SHEET DEVELOPING HUMAN SCIENCES

THE MODULES I LIKED BEST

Which of the sixth-grade modules did you like the best? Write
the number for your choices (1 = first choice, 2 = second, .

-3 = third, 4 = fourth, and 5 = last choice) next to the module
title in the column labeled ORDER.

Student' s Name Module Order Reason

A

.

.

SURVIVAL ,

BEHAVIOR I a

GROWING
.

.

.

LEARNING ' -

SENSE...OR NONSENSE?-
.

,

_

SURVIVAL

BEHAVIOR

GROWING

LEARNING
0
'SENSE...OR NONSENSE?

,., ! , SURVIVAL .

.

k0

4P

,

BEHAVIOR .

GROWING .

LEARNING *,

. .

SENSE...0A NONSENSE?

. SURVIVAL
4

.

',...

4

BEHAVIOR
.

GROWING . e ,

LEARNING

SENSE...OR NONSENSE? .

SURVIVAL i ,

-..,°

BEHAVIOR .

,
.

GROWING -

LEARNING
.

4

SENSE...OR NONSENSE?
.

_

SURVIVAL
.

BEHAVIOR
I

,

GROWING . -

- LEARNING
1 .. , 1 1 0

SENSE...OR NONSENSE? 1 _/ n
4.,



DEVELOPING HUMAN SCIENCES

WHAT I WOULD LIKE TO SEE IN THE

MODULES NEXT YEAR

Student's Name
)

Kinds of Activities
want most.'

or Special Interests
.

I

.

. , -

.

i .

.

.

4

1

.

i

,.......

4 y

o

.

.

)

.

.

f.

..

.
1

o a

. u

s.

.

-

,

4

1.9r
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KEY FOR COMPLETING HUMAN SCIENCES QUESTIONNAIRE

'Please have resnondendents complete the informational section of the Optical Scanning
Corporation form as follows:

NaMe

Simply follow the directions printed on the form: fast name, first name, middle initial

Other Data

Grade Teachers, mark grade level Eaught,
Principals, mark "F"
Others, mark "S".

Date

Sex

Mark in month and last two digits o year of birth

Men,Mark "B" (1)

Women, mark "G" (2)

Social Security No. LEAVE BLANK

Six Unniarkfd Columns

Column 1 1 = Queens D & I Center
2 = L.S.U. D & I Center =

3 = U.T.S.A. D & I Center
4 = W.W.S.C. D & I Center

Column 2 101-99 Local schools;
and'3 Assign at each D & I Center',

PLEASE ADVISE ME OF CODE
NUMBER FOR EACH SCHOOL

Column 4 01-99 Number Of years of
and 5 classroom teaching

experience

Column 6, 1-9 Years in present-school.
0 Ten or more years

EXAMPLE

1~ 4

.5 5 5 5

'6 5 6 5

7 7 .*7

8 a

49 4 9 3

DATE El
f.10 YEAR

31:14'
. reni.......4_._......

3 0 0 3 5('4, ) 0l'iliii 1 44.1= 1 ,

fal.2 Z 2 , ''".
OM.

3 3 .1...t , 3

I 3 AIL 11141 4

3 3

4 4 4

5

7

a

,9

it)o JS 5
5 It S .5
7 120C.

8 p4s.,

9 _9 CE

5

6

a

3

. w x 4, .r1 ,i1
. 3...,

LU<

< 5-

. .... N . m cr L. . N CO al
, i rl q 9, t;i r'ir q

,..,1 7..1 ti, 1.1d , ll Nu -mr-raU
Li Z -i (..9 $ F >

EY:WJ, 41 4i u'l 41 "El 41 41 12-3,. ;I: 141.4i1
Nb 0 I, 9- N M $ Tr : In (I3 : N CO C71

in --. Ps rs, tt
Cip-1 et trF. r n es, .nrd fill ,t02 riv9 1, ta. 1

V 0 N CT) nti' , 11) tO N 03 $ CA
. ... - ' ....i -1 ',.: ,,...1 1

.1
04 0 .-. CV tv) et to (Jo { r 1 co as )

tD 4=4:S A
,-

Column 1 U.T.S.A.

2 & 3 School:assigned code # 08.

4 & 51 12 years of teaching experience

6 5 years in present school

'Grade Sixth grade teacher

Date Born in May of 1939

Sex Female

iF 112



QUESTIONNAIRE O1 ASSUMPTIONS

BSCS Human Sciences Program Curriculum

Instructions: leke a mark on the scale
at right that best represents your own
feelings about each statement.

ASSUMPTIONS ABOUT CHILDREN'S LEARNING

ABOUT LEARNING AND KNOWLEDGE*

Dissemination and Implementation Centers

wo

0

I
0

.4r

Motivation

1. Children are innately curious and will explore
their environment without adult intervention.

'I

1

1

2

t

3

1

4

t

5 -

I

t. Exploratory behavior is self-perpetuating.
t i 1 1 t 1

.

Conditions for Learning --
.

3. The child will display natural exploratory
behavior' if he is not threatened. I

1 I 1

.

1

4. Confidence in self is' highly related to
capacity for learning and for making

, important choices affecting, one's learning.
i I 1 1 1

,

..
,

5. Active exploration in a rich environment,
offeing a wide ai.ray of manipulative
materials, will acilitate"children's'
learning. . . . .

1 t t i 1 i

6. Play is not-distinguished-froM work as the
predominant mode of-learning in early
childhood. ,

1 1 i J

.

7. Children have both the competence and, the
right to make significant decisions con- .

cerning their own learning. ',. .
I

.

i i

.

1

.

1 I

1

8. Children will be likely to learn if they are
- given .considerable choiCe in the selectI n of -

the-materials they wish to work with an in the

choice of 'questions they wish to pursue with
respect to those materials. --Ai%

t

4
I

P

GI -

t t 1

.

1

.

. ,

9. given the opportunity, children will choose to
engage in activities which will Ete of high,

-' interest to them.
'I

t 1 t

/,

1
I

.
v'

*FromRoland S. Barth, "Open Education," unpublished doctoral dissertation, Harvard Graduate
School of Education, 1970.

-i13
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0

10. If a child is fully involved in and is haiiing
- fun with an activity, learning is taking place. 1 f f / f I

.

Social Learning

11. When two or more children are interested in
exploring the same problem or the same ma-
terials, they will often choose to collaborate
in some way. . t

t

.

.

1

.

t

.

i 1 1

12. When a child learns something which is
important to him, he will wish to share
it with. others.

.

;

.

1

,

/ i

Intellectual Development

13. Concept formation proceedi very slowly.
4 1 t 1 4 1

14. Children learn and develop intellectually not
only at their own rate but in their own style.

1 I 1 1 t i

15. Children pass through similar stages of in-
tellectual development, each in his own way
and at,lhis own rate and in his own time. ) t t t t

16. Intellectual growth and development take place
through a sequence of concrete experiences
followed by abstractions. i t

.

i J

.
,

... 17.'..Verbal abstractions should_ follow direct
'experienge with objects and ideas, not
precede them or substitute for them. 1

1 1

r

; 1

r
-,

-tvaluation

18. The preferred source of verification for a
child's solution to a problem comes through
the materials he is working with.

,

,

I

.

1

ig.,

40

t 1 i J

19. Errors, are-necessarily a part of the' learning
process; they are to be expected and even
desired, for they contain information essen-
tial for further learning. I

i

N

f ,.. I

.

20. Those qualities of a person's learAing which
can be carefully measured are not necessarily

/ the most important.
1 -1 t 1 1 1

114
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21. Objective measures of performance may have a
negative effect upon learning. i 1 t 1 - , 1

,. . ,

. 22: Learning is best assessed intuitively, by
. ,direct observation. .

.

i 1 1 I

, ,

. i

23. The best way of evaluating the effect of the
:school experience on the child is to Observe

.

. him over a long period of time. 1 5 k %

.

).

24. The best measure of a child's work is his work ,
1

1 1 1 1 1

,

ASSUMFTIONS ABOUT KN OWIEDGE
.

.

,

.

,

2$. The quality of being is more important than
the qua4ty of knowing; knowledge is a means
of education, not its end./ The final test of
an edUcation is what a man is, not what he
knows.

.

.

1 i t 1

. -

26. Knowledge is a function of one's personal
-integration of experience and therefore
'does not fall into neatly separate cate-
gories or "disciplines." 1 i

1 2

, .

,

27. 'The structure of knowledge is personal and
.

- idiosyncratic; it is a function of the
synthesis of each individual's experience
with the world. .

,

1

.

-

1

*
.

. .

28. Little or no knowledge exists which it is
essential for everyone to acquire. J- I,

1 1 t 1

r

29. It is possible, even ]likely, that an individual'

may learn and possess knowledge of a phenomenon
and yet be unable to display it publicly.

--1 Knowledge resides with the knower, nft'in-its
publl.c expression.

t I

.

I

-
1

I

ASSUMPTIOq ABOUT YOURSELF
.

...,--------) .

. '

,

30. In looking back over the 29 items'above,
how willingire you to work with.a. curriculum
program that was based upon' strong agreement
witk each of the statements? -

Not all

1 ',

1
,

mull

*

3

i

>Very

4 5

. 1

1 15

129'



7.

Name

GOALS OF EDUCATION

Please write the letters from the Goals of Education cards
in the order teat you decide uponin the spaces provided
below. Cutout the cards and sort them. For each time
.hat you sort the cards, write in the person or persons
suggested by the interviewer.

RANK ORDE
OF CARDS

1

E4
z4
E . I

a0a
=
H

E4
tn
0
Z

E4
z
4_
E4
1:40a,
H

El
tn4
r 4

A

1
.

.

.,

2
.

3
.,

4
,

.

.

:
.

. .

8'

9
.-

10 . , .

11 .
..

.

. .

12'
1

. .

. , 1 .

JSE:cl, :

HSP1 4/29/74 116
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GOALS Of btIOA

the IchciC-414dTe =. le s

' that he or she= will heed= as -an 'adult
memberof. sCciety;

GOALS OF EDUCATION

Education should help a student develop
self- confidence, spontaneity, curiosity,.,
and 'self-discipline.

N

GOALS OF EDUCATION o C

Ed),Ication should help a student develop
a personal standard of competency to judge

or her own thinking and judgTent.

131
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GOALS OF EDUCATION

Education should provide a student with
experiences that allow the student to
test the adequacy of his orher thinking
in a variety of situatione.-

GOALS OF EDUCATION
.

Education should provide a student with
experiences that allow the student to
perform 4.t the level typical of his or
her age period.

ie.

E

GOALS OF EDUCATION F

Education should provide a Student with -
regular measures of his or her achievement
relative to other students..

132

';>
z1
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GOALS OF EDUCATION ,G

Education should help a student develop
. progressively more complex ways of logical
thinking andoral reasoning.

GOALS OF EDUCATION H

Education should help a student develop
acceptable,standards of honesty; service,
and self conttol.

GOALS OF EDUCATION

,Education should provide a student with
experiences that allow him or her to rec-
ognize and learn correct answers to problems.

1 3

119
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GOALS' OF EDUCATION

Education should help a studerit develop
his or her moral character in accordance
with accepted social standards.

GOALS QF EDUCATION

Education should help a student develop
the ability to reflect upon and make up
his or her own mind about controversial
social, issues.

K

GOALS OF EDUCATION

Education -hould provide a student with
informat n about her or his potential
for s cess in college or university studies.

L

,

134
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22 November '3A74

TO: D & I Centers

FROM Jim Eckenrod

P.O s x 930. Boulder. Colorado 80302

RE: Feedback questionnaires
,'

Please administer the enclosed questionnaire to the teachers and principals,
superyisors, etc., who are participants intyour'workshop at, the earliest
opportunity and return the completed questionnaires to me. Please note that
the questionnaires for teacheks. and others are slightly different.

.

To dateI have.received the completed survey,on open
.

classroom attitudes only
from the UTSA and WWSC Centers. Would .the others please send them on as
soon as possible?

. .

Yoil are welcome-to look over the enclosed questionnaires after ti44,-.4ave been
completed by your participants or, "if you like, I can make 'copies of them
for you for'your use. Another possibility is if you make copies and send
me one set.

I have completed my visits to the Queens, ISU., and UTSA Centers thus far;
only Western Washington to go on 7 - 10 December. I'll summarize my imoressj)ons
after that trip and begin to prod you about our agenda for meeting in Chicago,,
12-15 February 1974.

.

.Happy Thanksgiving!
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a

QUESTIONNAIRE FOR PRINCIPALS, SUPERVISORS, OTHERS Please check one:

Hun Sciences Program Workshop 0w.w.s.c L.S.U.0
0 Queens

1. Please indicate your judgment about the helpfulness to the teachers in your

team in preparing to teach the Human Sciences materials by marking along the

scale for each of the following aspects of your workshop experience:

No Some . Very
o
Help. 'Hell) Muck
At All Help

140. 2 3 4 5
t'of . I

a. Summer workshop (overall effeCt)

am

b Inservice sessions (overall effect)

c. Interaction with BSCS Teacher Associate

d. Teaching demonstrations by D & I Center:staff

e. Information about HSP from D & I Center staff

f. Other information from D & I Center Staff

g. Visits to D & I Center Demonstration School,

h. BEHAVIOR module Teachers Guide

!

i. Interaction with D & I Center staff (overall)
,

j. Interaction with (name)

k.
It I 11

I I

1.
It 11 esr

%

m. Visit by BSCS Consdltant to inservice session

n. Other aspects

ot 1 A 1

p.

q.

It It , #
It It

IIt It

136
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HUMAN SCIENCES WORKSHOP QUESTIONNAIRE - Page 2

2. What aspects of the workshop progrmi do not seem to be relevant to

4the teaching of the Human Sciences PrograM?

-171.

3. Whai,aspects of the inservice sessiont do not seem to be relevant to

the - teaching of the_Human Sciences Program?

. .

4. How can the staff of the D & I tentek be of more help to you in meeting

your needs regarding teaching the Human Sciences Program in your school?

5. Do you have .any other .canments or suggestions?

Thank you very much.

. 0.



WHAT IS YOUR OPINION

OF HUMAN SCIENCES?

ALL OPTHE STATEMENTS IN THIS SURVEY QUESTIONNAIRE ARE

THINGS THAT NAVE BEEN SAID ABOUT THE HUMAN SCIENCES PROGRAM

BY STUDENTS, TEACHERS, PARENTS, OR SCHOOL PRINCIPALS, WHAT'

DO YOU THINK? DO YOU AGREE OR DISAGREE WITH THE STATEMENTS?-,

DO YOU AGREE A LITTLE? DO YOU AGREE A LOT? FOR EACH STATE-

MENT MAKE AN "X" IN THE BOX UNDER THE STATEMENT THAT"BEST

TELLS YOUR OPINION: STRONGLY AGREE, AGREE, DISAGREE,

STRONGLY DISAGREE,

IF YOU DO NOT HAVE AN OPINIONOR DO NOT KNOW' ABOUT A

STATEMENT, YOU SHOULD MARK THE BOX UNDER THE STATEMENT,

"DON'T KNOW."

1
e ti

,WHEN YOU HAVE MARKED YOUR OPINIONS FOR ALL OF THE STATE-

MENTS,3LEASE WRITE DOWN ANY IDEAS THAT YOU HAVE ABOUT THE

HUMAN SCIENCES THAT WERE NOT GIVEN IN THE STATEMENTS. THERE

ARE SPACES' PROVIDED FOR YOU TO WRITE YOUR STATEMENTS. ASK
I

THE INTERVIEWER FOR MORE PAPER IF YOU NEED'SOME.

r.

JSE: CL
EISP/4/30/74

Check one STUDENT

TEACHER

PARENT

C=3
ADMINISTRATOR
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WHAT IS YOUR OPINION

OF HUMAN SCIENCES?
a

1. Students in regular sciences classes

learn more than students in the

Human Sciences classes. _1
,

i

.

"

2. Teachers of the Human Sciences rely ,

on students to care for the plants

and animals.

,.

3. During Human Sciences classesi, students

spend their time doing things that are

not important.
1

.

4. Students often have difficulty getting

the materials needed to do Human

Sciences activities.
_ .

5. Most of the:parents of studnts in

the Human Sciences want theirsons'or

daughters to be able to take Human

Sciences in the seventh grade.

,..

J.

6. The Human Sciences helps students

become lesponsible'for their own

learning.

,

-

.

7. It is harder for teachers to grade

students in the Human Sciences than
.

in other courses. /
A

I
6

.

8. Students don't learn asmany important

science facts in Human Sciences as
/

they would'in regular science courses.

.

.
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1

9. Teachers should pick out the Human Sciences

activities that are best for each student.

10.
.

Many students in Human Sciences classes

waste their time when they:get to choose

what they do. .

.
.

,

.

0

11.
.

Students in Human Sciences classes aren't
i

learning things that Will 1ielp them ini

their high school science courses/.

6

.

12.

. ,

The teachers of the Human Sciences classes .

would rather teach the program than regular

science. programs. F

13. Most of the parents of students in the

Human Sciences classes don't know Much

about what their sons or eaughtOrs are ..

learning.

.

14.

,

A,

The teachers of the Huthan Sciences
.

ought to let students decide/which activi-

ties they want to do and how the'yt,want
'r.44,,

to do theM. I'

U.

.

15.

i: &

Students in the sixth grade are old enough
.

.

to know what they want to learn in

Human Sciences,

16.

.

.
. .

.

The Human Sciences does,not give enough

attention to important science activities
-..

such.as dissecting animals,
i

, ,

/

e
.

.

.
.

17. Most students in the sixth grade
,
a:re not

. ,

ready to really understand concepts such

as magnetism. .

126
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18. Teachers should decide what Human Science

activities should b done and teach one
t

activity at a time to the whole class. .

.
,

19, More attention to science topics such as

weather or chemistry should be included in
. .

-;.

Human Sciences.

J
.

t,

44, \

20. Most students'in the sixth grade are not

really interested in the study of topics

such as weather or chemistry.
, .

0 .

21. Human Sciences allows students to look for
1

answers to questions that they, decide are

important to answer.
.

. .

.

22. Students in the Human Sciences have more

opportunity to learn from each other than '

. :

in other science classes.
gp- /

.

23. Teachers should tell students what activi,

'- -ties they/should do in the Human Sciences.

24: Most of the parents of students in the

Human. Sciences think that their sons or

daughters really enjoy the Human Sciences.

/

5. .The teachers of the Human Sciences classes

think that sixth7grade students are able to

malc good choices about things to study in

the Human Sciences. 1

) ,

.

141" ril
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'WHAT IS YOUR OPINION

OF\ HUNAN SCIENCES?
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Level -II, 1973-74

Description of the Evaluation Materials

Four modules, RULES, WHERE DO I FIT?, PERCEPTION, and

REPRODUCTION, were field tested in seventh grade classes during,

the academic year 1974-75.

Instruction?to teachers and-students about the evaluation

acLivities for each module were prepared:' ReprLluction of

these materials, the former from the teachers guide for each

module and the latter-from individual booklets for each student,

are reproduced in this section. The only evaluatiOn component,

not included here is the "Record" or folder that each student

used to keep track of dates when an activity was begun,--when it

was finished, and some comment about it. Data frorOthe folder

were gatIleredion "activity record" forms of several types,.all
Arr

of which are included here.

Coding criteria for free-response and essay problems are
I..

included when they were developed. If 'protocols are not
.

,
included for coding responses, they w're not developed;

All-evaluation activities inflvel II were specific to

the fiqld'est moddies. There was no beginning or end of year
A

assessment

f

0 0
a

14
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FACILITATING SELF-EVALUATION

--
A major fodus of.evaluation in the seventh -grade program

is student self-evaluation.
10

V

The Human Sciences Program stresses goals of growth

in student

...self esteem

...interests and competencies

...ability to take the viewpoint of others

...social competehcies

...cognitive abilities

...moral reasoning

...independence of thought

...self-evaluation

Self-evaluation will be carried out systematically by

'students, both individually and in a small Review Team group

structure. -*

The.following materials are provided for evaluation:

RULES RECORD: (One per student) This is printed on

card stock and will need to be- folded

by studentS. Instructions are in
4

EVALUATING YOUR PROGRESS. RULES RECORD

is printed with activity titles in

problem areas.

EVALUATING YOUR PROGRESS: (One per student) A booklet

of instructions for self-evaluation
.**

and Review Team activities.,

MY ACTIVITY RECORD:' (Three pads) There is a pad of

forms for each problem area.

10For a more detailed discussion of evaluation in the Human Sciences Program

in g neral, and for the rationale behind the use of student self-evaluation,

ple e refer to the Evaluation section in With L ing in Mind: A fide

for Human Sciences Teachers. 1.31



4.CHOOSE YOUR PROBLEM WORK SHEETS: These are printed

on NCR (carbon) paper; white, with a

yellow record sheet. Students may

neea"help on their use and may damage/-

a sheet or two at first.

EVALUATION CARDS: Eight sets each for Is There e,Rule?-,

What Should I Do? and-How Dc Rules Change?

Copies of these materials immediately follow this se on

of this teachers guide.

RULES RECORD folders should be made available to students

on the first or second class period of the RULES module.

Instructions for folding RULES RECORD are in EVLUATING YOUR

PROGRESS, which needs to be made available at the same time.

l Setting the tone for you sand the class mutually working
,,..

together to,"figure out" how evaluating is to be done in the

RULES module is ver
-/-e

1. This :stance( rather thailloone
. ,

where you-tell them ho till 4e done, swill be consistent-

with the pedagogy of Human Sciehces.11

The evaluation materials do nbtprpvid way to transform

evaluation materials into grades. Tis will vary with school

policy.. Other evaluation materials and-qprocesses you 'and your

class mInneed, and the rules by which evaluation materials

and data are transformed into grades (if,,necessary) will need

to be worked out by you and yodk. students.

AEach RULES RECORD contains space to-maintain a record

of 'activities that have been done. This log unCtions as

evidence of what the student has'done each day. Encourage

the systematic maintenance of such a record by providing time

for its thoughtful use. If students prefer to 'deep additional

fosrms of evidence, such as more de4:iled diaries, journals,`

11
foul.
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pictorial records, charts, or tape recordings, encourage

sudh creativity. The important thing to stress is regular

record-keeping. This xecord should aid the student and you.

It shouldbe helpful during-parent conferences and for other

_"public". uses of evaluation data. The folder has -a pocket

for students to store evaluation forms and iproduqts from

activities. As students work though the module, we suggest

that you encourage them to keep at least one "activity. product"

thelone they value most--from each problem area. They may

, wish to keep all data sheets and written materials developed

in the module.

In summary, the RULES RECORD folder is the student's

responsibility, prepared 'to show others what he or she,has

done. It will serve as a source of i nformation at the

conclusion of each problem area. It is to be retained in

the classroom for the year, along with evaluation records

for the remaining modules.

EVALUATION ACTIVITIES

Evaluation activities, beyond record-keeping in RULES
11

RECORD, are provided for each problem area--Is There'a Rule?

What Should I Do? and How Do Rules Change? The activities

should be done when you and your students are ready to change

problem areas. All students do not have to have completed

all the activities they wish to do in a problem area when

the decision is made to open up a new problem area for study.

Please schedule two-consecutive class periods for

Is There a Rule? evaluation activities when most students

want to start What Should I Do? The first period is for

individual self-evaluation activities: MY ACTIVITY RECORD

and CHOOSE YOUR PROBLEM.

117
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SELF-EVALUATION

MY ACTIVITY RECORD forms are in pads in the module box.

This form is strictly for BSCS use. 1The RULES RECORD

Jis the data source for each student to use in completing it.

IHelp students understand the need for care in completing this

form. Only one copy is made and that IA to be mailed to BSCS.

CHOOSE YOUR PROBLEM asks each student to select one or

itwo problems to solve. These problems provide an opportunity

for students to show what they have learned froth a problem .

rea. this activity should aid the student in reflecting upon

the learning experiences that he or she has had. Many students

/ may have difficuity in doing this'at first, and your encourage-
:

ment will be needed to help them develop this capability.

rl

4,

CHOOSE YOUR PROBLEM WORK SHEETS are in pads in the module

*box and should be filled out in duplicate with the student

retaining one copy (white) and the other (yellow) to be collected

for mailing to BSCS

REVIEW TEAMS

As an additional part of the evuation process, as well

as for pedagogical and governance purposes, we recommend the

use of small group Review Teams. A Review Team is a group of

four (to perhaps s if you have very large classes) students

who will remain in e same group for one module and will meet
__

for about one class period when most students have "finished"

witha problem area.
vora

Youwafthi'iieeach student write out a list of three or

four oih r students he or'she woulci'like to work with on a.

Review Team. Do this early in the module. You can then take

their choices and actually form the groups., You may need to

have team with different numbers, some with five students,

some with four, for example.

4
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The Review Teams will solve problems and share in the

evaluation process. Along with individual self-evaluation, a

small group can become sa supportive structure to encourage,

thoughtful evaluation and reflection., In a small group

students can test ideas, share experiences (both positive and

negative), receive feedback from other students about their
.

own behavioF, assume responsibility for solving problems

related to classroom functioning,( and grow in social competence

and in the ability to understand the viewpoint of others.

Students will have opportunities to grow in group member-

ship and discussion skills by assuming roles.of group leader

and member. By rotating Review Team membership, students will

have the Opportunity to relate to many other class members

in a personal way. The,Review Team will serve as a reference

group to relate to during a module, as well as providing a

variation from the emphasis on individual and two-member teams.

Discus's the function of the team leader, and have grps

choose the leader fdr the first session. Since this can become

a lengthy process in itself, suggest that, it be done quickly

by volunteering, or, if there is much hesitancy about this,

by drawing straws. In subsequent sessions, 'the leadership roles

should be rotated among group members. However, it is probably

unwise to coerce all students into being l'ader if some are

unwilling to doSo.
//

You might find it helpful to serve as facilitator for the

process of moving through the various tasks of the Review team,

making necessary clarificatOns and serving a timekeeping function

so the activity move's along K One_class period is suggested

fOr this Review Team activity, but allow more time if you feel

it is necessary. Allow time for the sharing of concerns of

individual teams with the class group if this seems useful.

A
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Each Revietl Team will need one envelope labeled

"Evaldation Cards." The cards are color-coded for each

problem area. Directiond for their use are explained in

EVALUATING YOUR PROGRESS.

Review Team Evaluation Sheets are needed for use

each member of the Review Team. We have chosen this desigh-1

so that each member of the Review Team will have a recovd in

his/her RULES'RECORD of the work of the team.

Each Review Team should assedole all materials to. be

sent to BSCS, staple them together, and turn them over to a

class member who can check them over and then put them_in the

mailer. They should collect the following at the conclusion

'of each problem area:

1. One coloy of MY ACTIVITY RECORD for each student.

2. Ond copy (Copy 2--yellow carbon) of each CHOOSE

YOUR PROBLEM WORK SHEET required bylthe CHOOSE

YOUR PROBLEM activity, for each student.

One copy (Copy 2--yellow carbon) of each Review

Team Evaluation Sheet fo'r eacti,student.

Three pre-paid mailers are enclosed for returning

evaluation materials. Note the RULES RECORD with student

copies is not to be sent to-BSCS, but is for 'use in. your school.

Your suggestions as to ways of improving these evaluation

corms and .proctIdes are always welcomed.

ta

I
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You and your are assisting in the development of

a new interdisciplinary curriculum designed to meet the needs,

interests, aid concerns .of early adolescents. As learners arkd

critics, you can help yourselv6 and the Biological Sciences

Curriculum Study by careful attention to the comments you return

to us. Your verbal exchanges 'can be beneficial to everyone in

the classroom. It is only ,your written comments and suggestions

that can influence the direction this curriculum will take.

We anticipate receiving these suggestions after your evaluation

activity for 'each problem area. Thanks very much for

your cooperation.

The Human Sciences Staff

151
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EVALUATING YOUR.PROGRESS

The Human Sciences Program is trying new was for you

to learn. New ways of learningrequire.new ways to show what

you are learning. The BSCS'staff needs your ielp in developing

better ways for you to show what you are learning.

The RULES module has two kinds Of evaluation activities.

One kind you will do by yourself. The second kind Aka be

done-in a Review Team of four to six students. The materials

have never been used before, so we need your comments about them.

The Human Sciences Program encourages you to become

responsible tor your own learning-instead of leaving that

responsibility with your teacher: TakinCitthis responsibility
J

requires that you become a record keepeir1' The alternative is

for your teacher to give tests and quizzes and keep records

about you.

Your daily responsibility will be to keep your RULES .RECORD

Up to date. The RULES RECORD is creased for folding. Fold up

the pocket, and tape or staple it along the left edge.

fold

fold fold
/-7-u

;;

Put your name and the other information requested on the front

of your RULES RECORD folder. You need the information-in

your atmiES RECORD- to do your first evaluation task.
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An important goal of Human Sciences is to help you develop

skills in self-evaluation. To help you with this goal, we

ask, that you do several evaluation activities. When you have

dOne all the activities you want to do in/qroblem area, let

'
your teacher know so an evaluation period fan be scheduled.

SelfEvaluation Activities

1. RULES RECORD. Put in the date you started an activity in

the space beside the activity title. Aecord the date .you

completed the activity: Be accurate. ThLs information is a

very important recordifor you to find out how much time you

are Spending on activities that are important to you. It is a

also a record of your progress to show your teacher and your

parents.

PROBLEM AREA: WHAT SHOULD I DO?

Date I
Began

Date I
Finished

Name of Activity Comments

BUT TO
WHAT?

THE BIGGEST PREDATOR?

1401A

You will keep your RULES RECORD and*raluation materials

for other mblyles for the entirqorear. Keep all of your

evaluation activities for RULES in the pocket of your

RULES RECORD.

You will find your RULES RECORD very important when yoU.

discuss your progress and help determine your grade for Huma4
fl

iSciences. You will also need it to show your parents what

you have done.

Think of your RULES RECORD as a collection of materials

that represents/ you to other people. You will want to keep

only your 'best things in RULES RECORD. 139



. 2. A SAMPLE OF YOUR WORK. As you choose and work on activities'

in a problem area, choose your one best product to save. This

could be a data form, 'a report, a story, a poem, a drawing, 0

something you made,'.or photographs. If what you save is big,

and bulky, you might want to keep it at home: But, you will

want to have it with you when you discusswhat you have learned

with your teacher, to show it and explain it.

3. MY ACTIVITY RECORD. There are three/different ACTIVITY

RECORD forms in,the module box. One form is for the problem

area Is There aillule? One is for What Should I Do? And the

last one is for How Do Rules Change? Be sure you use the

right farm at the right time. Put a check in column 1, or 4

for each activity. Use your RULES'RECORD chart for inforthation.

By filling out these sheets

you are giving the BSCS staff

members the information they

.need for improving the

activities. The completed

form should be turned in to

your Review Teath leader for

mailing to BSCS.

MAIS .W.MIPACC t76. )..:

nil I 6.1

04. ino 6he 1 .9, al CP .699,66 -
1.6. h9 9 e , .. .c .c
cosolsc 0196 ha.

I 61.6 6911.6

/no .1,1.40,

P.m OD S

/11.16{ P6166.6.

.4. CHOOSE YOUR PROBLEM. This activity provides a choice of

things to do. You will haVe most of a class period to do them.

You can look at the problems and think about them beforehand

if you wish.

CHOOSE YOUR PROBLEM WORK SHEETS are
0,01 /01A neatil

VW

printed'- on NCR paper. This paper,n mu,
is a kind of carbon pape You will

ne41 two sheets--a white and a yellow.

net*,

ItV
.".

Make sure the white and yellow sheets

line up on-top of .each other. When

you write on the white copy, check'
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to see that you've writing hard enough to make a good copy on

the yellow sheet. The white copy is for you to keep in your

RULES RECORD. The yellow copy is to be giiien to your Reiriew

Team leader to be sent to BSCS.

1
5. REVIEW TEAM$. A Review Team is a group of four to six

studefits who will meet to discuss, evaluate, and plan the

Hunan Scienceigrogram. The Team will meet near the end of

each problem area to do several of the following things:

- discuss what the problem area was about

-exchange ideas about activities done

- help BSCS in evaluation

-solve problems when they occur

-plan for future needs

EVeryone will be a member of a Review Team. YON.: may choose

who you would like to.be with on your first Review Team. You

and yoUr team will meet three times during the first module--

at the end of each problem area. You do not have to work

together on activities.

With each new module, new Review Teams will be formed.

Later, you will need to decide as a class how to form other

Review Teams so you can work with different persons for

each module.

Each time your Review Team meets, quickly decide on a

LEADER for that session. The first time a Review Team meets,

someone could volunteer, or you could draw straws/` From,thF on,

this job should be rotated so everyone has a chance to do it.1

The job of the ,LEADER is to keep the group meeting moving and

to the point, and to encourage all members to express their

own ideas.,

When you are ready to form your RAview Teamf.groups,,give

your teacher a list of the names of five kids with whom you

would like to-work.
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INDIVIDUAL EVALUATION ACTIVITIES

On the first day scheduled for evaluation, you will need

to get-a MY ACTIVITY RECORD SHEET form for the appropriate

problem area. Use the information from your .RULES RECORD to

fill Out the sheet. Fill it out carefully.

Now read-over CHOOSE YOUR PROBLEM for the same problem

area.- It will tell you how many proWlems you will need to do.

,For each problem you do, you will need a pair (one white, one
/

yellbw) of CHOOSE YOUR PROBLEM WORK SHEETS. (Remember, the white

copy is yours to.keep and the yellow copy is sent toIascs.)

You may want to do some thinking and writing or drawing and

sketching before you make yciTiNf4nal-copy on theeCHOOSE1OUR

'PROBLEM WORK SHEETS. Use scratch paper until you are ready

'for your final answer.

I

4'
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CHOOSE YOUR PROBLEM IS THE A RULE? .

Select any two of the following problems. Solve the problem ,on the
CHOOSE YOUR PROBLEM WORK SHEET. Use a separate pair of NCR work sheets

.
for each problem. Be sure to write or draw with enough pressure to
make a good second copy.

.

1.. Write an explanation of a new rule you found out about in Is There

a Rule?
. .

1 I

2. Make a drawing to show a new ruleyou identified in Is There a Rule?.

3. ,Write a rule that you found out abgut in Is There a Rule? and

"design a new way to test the rule (a way not included in any act

activities).
1 1,

4. Write a description of something important that you can do now

that you couldn't do before you did the activities in Is There

a Rule?
e-

5. Write a description of 'a story you.read about' in Is There a Rule?

and explain what it meant to you, or, how ydu felt, about it

. when you read it.
0 1

6. Write (or make a drawing) to show how rules are alike, or different

for people as compared to plants or animals.

7. Write about, or make a drawing to show, the relationships of ideas

among the activities you did in Is There a Rule? ,

a. Think about this statement: Ruled apply to people, but not to

animals, plants, or physical objects. Write.a page about Lag/

you agree or disagree with the statement.
A

9. Wgite a question or problem that you think is a better problem than

any of thoseabove,-tell why. you think it is better, and then

answer it..

r
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RULES CHOOSE YOUR PROBLEM' WHAT SHOULD I DO?

Select any one of the following problems. Solve the problem on the
CHOOSE YOUR PROBLEM WORK SHEETS. Use a pair of NCR work sheets for the .

pi.oblem. Be sure to write or draw on the first copy with enough, pressure
to make'a good second copy. Keep the white copy in your RULES RECORD
and send the yellow copy to BSCS. Use your 1ULES RECORD folder as a
source of information if you need it.

1. Did you like doing the CHCOSEYOUR PROBLEM problems'for Is There
1

a Rule? Give reasons for your answer., Give at least one suggestion

for a better way for you to show what you have learned.

2.. Look at what you wrote on either problem you chose for'Is There

a Rule? If you now see a better way to solve the problem, write

or draw yOtir new solution.

Write out completely three suggestions fox better ways,for, you to

show evidence of your work than the nine suggestions given for

Is There a Rule?

4. Write an explanation of the most interesting activity you completed

in What Should I Do?

5. Write from three to five questions that have been raised by the

activities you completed in What Should I Do? Give a,reason for

3.

the importance of each question.

°
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RULES CHOOSE YOUR PROBLEM HOW DO RULES CHANGE?

Select any two of the following problems:- Solve the problem on t CHOOSE
YOUR PROBLEM WORK SHEET. Use a separate pair of NCR work sheets or each
problem you do. Be sure to write or draw with enough pressure t make a
good second copy. Keep the white copy in your RULES RECORD and send the
yellow copy to BSCS. Use your RULES RECORD folder as a source of informa-
tion when you need it. You'may want to do some writing or drawing on
scratch paper before you write or draw your final answer on NCR paper.

l: How helpful has your Review Team been?. Explain the good parts of the

Review Teractivities and those that aren't so good. If you think

Review Teals should not be kept, suggest an evaluation activity to take

its place.

2. Write about a change in rules that was interesting to you. Describe

the rule, how it changed, and how you know that it changed.

3. Look over all the activities in RULES.' Take three or four activities
t

and make a sketch or 4agram-to show how the main point of each,

activity was related to the other activities. Ee _sure 'to include an

explanation with a sketch or diagram.

4. Write about or draw a picture of any rule you learned'about

RULES module. Tell why the rule is important to yotr:
4

.

5. LShow how a rule you 'learned about in RULES changed. You can do this

by writing a poem, a short play, a story, or any other way you can

think of that can be done oil the CHOOSE YOURPROBLEM WORK SHEET.
tAt

6. Explain a "rule" that animals, plants, and peopl& all have to obey.

How does the "rule" apply to all of them? When,does the rule not apply?

7. .Tom, age 12, has an older bralEilr, age 16, and a younger brcthee, age7.

,Should the same family rule apply to all/ three brothers? Write 41:family

rule that applies to you. Explain why the rule should or should not

apply to all the brothers.

8. Sue, age 12, has an older sister, age 16, and a younger'sister, age 7.

Should the same family rule apply to all three sisters? Write a family-

rule that applies to you. Explain why the rule should or should not

apply to all the sisters.
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9. In many towns and cities boys have been able to play Little League
Baseball, but girls have riot. Give 'reasons about Why girls should
or should not be allowed to play.

10. Why do people make rules? What would it be like if there were no rules
in your Human Sciences classroom? Would life for you OA. better or wore?
Give reasons'for your answers.

11. Write or draw a picture of a place with-no rules. What would life be
like there? Would.t be better or worse than here?

12. Describe a rule from the BULBS module. Ho* was.it or how can it be

changed?

1
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REVIEW TEAM EVALUATION

Review Teams; will each need a table or floor area whe.7

they can work together. The Team leader will need to get one

of the envelopes labeled EVALUATION CARDS from the module box.

Take the cards from the module boxi'IThe cards from the

module box. 'The,cards from Is There:a Rule? are.white; the

cards from What Should I, Do? are pink; and the cards from

How Do Rules Change? are yellow. The green card, is for th

i:ntegrAive activity "SelueIsland." Take out the cards'iOr the

Problem area you are reviewing. Return the other cards to the

envelope.

EVALUATION ACTIVITIES FOR IS THERE A RULE?,

Sort the cards from the problem area into two groups.

If anyone on your team did the activity,.put the'card in

Stack 1. If no one did the activity, put the'Card in Stack 2.

Youwill need REVIEW TEAM EVALUATION SHEETS, Problem 1

'and Problem 2. These sheets are printed on NCR paper. -Each

member of the Review Team will need one piir-of,Problem 1 sheets

and one pair of Problem 2 sheets. The white sheet is for you to

keep in your RULES RECORD. Give the yellow sheet to your team

leader to send to HSCS.
1

Problem 1

Spread o1.4the cards in Stack 1 on the floor or on a table.

Sort the cards froui Stack 1:Anto,groups. You might sort them on

the basis;of what you learned by doing the activity, what you

did in the activity, 'or any other basis for grouping that you can

think of., You need to agree as a.Team on the best reasons or

explanationof your groups of cards. When your Team agrees, each

team member will need to complete a REVIEW TEAM EVALUATION SHEET

for Problem 1. If you agree with your team, your explanations

4Iv

4

'IU
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will be the same as other members of your team. If you disagree,

yOu will have different explanations.

You will need to decide on a title for each group of

activities, an explanation or reason why the activities go

together, and a list of activities in the group. You might want

to write on scratch paper before you write your final groupings

on the EVALUATION SHEET. Repeat these three steps for each

group of activity cards from Stack.l.

When everyone in your group has finished Problem 1,

go on to Problem 2.

5

Problem 2

'Take the cards in Stack 2. Spread them out on a table

or on the floor. Do any members of your Team know what any

activities on the cards are about? If no one on your Team

knows what the activity is about, take one copy of the activity

from the module box.

As a group, look over the activities whose titles are in

Stack 2. Decide, for each activity, why you didn't chooee

to do it. Each team member should then fill out'a copy of the

REVIEW TEAM EVALUATION SHEETS,Problem 2. Record the activity

title and write down all the reasons why the activity wasn't

chosen. Did you find any activity you would like to have done?

You may be able to go back later and do it.

The Review Team leader--maybe you are it--should collect

the yellow copies from Problem 1-and Problem 2. The Team leader

should also c011ect the copies from the Individual Evaluation
' 1

Activities that each team member did for this problem area.

Staple or clip these papers together and give them:to your teacher.
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EVALUATION ACTIVITIES FOR WHAT SHOULD I DO?

Get the EvaluationCards envelope from the module"box for

your team. Quickly choose a new Teamlea.der. Take the pink

Evaluation Cards for What Should I Do? from the envelope.

Be sure you have your RULES RECORD folder, too. -Sort the

cards into two groups, like you did'for the problem area,

Is There a Rule? That is, if anyone on your team did the

activity, put the-card'in Stack. l. If no. one did the activity,

put 'tlie card in Stack 2.

Each team member will also need REVIEW TEAM EVALUATION

SHEETS, Problem 3. The .se sheets are printed on NCR paper.

Keep the white copy in your RULES RECORD. After you have

completed the problem, give the yellow copyto your team

leader to send to BSCS.

Problem*3: Can any of the activities in Stack 1 fit into

the groups,.. you ;lade in Problem 1 for Is There

a Rule? If any)bards fit into `the old groups,

fillout a REVIEW TEAM EVALUATION SHEET,Problem 3,
A using group names from Pfoblem 1: Write down

your reasons and activity titles for each group.

If any, activity cards are left over (they don't fie- into

the groups from Problem 1), make new groups 'just like you

did for Problem 1, and record the information neededgioup.

name, reasons, and activity titleson the REVIEW'ItAM

EVALUATION SHEET4gfor Problem 3.

I
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EVALUATION ACTIVITIES FOR HOW DO RULES CHANGE?.

;

4 Take the Evaluation Cards envelop for your team'from

the module box. Quickly choose anew team leader. Take

the yellow Ekraluation Cards for HC4.4 Do Rules Change?-and

the green Card for "Selur Island" from the envelope.,/You

will need-your RULES RECORD folder, too.

',,Sort the cards into two groups like you have done before,.

separating the activity cards into,Stack 1 and Stack 2. Get'

onese!.(Copy 1, white; and Copy 2, yellow) of REVIEW TEAM

EVALUATION SHEETS, Problem 4 and REVIEW TEAM EVALUATION SHEETS,

Problem 5.

Problem.4: Can you now add activities in Stadg l'to the

groups you made in either Problem for Problem 3?

If any cards fit into old groups, fill out -
9

REVIEW TEAM EVALUATION. SHEET, Problem 4, using

group names from Problem 1 or-3. Write down

your reasons and the activity titles for each

group.

Take' the cards left over--the 4cards tTIZZvon't:(

fit into your old groups--ind make new groups.

Add these new groups--group names, reasons, and

activity titles--on,the REVIEW TEAM EVALUATION 4k.

SHEET, Problem 4.

Problem.5: Take All the Evaluation Cards from-,the envelope.-

Mix them up.. Divide the cards among team members. .

Sort all the dards into two stacks. Stack 1

willThe the activities that any team:member did.

Stack 2 will be the actiVities.no one ,did. Each

team member will need a white and a yellow copy

of REVIEW TEAM.EVALUATION SHEET, Problem 5.

1F4

a
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Now, as a Team sort the cards in Stack 1 into three

\i'groups: the best activities, -the in-between, and the worst

activities. To be a "best" activity all, but one member of-
.

your team'must vote for the activity as being in the "best"

group. To be a worst activity, all but iDne member of your

team must vote that the activity should be in the "worst"

,.group. All other activitte3-Ife-in.the "in-be n" group.

It doesn't matter how many activities you put i each group.

took.at the Problem 5, REVIEW TEAM EVALUATION SHEETS to

see what you will do when you finish sting the cards.

Everyone on the team should now write the titles of the

"best and "worst" activities in the proper places on the

Problem 5, REVIEW TEAM EVALUATION SHEET. As a team, discuss

your reasons for putting the activities in each group. You

might want to use scratch paper to organize your ideas before

each team member completes the column of'the Problem 5
-/

Evaluation Sheet.

Finally, if you voted for includingleadh activity in

the group, write your personal reason for agreeing with the

team's choiCe. If you voted against including an activity

dn.the group, write your reasoi for voting against the

team's choices.

Ttirn in your yellow, copies of the Evaluation Sheets

to your teem leader so they can be mailed to BSCS.
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GRADING

Grading is an optional activity associated with evaluation.

It is optional because you might not need to Lange evaluatilen

data into a grade. If you want to have a grade in the grading

system your school uses, or if a grade in Human Sciences is

required by your sch ol, then you might want to work with

your teacher on this ctivity. Or, you and your teacher might

be able to invent a b tter activity than this one to determine

your grade.

This activity is to:be done after all evaluation activities

for the -RULES module haVe been.completed: Youcan o part of

the activity at home, and then do the remainder i a private

conference between you and your teacher., If you and yout

teacher agree to do this activity, here is what/you will need

to do.
I

Take home. your RULES CORD. Read over everything,4bu,

now haVe in your folder Remember, your-RULES RECQRD should

represent your best work for the RULES module. If your folder

doesn't' represent all that you have done, the first thing

yquswill,need'to do is write an explanation of what you have

done in the RULES module. Write that information on a piece

of notebook paper titled "More Evaluation Information." After

you have completed this task you are ready to decide on a

grade for your work on the RULES module.

The best way, we think, toldecide on your grade would be

for you to sit down with one or both of your parents'or

guardian and go over your RULES RECORD with them. Explain

what kind of grade you think you have earned in your study

of RULES, .and why,you believe you have earned that grade.d

When you and your parents or guardian agree on a grade, record

your grade at the bottom of your additional evaluation
910,

1 Cc
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information paper. Write an.explanation as to why you and

your parents agreed to that grade. If'you like, your

.parents can, help you make the statements of reasons for

the grade., If you can't do the above activity with one or

) both of your parents, or guardian, you might be able to do

it'with any adult with whom you live. This could-be a older

brother or sister, art aunt or uncle, or even a neig r. It

should.be someone who knows you well and,whotwill not penalize

you or expect you to do something thiat you are not able to

db. It doeSn4t matter with whom you do-this activity, but

it is important that someone besides yourself helps you

make a judgement about the grade that you have earned.

The second part of GRADING will be to give your folder

with your additional evaluation information to your teacher

so he or she can go over the information, look at your

explanation for your grade, and write his or her judgement

and reasons for the gr
lade you have earned in RULES. Meet with

your teacher to discuss the similarities or differences in

your grades., Then decide on your final-grade for RULES.

During this/conference, both_you and your teacher will need

to agree on the reasons.,you will use to determine your grade

on the next HUman Sciences module. You will then know what

you need to do for the next module, and your teacher will

know what he or she expects you to for the next module.

I.
1`"1./
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RULES . MY ACTIVITY RECORD IS THERE A RULE?

NAME

TEACHER

SCHOOL

DATE'

Check () the one column (1, 2, 3, or 4) for each activity that tells what
you did. In column 5 write your suggestions fOTIMproving the activity.
Use the back if needed. Use information from your RULES RECORD to
complete this form.

Activity
started
and

finished
it.

started
but

didn't
finish It.

didn't
want
to do
it.

didn't
have
time To
do it

Comments
4ritors can max' the
activity better oy

.

1. Plant Rules
. ,

2. Hear It From A Judge

.3.
Fish Do It, Birds Do It

4. Flight Distance

5. Rules Of The Road
.

6. A Swingin' Rule
i

R

7. Silent Rules .Y
.

i

)

8. Planaria ,

,

$

9. Rules And Humor

lin. Rules For Roles .

11. Pet Babies i.
12. Survival Rules .

.

,

13. Who's Chicken?
.

14. Animal Action

15. Rules Nobody Can Change

16. 0 Being The Right Size

17. T e Rules In Schools i

18.Rules For Finding Food .

.

Send this to BSCewith your Qther evaluation materials.
15 4
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RULES MY ACTIVITY RECORD WHAT SHOULD I DO?

NAME

TEACHER

SCHOOL

DATE

0
/ /

Check ( ) the one column (1, 2, 3, or 4) for each activity that tells
what you did. In column 5 write your suggestions for improving the
activity. Use the back if necessary. Use information from your
RULES RWORD to complete this form.

Activity
I

started
and

finished
it. f

I

started
but

didn't
finish it.

r

didn't
want
to do

it.

z

didn't
have
time to
do it.

.

'Comments:
4riters can make the
activity better by ..

.

.

19. "Discovering Rules In
Science

20. Folkways Or Mores? . .

21. Protein For People
Or Pets?

22. Loyalty, But To What? .

_

23. When Is It Right To
Break The Rules?

24. Powderhorn

-25, When Animals And People
Live Together

26. Riding Shotgun ,

27. Ben Franklin's Rules .

.

'28. Police Officer's Choice

29. Broken Cups
f

30.. The Biggest Predator? .

/
31. If Rules Are Wrng

32. ,discussing Dilemmas /
,

. .

, Send this to-BSCS with your other evaluation materials. 1.5 5
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RULES

NAME

MY ACTIVITY RECORD
MI

TEACHER

SCHOOL

DATE

. HOW DO RULES/CHANGE?

Check () the one _":01aaln (1, 2, 3, or 4) for each activity that tells
what you di-2.. I.. column 5 write your suggestions for improving the activity.

Use the back if needed. Use information from your RULES RECORD to
complete this form.

, Activity
I

started
and

dimished
it.

.

/

started
but

didn't
finish it.

.

I

-.didn't
4ant
to do

Lt.

;

dian't
lave
t.no to
is .t

.

Cimments
4rtters :30 make
3C:ZVIty DOttOr

the
.

33. Game Rules: Now An Then

34. Faraway Places And Long-
Ago Times

I
p

35. Cooperationball

436.-The Great Gum Case

37. Family Changing 0

38 Rules In A Free School,
,

3.9. Build A Utopia
to

40,. /Spinning Seeds
A

41. Etiquette .

42. Break A Rule
,

43.. Responsibility Is The
Rule

.

44. Rules Of The Game

45. Selzer Island o

/ -

/

. . ,
, ./ (

a

i

/

Send this to BSCS with your otI(er)valuation materials.
1 SE
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moauLE TITLE

Name

CHOOSE YOUR PROBLEM:MORK SHEET

PROBLEM.AREA

Teacher

School

Date

Write the problem number in the space at the left. Copy the
problem exactly as it 'is printed on the paper "Choose Your Problem."

Problem
Number

Copy the problem here: .

I

1

. '

f..

(Write your answer or make your'drawing here)

171-

Copy Keep this copy in your RULES RECORD folder..
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REVIEW TEAM EVALUATION SHEET

PROBLEM 1

PROBLEM AREA

LEADER

OTHER MEMBERS

SCHOOL

TEACHER

NAME
1

DATE

PROBLEM 1: Group the activities from Stack 1. First, write
the group title. Second, write ybur reason for
the grouping. Third, list the titles of the
activities in the group. Repeat this for
each group.

Group Title ,Reasons for Grouping Activities in Group

ti

Copy 1: Keep this copy in your RULES RECORD folder.
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REVIEW TEAM EVALUATION SHEET

PROBLEM 2

PROBLEM AREA

LEADER

OTHER MEMBERS

SCHOOL

TEACHER

NAME

DATE

PROBLEM 2: First, list the title of the activity. Second,
list as many reasons as you can to explain why you
diL not choose the activity. Do this for each
activity in Stack 2.

Activity Title We Did Not Choose This Activity Because

r.

. Copy 1: Keep this copy in your RULES RECORD folder.
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REVIEW TEAM EVALUATION SHEET

PROBLEM 3 . / .

PROBLEM AREA

LEADER NAME

OTHER MEMBERS

SCHOOL

TEACHER DATE

PROBLEM 3: Sort out' the activities that fit into the groups
you made in Problem 1. Write (repeat) the group
titles and give your reasons for grouping. List
the activity titles for each group. If there
are any activities left in Stack 1, make new '

groups for t;lem. Write down the group titles,
your reasons for the grolip, and the activities
in the group. (Use all activities in Stack 1.

Group Title Reasons for Grouping Activities in Group

Copy 1: Keep this copy in your RULES RECORD folder.

1
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REVIEW TEAM EVALUATION SHEET

PROBLEM 4

PROBLEM AREA

LEADER

OTHER MEMBERS

SCHOOL

TEACHER

A

NAME

DATE

PROBLEM 4: Sort out the activities that fit into the groups
you made in Problem -1. and Problem 3. Write (repeat)
the grdp titles and g've your reasons for grouping.
List the activity titles for each group. If there
are any activities left in Stack 1, make new groups
four them. Write down the group titles, your reasons
for the grodp, and the. activities in the group. Use
all activities in Stack 1..

Group Title Reasons for Grouping Activities in Group

a

1,75

Copy 1: Keep this copy in your RULES RECORD folder.
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REVIEW TEAM EVALUATION SHEET

PROBLEM 5

PROBLEM AREA

LEADER

OTHER MEMBERS

SCHOOL

TEACHER

NAME

PROBLEM 5:

DATE

Write the titles of the "best" and "worst" activities
in the correct sections in the left-hand column.
Write the reasons that your Team agreed to for
placing those activities inthe group. In the columA,
on the right, put your?personal reasons for agreeing
or disagreeing with the Team's 'ihoices.

Titles of
the Best Activities

Reasons Why the Team
Thought These Activities

Were Best

Reasons Why I Agree
or Disagree with

the Team%

4

Titles of
the Worst Activities

Reasons Why the Team
Thought These Activities

Were Worst

Reasons Why I Agree
or Disagree with(

the Team

Copy 1: Keep this copy in your RULES RECORD foldexli!'

1,7G
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FACILITATING SELF-EVALUATION

The evaluation activities for WHERE DO I FIT? are

scheduled to baKadministered twice during the module.

The first evaluation activities should be conducted duiing

the fourth week of the module. This evaluation period

does not coincide with completion of any particular problem

.area. it'does not matter how many activities the students

have completed.

The second evaluation period should follow the completion

of the module.

Module starts

4th week

Evaluation 1 Module endsi' Evaluation 2

Please note that there is no necessary order in using

the problem areas in-this 'module:\, The evaluationctivities

Mlle been designed-to accommodate Unrestricted use of activi-
-

ties within the. modulA regardless of problem area classification.

Studentsomalook at the evaluation activities at any time,

but should do the activities only at the scheduled times. Help

1'

them do their best work. Thefgoal is for students to make

their best. "public" presentation.

The WHERE DO I FIT? RECORD should be made available to

students On the fiist or second class period of the module.

We could not provide the fold for a pocket this time Students

should be encouraged to make their own adaptation.

The Record has space to maintain a log of activities done,

and dates started and completed. This log will serve as a

data source andevidene of wiat each student has done. Encour-

age systematic maintenance of the Record by providing time for

its thoughtful use. Regular record keeping is most important.

The RECORD has space to maintain a log of activities done,

and dates started and ,completed. This log will serve)as a

data source and evidAce of what each student has done. En'cour-

age sy,tematic maintenance of the RECORD b providing time fbr

its thoughtful use. Regular record keeping is most important.
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If students wish to keep additional records, such -as more

detailed diaries, journals, pictorial records, charis,-tap2

recordings, etc., encourage such creativity.. -,

Students should keep samples of their best work and

copies of all of their evaluation activities lAithe ReCEird.
I

It is designed to show others,, the student's various publics,

what has been done in Human Sciences., It will be .usefu,1 to

the student, to you, to administrators, and to paients when

aii evaluation of a student's work is discussed; and,if

necessary, will serve as a source of informationVbr deer-

m mining a grade.

EVALUATION MATERIALS INCLUDED WITH THE MODULE

o WHERE DO I FIT RECORD: (One per student) A folder for

recording activities done, and for collecting

samples of best work and evluatiorlActivi:ties

"How I'm Doing": (One per student) A booklet of

instructions for self-evaluation activities
r-i r-

,My Activity Record: (From 1, 2, and 3 for'dach student)
,

$.4

These are Optical Scans forms. They will be .

machine-processed. Make sure studep use a soft

V

>1

4.1
U

EVALUATION. ACTIVI'RES

(#2 or softer) lead pencil for mark

Choose Your Problem Work Sheets: (2 padsFithese are

printed on two-page NCR (carbon) forms--white, with

a second sheet. Encourage students to write on the

top white sheet with enough pressure to make a clear

copy on the second yeltow sheet.,

,

This module Will utilize only individual Selt-evalhatioff
...

activities, completed at two scheduled times.
s

.

Evaluation Period 1 is to be scheduled during the fourth

week of the module. Only the Choose Your Problem activity

17s
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will be used at thistime. One class period will probably

be adequatetime for students to, complete their work. The

booklet "How I'm Doing" provides student instructions.' A

copy of the booklet follows this, section in your

Teachers Guide.

Choose Your Problem asks students to select two problems

to solve. These problems provide students with art opportunity

to show what they have accomplished four weeks into the

module. This activity is designed to aid students in reflect-

ing upon the activities they have done. Encourage them.to

think carefully, perhaps working out their ideas on scratch

paper, before preparing their final.response on the Choose

Your Problem Work Sheets.

.Choose Your Problem Work Sheets, printed on NCR paper,

are in pads in the Module,box. Each /of the 'two problems

selected should be answered on a set (Copy 1, white; Copy 2,

yellow) of NCR forms. As students work on their problems,

itwill be most helpful for you to circulate among them,

checking to see that the heading material is complete. Also,

as ,you look at student responses, you might ask what a .sketch

means if it doesn't make sense to yd'u. Suggest that they'

label it, or trite a title for it, if a varAtyof interpre-

tations would be possible-.

Have students collect the yellow Copy 2 forms. 'Check

them to See that everyone turnea,in a copy. Put them in one

of the envelopes provided 'and mail to HSP.

Evaluation Period 2. Two individual evaluation activities

should be done after work with the Module has been finished:

complete-MyActivty Record and two'Choose.Your ISoplem,problems..

My Actil4ty Record consists of three (Forms 1, 2, and 3)

Opticalt.ScaA forms per stfdent. These forms are not collated

and should notbe stapled or fastened together. It will be'

helpful to have each student keep his or her three sheets'

together for return to HSP. The WHERE DO I FIT? RECORD will,

serve as- a data source for filling outthese forms. 1a
Sar

V
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As the sheets are machine-processed, folding and any'

extra pencil marks are to be avoided. Students will need

to use a soft lead pencil (# 2 or softer) to mark their.

response. The five boxes at the top of each.,page'are for

our use in coding. Encourage students to think about making

their marks to provide'the most accurate information they can.

When this activity is completed, collect each student's

set of three papers (Forms 1, 2', and 3), and put them into

one 'of the return envelopee.

Choose Your Prohlem,again asks studepts to select two''

problems from the Chose Your Problem list in "How I'm'Doing."

You will note that thIls is the same list from which problems,

were selected at Evaluation Period 1. Students are asked to

select two different problems--they should not repeat either

previously selected problem. They might need to,be reminded

to check their Choose Your Problem Work Sheets from/the firSt
. 1

evaluation period so as not; to repeat a problem.' Urge students

to select the questiondl thatmilil enable them to show the best

of what tt(ey have learned.

Circulate around the room, Remind students that their

response to the problem needs to be understandable to someone
6

who will have only what they hive put on paper. Their respon-

sibility is to communicate their best response to the problem

they have selected.

Collect the yellow Copy 2 'forms, have students check

them to be sure that there ake two per student, and return

them to HSP_in the.addressed envelope.
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HOW PAIDOING

WHERE DO I FIT? has two different kinds of evaluation

activities. Yvu will do both kind's by yourself.-

The module box has WHERE DO I FIT? RECORD folders for

you to keep. The RECORD could not be made with a flap for.a:
Docket.' You'will have to use your ima ination to figure'out

awayway to keep from losing papers. ---aarni to keep careful

records in your RECORD is an important part of the Human

Sciences Program. .

SELF-EVAFATION

Keep a daily log of .the activities you do 'by recording

the date you started-and date yoU finished each activity in

your WHERE DO I FIT? RECORD. You will need this information

for the evaluatioh at the epd_Of the module. Keep sample

copies of your best work
V-
an your RECORD. You might want to

take pictures of things you made that won't.fitlin your. RECORD.

During the fourth week of the module, you, your classmates,

and your teacher will need to plan a class period for evaluation

activities: At that time, you will do the activities described

in the section titled "Evaluation

period or two will be needed when

module. At that time, followthe

Period 2."

Period Another ,class

you complete your study of the

instructions titled "Evalultion

1
.

EvaluationPeriod 1. You will go only one kind of

activity at this time--Choose Your Problem. Choose any two

problems from the Choose Your Problem list beginhing on page 4 of

thiS boOklet. Take two sets of Choose your Problem Work Sheets

from the module box. 'chcbse Your Problem Work Sheets are printed

on NCR paper. This is. kind of ,carbon paper!.1 Ybu will need a

white sheet, Copy-1, and a yellow shpet, Copy 2,,for ach problem

_c;Make sure the white and.yellbwsheetare lined up be ore yoll

write or draw on them. When you write on the white opy, check to

see that you're writing hard enough to Make a good copy on the

yellOW sheet.
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-Keep the completed-white copies in your WHERE DO I FIT?

RECORD. The yellow copy will be collected and sent to the

Human Sciences project.

Evaluation Period During this evalUation period,

you will do two differept,kinds Of activities. You will need

your WHERE DO I FIT? RECORD for the first one.

.Get one copy each of My Activity Record, Form 1; My

Activity Record, Form 2; and My Activity Record, 'Form 3.

The information you rsporgon these records is very important

for the Human Sciences 'staff. Please 'follow the directions

carefully.*

The My Activityjecord forms are processed by, machine.

The five boxes at the top will be used later by the Human

Sciences staff for code numbers to identify each sheet. You

,will need to use a soft lead penCil (No. 2 or so4kose Eo

mark your response for each activity: 'mark tIT most accurate

response for each activity. Please be careful not to put

any extra marks anywherelon the paper.

When you complete Loth sides, of each form, turn 'them in

so that they won't get folded or wrinkled. Thanks very much

for doing this; we know it is extra work for you.

The secon-d=and last--evaluation activity is Choose

Your Problem. Again 'ou will need two Sets .of Choose Your

. Problem Work*SheetsZipom the module box. Select two Choose,

Your Pr4;?blem pr?blemS from the list beginning on page 4.

IDo,nOt.choose the same' problems you selected for 'Evaluation

period 1. Your choice Of prob3ems should proVide.new material

to show your parents,.your teacher, And anyone else, what

you accomplished during WHERE DO I4IT?:-

What you put, on your Choose Ygur Problem Work Sheet

should!represwit the best work you can do. Yo ight want,,,to

.Plan your answers to the p4Oblemt you choose on scratch paper.
.

I
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Some papers from your class, maybe yours, will be displayed

at conventions for teachers. Others might.be included in

publications to shoe...? what students do in Human Sciences

classes. Thanks for doing your very best.

Keep Copy 1 of each Choose Your Problem Work Sheet in.

your WHERE DO I FIT? RECORD. Turn in your two Copy 2 forms

for mailing to the Human Sciences Project.

/

1
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CHO SE
,YOUR ,PRO

Evaluation Period 1. Select any two of the following

problems. Solve each problem on a separate pair'of

Choose Your Problem Work Sheets. Be sure to rite

or draw with enough pressure on the white sheet to

make a good copy on the yellow sheet. 3e sure to

record the problem letter, andjust the underlined

part of the problem at the top of the work sheet.

Evaluation Period 2. 'Select-two new problems -- problems

you didn't choose at Evaluation Period 1. Use a

separate Choose Your Problem Work Sheet for each of

these two problems: Be sure to record the problem

letter ana juSt the underlined part of the problem

at the top of tae! work sheipt. 411

a

A

Write the title of the most important activity you have

done so far in WHERE DO I FIT? Why was it important to

you? What new ideas did yotf learn frOm it?

$
Think abut this statement: AMERICANS ARE VERY MUCH ALIKE.

THY HAVE TAE SAME CUSTOMS AND BELIEFS. Do yov agree or

disagree with this statement? Write your reasons.

I C 4v z
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Use your Class Data Bank to answer the following questions:

How many girls in your class were born in 1962? How many'

boys in your class were born in 1961?

D

Describe a situation where you really felt like "I fit!"

and a situation where you felt like "1 don't fit!"

What made the difference?

E

HOw was your RULES RECORD used to give you a grade for

Human Sciences? How do you feel about the way- it-was used?(

F

Some animals live in groups 6r'bands or herds. 'Name an

animal that lives in a group with o'theks of its own kind,

Describe the behavior of a leader and a follower.in the

group that kind of animal t;elongs to.

Use your Class .Data Bank to answer the following question:

How'many students in your class did the activity "Windy"?

1 0' 171



106

105

-$J 104

rn

l03
3

102

101

100

P.

Students

H
Steve weighed several students in his class.- He

recorded the student with the lightest weight on the

left side of a graph. A copy of Steve's graph is

above. Use Steve's4kaph to answer the following

questions:. ti
A. How many student weights did Steve record?

B. Wh'at is the "range" of recorded weights?:

C. What is the average weight ofithe

students recorded?

List the six most important (from,your point of view)

ways in which human beings change as they grow up.

Write about an interview you conducted with an adult

for this module. Include any surprises or special

memories you have of the interview. Explain how, the

interview could have been of'interest or.valueto

the adult.
172
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What did you learn about your'own interests in WHERE

DO I FIT? How did you learn about them? What do you

think about what,you\learned7

L

Make a sketch or drawing of something you made as a

partcof WHERE DO I FIT?' Write a description of the

speCial features that can't be shown in your drawing.

t3

M

Think about this statement: "There\isno good teason

for adolescence. All human beings laegin life,as

babies, grow up through childhood, and then are adults."

Write your reasons for agreeing or disagreeing with

the statement.

Think of an animal part or structure and a problem the

animal can solve with the structure. Make a drawing

or write the name of the structure. What problem can

the animal solve with the structure? What structure

do you use to solve the same problem?:
O

4

Write a question or problem 'that you think will show

something important that you learned in.WHERE DO I FIT?

that,is not in this problem. list. Why is it a better

question or problem? What is your answer for it?

4
k
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A

4

B

Look at the drawings in Set A and Set-B. They were both

drawn to show how human beings grow.

A. How are the drawings in Set A like those in

'Set B? How are they different? tWhich set

of drawings best shows the way people really

grow up? ,Why?)

Which set of drawings Vest shows the way,you feel

inside as a person,about how people grow up? Explain

your reasons.

WhiCh set of drawings best shows the way you think

about people growinglu0 'Why?
4 -

r
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DO NOT FOLD ANSWER SHEET OR DAMAGE EDGES

MAKE DARK MARKS ERASE STRAY MARKS- -
MY ACTIVITY RECORD

Name

Teacher

Date

WHERE DO I FIT? FORM 1

Directions: Activity titles are listed by problem areas.

Mark 1 if you started the activity and finished it.

_Mark 2 if you started the activity but didn't finish it.

Mark 3 if you didn't want to\do the activity.

Mark 4 if you didn't have time to do the activity.

Ma;k 5 if you have not looked'at the activity.
1

WI4ERE DO I FIT AS A PERSON?

A Rule of ThImb

A Day in the Life

When Do-I Fit?

Windy

Doing Time

Challenge

Ai

Are YQU Healthy?

1

Know Your Teacher

q

NOW COMPLEX'' THE OTHER SIDE

175
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e- Ask Beh
1 2 3 4

Knowing Others 1 2 3 0 S

0

For Righties Only
1 2 3 4 5

Right or Wrong: Who Decides,-. 4 5

Heads and Feet 2 .5 e 5

,

.

Whom Do You.Go To? I- .: 3 4 5
.

,
.

.
-

a
. I

/..
/. T

.

Fingerprinting
.

, 2 3 4 S

41 . . -

4 ,

;
. g :

People Match . * 2 3 4 3

,
. . J.

.
. ,

Class Data Bank ., -1,
1 2 . 3 4 5

.. ....., - - / .
. ,

Controlling My Body t1 2 3 4 5

. .

...

Looking ,Inward
. ._

I 2 3 4 5

, 1

\ ...-

0
. 176,

Tall, Talle'r, Tallest .

.
il 2 3 4 .5

I
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DO NOT FOLD ANSWER SHEET OR aktioid EDGES

MAKE DARK MARKS ERASE STRAY MARKS,
MY ACTIVITY RECORD

Name

Teacher

Date

WHERE DO I FIT? FORM 2
00°10..

Directionks: Activity titles are listed by problem areas.

Mark 1 if you started the activity and finished it.,

Mark 2 if youstarted.the activity but didn't finish it.

Matk 3 if you didn't want to do the activity.

Mark 4 if you didn' have time to do the activity.

Mark 5 if you have not looked at the activity.,

Reasons Why.

Once I Was a Teenager, Too

WHERE DO I FIT AS AN ORGANISM?
You arid' Your Centur.,Y,

Baboons

The Wolf Pack
`.1

106

The All American Kid

to

How Much Do I Use? .

Follow the Leader

NOW COMPLETE THE OTHER SIDE -.41,

1
COPYRIoHT 1974 -BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES CURRIC STUDY -ALL RIGHTS RESERVED a

OF 1079 ,e OPTIC %I. SCXMNISit .
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.114

Literally Buried t

A

.... ,

.....1.9c.
.

,
7 ,..

.

t, 2 3 4 E

. ,

/

How Do I Do It?

.

.
r.,

I 2 3 4 5

.

Them Bones, Them Bones

44.

7

.
.

, : 3 .1 !

.

A Tooth fora Tooih

.

.

,
.

.., .../..

AA.
. °I 2 3

A

4 5

..

_

.er.

(1,

Two Views - 3 4 5

.

.

.

The Future is Now
r

.

.

..
. .

5

.

.

.

Teach -a-Personll
.

.

,

.

2 .3 ..1

a

5

Lifespace

/ .

. - ,

.

,'

.. . 2 3 1

Ns

%

r.S

e.

I
Sizes and Shapes , -..7.,i

4"
-,_

*I .

a 'X'' 7

2 3 4

. ,

1r if*,

S

.

n

Getting Together
.

*
.

.

.

,

A...

4 `..,:3

" .". V
.. 'rt..-

. ..
i ''''

n

-..
I 2 3 4

.
5

1

.

. '
u

.

Roughing It .

1

i

.

, .., .

.....

.f., _.-'4-.
...r

I

A

N4

2 3 Z.

r

... e

f3

- ,

Belp -a -Person
. I

1

..,

100
r

./--.-4
,e%

-_,
i
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-DO NOT FOLD ANSWER,SREET OR DAMAGE EDGES

kikkE.D.AA MA S ERASE STRAY MARKS

o .

MY ACTIVITY RECORD

Name

Teacher

Date

WHERE DO I FIT? FORM 3

Directions: Activity (or book) titles are, listed.

Mark 1 if you started the activity (or book) and finished'it.

Mark 2 if you:t activitythe activty (or book) and 'didn't finish 'it.

Mark 3 if you didn't want to do the activity (or read the book).

Mark 4 if you didn't have time too theactiNiity (or read the bOok).

'MArk.5 if you have not looked at the activity (or booll)..

Doctor, Lawyer,'Indian.Chief

Past, 'Present, and Future

Beyond 2000 A.D.

Housir&forsthe Future,

INTEGRATIVE ACTIVIf
People

WHERE DO I FIT LIBRARY

Sounder

These Were the Sioux

Young Fu of the Upper Yangtze

1

COPYRIGHT 1974 BIOLOGICAL >I : s:CES'CURRICULUM STUDY .ALL RIGHTS RESERVE:'.

1-0.7.1019
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t ,..

Are-You There God? It's Me, Margaret
3 4

Hdgar Allan,
2 3 4 $

I Was a 98-Pound Duckling
1 Z 3 4 E

Then Again, Maybe I Won't
Z 3 4 54

"/

Thirty-One'Brothers and Sisters -
5 4 5 _

.

.

,

.

.

-

Today I Am a Ham
..

.

.

.

0
.

.

, 2 , 4

.

.

.

.
.

-

.

4\

..

1 2 3 4 5

44411

"' 1: .
a

. 2..

.

2 3 4 5

%

.*

.
.

.

.

e

.

.

,

.
1 2 3 4 5

I

.

r
.

1 2 1 a 5

o $*

. .

1 2 3 4 5

p

o

, .

4 . I 9 ./ .

.

, 180
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CHOOSE YOUR PROBLEM WORK SHEET

- WHERE DO I FIT EVALUATION PERIOb 1 OR 2

?AM

TEACHER
1

SCHOOL(

DATE

Write the problem letter in the space at the left. Copy the
underlined pari. Of the problem exactly as it is printed' on the,
paper "Choose YOur Prolplem:"

,Problem
Letter Copy the underlined.part o'f the problem belowi

. 4

(Nrite year an§1.47,e-r.or. make your.drawinVliee4.)
.:._ . .

.
... , .,

..
t

.,4* " lk

. .

4

.

1.

7

4

11.

4

.

4

S

44

.*

10

0

-Copy 1: Keep this copy in your WHERE DO I FIT? RECORD folder.
.

181. .
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-CHOOS
V

WHERE, DO I FIT?

UR PROBLEM CODING PROTOCOLS

Code on each Choose Your Problem NCR paper as follows. Put

each code in a vertical column on the right hand side,of the

paper, one under the other, first code at top., For every codipg

category use 7 if something is written, drawn, or marked, but

ti

can't be coded in the specified categories. .

,Problem A ..
,.

.
...,..

.
-.

, ..Type: of Response - A01 c . 1 = written response only . .

-2 = drawing only
. . i:=-drawing plus words

.

,.

Completenpss - A02 1 =,attivity title written -. )
.2 = activity title not written,*

but can be inferred correctly
3 = activity title not -written,

activity indeterminant .

Activity Title - A03 01 = 77 (activities 01 to 45, in order as
on My,Activity Record Forms,

. 77=no title given)

Importance, Attitudinal - A04

Importance, -Cognitive - A05

1 = fun, interesting, good, 1-liked it
2 = hsli to do
3 = had enough to do, wasn 't too long,

or too short,
4 41-did something new, never done

before, like becoming a professor'
6 = no attitudinal comment
7 = attitude which does riot fit above

(activity was hard) for example

1 =' learned a lot (gep eral, no specific
thing) :

2 = learned about X (one specific item)
3 = learned about X and Y (two or more

specific items)
4 = learned about X and Z (one specific

. and one or more general items)
5 = learned about X and Y, and,ZZ (two

or more specifijc and one or more
genera" items)

6 = no cognitive comment A

7 = learned nothing

182
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Importance, Logistic - A06 1 = got to leave class
2 = worked with (film, other media)
3 = made sothething,did something
4 = interviewed Others
5 = worked.with people.

2 6 = no logistic statement

New Idea - A07 1 = learned about ftiend(s), teacher(s),
other people

2 = learned about occupations (police,
judge,,etc.)

3 = learned (specific fact stated,'e.g.
FBI can identify right or wrong)

4 = learned about mysdlf
5 = any combination of 1, 2, 3, 4,

6 = described activity
7 = No new ideas or (idea which does not

fit above)"

,.

When only drawings'ar4-ma4e, leave column blank after Column 17 (-actIvity
title).

If only tite.of activity, is written, code only to Column. 17 (activity
title).

When student has written about two activities f'or h is answer to, Prob]pm
A, record the infOrmation- for Te first activity only.

When the student answers 'two of the same problems (such as two Problem

A's), use*the problem?that they did in Evaluation Period I.
. ,

Problem.B

Type of Response"- B01' 1 = written ,only.
2.= drawing only
2 = drawing and writing

Ar
Agree/Disagree - B02 1 agreement stated or implied

2 = disagreement stated or implied
3 =both agreement and disagreement

expressed or implied
4 = agreement or disagreement

indeterminant

6

9

I.
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"Completeness B03

6

) '

1 = reiteration. of statement or
-assertion that people differ
(opposite of statementj, only

2 = both belief(sD....ana custom(s1); may
. include (5) . .

. 4 = customs, not beliefs, but may,include
.

5 = from different countries, regidna,

.

a

backgrodnds, regional groups
0 - : 6 = -*

...4
V 7*= not codeable

t

. Customs =usageor pridtice common to a group of,people'
). ,i''',

_ .. .

Beliefs = a. convict 'statement or' realit of a
*

. fact . '
.0.... .

. .
.

4 When a student answers two of the same problems (such as two A's,) use
the problem that was done in EvalUAion Period 1. .*'

,-,.
..1'

4 ..
*..

e

PROBLEM .D

Descr iption of "I fit" - P01 :

-r-
1 = peer situation/friends/report cards
2_= social class
3 = sports (coordination, physical tests)
4 =,crdss-age groups

appearance' .(clothes, hair, 'fat -th in) .

6 =-not,cdaeable (church, sex difference, race difference, school
family)

7 = none given .4

Description of "rdon't fit" - D02

, CHOOSE :YOUR PROBLE0

1 = peer situation, not friends
2 = social class
'3", sports- (coordination, physical tests)
.4 = cross-age,gronps
5 = appearance (clothes,` hair, fat-thin)
6 = not codeable (church, sex difference, race difference., school,

family).
7 = none given

O

ti
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'PROBLEM- D (eont'd)
\ *- .

Fir' A... .
,,

-,
v

e
The.difference explanation - p03

,

',1 = a was -wanted*,,secognized notice, belong.' .

b

. - /f , .. , or
,

.
..* ,1,='/' feel uncomfortable/teased ciidn't know anyOne,,, ignored;- feel

4
like a *number.

,

2 =,communicatibns (didn't or do understand- -them, me, .can't talk)
3 = necessity to role play
,4 = not competent (couldn't play, needed to learn)
5 = enlgrohment (city vs. country) )

6 =hot codeable *
Y

. 7 - none givenip'

,

PROBLEM

Evidence of student/teacher interaction - E01

1 = explicitstatement of student/*cher interacti#n
2=: explicit statement of independent teacher judgment
3 = implicit statement ofstudentiteacher interaction
4 = implicit...statement of independent teacher-ludqrant
.5 = state_or imply student self-evaluation
6 = no evidepu/have not answered

tioression of attitude - E.02

1 = explicit positive
2 = explicit negative
3 = explicit positive and negative
4 = implicit positive
5 = implicit negative
6 = imNAcit positive and negative
7 = no expression of like/dislike

`

Basis for grade - E03
1 = number of activities/how long it took
2 = student explainq activities
3 = accuracy/cbmpleteness/neatness/follow directions
4 = student estimate of grade
5 = (1, 2, 4,) or any two,of them
6 = (1, 3)
7 = no'basis expressed

185
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'PROBLEM F.
Animal Name F01

1 = social' animals `4(tiaeid, herd,-flock) (shdep, baboons, giraffes,
elephants, wolves, mustangs)

2 = family .group animals (pride,
3 = solitary Arppals. (cats,
5. = groupnames (Oirds

-\ 6 = not codeable
7 = no discussion

Leader Behavior - F02
(

1 = correct leeder' behavior description
2 = anthropomorphic description
3 = incorrect description

a
4 = correct description for incorrect animal 5'
5 = 'reiteration
6'= not code ble

- 7. =- no discussion

Follotter Behavior- F03
1,= erect follower behavior
2 = anthropomorphic description
3 ='incoerect description
4 = correct description for incorrect Animal
5 = reiteration
6 = mot codeable
7 = no discussion

(anthropomo ?phic = ascribing human characteristics to non-human things)"

'PROBLEM H'
A. How many'student weights did Steve record?. - 1101 .

1 = for _answer "8"
2 = for answer "7" 6

= for any-other number
7 = not codeable.

What is the :range" of recorded weights? - H02
1 = for "100-106"

B.

2'(= for any other number
7 = not codeable

C. What is the average weight of the students reco4ed? - H03,
Code 1 for answer "Y02.-7" or "103" where answer A is "7 or 8"
Code 2 for any wrong number
Code 6 - response, omitted
Code 7 - not co eable
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.

.

PROBLEM K
.: .
1.

r

.
44. ,

I
1 .

How did you learn about them? .= KO1 %

1

2

3

4

5

7

= Trpnly a single activity titie'was included
= if more thjan one activity title was included
F. if general activities, such as measuring, interviewing,

etc., were included 1
, '

= if the module was mentioned in.generel),,
,-= if no sodrcelpf learning was .mentioned

.= ndot codeable
. i,

I

'II2. What did you learn about.your own interests in WHERE- DO I
FIT?' - K02' 710,

1 = learned about myself/likes,-dislikes
2 = learned hem tto make (do) soMething'
-3 = learned that different people have different talen'ts
4 = learned that people need people *

.,s

.6 = no learnings menttoned
.

/......-. 7 = not codeable ,

)

PROBLEM L .

Activity. Title Number - L02

t 44
18
02 A

32
ao
04
15
13
17
25
07
01
43
06
05
36
42
16

33
46
23

77

0 -4_

me.

Activity Title

Housing for the Future
Coritrolling My Body'

' A-Day' in the Life
A Tooth for a Tooth
How Do I Do It?
Windy
Finlerprinting ,

Heads and Feet
ClaSsData Bank
The:' Wolf Pack
Are You Healthy?
A Rule of Thumb
Beypnd 2000 A.D.
Challenge
Doing 'Time.
Lifespan
Past,, Present, and Future
People
Themao es, Them Bones
Two Vie
Where Do I Fit Library?
You and Your Century

Uncodeable
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PROBLEM M .

1. Agree or disagree - MO1
1 =agree, explicit 1,
2 = agree, implicit
3, = disagree,, explicit -

4 = disagree, implicit
7 =.not Codeable

2. Reason -,MO2.
reiteration /that is the. .way it is 1

'2 ;,adolescence is a stage, no §laboration
3= you learn/you change/you find answers

= they should lave, to, for most people ite.s bad
- 6 = som people don't groW up mentally or socially
7 = noticodeable

PROBLEM N

PROBLEM 0

NO1
1 = 1, 2,and 3 correctswith correct relations
2 = 1 and 2 correct, 3 incorrect ormiSsrnq
3 = either 1 or 2 correct,'1 or 2 wrong or missing,

3.incor'reqt, missing or indeterminent .

4 = multiple responses on at least one question
7 = no codab?.e

#1-

t

001
1 = YeS/lio questions without%answers

i

2 = Yes/No question with non-disceimina4ng answer_,
3 =."Whpt?" question, Without answer c(-

.=-'4 =` "Where ?" questioirwithnon-dit'criminating answer

PROBLEM p

N

QUESION BEING ANSWERED
o

Which set of drawings best 'shows the way-people really grow
.up? - P01

Column
57. 31 = Set A,

02 =' Set A
G3 = Both A and B
04 = Not stated

- 07 = Not codeabre

f
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PROBLEM Q . .

2--
. Feeli.ngs of2peoolegtowing--14) -.Q01

.'

1 = Set B - -.

,
, ,

2 =.Set.,A. . A
1 .

3,= Both A and t I .

4' = Not stated
5 = Not codeable.

,..

Reasons 'for feelings 7:.Q02
/ t-

1= Physical features only
-,' '21L Abnormalities

.

.e ..) 3.= Differences other than physical
4 =1*.Not Stated

...

70 5 = Reiterationdtrect explanation of the ilLusIation
-.7 = Nbt code'able .. ,

.,

,

, .. .

0/

PROBLEM .R.
) r .

Whicl set of dr awings best shows the way youthink about people
grdving up? - R01 . ' I

1 --.

1 = Set B. 4

2 =,Set A , , .

ae Both A and B . * 4
4 =, Not. stated .

7'= Not codeable .

1 . .%., . \ .

Reasons for thoughts'- k02
1 = Ptsical features only .

. .
2 = Abnormalities .

. 3 = Differences othep than physical
4 = Not stated .

5 =-Reiteration--direct explanation4 the illustrition
t

7 = Not codeable
e ,"ec''

V

e.
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'WHERE DO I FIT?

Choose Your Problem Scoring Keyg

Coded
Problem Values Score .Problem,

Coded
Problem Values Score

A01 1 1

2 0

a 2

A02 1 2

2.

3 0

A03 j (not sctorable)

o

A04 1

S

2

43

4

.6

' A05 1'
2

3

1

1

B01 1 1

2 .0 .."

3
)

2

4.

B02 it . 1
...--- .e

.2 1

3 1

.4 4 O

303 ' s 148 -- 1

. 2
. 3'

. 4.t
3 2 1

:4.

5 za

6 , 0

DO1

2
4

- 4 3
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Problem
Coded
Values

eau.

Choose Your Problem Scoring Keys` (Cont d)

Coded C41e4
Score ,.P roblem Values Score problem Values Score

F02 1 2 Kb2 1 3 Q01 1 1

2 1 A , 2 - 3
1

3 3 3 3 1

4 1 4 P 3 4 ,0

5 1 - 0 7 0

6 0 7 0 Q02 1

7 0 LO1 (not scorable ) 2 2

F03 1 2 1 1 3 2
k

'2 1 2 4

3 0 3 1 5,

4 1 4 1 7 d0

5 7 0 RO1 1 1

6 MO2 1 1 1

7 :0/./ 2 3 3 1.

. H01 1 2 3 4. 0
a .

2 1 4 2 71 0
.

3 0 6 1 R02 1, 2,

7 0 7 0 2 2

H02 1 ,1 NO1 1 3 3

2 0 2 2 4 0

,7 0 3 1 5 1

H03 1 3 4 1 7 0

2 0 7 0
4... 46

6 0 003. 1

7 2

1 2 3 2

2 3 4

3 3 P01 1 3

4 1 2 0

5 0 3 .0

.7 0 4 '0

7 0
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FACILITATING SELF-EVALUATION'

) -

An eValuation period will need to be schedited at the
4

completion of each of the three problem areas of PERCEPTION.

*Two kinds of activities are provided for each student during

each eva.kuation.periodi My Activity Record and Choose

Your Problem.

Students may look at the 'evaluation activities at any time

during work on the module, but should complete their Choose

Your Problem Work Sheets only during the scheduled evaluation

periods.
I 0

A PERCEPTION PACKET is provided for each student and should

be made available early in the module so that students can

record starting and completion sates for activities, and write

any commpnts they wish to about the activities they have done.

This log of activities will serve as a data'source and evidence

of what 'each student has done. Providing time for record keeping

and encouraging systematic maintenance of records is an important

part of your facilitating role.

Students are asked to keep samples of their best work and

copies'of their evaluation activities in their PERCEPTION

PACKETS. By this time in the school year the RULES RECORD and

WHERE DO I FIT RECORD will have been utilized by some of the

students' publics: .you, their parents, administrators, and

others. We,Anticipate that such experience will help students

realize the value of producing their best work and keeping

accurate records in their PERCEPTION PACKET.s
EVALUATION MATERIALS INCLUDED WITH THE MODULE

PERCgPTION.PACKET:

My Best Work:

(One per student) A folder
for recording activities done,
and for retaining samplesOf
the student's best work and
evaluatiiin activities.

(One per student) A booklet
of instructions for self-
evaluationactivities
for students.
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My Activity Record: (One for each problem area -

v for each student) These are
machine-processed. Optical
Scan® forms. Make sure
-tudents use a soft (no. 2

or softer) lead pencil for'
harking.

Choose Your Problem Work Sheets: (3 pads) These are printed',
on two-page NCR forms--
Copy 1, and Copy 2. Encourage
students to write on the
white sheet with enough
pressure to make a clear copy
on the yellow'sheet.

Evaluating the Quality of My Work: (1 pad) This is an option for
one of the Choose Your Problem
problems (Problem V) at the
end of the module during the
Exchanging Perceptions
Evaluation Period.

Explanations of the evaluation activities for each problem

area are included in this guide, immediately following the

activity descriptions for each problem area.

r) -I
%...)
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EVALUATION: PERCEIVING

_Students should have their PERCEPTION PACKETS available

for reference while completing the evaluation activities. They

should also have copies of the evaluation procedures booklet,

My Best Work. This booklet describes the evaluation procedures

for each of the three problem areas of PERCEPTION.

The evaluation tasks below are to be done when you and

your students have completed the Perceiving problem area'of

the module and before beginning the next problem area, ,

Using Perceptions.

1. My Activity Record, an Optical Scan® form. Be sure

students use the form labeled Perceiving. It lists the titles

of all activities in the Perceiving problem area.

These sheets are machine processed, therefore folding,

crumpling, or any extra pencil marks cause problems in handling

these-sheets. Students should mark a response for each activity

listed. Assist students with any problems they might encounter.

Completion of these forms is essential%to the evaluation activities.

° Collect these forms:for mailing to the Human Sciences office

befOre proceeding'to.the next activity.

2. Choose Your Problem. Students will be familiar with this

activity from previous.mbdAles; however, there is a slight

variation in procedure for use with this module. Four.groups of

Choose Your Problem are listed in My Best Work. There is a

Choose Your-Problem group for each problem area and one that

can be used for all problem areas. Problems, from Group 1:

Perceiving, br from Group 4: Any Problem Area,.may be selected

for this evaluation "period,

Students should choose two problems for this evaluation

period. They'may be both from Group 1 or GrouE'4, or one from

. each group. Choose Your Problem Work Sheets are provided in

pads in the module box. _Once again these forms are printed on

NCR paper. Copy 1 is tobe retained by the students. Copy 2.
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0

e,

should be collected to send back to the Human Sciences office.
,,

Please send materials as soon as pdssible-after the evaluation

period(s) is (are) over. You should send:

1. 'one copy My, Activity Record, Perceiving, per student

2. twocopiee, Copy 2, Choose Your Problem Wok Sheet,

per student

4 ('
P.S. The evaluation products of studehts are really improving.

Congratulations on facilitating student learning!

Yh

CJI
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.EVALUATION: USING PERCEPT;ONS

Students will again need their PERCEPTION PAgtETS. and

Pest Work booklets for referenc during the evaluation period.

The evaluation tasks listed below are to be completed

when you and your students are ready to move from Using. ,

`Perceptions to Exchanging Perceptions.

1. My Activity Record, an Optical Scan® form. Copies

of the forth, ptinted for Using Perceptions, are available in the

module box. Students should mark a response for each activity'

listed. Collect these (forms before students begin Choose Your

Problem.

2. Choose Your Problem. Problem Group 2, Using Perceptions,

and Problem Group 4, Any-Problem Area, list the problems

students can select for this activity. They, are to choose only

one problem from either list during this evaluation period.

Please mail the following items to the Human'Scie9ces office

as soon as possible after the completion of the second

evaluation period.

1. one copy My Activity Record,'Using Perceptions,

per student.

2. one copy, Copy 2, Choose Your Problem Work Sheet,'

per student.

196
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EVALUATION: EXCHANGING PERCEPTIONS

Students will again need their PERCEPTION PACKETS and

My Best Work booklets for reterence during this' evaluation

period.

During this evaluation period students wild. complete the

last My Activity Reco d form and select two problems in

Choose Your Problem complete. The only new aspect of

Choose Your Probleiis for students choosing Problem V from

Choose Your Problem, Group 3. This problem requires the use

of a separate form, Evaluating thlt Quality of My Work. One

part of this form need's to be completed by the student during

the class period. The student's PERCEPTION PACKET and the

partially completed form need to be taken home for a parent,

guardian, or an adult friend to complete. We have included

only one pad of these forms. If more students want to choose

Problem V as one of their two Choose Your Problem tasks, you

- can-make extra dopies. Students May also wish to Make a

duplicate copy to keep in their PERCEPTION PACKET. It was not

possible for us to anticipate-quantity for this task.

At the completion of ,the PERCEPTION module.yo4 should send

the following'materiala to the Human Sciences office:

1. one copy, My Activity Record, Exchanging Perceptions,

per student.

2. two copies, Copy 2, Choose Your Pt'Oblem Work Sheet,

per student.

Students who choose Problem V should-have completed-the
4

form,, Evaluating the Quality, of My Work, stapled to the

appropriate Copy 2 of one Choose Your Problem Work Sheet.

Thanks for your help.

211
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AiestWork
INTRODUCTION

Self-evaluation is an

important part of Human Sciences

because you need to stop once in

a while tp think about'what you

have been.,doing and learning. It

is important for you to look at

and compare your current work with

the work, you did earlier in' the
4

year . Bye doing the 'evaluation

activities, you can see how. the

quality of your work has changed.

The self-evaluation activities
0`4

are important to show other people thd quality 'of th'e work you can do.

They are also important to show what students are learnilg from the

'Human Sciences Program: The PERCEPTION PACKET,,My Activity Record,

Choose Your Problem Work Sheets, this booklet, and samples of your best

-pri)ducts are the, materials you wj.11 be working with for evaluation

purposes.

The PERCEPTION PACKET could not be made with 4 flap for a pocket.

You,will'IiaVe to invent your owh pockets-4to keep papers from falling

out of the PERCEPTION PACKET:.

There will be three evaltiation periods during the PERCEPTION
s.

xmdule. An evaluation period,will be scheduled when your Class has

completed each problem area:-

,EVALUATION MATERIALS_

PERCEPTION PACKET 1
My Best Work booklet',
Choose Your Problem Work Sheets
'tly Activity Record, PERCEPTION: -Perceiving
My ActiVIty-Recordf PERCEPTION:, Using Perceptions
My .Activity Record, PERCEPTI Exchanging _Perceptions --

Evaivating the QUaiity of My Work
, 4

;g1

0
'../ ti
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EvALuA-rtpkt "
Keep a record in your PE 16:

PACKET of when you started and P. 4..:

a

working on each activity. You wil'Itneet

this information to complete ,the
ktv

Recordform. Keep samples 'of your beS*'
a. v

from each problem areain-your PERCEPNfdpik

During each evaluation period You,4'fili need to-dothe following

things: .

-

1. Complete a My Activity Record form' or the problem area. you
6

have just fin ished. Mark the.most4aocurate response for each..

activity listed. Use a-soft lead pencil (No. 2) to make your

responSes. This form will be processed by machine. Please, do

not "bend or _fold it or make any unnecessary marks, on These0

forms will be collected by your teacher an& mailed to the,Human

-Sciences office. \r

2.

x -

Complete the Chooie Your Problem Itrk Sheetst These work sheets

are printed on NCR paper. Make sure that the white sheet (Copy 1)

'and the yellow sheet (Copy 2) are lined tip before you write or

draw on them. When you write on the white sheet, check to see :

that you are pressing hard enough tb make a good copy on the

yellow sheet. t A,,

Y,
PEERCEIVINGi EVALUATION
PERIOD

P
Complete the My Activity Record form laf::eledai,

Perceiving. Turn this in when you finish.

Select. any two g?rOhaNs from Gth4041 or Group 4 of Choose Your

Problem. You may choose both problems ft-pm either or

you may choose one problem from each list. Choose, the most

2.

difficult problems that you cari do. :the choicgoof problem and

your answer should represent

will need a set". (white=-Copy

-Your Problem Work Sheets for

the best work you an do. You

1, yelloW-7Copy "2) of the Choose

each problem you 200



You have shown improvement in the quality of your answers

toChoose Your Problem. KEEP UP THE GOOD WORK!

At the end of the evaluation period. turn in your stwb.yellow

copies, Copy 2, of the Choose Your Problem Work beet.

CHOQSE YOUR PROBLEM
GROUP 11.--
PERCEIVING

4 These problems are for Perceiving only. You may choose any

of these problems or any problems from Choose Your Problem, Group 4.

Completely-answer two problems.

A. 4Pepple have blue eyes, brown eyes, gray:ieyes,

or green eyes. Their eyes are different in .

color. Bit, everybody in the woyld has black

pupils (centersrin their eyes.. Why?.

B. Write a rule about how colors can be "stepped

up"' ter "stepped down." Write an'explanation.

of one way the rule could be tested. to see if

it is really a rule.

C. Which statement is more correct, 1 or...2?
t .

1. Substance X tastes very bad. .

2.- Substance X tastes very Sad to sortie people.

St'art your explanatiolwith the statement:

"1 or 2 is more .correct because ..

Give reasons and evidence for yourchoice.

r) 1
A's 1. J

1
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Explain how the human eye ana- brain can make N

set of still pictures seem'like they are. moving.

Two' people saw the same thing happen, but each

'one described it differently., How could this

happen? Give as many reasons as you can.

4

F.

X

7

John and Jerri were talking about "weird" things

they had heard. Jerri said she heard someone

say they had subtracted a color from some light

coming in a window. John said that wasn't weird

at all. He would show.her how to do it. Make

a drawing and label it to show what John did:

G. A male fighting fish was swimming

slowly around in. an aquarium. A

piece of cardboard with a very

thin strip of aluminum glued

diagonally, like this, was_placed

against the side of the aquarium.

Describe the way you think the

fish would behfave. Why da you

think the fish behaved this way?

H. Can knowledge of.how insects behave be used to

'capture insect pests? Describe ways you think.

this could be done.

0 -

Diu
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I. Animals ha e memories. Do you agree or disagree?

Be sure to include evidence you think supports

or goes against the statement

t

4& .;;,.. ,.

/II \\
/7/ J.. Sally told Sue that plants can tel.:I...the difference

between one color of light and another. Sue,

didn't believe 'her. ,What evidence could Illy

'give to support her statement?

b

A worker in a toy factory thought he saw a part

of a machine bending when it was moving at high

speed. He could not tell if this was true when

the Machine was stopped., ROW could'he find out

if the part was really bending, or not?

L. Draw an optical illusion. Describe as completely
', as possible how an illusion "works."

s

ft

4
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. 2. any °A pr

Group 4. jou onS4y

Choose

1.

t

US I MG PERCEPTIONS .

EVALUATION PERIO

Complete the.My Activity Record form

labeled - PERCEPTION: Using Perceptions.

Turn th -is Daper in when youfinish

em from Choose.Your Problem, Group 2 or

need to%answer one problem for this' problem

area. Get one set of Choose yolir Problem Work Sheets for your

answer. At- the, end of the evaluation period, turn'in your one

yelloW copy, Copy 2, of the ChooseYour Problem WorkShet.t.

6-tcos,E
Gil -

USING- PERCEIFIONS

These problems are for Using Perception's only. Ysu may choose

any one of these problems or'one'problem from Choose Our Prbblell,

Group Completely answer one problem..
.17 *

4 * A

M. What facts about human percept4on does a magician

use to make magicagic tricks successful?

6 , '204
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. Bill recorded the amount of time used for

commercials in half-hour TV programs. His,

data sheet.'iS'shown below. The black areas

,show the 'time of each commercial:

TIME IN
'ONE -HALF

HOUR BLOCKS'

I

0 5 10 15 20 25.

MINUTES

30
-CHANNEL

'

DATE '

1 1;,00 - T.30 " i 1 I 2
10/13

7:00- T30,,, 44 10/14

7:00 - T30 P. I 1 i 1 1 10/15

TOO - T 30°,m I , I 9 10/ 1s

114If you choose this-prob em, answer all three guestiOns below. Label
V

each answer, for example2 Total time = .

'

What was the total tide of commercials that Bill recorded?

Wha 'was the average numi;erof-minutes of coMmercials for
the programs Bill observed?

Why did gather htis, data the way he did?
4

f.

a
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A wise man once said, "Beauty is in tht eye

of the beholder." Do you really see what you

want to see? Give .qvidence from your activities

in PERCEPTION that agrees with the statement.

.0r, give evidence that goes against the statement.

Kim said, "I see you have been studying about

perception. What does perception mean?" What

would be the best answer you could give to her

question ?; You may write, draw, or diagram

your answer.

What does "sex-role imageNmean? How do you

feel about "sex-role images"?

p

R. Make a drawing to siiow how to have a-door chime

ring by pushing a button at either the back

door or front door of a houSe.

e

Tom said, "I heard Karen say,' 'Get lost.-' I

wasn't looking at her so I don't know what

she meant." Make drawings or write an explanation

to show that seeing Karen was necessary to know

what she meant.

4. 4,'0
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EXCHANGING
PERCEPTIONS
EVALUAT101\1 PaRloD

1. Complete the My Activity Record
,

form labeled PERCEPTION: Exchanging

Perceptions., Be sure to make a

responie for each Activity. Turn this paper in As soon as you

have completed it..

2. Choose any two problems from Choose Your Problem; Group S or

Group 4. You will need two sets of Choose Your Problem Work

Sheets from the module box. If you choose Problem V from

Choose Your Problem, Group 3, you will need to get one copy of

Evaluating the Quality of° My Work from the module box. Read

this' completely before you''begin work on it.

At the end of the evaluation period turn in your two

yellow copies, Copy 2, of the Choose Your Problem Work Sheet.

If ydu chose Problem V, be sure to staple Evaluating the'Quality

of My Work to the appropriate sheet.

CHOOSE YOUR PROBLEM-7

GROUP 3
EXCHANGING PERCEPTIONS

6

,

These problems are for Exchanging Perceptions only. You

may choose any two of these problems or any two -from Choose,Your

Problem, Group 4. Completely answer two problems.

ti
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Describe-one of the samples of work that you

saved in.your PERCEPTION PACKET. Why did you

choose to save it?

Get out your RULES RECORD. Look at the answers

for your:Choose Your Problem Work Sheets.

Compare .hem with your answers to the Choose
0

Your Problems you have completed during PERCEPTION.

Explain how yQur answers have improved.

Get copy of the Evaluating uality of My

Work Mork Sheet from the modul ox. You can

complete your part in cla8s. Take home the

sheet and have an adult complete his or her

part.

.)
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CHOOSE YOUR PROBLEM
GROUP 4
ANY PROBLEM AREA

You may choose these problems' instead of those in Groups 1,

2, or 3.

Make a drawing or write a story about an activity

you did: Explain what you learned from the

activity.,

Look over the activities you fZhished in this

problem area. Then look at those you didn't

do. Did you choose the "best" activities for

you as a-person (for your interests and.goals)?

Why, or why not?

What activity in this problem area was'most

important to you? Write the name of the activity

and why'it was important.tó'you.

Explain a skill you have that has improved, because

of your Human.Sciences activities. How could you

show someone that this skill has improved?

409



AA. Mr. Dennis was visiting a Human Sciences class.

He saw several students sitting in a Corner of

the room talking. He turned to'a student in

clags gnd said, "Look at those kids goofing off.

Kids in seventh grade need discipline. They need

to be told what to do. The teacher should see

that they do it." Pretend that.you were the

student. What would you\say?

BB. Which activity in this problem area looked

hardest to do? Write the name of the activity.

Explain why it was hardeSt.

CC. Did you develop a new skill.in this module?

Explain -how, the skill has been useful to you

since you developed it.

DD. How do you feel about the activities y u

completed in this Rroblem area? Expl in as

well as you can why you feel this way.



PERCEPTION

Name

Teacher

.PRULEM AREA

CHOOSE YOUR.PRCLE11 WORK SHEET

School

Date

Write the problem letter you axe answering in the spade at the left..

Copy the underlined part of the problem exactly as it is printed on

tie paper "Choose Your Problem."

Problem
Letter a

.

Copy the.underlined part Of the problem here:
.

. .

1

.

.

, yrite your answer or make your drawing here.

Corrnffl 11171b, u o Neloplal Sd000m CwrickoluM iwv

,a
ye
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PERCEPTION PROBLEM' AREA'

Human Sciences Program Side 1

EVALUATING THE.QUALITY OF MY WORK

Name. School

Teacher Date

t.

This form is to.be used with Problem V of'Grbup 3, Choose Your Problem.
It can be chosen only after you have chosen and answered one problem from
Group 3 or Group 4.

.

Look at the answers you.have produced on your Choose Your"Problem
Work Sheets for all problem areas in PERCEPTION. Use the key 6elow .to
answer question numbers 1 to EL about your. answers. Circle the letters:

SA if you strongly agree
A if you agreea little
? if you don'it know if you agree or disagree,
D if you disagree a little
SD if you strongly disagree Circle One

1. My answers mare to the point. They.are
answers to the questions. SA A ? D SD

2. My ideas ip the answers seem clear.
understand the answers' I wrote. SA A ? D SD

3. My ideas are presented clearly. SA A ? D SD
4. -My answers are weak, they aren't

persuasive. (I did not answer the
questions convincingly.) SA A ? D SD

5. My answers are samples of the best
work I can do'. SA A ? D SD

6. My answers only partly deal with
the questions.' SA A ? D SD

.Have one_aPyour parents, an adult relative, a guardian, or. some adult
friend review the answers you produced:on your four Choose Your Problem
Work Sheets.. Have them respond to each item on the back of this page.

After your adult rater has responded to'the six questions, compare
your responses to his or hers. Do you agree or disagree? Discuss the
treasons for your ratings., Explaih the reasons for your differences in

the space belovi.

CaNnOtO I OS Dv o. 04413,....

004,
21g



Name of rater

Relationship to studerti.
..., ,

..---. ...---..

, . The. Human S_ci,eices,PrO9fam is'-,:,atWIpt-ii2ig-i.tohelp students,_learn
_ '%-,-- ----,-skills for-self-evAIlia. .-,7PaTt4f=rthiS.'skill development

- .
.

4 .

review and discussion with an -interestgd.acilxit review. cif work

'completed is to help =the .,sliiiiTe.d.f-:--*,462..hts or her -own 9riteria for

quality of workmanship.--thrat,hagS you make--;shoUld be ba-vd on your

knowledge cf this individual; iiot a ccimarisonof h4 or her - work to
others. In order to complete thiS rating sheet, you will need Copy 1

of each of four Choose Your-Problem Work Sheets completed by the

student. Ask him or'her to explain to you the self-evaluation tasks of

the Human Sciences Pro gram%

When youhave reviewed the student'swork, please respond to the
g.

six questions below about the student's work by using this key:

Circli the letters:

SA if

A -if

if

D if

SD if

you

you

you

you

You

strongly agree

agree a little

don't knoW if you

disagree a little

strongly disagree

agree or disagree

1. The answers presented are to the point-. They

are answers to the questions.

2. I understand the answers from what is written._

3 The ideas are presented clearly. 0

4., The answers are weak, they aren't persuasive.

5. The answers are a sample of the best work

this student can do.

6. The answers only partly deal with'the questions.

L6..

Circle One

SA A ? D SD

SA A ? D SD

'SA A ? D SD

SA A ? D SD

SA'A ?D SD

SA.A ? D,SD

1 3



-nRCEPTION

CHOOSE YOUR PROBLEM CO MQ PROTOCOLS

Perceiv-ing,
Choose Your Problem A:

-

People,have blue eyes, brown eyes, gz41, eyes, or green eyes. Their
eyesare.different in color. -But, everybody in the world has black
pupils (centers) in their eyes Why?

a

,Everybody in the world has black pupils in their
eyes. Why?

1 = pupil lets in light /pupil is clear, light is
absorbed/eye is coated black inside/eyeis
dark/see inside the eye itself

T= pupil is white,: dark inside the'eye/light is
absorbed,

3 = eye coated black, pupil helps adjust light/
pupil is a hble/clear, black is not explained

= pupil not descrdbed, eye iscoated black/
dark inside/light absorbed e

4k'

5 = pupils are the'part,of the eye you, see from/
to focus. tudents answer question "Why) does
everyone ve pupils in their-eyes," no
"Why does veryone have...black pupils in2eir
eyes."'

-*.
.

6 = that's the way we were born, that's the way
God made us,- everybody is-made equal,
everybody is like that

.7 = not codable

flqc
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0 -4PERCEeTION

.1

CHOOSE YOUR PROBLEM COPINGPROTOCOLS

Exchanging Perceptions
Choose Your Problem U: ,

Get out your rules record. LoOk at the answers for your Choose Your
Problem Work Sheets. Compare them with yOur answers to the Choose
Your Problems you have completed during PERCEPTION. Explain how
your answers have improved.

Ii

How have answers Improved?

1 = more detail, more cpmple better,

2 = more scientific
\

3 = I have changed

4 = response related to materials' change

5 = response not'related to question
0

6 = not codable

IOW

6
fx,

1

!
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PERCEPTION

CHOOSE YOUR PROBLEM CODING PROTOCOLS

Any Problem Area
Choose Your Problem DD

How do you feel about the activities you completed in this problem
area? Explain as well as you can why you feel this way.

a

Importance, Attitudinal

1 = fun, interesting, good, educating, helpful,
nice, necessary, really neat, important, they
all made sense, not too hard, not.too easy,
just right, I did good, I liked, I enjoyed,
'I feel happy, I feel great, I feel proud

r

2 = activities easy; not too much work to do

3 = hard

4 = Number 1 and Number 7

ti

5 = boring, not fun, not interesting, not good,
unnecessary, awful? dumb, I didn't like, I
don't feel too happy, feel 'terrible, feel bad

6 = Number 1 and Number 2

7 = OK, some were okay, some were alright, some
better than others and some were too easy,
some things I learned -from and some I didn't,
only a few I didn't like, some'didn't,interest
mb at all, a few I did not understand, snly a
few of them were any good, some were fun and
some were boring, some were dumb but.some
were okay. ;I

Er= Number 1- and Number 3

9 = no attitudinal response

(continued) 40 (0
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Importance, Cognitive

1 = more to learn about, learned slot, learned
new thing about wience, learned I would hate
to be deaf, leariTed to use sign language, I
can understand what happens

2 = not enough. science, not* educational, not
enough animals to-work with

,
3-= I liked activities because I chose them

myself, I picked' best ones, I chose activities
that helped me-most, chose fun and interesting

I activities

'4 = activities all the same.,'1,'ke"the past

5 = this ptololem area not a'S g od as others

6 = this problem area better t n the one before,
best problem area ever

7 = most of .the activities did not relate to
topic of-Using Perceptiorf.

8 = two or more of the-above

9 I. no cognitive response
m

4.

6

(continued)

$

a

')
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Importance, Logistical

1 = getting equipment hard, waiting too lohg

2 = I didn't do anything, didn't do much,-didn't
do very many activities, would feel better if
I did more,work and less talking, I did not
fill my*goal

3 =did many activities, did better, I accomplished
something, very satisfied.because I really
carried activity throughp I feel I have done
more than regular science,thiA is lots better.

AY

4 = more things to make, found neat ways of doing
things4'actiyities have'a lot to 4g--it keeps
you busy, I liked competition of eheckers: h

.

)
.
Fast and Different, tasting things fun, got to-
do everything yourself and make your own,
materials, liked activities where yoU play

,,
games or organized- something . il.

.

5 =---activities took too long, took too much time
at home . ,

i
,, ( glr

6 =.too much paperwork, we should get out of class 4

-
and see for ourselves,,' need more time .,

7 = didn't have to interview, you could do it #
4?

-alone -, J

1

...410 f Ar '.. ,

8 = like interviewing and getting -to know 'others, .

you get to find opt, what otheripeople think'
and feel, learn how'other peopi communicate,
like doing group work I : ,..

9 = no logistical response,.

*

O A

r-

7

04 j

,

II
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DO NOT FOLD ANSWER SHEET OR DAMAGE EDGES

MAKE DARK MARKS ERASE STRAY MARKS

.MY ACTIVITY RECORD

Name

Teacher

Date

PERCEPTION: PERCEIVING

DIRECTIONS:
#

Mark'l if you started the activity and finished it.

Mirk 2 if you started the activity but didn't finish:it0

Mark 3 if you dida!t'want to do the activity.

:Mark 4 if'ygu- didn't have time to do the activity.

Mark 5 if yoU have not looked at the activity.

tcolor in Light

Day or Night

at.

Experiments in Color

Eye Aye!

3

Fade Out--Fade In
4

Fighting Fish

--

COPYRIGHT 1974 i. u 1,(
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.

.

.

Howtoes Taste Smell?

.

1 2
-

3 4

.

How Does Your Coleus Gp9w? I
-

. 2
- ,,

3 4
. -

4

Is the Name the Same? ..
t 2 3 4 $

.

-Measuring Temperature Change
,

i 2 3 4 .5

Optricks ,

.

.

2 S 4 5

Other WayS of Seeing

4

If.

:

_

3 4

. .

. Patterns or Confusion 1 2 3 4 5

,gerceiving Growth
.4

I 2 3 4 5

4.
4

Plant Perception
.

.

. 1 2 3 4 5

. ,

.

Recognizing Faces

.

1 2 3 4 !,

.

.

.

SPinners.and Stoppers (:

4.

.

1 2 3 4 5

OF 1080

220
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4

DO NOT FOLD ANSWER SHEET OR DAMAGE EDGES

MAKE DARK MARKS

DIRECTIONS:

Mark 1 if you

Mark 2 if you

Mark 3 if you

Mark 4 if you

Mark -5 if you

ERASE STRAY MARKS

MY ACTIVITY
,u.

"Name

Teacher

pate

PERCEPTION: USING PERCEPTIONS
a

started the activity and finished it.

started the-activity Out didn't finish it.'

didn't want 'to do the activd,ty.

didn't have time to do the activity.

have not looked at the activity.

-Checkers: x Fast and Different

Commercial Watch

4ki

Hocus Focus

Is Anyone There?

Looking Down

Mapping It Odi

Mystery Boxes .

Noise Annoys

. .'iT 1974

10°

e)
J

ri
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tmsomf, .......1.r

.

On Time .
1

,
2 3 4

.
.

.

Out-of-Sight

.

, 1 2 3 4

.

5

Putting Colot to Work ",,

.

.

2 3
0

4 5

. .

Sun Watch. : 3 4 5

t.

The Big Sell
2 5 4 5

.

.

.

What's Going on Here?

.

n

-

.

.

.

.

1 2 3 a

4.
t

:
1 2 3 4 5

\
t

.

4: 0, . . %

.

1 2 3 4 5

f
,

..

.
.

,
1 2 3 4 5

.
..

°

.

.

I

.

1 2 3, 4 5,,

.

Id
4,

1 2 3 4 5

)

, 0 ,-, i t
4 ki k)

.

222.
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\DO NOT FOLD ANSWER SHEET OR DAMAGE EDGES

MAKE DARK MARKS ERASE STRAY MARKS

MY ACTIVITY RECORD

Name'

Teacher

Date

PERCEPTION: E CHANGING PERCEPTIONS

DIRECTkIONS:,

Mark 1 if you started the activity and finished it.

Mark 2 if you started the activity but'didn't finish it.

Mark 3 if you didn't want to do the activity.

Mark 4 if you didn't have time to do the activity.*

Mark 5 if you have not looked at the activity.

A Class tiewspapdr

Body Language

Caricatures

Categories

Codes and Ciphers

Communicating 'without Words

ffandtalk

Making -a' Wiie,..ss Telegraph
r/

4 "

eOPYRIGHT 1974 "BIOLOGICXT. (;URRICULUM STUDY - ALL
0, . 01.1.1 11 .1.
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1.1.4 14

4 Activity t 2 3 4 5

\

v
- )

One Writifig fox One World 1 2 3 4

.

5

.

.

Person of the Year
1

1 2 3 4

.

.

5

Sex-Role 'Images 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 45

2 3 4 5

a I 2 3 4 5

2 2 4 5

2 3 4 5

t

1 2 .3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

OF 1080

224
1 2 3 4 5
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TEACHERS GUIDE TO EVALUATION ACTIVITIES FOR REPRODUCTION

The evaluation activitiesfor the REPRODUCTION module

are different from the evaluation activities of previous

modules. The goal of evaluation for 'REPRODUCTION is for

students to compile a variety of scaled scores that display-

as much'aboutipheir learning involvement ih the module as

possible: The scaled scordt-will reflect a student's

i. opportunity td learn

2. knowledge and understanding of the module

3. skill development

4. feelings about accomplishments

Please read the following directions carefully. They

.are.intended to help,you and your Students understand and

successfully complete the evaluation materials for REPRODUCTION.

Hdlp your'students where the directions are difficult for

them to understaniI.

PROCEDURE

Schedule the evaluation activities -for four or live

class periods at the end of the module. You can,determine

the amount of time your classes will require fdr-evdluation

after-you have reviewed the maylalS. Some qtudents may

feel that the time taken for this evaluation is too long.

You might ask themsoto compare the time they have spent on

evaluation activities foxHuman Sciences as compared to time

spent on evaluation in.other c]eses: 'We estimate thit the

time for HSP evaluation will be no more, and will probably

be leSs, than time allocated to evaluation in other classes.

The following materials are ,provided for the formal

zevaluatibn period:

'My Activity Record,
'Forms I and 2

k

O

These records are on two Optical

Scan0 .sneets similar to those

used in the WHERE DO I'FIT?and
\ I226)
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PERCEPTION modules. These should

'be marked with a,Nq. 2 pencil.

One Form 1 and one Form 2 are

provided per student.

Evaluation Booklets These three student booklets
2,.and,3

shduld be done sequentially, a

day at a time. One copy of each

booklet is provided per student.

This booklet will help students

calculate scaled scores for the

test items. ()lie copy is provided

per student.

Importance and Reason This Guide is printed separately
Answer Guide

to avoidtrepeating the.rating

scale for each item in Evaluation

Booklets 1 and 2. One copy is40
provided per student.

Evaluation Summary
Booklet

Evaluation Profile Students will each need a Profile
Chart

Chart as they work through the

Evaluation Summary Booklet. One

copy is provided per student

(in pads).

=Students will also need their completed REPRODUCTION Report
folders.

S
MY ACTIVITY RECORD

ti

Students should complete Form 1 and 2 of My Activity

Record, using their REPRODUCTION Report as a data source.

This activity should be completed and the Optical Scan®

forms collected before the bthertevaluation activities

are initiated.

r)
A

4 1
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USING EVALUATION BOOKLETS 1, 2, AND-3

Give students copies of the evaluation booklets only

during the formal evaluation periods. This procedure differs

from any used thus far in the program. The evaluation

booklets Contain many multiple choice items for self-
,

evaluation and student Scoring. This type of question can

be invalidated much. more easily than-can the optn-ended

questions provided in the Choose Your Problem activities of

other modulesA

The evaluation booklets are provided in Consumabl rm,

pne of each booklet per student. - We suggest-that you use

only one booklet in a single class period: Jk separate sheet,

the Importance and Reason Answer Guide, will need to be used

by students with Booklets 1 and Z. Have setdents put their

mime, your name, and the datein'the spaceskuovided On the

cover: Carefully read, over the instructions found on page 1

with the students'SO that they khow exactly what to do. Work

;through the sa4Le with your: students. After lieu have

explained and answe all questions4aboUt the procedure for

using the,evaluation booklets, have students turn'to page 2.

Remind them to first read the item and.deoide whether or not
-46

they want to answer it. If theylfo not want to'.nswer the

item, they should go on to the next, one. If they choose_ tot' '

answer the item, they should mark' their answer and then their

rating of importaiv. A reason should also be marked for

each question answered. Hive 'students follow-this-sale.

procedure for each item in Booklets 1 and 2.
0 Encourage students to answer thoughtfully and car efully

as many questions as they can. They will show by their choice

of items ad by their answers the best representation of what'

has been learned in REPRODUCTION.

Please use'standard test proCidures while students are

working with the evaluation boo'kl'ets. Students should do

their work independently and without disCussion.

04

-4

-AO t
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,
If you have students with reading difficulties in your

class, please feel free to read each item albud or to use

other procedures'to enhance student success.

I

SCOR]NG THE EVALUATION BOOKLETS,

Each booklet contains about 20 questions that students

can answer. Completing each evaluation booklet will

probably not take a full cla'ss period. Students mightspend

the remainder ofIrthe period working on activities, special

,projects, or helping to score the evaluation booklets.

Try to score each of"the booklets on the day they are

completed. Students will need these scores o complete the

EvaluAtion Summary activities.

There are many options availabre in scoring the Evaluation

-Booklets. Use whatever method best fits your classroom and

students. Students must feel that they are a part of this

evaluation activity. Some teachers may want to personally .

score-each test item using the key provided. Another method

-of scoring the booklets could involve the students. Some

teachers may want to have students score their own booklets

as much as possible. Many of the multiple choice items are

particularly suited for this method. Some of the essay items 1/

are keyed so that they too can be scored by students.

Decisions about whether to .exchange booklets and other such

-procedIgeg.could be shared with your students.

Have students complete the summary box on the evaluation

booklet cover after the scoring has been completed. Students

need this information to complete the Evaluation Summary

Booklet.

COMPUTING SCALED SCORES

. The Eiraluation Summary Booklet is provided to help

students convert their test scores to scaled scores. This

booklet provides students with a step -by -step procedure for

223
0 A
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0 computation processes. (As the scaled scores are computed,

they are transferred to the Evaluation Profile Ch r%) -s

You may find it helpful to makt overhead trap arencies

of the booklet and work through the computations in large

group situation. 41Dired;Itne for using the Evaluation ummary

Booklet are included in the Evaluation Booklets...

INTERPRETING THE PROFILE CHART

When students have' constructed theiriprofile Charts,

have them proceed to the What Does It Mean? sedtion of their

Evaluation Summary Booklet. This booklet is'designed to

- help students interpret the quality and quantity of their

work as displayed on the Profile Chart. you may want to

have a large 'coup discussion of the meaning of the questions.

Have students write down their explanations one at a time.

Please return '11 student evaluation 'booklets and-

the Evaivation Profile Charts to'the Human Sciences, BSCS,

after you have used them for any evaluation and grading

problems you need to solve. The boxes in w the evaluation

book14.s were shipped contain return labels i g forms,

and tape for sealing the boxes.
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'REPRODUCTION EVALUATION SCHEDULE

WHAT? WHEN? BY.WHOM? FOR WHOM?

Reproduction
Report

J

Daily
1

.

. .

,,

Student
.

Student

.

.

My Activity
Record ,

,

'

End of module, first,
formal evaluation
activity

.1

.Student

.

HSP

Evaluation
Booklet 1

e

Second formal evaluation
activity

, .

Student/
Teacher

Student/
Teacher/
HSP

Evaluation
Booklet 2

Third formal evaluation
activity

Student/
_Teacher

Student/
Teacher/
HSP

Importance
and' Reason

wer Guide

. With Evaluation Booklets)
1 and 2 only

Student Student

r,\
Evaluation
Booklet 3

,
.

gr, Fourth formal evaluation
activity

. ,

StUdent/
Teacher

'4
Student/
Teacher/
HSP

,

1

Evaluation
Summary
Booklet

Fifth faral evaluation
activity

Student/
Teacher
,

Student/
Teacher/
HSP

*Evaluation
Profile
Chart

Along with Evaluation
Summary Booklet

Student/
Teacher

Sttident/
Teacher/
HSP

Annotated
Teachdts
Guide

. .

Throughout 'module

,

Teacher

qs,

'HSP

Best Products
(,

\
i

At least one per problem.
area

.

Student Student
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4

WHAT I HAVE LEARNED

INTRODUCTION

Self-evaluation for REPRODUCTION will be different from

eltraluatiOn in cpt4er Human Sciences modules. You will need to

keep track of activities as you,havedone before. Keep this

information ih your Reproduction Report.- ,Also, keep examples

of your best-work in your ReproduCtiOn Report folder.--The

differences in tvaluation'activities for REPRODUCTION are:

1. Most of the evaluation is at the-'end of ,the module.

There'are no evaluation periods scheduled during

the module.

2. Youdo not get to see the evaluation questions

until the end of the, modules.

3. Problems and questions for ealuation are more like

a regular .test.

4. YoucawansWer as many questions as you want - -not

just'one orltWo questions.

5. You can evaluate skills you might have developed

during the module.

6. You can rate how,you'liked each activity--including
4

the evaluation activities.

EVALUATION MATERIALS'

ReprOduction Report

What I Have Learned

My Activity Record

-ReproductiOn Evaluation Booklets and Work Sheets

3



KEEPING RECORDS'AND* MATERIALS
,

Fold and staple or tape the flap for your Reproduction

Report. Be sureto write down the date you statt each

activity. There are. several long-term activities in

REPRODUCTION,. It is very easy to forget when you started

these activities. You might be worcing with several activities
I

at .the same ,time. ACcurate records 'will help you keep track

of each activity you do. In your folder, write down comments

that you want to.remember. Write them down when youifirst

think of them.

EVALUATION SCHEDULE

Several class periods will be needed at the end of the

module for the written evaluation' activities.

You will need your Reproduction Report and a No. 2 pencil

for the evaluation periods. First, you will fill out the

My'Activity Record forms for REPRODUCTION. When you complete

the forms, your teacher will hand rout the Reproduction

Evaluation Booklet. Further instructions are on the cover

of the booklet.

One last thing. Thank you very much for your help in

testing Human Sciences this year. The HSP staff has enjoyed

your letters and the samples of your work that we have received.

Have,...a,gOod summer. We hope to see many of you again

next year.

o -
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LEI 1.

This booklet contains problems to solve, statements to

check, questions to answer, and judgments to"make.

Read each item. Decide whether or not you,can answer

it. You do not need to answer every item, but answer as many

as you can. You can choose not to answer questions. Your

.goal is to successfully answer as many problems as you can.

Your'scores will be put on scales to help you make

judgments about the quantity and quality of your work in the

REPRODUCTION module.

V

(,)

;
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_Each item has three parts. Read the Practice Item below.

ITEM
'

IMPORTANCE
AND REASON

Practice Item:

From fertilization to
needs to develop for

.

,.

a. 4 months
b. 6 months
c. 9 months
d. 12 months
e. 15 months

.

, .

birth a human baby usually

. 1

as

.

i -

NI

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

III

If you choose to answer the Practice Item:

1. 'Circle the letter of the one best answer.
4

2. Place your Importance and Reason Answer Guide next to
the Practice Item as shown below.

IMPORTANCE AND REASON ANSWER GUIDEIMPORTANCE
AND REASON

I Et I Important

NI NI Not Important

a. a. Everyone my age should know it.

Q _b. 'I'll need to know it later.

c. c. I want to learn as much as I can.

d.

e.

d.,

e.

It's too technical .(has special use only).

I don't see any reason for }glowing it.

f. f. None of these.

3. Rate the question as important or not important to you by

putting an X in the proper square.

4. Put an X by the letter,of the statement that best describes
your reason for marking the item important or not important.

(THE BEST ANSWER FOR THE PRACTICE ITEM IS c. 9 months) 237
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ITEMS 1-6
.

IMPORTANCE
AND REASON

Look at the drawing below. Write the names of the
parts of the seed. Write the function (what the
part does) opposite the name of the part.

-

Name of Part Function (job part does)

.

,

I

NI

a.

b.

c .

d.

e.

ralia

4.

I 0.
11.

i

.

ITEM 7
'

IMPORTANCE
AND REASON

.

John had two of the same kind of plants. One plant had
red flowers. The other plant, had white flowers. John
wanted to produce plants with'different flower colors.

a. He can't do it, because a plant with red flowers
is not the same kind of plant as one with white
flowers.

Ik

b. He can't do it, because seeds from white-flowered
plants will produce only white-flowered plants.
-- .

c. 'He could try to do it by growing cuttings taken
from red-flowgred and whiff- flowered plants.

d. He could try to do it by putting pollen from a
red-flowered plant on a white flower and then
plant the seeds.

.

I

NI

a.

b.

c.
.J.

d. E]

e.

f.

0

238



ITEM 8.
. .

IMPORTANCE
AND-REASON

Identical twins

a. must'be the same sex.

b. can be of different sexes.

A
c. must be of different sexes.N,

6 ,

.

.

.

CS

.

i

NI

a.

b.

c:

d. °

e.

f. .

ITEM 9 IMPORTANCE
A1D REASON

The reason for my choice to Item 8 about
is"that identical twins develop from

.

a. two different fertilized eggs.

b. a single fertilized egg.
.

c. either one or two fertilized eggs.

.

identical twins' -I

NI Ej
a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

239
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ITEM 10 IMPORTANCE
AND REASON

Describe the major events in the birth of a baby. I 0
NI

a.

b. 0
c.-
a. El
e.

f.

ITEMS 11-16 ' IMPORTANCE
AND REASON

Read each statement below. Write the letter of the
statement in the blanks to the left of the numbers.

M. describes the Medaka embryo, but not the human

right

.

/

I

NI II
-a.

b.

c.

d.d'

e.

-----.,,pabryo

H. describes the human embryo, but not the Medaka
embryo

B. describes both the edaka embryo and the human
embryo

N. describes neither the edaka nor the human
embryo

11. develop in a watery environment
f.

.

.
k

12. must be kept warm

13. carried in the mother's body
.,

14. needs a
.

food supply
A

15. has a very large _head

16, begins life as a microscopic- fertilized egg

240



ITEM 1/ .
.0,

.

IMPORTANCE
AND REASON

Mrs. Nelson runs Oheeryvale, a home for handicapped
people. She provides a warm and friendly place for
some adults of various ages and both sexes. These
people work at simple jobs in the community but are
not able to live by themselves. Jim, Jdhn, Joan,
Karen, Laura, Frank, 4rge, and Scott are mentally
retarded. Peter, Donna, and Lori have sevlere'
physical handicaps. Everyone helps in funning the
house, preparing meals, planning partieiT"l'and other
activities. The group has been together several
years and enjoys each other's company.

Are the people living at,Cheeryvale a family?
Why or why not?

\

-I

//NI
.

a1.

b.
- .

c..

d.

e.

f.

ITEM 18 r. .

i

IMPORTANCE
AND REASON

Theterm "sexual reproduction" can be used correctly,
for

a. all kinds of animals, but not plants.

b, only human beings.

c: most plants and animals.
le

- d: only fish,birds,.amphibians, reptiles and mammals.

e. all kinds of plants and people, but not for animals.
.

. -..

, .. . . ,

.

I C:1

NI

a.

,44..

c.

d.
.

e.

f. 0

241
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ITEM ig
i

,

IMPORTANCE
AND REASON

Sperm are made in a male's

a. scrotum.

b. prostate glands.

c. testicles.

d. sperm ducts.

.e. penis.

.

.,

1

I

. NI

a.

b.

c.

a.
e. 4

.

e.

f

ITEM 20 IMPORTANCE
AND REASON

\

How are the conditions in which a chick embryo develops
similar to the conditions in which .a human embryo

develops? .

I tj
NI

a. E3

b.

c El
.4

,

,

_

- d.

e.

f. El 4

4

242



ITEMS 21-22 IMPORTANCE
AND REASON

Complete the series of drawings below.
parts of each drawing as you can.

.

,

4D

Label as many

\

.

6-4
.

I

NI .

a.

b.

c. Ul

. d.

e.

f.

...

El

...4.

ITEM 23
o

IMPORT CE
AND RE ON

. .

Mary wants to find out if bean seed embryos alone
would grow into seedlings. She has 100 bean seeds.
What is the best,way for her to answer her question?

. e

.

1 , _ ,

.

,
,

.

.

t

.

id. II

,-

e.

f.

4
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ITEM 24 IMPORTANCE
AND REASON

If someone asked me to explain how flowering plants
reproduce, I would say:

A.x ,

V

I

NI

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

5

ITEM 25,
.

,

IMPORTANCE
AND REASON

Cloning of people

a. is possible, but has not been done.

b. had been done secretly. .

c. is not possible now, but has been done with
simple animals.

d. is not possible, and has never been done.
°

-

1

NI

a.

. b.

c.

d.

e:

f.

244
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ITEM 26 ,

_ .

.......----

IMPORTANCE
AND REASON'

Your older sister is pregnant. She'is trying to decide
whether to breast- or bottle-feed her baby. What are
two advantages to either breast- or Bottle-feeding ?' .

I II

NI . .

. .. ,

b.

.

( d.'

: .

e.
.

=

f.

ITEMS 27-34
. IMPORTANCE

AND REASON

Look at the drawing below. Write the names of the-parts
and their functions (what the part does).

Name. of part Function (job part does)

I

NI

a.

b,27. 31. .

. .

A 28. 32. c.

29. 33. d.
41:

30. 34. e. a
4

.

,.; ,..,

(
27

.

,

,/

.f. 0

.

,

.

.

, 245
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0
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30 t.
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. .

ITEM 3
1

1

. .

IMPORTANCE
AND REASON

If kids from one.child families, two children families,
three children families, etc., had ttie same size faMily
as they grew up in, the new generation would be

.

a. 'a little smaller than theirs.
.

b. alpout thesame size as theirs.

c. about twice the size of theirs.
- ,

d. about four times the size of theirs.
.

t 44

,

g

...

I.

NI

a. E]

b.

'c.

d.. E],

e.

f.

ITEM 36
.....,

.

IMPORTANCE
AND REASON

What determines t#e sex of a baby? .

a. phases of the moon.

b. X and Y chromosomes in eggs and sperm.

c. the amount of,sperm in semen.

d. the day of intercourse. -

,

.

. .

.

I

NI

ai

b.

Lc.

d.

.

e. I\
f.

AS.

4

4

VP.

Yr
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ITEM 37
/

1

N-
1

IMPORTANCE
AND REASON

What things are done to a newborn baby after it is
born?

II(
.

. ,

,

-..-.-:,.

4111/ .

.

I El

NI

a.

13:

.

c.

d.

.

ITEM 38 IMPORTANCE
AND REASON

What did you learn about birth defects
"Living with Birth Defects "? i

/-

.

,

from the activity

,,..

.

I

NI E:1

i.

,--b.

d.-

- 0
f.

'-U

17
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EVALUATION 110011«T

this booklet contains problems to solve, 'statements to

check, questions to answer, and judgments to make.

Read each item. Decide whether or not you can answer

it. You do not need to answer every item, but answer as many

as you can. You can choose riot to answer questions. Your

goal is to successfully answer as many problems as you can.

Your scores will be put'on scales to help you make

judgments about the quantity and quality of your work in the

REPRODUCTION module.

.r.
4,11.

1
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Each item has three parts. Read the Practice Iterli below.

ITEM IMPORTANCE
AND REASON

Practice Item:
1

From fertilization to
needs to develop for

a. 4 months
b. 6 months 4

c. 9 months
d. 12 months
e. 15 months

birth a human baby usually

.

.. .

°.

i
.

NI

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

.

If you choose to answer the Practice-Item:

1. Circle the letter of the one best answer.

2. Place your Importance and Reason Answer -Giiide next to
the Practice Item as shown below.

/

IMPORTANCE AND REASON ANSWER GUIDEIMPORTANCE
AND REASON

I C7 I Important

NI Ni Not Important

a. a. Everyone my age should know it.

b. b. I'll need to know it later.

c. .c. I want to learn as much as I can

d. d. It's too technical (has special use only).

e. El e. I don't see any reason for knowing it.

f. El f. None of these.

/

3. Rate the question as important or not important to you by
putting /an X in the proper square.

4. Put an X by the letter of,the statement that best describes
your reason for marking the item important or not important.

(THE BEST ANSWER FOR THE PRACIIICE ITEM IS c. 9 months) 250



LEARNING

ITEMS 39-44

Write the names of parts of the flower that you know.
Write the function (what the part does) next to the
name of the part.

Name of Part

42.

Function (job part does)

IMPORTANCE
AND REASON

I ED

NI

a. El
b.

c. D

a.

e . 'Ea
f

ITEM 45

The drawing below shows how Sue cut off the parts of a
flower before the parts matured. Then She put a plastic
bag over the flower and closed it. Why do youhink
Sue did this?

a. to let the flower,put more energy into other parts

b. to keep the flower froM getting pollen

c. to remove parts that get in the way of reproduction

d. to experiment

e. to increase the chance that seeds will form

IMPORTANCE
AND REASON

DI
NI 1:=1

a.

b. El

c.

d. r=3

e. El

f.
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ITEM 46
_

IMPORTANCE
AND REASON

Fertilization is a term that can be used correctly to
describe a process in

a. animals and plants.
,'

.

b. animals, but not plants. '

C. most animals ana plants, but not people.

d. people and other mammals,, but not fish and birds.

e. animals, but not plants or people.

...

I []

NI EL

a.

b. II

c.0

d. 0

e.
.

f.[1111

ITEM 47
-.

,

IMPORTANCE
AND REASON

Eggs are produced in a woman's
.

a. stomach.

b. ovary. .

c. uterus.

d. oviduct.
. #

e. pelvis.
.

4

,

ea

.

.

I

NT

a.

b.

c.

d
e.

f.

4-
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ITEM .48
90

IMPORTANCE
AND REASON

Read the newspaper ad froth India showt below. In yo= own.
words describe the man who placed the ad and the,xind
of woman he.is ldoking for.

HOMILY demist Graduals girl We Meet
Ptiniabo Hindu bschtfor. Graduate. 28.
business income four Sturm. Decent firmly.
Sox 32307.CA. Hindustan 'finial. New
Ontai.1.

I

NI,

a. El'

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

ITEMS 49-54 IMPORTANCE
AND REASON

Describe three sex characteristics of a male and three. I

sex characteristics of a female animal .of th same kind.
Describe animals other than humans. NI 0,

Name of animal a.

Male characteristics Female characteristics

49. 52. c. E1

50. i 53. d.
,

51. 54. t e. E.:1

"\ .
A' f.

253
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ITEM 55 IMPORTANCE
AND REASON

What are some of the things young children need from
their parents?

I

NI

a.

b.

c.

. .d.

e.
_

.

ITEM 56 . IMPORTANCE
AND REASON

A baby normally develops inside a woman's'

a. oviduct.

b. uterus.

r
c. vagina.

. lirt,

d. ovary.

e., abdomen.

,
.

.

\

-

I

NI
..

a.

b.

c. ,

d.

e. [El

f.

254



ITEM57 . IMPORTANCE
AND REASON

How is 'a
egg?

fertilized egg different from a non-fertilized

.
.

.
,

I

NI

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

, .

ITEM 58 IMPORTANCE
AND REASON

What are two advantages pr two disadvantage of
arranged marriages?

I

NI

a.

b.

c.

d. MI

e.

f.-

j
255
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a

4

ITEM 59 IMPORTANCE
AND REASON

Describe or make at least two sketches of the development
of a fertilized Medaka fish egg.

y

I 0
NI p

a. El

b. El

c.

d. 0-

e.

f. 0

ITEM 60 IMPORTANCE
. AND REASON

Are there requirements that both plant and animal embryos
need to grow?

a. Yes, they both need

b. No, because

NI El

a. El

b. ET

c.

a. Ej
e.

f.EJ

4 I 0

255



ITEM 61
. IMPORTANCE

AND REASON

Imagine an animal, a blob. It reproduces by pulling
and
If

take

I

NI

a. \

- ID-
c.

d.E1

e.

f.

itself apart, making two blobs. A blob eats, rests,
reproduces. It can reproduce only once in 24 hours.
you were given one new blob, how many days would it
for you'to have 16 blobs?

.

'.

a. 16

b. 12 - .

'0 c. 8

.4\ d. 6
..e,

e. 4
,

.

ITEM 62 IMPORTANCE
REASON

Young children need toys because I

a. they're fun to play with. NI

b. they help the child learn to walk at an early age. a.

c. they help the child learn to talk at an early age. b.

Ai

d. they stimulate senses for normal growth. c.

e., they are good gifts. , d.

e. El.

.. f.

257



ITEM 63 IMPORTANCE
AND REASON

Write a short paragraph describing what i---B-0"7- or girl
might have done on a date 40-50 years ago.

p
NI

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

ITEMS 64-69 IMPORTANCE
AND REASON

Make a drawing of either the human Male or female
reproductive system., Label and give the functions
of at least ;three parts shown in your drawing.

4

4

Name of Part Function (job part does)

64. 67.

65. 68.

66. 69.

0

I

NI

a.

b.

c.

d.

258



ITEMSEMS 70-73 IMPORTANCE
AND REASON

Read each statement below. Write the lettei of the
correct, statement in the blank to the left of the
,number.

H. M. describes humans but not other mammals

A. describes all mammals

IN. ,does not' describe most mammals

M. describes other mammals but not humans

-70. Females have mammary. glands to nurs their young.

71. .Females can choose to breast- or bottle-fedd
their young.

72. The young are born naked and with their eyes
closed.

73. The young are hatched frOm eggs outside the
mother's body.

NI

0
f.

ITEM 74
,4*

IMPORTANCE
AND REASON

FANal FAAtfri. 1,40n4aR3 PARC,414

mcnois Poimmts

Look at'the family relationships diagram above. -Describe

the family relationships shown. Which members of this
extended, family are closest?

f.
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ITEM 75
.

. -

,

IMPORTANCE
AND REASON

When are birth certificates used?
,

3,

.

.

; -

,

1

..

f

.

. -

b.

c.

d.

e. IN

f.

I

I
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1

IMPORTANCE AND REASON ANSWER GUIDE

EVALUATION BOOKLETS 1 AND 2 - "

I Important

NT Not Important

a.

b.

Everyone my age should know it.

I'll need to know it later.

c. I want to learn as much as,I can. 4)

It's too technical (has special use only).

e. I don't see any reason for knowing it.

f. None of these.

If you choose to answer an item:

1. Circle,the'letter Of the one best answer. (For'some
you ou will need to wing iTiNort paragraph.)

2. Place your IMPORTANCE AND REASON ANSWER GUIDE,next
to the item as shown below:

-,
IMPORTANCE AND REASON ANSWER GUIDEIMPORTANCE

AND REASON

-
NI D
a.

b. .4

c.

d.

e.

f.

I, Important
6

NI V Not Important

a. .Everyone my age should knot, it.

b. I'll need go know it later.

c: I want to learn as much as I can.

dy--"-- It's too technical (has spectal use only),

e, I don't see any reason for knowing-'it .

f. None of these.

3. Rate the. question as important or not important to'You
-by plittinTan X.in4the proper square.

4, Put an X by the letter of the statement that best describes
your reason fqX marking the item important or not
important.

,

If you thdf OSehot tO'anSwAr ah item, go on to one

USE THIS GUIDE FOR EVALUATION BOOKLETS 1 and.2.

4 I)
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ANSWER KEY TO

EVALUATION BOOKLETS 1 AND 2

The followingare suggested answers for each question

in Evaluation Booklets,l and 2. Synonyms and alternative

explanations may exist in many cases. Alternative answers

are separated by a slash (/) mark. Well-reasoned

alternatives of validity equal to those suppliedip.this

key should be acknowledged.

Most questions are counted as one point. Several .are

counted as more than one. Youvwill need to'makejudgments

in scoring. There are 75 questions that students could

answer.

If students answer all questions with highest quality

responses, the maximum score would be 47 points for

Evaluation Booklet 1 and 50 points, for. Evaluation Booklet 2,

for a total maximum score of 97.

A

t

-71,
S
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KEY: EVALUATION BOOKLET I

4

1. Embryo, hypOcotyl

2. Cotyledon, food

3. Seed coat

4. Make new plant

5. Feeds embryo,for growth

6: Protection, protects

7. d

8..4' a.

9. b

.

10. Stage 1--muscles of uterus contract, start-slowly,
increase to three minute intervals.

Stage 2 -- cervix opens, baby is born

Stage 3Placenta is pushed out
. . -

(3°pOints, 1 for each stage description]

41. B

12. B

13. H

14. B

15. B

16. .H

17. (Students should mention such things as affection,
biologicalrelationship, shared responsibility; mutual'
interest and well being in defending their view;) (up to
.2 points]

18.

19.. c .

20. At least- de:-. both kept warm/watery environment,
need food. \ , -

1 263.
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21. drawing must show development, at least embryonic
plate on yolk

22. drawing must show some detail beyond embryonic plate,
but not a fully developed chick

23. There are four typesof answers. They need be similar ,
only in form to the four 'cited pelow. Different quality
responses should receive different points. Points are
given in parentheses.

(0) Plant 100 whole bean seeds.

(1) Remove the embryos from 100 bean seeds. Plant the
embryos.

(2) Remove the embry9 fret= 50 bean seeds. Plant the
embryos and plant the other 50 bean seeds.

(3) Remo.Cre the embryos from 251 bean seeds. Plant them.
Remove the seed coat and one cotyledon from 25
seeds. 'Plant the embryos with one cotyledon. Remove
the seed coat from 25 seeds. Plant them. Plant
the other 25'seeds.

24. by sexual reproduction/pollen goes on the pisti14000'
fertilizes the "seed" and the seed develops

25, c

. 26. breast: prOtection against infection/economy/physical _

Icloseness with mother/no need for fixing fOrmula

bottle: others than mother can care for child/mother has
more personal freedom/modesty factor/
[up to 2 points)

27. placenta

28.. umbilical card

29. amnion'

t
-,

3a.. amniotic'fluid .

_

..,- .

31. gets blood/food/air/from mothe.r;.attaches child to mother
.

32. carries food/air/wastes-to and from moither/child

33. protects ,

34...protects

35.

I

*:5
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36. b

37. [weighing, measuring/APGAR scale/identifying/umbilical
cord is cut'and clamped/remove mucous from respiratory
track; up to 3 points]

38. [Student responses will depend upon their experiences
with the activity: facts, feelings, or attitudes are
all.acceptable. 1 point/idea; up to 3]

END OF EVALUATION BOOKLET 1

T

a

f)'-'1r)
4. I t)

a

I
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-KEY: EVALUATION BOOKLET 2

39. pollen

40. poIlen sac/stamen

41. pcstil
.

42. -fertilized the flower (pistil)

43. produces pollen

44. catch pollen/protect seed

45. b

46. a

47. b

48. (Students should include two or more of the following:
a deScription of physical characteristics, age, economic
status. Homely means home- loving;) [up to'2 points]

49, 50, 51
(Will depend on the animal. In African lions, for
example; heavy mane, largersize than female, defends
pride but doesn't hunt.) [1 point,.must have three
characteristics]

52, 53, 54
(Will depend on animal. 'In African lions, for example;
smaller than male-, mammary glands, major hunter for the
pride.) [1 point,- must have three characteristic]

35. [Student responses can include: food, clothing, step,
development of senses and social and emotional security,
[1 point for each response; up to 31

56.. b

57. It has materials (stuff) from a sperm (pollen grain)/
it is sperm and egg together.

58. advantages: avoids.competition/securitY/suitable-.
mate is determined by experienced parents.

disadvantages: .lack of personal.choice/disregard for
"love" [up to points]

4
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59. Any two serially ordered sketches, such as:

1 point for each sketch, 2 for order, total = 4 points

60. a. Yes, they both need food, protedtion/heat, moisture/
water. [Weight this question a maximum of three, one
for each requirement]

61. e

62. 9(a, b, c; 1 point; d, 2 points; e, 0 points]

63. (Answer will depend on interview experience. Look for
6776 specific descriptions of activities rather than .

vague generalizations) [up to 2 points]

64-69
(Use charts from "Putting It All Together" as references.)
[1 point each response, total of 6 points for 6 items]

70. 'A

71. H

72. 14

/
73. N>../

3

74'. (Students should describe at least three speific

)

relationships within,the nuclear family and note the
nature of the extended family) lup to 4 points] °

,

'4175. .entering school/marriage license/driver's license/
assports/redreation leagues [1 point for each, up

to 2]
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EINIUMT1011 BOOKLET

3

NAME

TEACHER

'DATE

SKILLS

Number of skill items answered
Number answered by "a"
Number answered by "b"
Number answered by "c"

'FEELINGS
1.

My responses to the following items'were 93
97
98

My responses to the following items wdre 89

95
96= I
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EVALUATION BOOKLET 3
tot

I I r 1

This evaluation booklet contains statements about skills

you may have learned while working on the REPRODUCTION

module. In addition, there are statements that you may mark

to show how you feel about the module.

SKILLS

_Problems 76 to 88 are statements about skirls. Mark

tone of the' three statements that best describes your

experience. If you didn't,have the experience", do not mark

the statement. Skip it and go to the next.

Practice Item:

I. Last year in Human Sciences I built a fly-wing glider
that:

6

a. would turn or fly sttaight when I wanted it to

b. would fly, but I couldn't make it do exactly what
I wanted it to do

c. wouldn't fly

If you did build a glider'in Human Sciences'last year,
mark a, b,-or c. If you didn't buildle glider, you r

would skip 'td the next prOb2em.

269



SKILLS -I DEVELOPED

Mark an X in the blank that best describes your

experience. DoA't mark an answer if you don't have the

experience.

'76. When I worked with Medaka fish,

4 a. I kept most of the Medaka embryos alive

b. I kept a few of the Vedaka embryos alive

c. I was. vnable to keep the Medaka embryos alive

77. When I worked with chicken eggs,

a. I constructed an incubator tat worked

b. I constructed an incubator, but the chicks
never hatched

c. I zonstructed an incubator, but it didn't
work

78. When I worked with baby chicks,

a. I constructed a brooder that worked

b. I constructed a brooder, but someof'the
chicks died

c. I constructed a brooder, but it didn't work

79., When I worked with "Why Unborn Bablies Don't Get Hurt,"

a. I designed and, built ,my own model

b. -1 built a model like the one in the° activity

c. I started a model but never finished it

80. nI worked with "From Fertilized Egg to Birth,"

, a., I. made clay models of human embryos that
accurately showed the general form

b. I made clay models ofAhuman.embryos but had
trouble making them accurate

c. I started clay models of human embryos but
didn't complete any .



a.'

1

A

81. When I worked with seeds,

a. most (more than half) of the seeds I planted
sprouted

b. few (half or less) of the seeds I plantet
sprouted

c'. none of the seeds I planted grew

82. When I tried to grow cuttings,'

a. most (more' than half)
planted grew

b. few (half\or less) of
grew

of the cuttings I

the cutt;ngs I planted

c. none of the cutting I planteltd grew 41111.60

83. When I worked with geraniums '(or a substitute plant),

a.. I kept all my1plants alive and'healthy

b. I kept most of my plants alive

-c. my plants died

84. After working with%geranium flowers

a. _some of my flowers produced seed pods

b. none of my flowers produced seed pods

85. When I worked with small mammals,

4

a. I maintained the environment and observed the-
, growth of the young

b. I maintained the environment but some of the
young died

c. I maintained the environment but all the
young died

86. When I worked with-"My Ideal,"

a. I combinkoklmy data deck cards with those ,of
others and sorted them.to compare' responses

log I only made
interviewed

c. I only made

Mr

a data deck pattern card and
people

the data deck pattern card

°;.)



87.' When I made a toy,

a. it was wellconstructed and interested the
child

b. it was safe to use but didn't interest the
child

c. it was not very strong and fell apart

88. When I baby-sat I

a.. planned ahead, interacted with the child, and
Akept a record of my experiences

b. interacted with the child in a variety of ways

'c. watchedthe

0 c
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FEELINGS

Problems 89 to 98 are statements.for you to complete.

Please mark every statement by circling the letters that

best represent how you feel about the statement.

Practice Item:

II. Human Sciences has been more interesting
to me this year than last year's science
course. SA A D SD

Drava circle around the letter(s) that best expresses

how you feel about the statement.

SA = Strongly Agree

A'= Agree

D = Disagree-

SD = Strongly Disagree

00, y

lir t
S.

<
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0.

FEELINGS

Draw a circle around the letter(s) that best represents

how you feel about each statement.

SA = Strongly Agree,

A = Agree\

D = Disagree

SD =' Strongly Disagree-

89. The questions I marked important in
Evaluation Booklet 1 and 2 are'good
measures of what I learned in this
module.

90. All of the ques4ionstogether are
a good measure of what can be
learned from the activities in
REPRODUCTION

91. I worked wit the same kids on
most of the tivities I completed
in this mod

92. Irworked by myself on most of the
lctivities oompleted in this
module.

.

93. I feel that I learned important
facts, ideas, or-ski4s fromI the
activities I complete&

94. I am learn1d4 to 'work more
independently now compared
to this time last year. *My .

teacher doesn't have to check
up'on me very often.'

95. 'This evaluation ctivity has
helped-show me ha; much I have
learned from REPRODUCTION.

-96. The evaluation activities in
REPRODUCTION'are more helpful' than
/the evaluation activities in !"

other modules this year.
.

S

SA A 'D

SA A 'D SW_

SA A D 6D

SA

SA A D SD

A . A

7

LO

SA A D SD

4,



0

97.,' It was easy'for me to find
activities I wanted to do, in
this module.

98. Y would have completed more
activities in this module if
I had time. ,

4

SA A D SD

SA A V SD
'N

.

a

Aft
. 275
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EVALUATION SUMMARY WORK SHEET

1

This.work shekt.. will help you put the results of your

evaluation activities into a simpler form.- You will change

your evaluation scores into numbers. These numbers ;will

be put ontoeasy-to:read scales.

You will need your.Reproductibn Report and your
. ,

Evaluation Booklets ta complete this worksheet. Your

c C 9F-

. . ,angWerskto -tile items should have been,-mared so that you
,

.,
. . .. ...c' , ,,

'' ...t
.x

can.count .the.isumer%of pOints.yotIlhaveffOreaCh.sec5ion:.
, ./

.. .
'"'YoU:wilf-'641611ate Scores`-tp fill in oniiwour Evaluation,

. . ... - -, . ,-
.

. . .

t .--. '''' "t41 Prtfile4Chart: ' keep it handy-at.youwork through the .stmmtai;y
..

.

work.shet.. ..
A

i ,
' ,

q 4, 6

I. Opportunity to Learn Scales -.
..,.

1 How well did' you use your time to
.

different activities di.d 'yo. 'do?

'n
o

learn?, How many

Scale A will rate how many activities you did.

Scale Bwillishow how many activities you did
carefully and thoughtfully.

..

.

Use youx.Repioduction RepOrt.to fill in the blanks below:
. t t

, _ ,.

)-Follow each step carefully. .

.
Scale A,

1. Total nuMber of activities in REPRODUCTION a.,

:2. Number of activities you completed b.

3:' Di'vide answer b by' answer a c.

4. Multiply answer c by 10. c x 1.0 d.

Fill in'Scale A of your Profile Chart with answer d.
4 -

0

n ,
40 A.1 At.

I
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`Scale 5

1. Number of activities done,carefully.and
4

e.
thoughtfully

4

2. Divide answer e by answer. b b ET- ,f.

\

3. Multiply answer /by 10 f X 10 )

Fill in Scale B of your Profile Chart with answer

II. 'Learningtcares
., ....

..,

How well did you ansWerthe evaluatidn item$ alout the_ ''

g.

°
-

activities? Did it,matter if you thought an item was

important ornot important?

Scale C will let you rate the number of'ftems
ybu answered.

Scale D will, show your success with all the items
. you answered. .

Scale E Will show your success with only the'items
you rated important.

Use your Evaluation Booklets from Days 1 and 2 to fill in the

blanks below.

Scale C

1. Total number of Learning items .h.

.

2. Number of Learning items m
.1

a answered .

3. Divide answer i by,answer.h h 117- . J.
e 4-

4. Multiply answer j by 10 j X 10

' Use answer k to fill in Scale C of your Profile Chart.

3

t
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'Scale D

1. Total possible points for items you answered 1.

2. Your score for the items

3. Divide answer m by answer 1 1 F7(7*

4. Multiply. answer n by 10 n X 10

Fill,in Scale D of your Profile Chart with.answer o.

m.

n.,

o.

Scale E .

:Ntimbr cif items you answered and rated
important

v
2. Total possible points on-only the items you q.

rated important

3. Your score' on important items r.

P

4., Divide answer r by allswer q q 57-- i.

5. Multiply answer s by,10 S X 10 , t.
)

43

Use answer t to?fill in Scale E on your Profile Chart.

r

III. Skills I Developed Scale

How well did you learn to do things? Which of your

skills did you improve?

Scale F rates the skills you used during REPRODUCTION.

Use the Evaluation.Booklet from Day 3 to fill ih the blanks.,

below: V

Scale F
, -

1.- Number of skill..items you answered

'2.. Number`you answered by marking-"a"
X110 =

3. Number you answered by marking "bq

$

Ir

X 7 =

. da0 (1
.)

u.

w.

1 I.



e

4: Number you answered by marking "c"
X 5 =

%. Add v + x = a d divide the aum by° t y.

Fill in Scale with answer y

IV. How I Feel Scales.-

Some of the questipnp you marked show your feelings

abdut the activities you have been doing.

Scale G shows how you feel about the evaluation
in REPRODUCTION;

Scale H showsthow you feel about the evaluation
activities (hot inclOing the Summary Work Sheet).

Use the second-section of the Evaluation Booklet'For Day

to 'fill in the blanks ber04.%

Scale G

Let SA' 5.-- 4, A = 3, D = 2, and SD = 1.
.

1. .Add up your score fc& questions 93, 97,
and 98.

4

2. , Divide answer z by."3 to get an average.
X 3 = . Multiply by 2.5. aa.

Use answer as to fill in Scale G on your Profile Chart.

z.

Scale H

G .Let SA. = 4, A = 3, D = 2, and SD'= 1.,

1: Add:Up yOur' score for questions 89, 90, bb.
95, and 96.

2. Divide by 4,to get the average, .

. Multiply by A-5. ° cc.

Use answer cc to fill in scale H on your Profile Chart.

\ ,
When your Evaluation Profile Chart is completed you can

. ,

begin the Next section, "What Does It Mean?" ,
,

Or)1 280
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EVALUATION *PROFILE -

\

II L.

WHAT DOES' IT MEAN?
Q e

Nowyou have completed your calbulations'and plotted, 1'

your evaluation profile:. What does it pear)?

To .evaluate is to judge. Judgi'ng, ilv,this case, requires

looking at .eVidence*and deciding. ,EvaluatiOn is a difficult

task.. This actiOity is designed ,to give you experience--
4

practice--in'learning to evaluate.
' A

Look at Scale A. If you did all of.the activities in the
'A

module what gould your score be? Scale A gives You a, measure

of quantity (how'mucn you did) .. .It shows how manY`3acti%'ities

you did in relatiosioto how many yOu could have done. Does

"how many you did".tpll.you if you did good work or not? How

will you decide? Would a good score for you be a good score

-for eVerycine? Why?

To help-you with the problems above, look at Scale B. It is

one measure of quality (how well yqu did). It 'shows the proportion

of activities you think you did thoughtfully. Propbrtion in

this problem means.the relationship of activities you did

thoughtfully' to all the activities you did. For example; if

your X on Scale B is at 5, you can think of the quality of your

'work as "I did 5 activities thoughtfully for every 10'

activities I completed."'

O

0.
a :



Now that you have a good:iddi of what Scale A And

Scale B mean, answer tDis question: "How well aid I use my-
-

opportunity to learn in this module?". Write down your answer.

Use your scores on Scales A and B in your answer.

Answer:

Scales C, D, and E also relate to the quality pf your

work. They do this in a more objective way.than Scale B.

Remember, in Scale B, you decided if you did activities

thoughtfully. That-kind orating is known as a subjective

rating.

Scale C shows you-the proportion of-items you answered.
( .

Try to complete this statement: "I answered questions

for every 10 question's in Evaluation Booklets 1 and 2.?
e

Scale D represents your correct score on all the items

you chose to answer. Write an explaAtion of your score on
.+2*

Scale D. Describe what the score means about what you learned.

Answer:

Scale E gives you more 'information about the quality of

_learning as measured by the evaluation problems. It, shows how

well you answered questions you gated imp6tant. Should a

person's scale score be higher on Scale D or Scale E?

Why?

On which scale, D or E, was ore higher? 282



its

4

Useyour understanding of ,Scales C, D, and E to complete;

the following statement:

My scores on Scales C, D, and E show'that I learned.

Scale C shows the'proportion of iteks you answered. Scale

A shows .the proportion of activities you did. How do'Vese

two scales compare?'

1%

In the REPRODUCTION module you may have' earned new ideas

and inforMatidn. You could'have learned spme new skills too,

What does Scale F show about your skill- learning?

Were yoga satisfied with activities in REPRODUCTION? Scale

G represents' your feelings about activities., What additional'
A .

information 2hn you provide?

Scale H shows how you felt about the evaluation activities.

How wouldyOu,Jimprove them?

Now that you have completed this sUMmary, how would yoa

score be different from the score on Scale H.

4

ft 40.
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REPRODUCTION

EVALUATION PROFILE CHART

,

Nate

Teacher,

Date

.

F

This chart 1.1s'-eight scales for recording and displaying .

your Evaluat4on.Summary. Eadh scale represents as part of

the evaluation activity. These scales ghould help you make

judgments about le quantity and quality of your work.'

Put an X on eactl of the cales for the nuMbers you

calculated on your Evaluation Summary Work Sheet. Connect

the X's with )straight lines.

4

OPPORTUNITY '

TO LEARN. LtARNING SKILLS' FEELINGS

- i

*. 1 ,,

,--s

-Activities 1 , .

Actlift4es , Done Items Score Score on ..,

Done. .Thoughtfully Answered.- on All Important- Skills Activities Evaluation
1

10 10 10 10 10 10

0

f

I. .1

0 0 0 0

a

A B C

,r..) I)
4

10

1

.4



Do NT FOLD ANSWER SHEET'OR. DAMAGE EDGES

MAE DARK MARKS ERASE STRAY MARKS_ (

MY ACTIV171-RECORD.

Name .*

. Teacher-

Date .

REPRODUCTION AFORM,,I

Directions: Activlty titles are lihed by/problem areas.

Mark 1 if you started, the activitypand finished it.

-Mark 2 if you started the activity but didn't finish it

rmark if'yoll didn't want-to do the activity,

Mark.,4,if you didnt have time to do ,the activity,

-Mark 5'4k you have not looked ,at the Activity.

'WHAeS GOING ON INSIDE?
Multiple Bi)rths

V

Birth of.a Baby
.4`

( 1 . R /`t

A Grbat Day for Medaka Fish

Y CO

From Egg to Chicken
4 .

*di

Why Unborn Babies Don't, Get Hurt 5
1

V

prom Fertilized Egg to:Birth

i 's Observing Pregnancy
. N

..0 w i
I

; ; 4

erimenta with Seeds

0(r)

A.

285



Prpddcing and Reproduding Plants

Sexual Reproduction in Flowering Plants
s

qt.

2 3 i

Putting It All Together

Ot

2 2 4 5

.
's

What's the Differenda /

.

-Am I Regdlar?

A

4 5

4 5

WHAT'S GOING og BETWEEN ORGANISMS?

Dating: 'Then ael,Now.
.

-

d.

3

ti

Arranged Marriages,

t
.

My Ideal'

. ,

-.CburtshiP. among the Nacirema.i

..e

Reproduction in the Year 2015

Mating Time

.Nursing A41a°

J.

YF 1086

ti

.1 $

1 2 3

286' , OPTICAL SCANINI1 C. larfIllTil 4.



DO NOT FOLD ANSWER SHEET OR DAMAGE EDGES

MAKE DARK MARKS ERASE STRAY MARKS

MY ACTIVITY RECORD

yame

Teacher

Date

REPRODUCTION FORM 2

Directions: Activity titles4are 1.sted by problem areas.

Mark 1 if'you started the activity and finished it.

Mark 2 if you started the activity but didn't finish it.

Mark 3 if you idn't want to do the activity.

Mark 4 if you didn't have time td do the activity.

Mark 5 if you have not looked at the activity.
1

Watching Animals and Their Young

Caring for New Babies

HOW DOES REPRODUCTION AFFECT THE FAMILY?

Extended Family

Family Relationships

,

What Makes a Family?

Adopting a Child.

Mother-Parent, Father-Parent

Baby Costs

/4*

COPYRIC:!T 1974 -

IP"

74.

287.



V

____ _

A Closer Look at Child Care

Skss

Living with Birth Defects

Make-ArToy

,

Learning to Be a Parent

How Many Children?

People and More People

Rabbit tgsland

Birth Certificates

INTEGRATIVE ACT I V

QuestiOn Box

Mt.

_te

a

O

What's the Latest?

Debating Issues about Reproduction

u2



REPRODUCTION

Evaluation, Booklet 1, Coding Protocols

Col. Item Coding Protocol

11-16 1. 1 = Embryo, hypocotyl, shoot,' stem, sprout,
leaves.

2 = seed

3 =12vary

4 = leaves &. food

.5 ="seed of egg

6 pulp, root, shell, pollen

anot chosen
aI

Scoring.

2. 1 = Cotelydon, stored food, food

2 = shell, outer shell, outer skin, seed,
coat, outer covering, outer pailt

3 = embryo

4 = seed.

= inside, inner shell, seed half

6 = bean, muscles, bladder, larva

7 = not chosen

3. 1 = Seed coat, shell, skin, coaahg, shell
Outer shell, shell outer skin

2 = seed

3 = Membrane, outside, outside bladder,.
Outer part

4 = stored food

5 = plastic coating

6 = larva

7 ...not chosen

4. 1 = New plant, becomes a plant, grow-seedling,
growing plant, makes a vlant, birth of a
plant, plant sprouts from base, the plant
the bean has, plant which the leaves grow,
makes plant grow, part that growso grow a
bean, grows another thing, helpsseed to
grow, embryo grows.

2 = reproduces itself; egg breaks, out comes
baby; reproduces the.seed, reproduction

3 = grows into a seed

4 = keeps seed together, covers 'embryo

5 = feeds plant, stores food

6 = blank

7 = not chosen 289

0
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Col: Item

11-16

Coding Protocol .

Food, fertilized embryo,keed embryo,
stores the plant food, plants energy,
feed it

2= protects embryo, protects the plant,
protects seed, protects it, protects

' the sprout

3 r growing, for growth, keeps seed-alive

'4 = reproduction

5 = blank.

6 = forms baby, baby grows big, muscles
empty it, hold'the shoot, bean

= not chosen

Scoring

6. 1 = Protection, holds it together, protects
seed,'protects seed & shoot, protects food
& embryo,, protects seed from damage,
unintelligible

2 = makes itgraw,' grow

3 = blank '

4 =.bIank

5 = (muscles embryo, root)*

6 = to eat,,seal it, in your bladder body
becomes seal thing

7 = not chosen

17 . 1 = a.

2 =

3 = c.

4 =d:

7 = not chosen

18 8. 1 = a.

2 = b.

=,c.

4 = d.

7 = not chosen

0

l'9' 9. 1 = a.

2 = b. ,

3 = c.

7 = not chosen.

* uncertain if coded properly

3 1-1 4
t.)

290
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1
V ,

3

Colt Item- Coding ZrOtocol Scoring

20, 21 10., 1 = Uterine muscles contract, contracting,
& 22 .(1st stage) labor pains, pulling & pushing, woman

has 'Contractions, contraction

2 = fertilization, sperm fertilizes egg,
cells meet, sperm ihns egg

3 = water breaks

4 = the baby comes out, baby is born,
baby /comes feet first.

5 = sex, sexual intercourse

6 ='incorrect response, response out of
sequence, no response

7 = not chosen

(2nd stage) 1 = cervix opens, water breaks, muscles
expand, dilation"

.2 = embryo grows, goes to womb, embryo
goes to uterus

3 = baby is pushed out, labodukpains

4 = the cordis cut, after birth, ilacenta
is pushed out

5 = egg and sperm join, fertilization

6 = response out of sequence

7 = not chosen

(3rd stage) 1 = after birth, placenta is pushed out,
cord is cut, baby born

2 = the mother will get paiell

= afterbirth is pushed out, placenta is
pushed out, cord is cut, baby is born

4'= baby is -cleaned

5 = baby starts to'grow,

6 = response outof sequenCe

7 = not chosen

23-28 11. 1 = M.

2 = H.

3 =B.

4 =N.

5 = blank

6 ='multiple

7.= not chosen

12. 1 = M.

2 = H.

3 = B.

4 = N.

5 = blank.

6 = multiple

7 not chosen
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Col. Item - Coding Protocol Scoring,

23-28 13. 1 = M. 5 = blank
(cont.)

'2
I

= H. 6 = multiple

3 = B. 7 = not chosen

4 =N.

14. 1 = M. 5,= blank
r-

2 = H. = multiple

3 = B. 7 = not chosen

4.= N.

15. 1 =M. 5 = blank

2 = H. - 6 = multiple

+Mb. 3 =B. 7 = not chosen

4 = N.

16. 1 = M. 5 = blank

2 = H. 6 = multiple

3 = B. 7 = not chosen,

4 =N.

4

29 & 17. 1 = Yes, stated
30 (Yes/No)

.a2 =14o, stated

3 =,Yes, implied

4 = No, implied

,' 5 = Yes and No (stated or implied)

6 = Yes or No, not stated or implied

7 ='noi chosen

1.

(Reason) 1= Cognitive only

2 = Affective only

3 = Both cognitive and affective

4 = blank

5 = reason does not logically follow

6 = no reason given

7 = not chosen

31 18. 1 = a.

2 =

3 = c.

4 = d.'

= e.

6 = blank

7 = not chosen
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Col. Item Coding Protocol Scoring

32 1 = a.

2 = b.

,3 = c._

4 = d.

5 = e.

6 = blank

7 = not chosen

5

33 20. 1 = One correct condition, at least

= Correct fact or facts, but no conditions

3 = Incorrect fact oiltatement _-

4 = Correbt general statement, but misses
questidh

5 = Chicks and baby don't have any
conditions in common

6 = not codabler can't be categorized 1-5

I not chosen.

34 &
35

21.
, P

1 = drawing must show development, at least
embryonic plate on yolk

(2-4 blank)

5 = not in a series

6 = uncodable, no detail

7 = not chosen

22. 1 = drawing must show some detail beyond
embryonic plate, but not a fully developed
chick

(2-4 blank)

5 = not in a series

6 uncodable, no ate'
7 = not chosen

36 (not used)

37 23. 1 = Some with (embryo alone), and some complete
seeds

2 = Some with (embryos alone), no control

3 = Specific but incorrect directions, or
experiment. won't yield answer to problem

41=-Idea of planting different seed parts,
but not precise enough to follow

(continued)

or)
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Col. Item

23

(cont.) Cont.)i

Coding Protocol Scoring

5= No specific directions, missed point of
question, look it up at,the library

6 = not understandable, 9r I ttie$ it and
it won't work. Not codable:

,

7 =mot chosen

6

38 24. = General response including two ways .

'a. pollen from male part is transferred
to female pert which pioducei seeds

b. by cuttings, cut off a branch or shoot,
put in damp soil, it will grow

2 1-General response including two ways, con-
cepts not' appropriately bounded; or, no
evidence of concept attainment

3 = General or specific response, .one way, t.
either

a

a. how seeds are produced, or

b. bow cuttings are lade; evidence that
some concepts are appropriately bounded

4 = General or spacifictreaponse, one way,
either

a. how seeds are produced, or

b. how cuttings are made; concepts not
appropriately bounded, or no evidence

5 = Simple response si.th key terms:,

PPllen, male /female, floc4er, seed, embryo,
pollinate, leaf cuttings, slip; concepts
not appropriately bounded Or no evidence

6 = Simple response without key terms; response
unrelated'to question, faulty-logic

7 = not chosen

39 25. 1 = a.

2 = b.

3 = c.

4 = d.

9- 7 = not chosen

4

_e

1

40 26. 1 = Two advantages of eitherihottle or breast
feeding:

P

Bottle

You can throw it away, both parents coin
spend time, felt more comfortabler-modeAy,
schedule ealier to set up

(continued)(
. 4-)
./ ,a
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Col. Item Coding Protocol Scoring

t40 26.
.

. 1 = (continued)
tcont.) (cont.) '

Breast'
, .

Personal satisfaction-- togetherness and
security; no.mOney,no costs; convenience,
no bottles; -immunity factors (colostitun)

0
2.= One advantage (`as above) or mixed, one

correct advantage and assertions inaccurate;
or one ad/antage of breast feeding and one
of bottle feeding

3 = Mixed -- advantages and disadvantages

4 = Reversal -- disadvantages onedisadvantages of on or both
methods

5 = Assertions oz statements without evidence .

6 = uncodable

7 not chosen

41- 27. l='placenta
48 -- (Parts)

2 = blood bed

(3 & 4 blank)

5 = uncodable

6 = no response

7 = not chosen

28.

a

1 = umbilical cord

2 = cord

3 = blank

4 22'belly button

5 = uncodable

6 = no response

7'k not chosen

29. 1 = amnion /amnion sac
6

2 = bag

3 = uterus
.s,

4 = blank

5 *uncodable

6 = no respOn'ee

7 = not chosen

(continued)
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,
.. . 8

,. ..

0. .
,,--t ..-

.-,

. 4.- . .
'Col.. ' Item CO.Sing.L1r6t6c61,

. Scoring-c.
''4.--1 i"''0.-ri.'Z'? .

M
. 41- 30. 1 = amniotic

- - :."-.....,.3.4.4 ,;14 A

48 . arts; .-le,'W . -,'--=2 water/flu
.ek`''..::"-:,,

, (cont.) cont.') -
..

Fmk_

(3' & 4 blank)' ,........ -1 ..
7----40...---:-T

5 = uncodable c:47/.

W)4 -"'''.

6 = no response

7 = not chosen

?
! .;

Pt _,ps.
-, ;,,-, *-00 4 sref C

5° 4%ic % ile

31. 1 = exchange of materials4e6dpelymother/
(Function) baby - -blood

2 = provides nouriqhienti....,air/wastes

.3 = exchange blood

A
4 = blank

5 = uncodable

6 = no response

7 = not chosen

a

37

32. 1 = food/oxygen to baby

2 = food to Ipby

(3 & 4 blank)

MI

5 = uncodable

6s=no response

7 = not chosen"

ti

33. 1 = protection/keep safe

(2-4 blank)

5 = uncodable-

6 = no response

7 = not chosen

34. 1 = proteotion/keep sage

'(2 -4 blank)

5 = uncodable

'6 = no response

7 = not,chosen

49 . 1 = a.

2 = b.

3 = c.
w

4 ='d.

7 = not chosen

ti

4
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f
9

Col. Item Coding Protocol Scoring

so' 36. 1 = a. 7 = not chosen

2 = b.

3 = c.

4 = d.

I

51 , 37. 1 = At least two specific correct identified
events

a. cord is cut

b. baby is cleaned/washed/bathed

t. baby.is slapped /slapped on the tail/
smacked /get him breathing/make sure

or) lungs aren't clogged

d. gets a bracelet

2 = One specific correctly-identified event

3 = Later events that happen

a. fed

b. put in incubator

c. diapered

d. baby, eats & sleeps

4 = Mix of accurate and inaccurate jtatements
or misinterpretations -:.

5 = Folktales: let blodd ruff to its head'

6 = uncodable; or general e;horession/cared for,
nothing

7 = not chosen

' 52 38. 1 = Positive or neutral affect

2-= Positive -or neutral cognition

3= Positive or neutral mixed

4 = NegatiVe affect

5 = Negative cognition

6 = Negative mixed,

7 = riot chosen

,
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REPRODUCTION

4

Evaluation Booklet 2, Coding Protocols

Col._ Item

44

39.

Codin Protocol

1 = pollen, male

2 = reproduces

3 = fertilizes

4 = blank

;5 = misc. plant parts

6 = multiple marks, or

7 = not chosen

no response

4Scoring

.40.

4

1 = pollen sac/stamen

(2 & /blank)

4 = keep plant alive

5 = misc. plant patts

6 = multiple marks, or no

7 =, not chosen

response

41: 1 = pistil

(2-4 blank)

5 = misc. plant parts

6 = multiple marks

7 =, not chose

42. 1= fertilizes & pollinates
fertilization

$

2 = reproduce, more plants,
flowers

3 = fertilizes seeds

4 = seed product

5 = incorrect function

6 = .multiple. marks, or no response

7 = not chosen

flower,

makes more,.

43. 1 = produces pollen'

2 = reproduce

3 ::: blank

4 = holds pollen, keeps pollen

5 = incorrect function .

6 ='multiple marks, or no response

7 = not chosen

( f)
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Col. Item Coding Protocol Scoring

11- 44.

16 .

(Cont.)

1 = catches poem, carries seed,, protect
seed, produ e seeds, egg-producing
ovary

2 = blank

3 = misc. 'plant pa

4 = helps growth

5 = incorrect function

_6 =,Aultiple marks, or nog response

7 = not chosen

2

45' 1 = a.

2 = b.

3 = c.

4 = d.

5 = e.

18 46. 1 = a.

2 = b.
a

3 = c.

4 = d.

5 = e.

6 = multiple marks

7 = not chosen

6 = multiple marks,

7 = not chosen

19 1 = a.

2 =.b.

3 = c.

4 = d.

5 = e.

6 = multiple marks

7 = not chosen
I

48. (omitted - cannot be coded)

20- 49.-
25 . 51.

(Male)

4

1 amObservable external sex characteristics
(accurate), e.g.

\penis, teiticles, larger horns, male sex
organs, larger body,' stronger, special
coloration, mane, different role /group,,
antlers, larger hoofs, dominant`, horns
different shape, no breasts, more difficult
to tame, loud (harsh) voice,'doesn't work,
large comb

2 = Stereotyped, (inaccurate)", .g.
horns, leader a pack, stronger voice,
alwaysifi'fights, toughy, brave

" 1401

(continued).-a

.1
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Col. Item

.

Coding Protocol

20- 49.- 3 = Sex organs or parts not obiervable from

25 51. outside, e.g. sperm

(cont.) -(Male) 4 ='Inferences, e.g.
(cont.) different organs, :glands, place to drop

'. 11 out,,lazy, can't have young, pelvis,
fertilizes

A

5 = Unrelated responses, response included in
another, feature is same with both sexes,
humar. areas

/
6 = 40 response

7 = not chosen-

Scoring

3

52.- 1 = :Observable external,sexfcharacteristics

'1'. 54. (accurate), e.g. - .

(Female)p: 'breasts, udder, feeding glands, no antlers,

. works; Smaller hoofs, less dominant., gives

114rtb no large comb ,....

4 '. .
2 = Stpreotyped (inacc:14.0., e.g. ...1.."

!horns., tane, part arem, weaker voice,
mcithery*pection of young, swifter in

V

.

Inove.ments
. .4.

3 = Sek organs. not obeervable from-outside, e.g.V-.-
'diary, uterus, 'oviduct, vagina, embryo .

;
4 = Inferences,.e4g

..
difieg9t,org4ns,,glaAds, lace in her to

drop:egg,smeller ofter voice, testicles
(where8Crdtkim is also given), pelvis, -hunters,

- ability to have young, lays eggs, lgoks for

place to have kitten-

5.= Unrelated responses, response' includes another,

feature is same'for both sexes (anus),

6 = no response

7 = not chosen

,26 55. 1 = Two different Categories of need

a. love, care, attention, affection, kindness,
,happiness, trust,. aibe within, Consideration,
respecto care, warmth,-togetherness,.strength,
hofiesty, companionship; support, friendship

As

(continued)

b. fold, milk

c. clothing, diapers. 4.

d. shelter, protection, safety, homey help them

live

e. guidange, discipline, strictness, security,

help, understanding, responsibility, approval,
patience,,leading, teach right and wrong, fair-

'ness. correction, help in.learning
00

f. time

3 1 4



Col. Item

26 55.

(cont:)

Coding Protocol Scoring

2 = One category of the above; may include
inappropriate responses such as money,
schooling

3-= Material things

4 = Physical` attractiveness

5 = blank

6 = unrelated responses

7 = not chosen

4

.
27 56. 1'= a. 6 = multiple marks

a
2 = 7 = not chosen

3 = c.

4 = d.

5 = e.

x A
28 57. 1 = Contrast between fertilized and non-

, fertilized egg that is correct as far
as it goes, but\incomplete. Referent
is restricted to baby, chick, or is
restricted by lack of elaboratiOn

2 = Contrast between fertile and non-fertile
egg including inaccurate terms, referents,
or relations

5

4

= Partial response, dealing with only
fertile egg or non-fertile egg, or provides.
an incomplete though accurate distinction

= Partial response dealing with fertile or non-
fertile,egg with inaccurate terms, referents,
or relations

= Generalized response, contrasts fertile and
non-fertile correctly and includes specific
animals, plants, or more than ananimal or
plant.

6 = uncodable

7 = not.chosen

58. & (omitted)

59

29

e

`GO.' 1 =%Three correct requirements, fib incorrect -
fOod, protection, moisture, water, air,
Oxygen, warmth

4 2 ='One o4 two correct requirements, no incorrect
(but more non-credited responses,.sch ap:
a plan to grow).

3 = Requirements specific to a plant'or an animal',
e.g. fertilizer, get food and care

44141.7.. -
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Col. Item Coding Protocol scoring

,29 60.

(cont.) (cont.)

4 = Two or three-correct requirements
imbedded with incorrect

5 = plants don't need to be kept warm,
animals don't need much water, one
grows in dirt and one grows inside
animals

'cod e, incorrect, off question,
don know, to be fertilized,,one
correct and one incorrect

7 = not chosen

A

5

30 61. 1 = a. 6 = multiple marks

2 = b. 7 = not chosen

3 = c.

4 = d.

e.

31 62. 1 = a.

2 = b.

3 = c.

4 = d.

5 = e.

6 = multiple marks

7 = not chosen

32 63. 1 = Items in time phase, at least two
substances, sentences With complete
thoughts:

listen to radio, dance, movie, ride
in car, soda parlor, roller skating,
parent along (chaperone)

2 = Items in time phase, One substantive
sentence

9.

3 = Items in time phase, no'sentences--
lists

4 = Out ? time phase, responses include
items for new or old--watch TV, ride
in horse and buggy, pizza parlor

5 '="Exaggeration, e.g.
nothing, sat and looked at each other,
not a thing, put. an ad in the piper,
do homework

6 = Same as now, same things we did today,
not much

= not chosen

. 311
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Col. Item Coding Protocol % -"scoring
°

33- 64. 1 = Ovary (female)
38 (Parts) Testes (male)

(2-5 blank)

6 = no response

7 = not chosen

65. 1 = Uterus (female)
Scrotum (male)

(2-5 blank)

6 = no response

7 = not chosen.......

66. 1 = Ovum/egg,,oviduct (female)
Sperm, urethra, sperm duct. (male)

Eft (2-5 blank)

6= no response

7 = not ofiosen

67. .° 1 = Produces eggs (female)
,(Function) Produces sperm (male)

2 = Stores eggs (female)
Stores sperm (male)

(3-5 blank)

6 = no response

7 = pot chosen

68. 3, 0 Protect fertilized egg (female/protect.testes, male)

(2-5 blank)

6 = no response

7 = not chosen

69. 1 = When fertilized egg becomes baby, when
baby is-first developingk, passage for egg
(female)

Passage for sperm and urine, carries
sperm (male) .

(2-5 blank)

6 = no response

7 = not choseti

39- 70. 1
42

(continued)

H.

2 = A.

3 = N.

4 = M.

(5&6 blank)

7 = not chosen
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Col. Item

39- 71.

42

(cont.)

1 = H.

2 = A.

3 =- N.

4 = M.

:Coding Protocol

(5&6 blank)

- 7 = not chosen

Scoring

7

72. 1 = H.

2 = A.

3 = N.

-4 = M.

(5&6 blank)

7 = hot chosen

73. . 1 =

2 = A.

3 =N.

4= M. C

(5&6 blank)*Tr'
7 = not chosen

43 74. 1 = 5 correct relations, no extraneous o
incorrect responses (mother-father;
father-paternal mother; father-12 yr.
old; pat.:grandmother-12 yr. old; 17
yr. old-8 yr. old)

2 = 3-4 correct relations, no incorrect

3 = 1-2 correct relations, no incorrect

4 = mixed, close relations, and/or irrelevant
description, and/or error

5 = response logically related to question

= incorrect relations.

7 = not chosen.

44 75. 1 = Two of three categories properly rep-

resented in responses. Categories are:

a. proof of age, to start school, get
license*

b. proof of citizenship, passports,
.military

c. prtof of relationship

2 = one category (above) represented

3 = at birth, when baby is born, when you
have a baby

4 = single or multiple common sense, e.g.
job application, to join something,
to record birth, identification, school
registration, after birth, to go to jail

(continued)
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Col. ' Item

44 -75.

(cont.) - (cont.)
R

Coding.Protocol,

5 = oblique responses, e.g. my ather
needs them, when you join sobaething

6 = blank
.411P

7 = not chosen (includes "I on't know)



REPRODUCTION

Evaluation Booklet 3, Coding ProtoCols

Col. Item

11 76 A=1 13=2 C=3 4-5 OMIT 6=no response 741ot chosen
12 77 II°

13 78
14 79
15 80
16 81
17 82
18 83
19 84
20 85
21 86
22 87' ti
23 88

2 89' SA=1 A=2 D=3 SD=4 (5-6 OMIT) 7=Not chosen
25\ 90
26 91-
27 92
28 93
29 94 \
30 95
31 96
32 97-
33 98 -,

rti t7
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Level III, 1975-76

Description of the Evaluation Material's

Four molikei, CHANGE, FEELING FIT, INVENTION, and

SURROUNDINGS; were field tested in eightiCgrade classes during

the academic year 1975-76.

,The Level III evaluation materials include reproductiOn of

teachers guide material about evaluation, student guides to

evaluation activities,kactivity record data forms, evaluation

items of various types, and questionnaires and self-rating forms.

The only materials not included are copies of the folders in

which students recorded data of beginning and completing activ-

ities. Data from the folders were gathered in the ."My Activity

Record" form for each module, which are included here.

Coding protocols for free response and essay problems and

keys to problems are included if such items were produced.
.

Two end-of-year instruments were administered in May, 1976

to students in test classes. "How Is Your Logic?" is reproduced

. here, but the scoring manual is not. This manual is copyrighted',

by William M. Gray, Department of Educational Psychology, Univer-,

sity of Toledo, Toledo, Cihio, and may be obtained from him. The

"Science QuestiOnnaire" was also administered to Students $n May, 1976.

A fifth Level III module, KNOWING, was developed in 1976,

produced and field tested in thep,pring, 1917, with a different

group of eighth grade students, and with both experienced and

inexperienced Human Sciences teachers. Evaluation procedures

and instruments used in tbo,..f.ield test of KNOWING, conclude this

publication.
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'FACILITATING' SELF- EVALUATION

INTRODUCTION

0

Helping students deve op skills in self-evaluation is

an important, goal of the Human Sciences Program. Your role °.

is critical to the attainment of this goal Your daily

int4actionS with your students communicate your evaluative

criteria to them. Helping studen4to develop criteria for

evaluating their products, their explanations,iand,their

reasoning is best done by engaging them in all facets of

evaluation. Evaluation is also a publio process; students

need to develop-skills in constructing, analyzing, and

Criticizing a'range of evaluative tools and practices.

.

EVALUATION PERIODS'
(

The.Level III- evaluation program will consist of

.41/4 ceintinuous ,evaluation.activities that are part of eeryday

classroom procedures and formal evaluation periods. Folir-
.

modules are planned for Level III. Each module will have

three problem areas. A formal evaluation period will be

scheduled at the completiori of each problem area. This

results in 12'evaluation periods for the year,

o
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.. .. . .

ae in-_ '-'S,E0-44: r74ici- ie.Chaiwe";"-_-_.A. 1,,ve. I., 'III Human Sciences
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- ...--.. ...... - . .- . , .. - ---,_own design. - All of . _theee 44-t-erials are a6signed to-:;help you
help students deve-lOp Competence in _self-evaluation.- _
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---EValuation Materials and,Time of Use

Change Record

Brief Description. Timing

(One, per student.) ,This,
folder lists_ activity
ti4les by problem areas
and asks key questions
about activities.

Daily, all three
evaluation .

-periods

Student Guide
to CHANGE

(One per student.) A
booklet that presen
an introduction and odule
overview, and instruc ions
chart evaluation.

First to,. third
class period at

All 'three evaluation_
periods

Problemd to
Solve

(One pei ttudent per .

probleM area.) This is
a booklet containing all
of the formal evaluation
1;roblems for an evalua-
tion period. It should
be distributed only at an
evaluation perio .

Evaluation period,
DAy 1 and day 2

My Activity
Record-:-
Objective
Problems

(One per student.) This
is a machine scorable form
to send data to e. Human
eciences Projec

Evaluation period,
Day 1

Cboose Your
Problem
Work Sheet

(One pad- per class.)
These are for student
responses. They 4..ri
printed on white an yellow
NCR paper. Copy 1 is to be
retained for class, .use
Copy 2 is to be mailed to,
the Human Sciences Project.

Mapping My
Progress in
Human
Sciences

.2(dne per siudent.) This
folder is for each student:
to chart -and reflect on his
or her progress for:the
entire year.

Evaluation period,
- Day 1

,

4 /

EvaluatiOn periOC(,
Day 2

Mailer (Three.) A nailer is pro-
vided to return copies of
My Activity Record,
Objective Problems0 and
Choose Your Problem,t,Work
Sheets tO the Human-
Sciences Project.

Evaluation period:
Day 2

trj
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EVALUATION'DaSIGN FOR CHANGE

The evaluatiop procedures and materials for CHANGE are

designed to proyide students with produ6ts that can be used

for self-evaluation and as a data base for you and the students

to make .judgments about grades. Both objective and subjective

data are included in this data base. r

The basic issue you.and your students must

whether evaluation must result in a single grade'or can be

descriptive.of accomplishments. If a single grade is to

be derived, a decision must lie made as to whether the grade

will be referenced to individual growth and development or

will be normative, based on comparisons of each student's

work with the norms of the class group or some other'refer-

ence group. The evaluation materials fe:sr CHANGE may be used

in any of these contexts, but the use will differ in each.

Both you sand your students need to have the same defined point

of view about the basis for the kinds-of evaluation data to

be used and the uses to which these dl,ta will be put.

The next question to be resolved, and it may only be

resolved empirically, is the tension between quality and

quantity. How can theseilfto dimensions of everything you

and your students do in class be determined? These two

questions will be discussed in relation to each item in

the evaluation materials. Figure 1 shows the relationships

of the different evaluation materials to determining the

quality and quantity of student accomplishments.

,

resolve is
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Cy'

Quantity

.

Record sheets, answers to activity
questions, constructions

Objective Problems--percent correct

Choose Your Problem--quality criteria

Self-Rating Problems -

Work Habits--profile,
,Skills--profile

0

Change Record-7percent of activities done

Objective Problems--percent of problems
chosen

Figure 1. Schematic relations of evaluation data to quality
and quantity.

Mechanics of Each Evaluation Period

\
Day 1

All evaluation materials are specific to a problem

area and evaluation period.' Be sure to use the appropriate

materials for each evaluation period..'

Distribute the "My Activity Record" forms. These forms

will be machine processedl, so please encourage students not

to bend the forms or make any unnecessary marks on them.

Students should have'their Change Records. Have students

fill in their name,etc. at the top of the-,form. Students-

should mark each, activity adcording;to the instructions.,

CircUlate to be sure that students have a response for each
1

activity. When students have completed the "My Activity

Record"- side of the form, ask them to put away their Change

Records.

3 ,2
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1

Distribute the "Problems to Solve" booklet. Review

the instructions in the book with the class. Students will

mark theienswers in the booklet beplire they transfer their

answers to the Objective Problem side of the machine-scored

form. Transferring answers marked in the booklets to the

machine-scored ObjectiVeProbS6ms form, may seem tedious to

students. .Help them undetsiand the need for accurate data
. -

from theA testy for the Human Sciences Project.

'If time permits, students' may go on to "Choose'Your

Problem." :They'wiil need the"Choose YoUr Problem Work

Sheeti" printed On NCR FOrms for their response's to the

problem they choose. Collect Copy 2 of the.aChoose Your

Probtha Work Sheets" to be mailed to the Human.Sciences

Project.
..

That section "PrOblems to Solve," "Self-Rating
-- 1

Probleme,"'may be done on Da rl or delayed until Day 2.

l/

Day 2
4

A- ', ,

Complete any p oblems yet'undone in 'Problems to%'

Distribute "Mapping My Progress in Human Soience ,

'Level III." This booklet will be used throughbut the entire

year.' You and your 'students will need to plan for storing

these booklets between evaluation periods.

The purpose of this booklet is to display,data for each

student for each of phe 12 evaluation periOds 'during the

year. It also provides for students interprettions of what
4

the` ata mean during the last evaluation period of each

Module.

grading policies that you and your students' develop can

be added to the booklet along with prbcedures and calculations

- of grades. The tong-term goal of evaluation is to produce

a record and interpretation of growth throughout the year.

32 7
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4
EVALUATION MATERIALS AND THEIR USES

CHANGE RECORD

et

0 The Change Record' has two kinds ofgquestions for students

to address for each activity as shov.Opelow. o

Problem Areas: Change in Non-human Organisms, Chrilge 'in-

Non-living Things,
11%

Pco ism mea
CtiANGE. IN

t40t4 0044 ORGROSMS

Yat chore
VOA VW*

ON

W.44010,1

POst "."
mews -Iwo ,

re, 1,

sma tie

0.4 TW.j.:$:Ho'

Problem
Ar'eia CHANGE

IN' NON
LIVING

THINGS

Whia::41%S"Odir"IP:.

101,

YK No

Yon

The first question deals with whether the student "did"

an activity or not. The concept of accountability is intro-

ducedduced in the "Student Guide to CHANGE.". keying "done an

activity cap be accomplished in many ways. A student may.

have learned from the activity by,being-the object of study
..

instead of having conduCted ft. Responding YES does not mean .1

the student completed every°i)art of,an activity. It dogs

mean that he or she has done a'major part, of tfle activity,

not including extenstOns. When students completes an activity

to their satisfaction they should circle YES 'and then answer

the questions in the right- and column. Use their responses

Irto thesegquestions to inte act with students. You and the

student will both gain experience in the oral dimdnsion of
t.

4

. 'quality of learning.- Here
4
are questions you might ask. .

/ .

..
r-
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.What Other changes could have occurred in the

activity? How do you know they didn't change?

-CoUld there have been causes in'addition tb.

-How could you tell that was the cause? ,,

..In the, problem area, Change in Humans,- questions are

different.fOr,the two activity clusters.

3

In discussing feelings, clarifying the underlying values

may bp helpful. The goal
.

is not to obtain data, but for

the student to clarify his or tier response to the ,problem.

Questions such as "What do you mean by that?" "Did ygu

consider any alternatives?" "Why did you-choose the activity ?"

"How did it.(meet/iail.to meet) your expectations?" ,

Use. The Change Record will be used daily and dur.ng

part, but not all, of Day 1.of each evaluation period.

3
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STUDENT GUIDE TO CHANGE, A LEVEL III HUMAN SCIENCES MODULE

This booklet is designed to provide students with

inform4tion about the organization of CHANGE and about

procedures for evaluation. The booklet may be used with

small groups as the need for the information arises, as

an all= -class activity for a change of pace from individual

. work, or in.other ways you may devise.

Students will need to understand the evaluation materials

and proceudres prior to the first evaluation period.

This booklet may help parents understand Human Sciences,

Level III. You might suggest that students take the booklet'

home and discussit with their parents.

PROBLEMS TO SOLVE

These are test booklets to be used at each evaluation

period. Schedule the first evaluation period when students

have completed the long-range activities begun in Change in

Non-human Organisms. This period may be some time after you

have moved into a new problem area. It may be scheduled

close to the second evaluation'period.

Use. Only at Evaluation Periods.

Each "P'ioblems to Solve" booklet has three sections:

Objective Problems, Choose Your Problem, and Self-Rating

Problems. There are three Problems.to Solve booklets for

CHANGE, ohe to be used with each problem area.

P Objective Problems. There are 15-objective problems in

each booklet. They relate to the activities'in the problem

area. However, the problems in the Last booklet for a module

may be about activities from all problem areas. Sttents

chooie the-items they can anwer. Their goal should be to

choose as nany as they can answer correctly.

Ar.



Answers and reasons.for choosing the answer are to be

written on "Problems to Solve,;.... This will be the students

and your record. Answers -and reasons will also need to be .

written on the back of the machine-scored form, "My Activity

Record."

Two scores,will becOmputed from Objective Problems:

percentage.of items chosen and percentage of chosen items
0

correct (see "Mapping my Progress in Human Sciences, Level

The percent correct of problems chosen can be used

independently or in conjunction with "reasons." The reasons

are clinical-type data. ASking for reasons helps distinguish

between guessing and understanding. An effective reason

will explain why the student's choice was made instead of

the alternative choices.' If you wish to score reasons, you

can use-the following scale.

0 = reiteration, reiterating' the choice itself, but not
a distinct reason.

1 = a partial explanation, brings some support-for/the
choice, but riot enough to distinguish it from other
possible choices.

2 = a statement that clearly supports the choice or
explains why the alternatives are not correct.

If you wish, percentage of reasons for choice can be

plotted on the Objective Problems graph in."Mapping My

Progress in Human Sciences; Level

Choose Your Problem. These open-ended problems in which

students construct a complete response provide for diiergent

thinking, as compared to the convergent solution of objective

items. Such problems.enable students to practice recall,f;-

selection, organization, and presentation of ideas, in writing.

students have to decide what facts and relations are relevant

to a problem. This kind of problem requires the use of ,

dif erent mental operations than recognizing another person's.

fo,mulations, as in objective items. '
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These are several kinds -of criteria you may use in

judging responses to "Choose Your Problem."

1. For students with limited skills you might use this
criteria:

4
a. was the response directly related to the queStion?

b. was the response understandable?

.c. were all parts of the question responded to in
the answer?

2. For students With well-developed skills:

a. were the ideas'clearlyexpressed?

b. were relevant data, evidence, etc., included
in the response?

c. were peripheral"facts excluded

d. were relationships accurately portrayed?

e. were concepts.used accurately?.

Improvement in responses to "Choose Your Problem" will

develop slowly. Comparisons in the first and third evaluation-
.

periods will be helpful- A judgmental letter grade or percen-

tage grade could be assigned for the three "Choose Your Problem"

responses at the completion-of the module.

Self-Rating Scale. This scale is deSigned to provide
A

for self-judgment (th&4tudents) and external judgment (yours)

regarding the students work ,habits and skillb and attitudes.

After the student plots his or her own response on the scale,

it should/be turned in so that you can make your responses.

piscussions with students about any differences in perception

should be directed toward clarifying criteria, for judgments

made.
.2.L...4.--

'Ihe Self-Rating Scale sho4ld be stapled on the back

-cover 'of the "Mapping My Progress in HumanScienceS, Level III,"

In this way, comparisons for a module, and throughout the'

year can be made.
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The "Problems to Solve" booklets for each evaluation
period will be found in the section of this guide dealing
with each problem area.

MAPPING MY PROGRESS IN HUMAN SCIENCES, LEVEL III--

This bobklpt provides graphs to plot scores for the
four modules of Leirel III. Each module will have three

evaluation periods. The graphs provide room to plot scores
for the 12 evaluation periods.

If you design special Sheets forigrade computations
at required grading periods, these'sheets can also be kept
in this booklet. The booklet can be used in parent conferences,
too.

You should probably store the booklets in the classroom

between' evaluatioft'periods. They could be taken home to
Show parents at the completion of each module.

:33:3
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INTRODUCTION

Welcothe to Human Sciences. Human Sciences is a way of

learning that might be new to you. This new way of learning

needs new ways of evaluation and. different ways to. determine
0

your grade.

This booklet introduces you to the new Human Scien

module, CHANGE. It also explains some of\the things you

will be doing during the evaluation periods foi.. CHANGE.

Each Human Sciences-module has many different kinds of

activities. You,can choose activities to do accordin4 to

,your own interest, skills, and talents. You don't have4to
a

choose things you have already done before.' ,

-Since you will be doing different activies than yOur

Classmates, it is important for 'you t8- keep accurate records.

9f which activities you have done,*and what you have lerrect.

YoU will also have to choose evaluation activities that

show the best work you can do. This'is one meaning

accountability. The records you keep will be-,an important

part of the data to be used in determining your H4man SCiences

grade.

Find the'aCtivities that.are interesting to you. 'Learn

all you can from them.; Compare the activities you do with

those your classmates do. Explain your thoughts to others:°'

students,,parents; friends. Putting your experiences into

your own words is an important part of learning.

.4
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THE CHANGE MODULE

As the.title suggests, this module is 'about the causes

and effects of many different,kinds of change. As you'work

on the aOtivitls, you pill need to think:about the cause

or causes of the change. Is' there just one cause for the

change or are there several causes?

The module is divided into three problem areas: Change

in Non-human Organisms, Change in Humans, and Change in t

Non-living Things. .Each'problem area contains' groups of

activities calledclusters. Each cluster of activities is

about a certain type of organism or certain, type of change.

Three skills booklets are included in theCHANGE module

to help you.with technical problems. These are "Making and

Using Gtaphs," "Working with Fruit Flies," and "Seeing Small

. Things:" 0
.

There ate four integrative activities for the CHANGE

module. "Earthwatch" is for the whole module and is about

constants butlunpredictable changes going on 'in the wo54d

each day. There is a separate integrative activity for each

.problem area. "What Happened Here?" is for theChahge in

Non -human Organisms problem area "'In' Today, 'Out' Tomorrow"

is .for the Change in Humans pro area, and "What Does It

Tell7P is'fbr the Change in Non-living Things problem area.

0 .

0

24a.,x1.

3,)r.uu
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PROBLEM AREA: Change in Non-human Organisms

Change -in Non-human Organisms is about,changes in plants,.

animals, and microorganisms (living things too small to see

with just your eye). The clusters

on the chart.

of activites are shown

C
ACTIVITY CLUSTERS

Plant Activities Animal Activities Microorganism Activities

Quiet: Plants
Working

Bean Rhythms 40

GA and the
Beanstalk

Tree Rings and
Time

4

The More the
Better?

4

You, the Animal
Trainer 0

Cool It

Goldfish and Drugs

Earth Movers.

Who Survives?

Change and Change
Again

64 Time and
Temperature

Aast

Microbes in Milk

Changing the Recipe

A

4

1") 0 -9
0 4_1 i

0'2
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PROBLEM AREA: Change in Humans

4

This problem area is divided into two clusters'of

,activities. The clusters are Pergonal and Interpersdnl-

Change and Social Change.- Changes that happen to the

individual and between individuals-are the subject of study

in the ,Personal and Interpersonal Change Cluster. 'Socia

Change is about changes ix societies and cultures over .1 g.4
and short periods of tithe.

ACTIVITY CLUSTERS

'Personal and Interpersonal
,Change-Activitie4'

'Input/Output

Biofeedback

Nostalgia -Box

ThePhantom TollbOth

So'cial Change Activities

Now, Me Then, Me When

Divorce

Death

Cltangkng Behavior
0 -

Positive Mail

Technoland

DO Not Spit at Random

Contrdlling Community Change
.4

Gwing up Politically

AdolAr-A-Stock

Acculturation

Architectural Change

a

V

cl
(-)

V L..1
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PROBLEM AREA: Change in Non-living Things

The third probfehrarea, Change in Non - living Things,

deals with physical changes, changes in the earth and

changes in design. One activity deals with calculating.

The clusters of activities are shown on the,following chart.

ACTIVITY CLUSTERS

Physical Changes
Activities
.__

.

Indicators
Activities

Geological Changes
Activities -

Cnange5 in
Design,
Calculating

_

Milk Bar Acids,' RoCk Around Solar Energy

Bases, and
Watch' the,Custals Indicators SeTeaming Along Rubber Band

Grow Cannon

Cookie
Ice 7WatdrsIce Chemistry Changing

Numbers

Disappearin Metal
Water Overcoats

Wind Power/
Person Power

. . .

C'alories,.
Calories .

.

.

/

SWeetConcrete

I Ji

C.
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RECORDS

Your Change Record lists the titles of all activities

in the CHANGE module by problem area. Answer the questions

in the Change Recbrd for each activity. Keep your Change

Record up-to-date. You will also use your Change Record to

keep your record sheets and other papers from the CHANGE

module.

You will need.to circle YES or NO for each activity

some time while you work on the CHANGE module. YES means

that you know enough aboUtIthe activity to be accountable

for learning something about it. NO means yoir are not

accountable for the activity. You may have worked only part

of a class period or several weeks on any one activity.

If you gathered data, did-the experiAnt, answered the

questions, pr ,learned all you could learn from the activity,

. then circle YES for that activity. You need, not have done

the Going. Further section of the activity to mark YES.

After you complete each activity, answer the questions

abo t that activity in the space provided. each _question

in as.few words as possible. Think before yo wri

How Many activities shouldyou do? You and your teacher

are the only ones who can answdr this question fairly. With

variation in growth among members of any class, a single answer

is not possible.

If you have t uble working on your own, set goals for '

each week. Your.tAcher can help you with this.

ti



SELF-EVALUATION

There will be three evaluation periods in CHANGE. An

evaluation period will be scheduled when your'class has

e completedeach problem area.

At each-evaluation period you will be using the following

things: "My Activity Record," "Problems 'to Solve," and.

"Self- Ra 'ting Problems." .Mater±als are labelecrEvaluation

Period 1, Evaluation Period 2, and Evaluation Period 'Be

sure you are using the correct materials for each evaluation

period. -A summary of your evaluation will be recorded in

"Mapping My Progress in Human Sciences."

EVALUATION'PERIODS

It

At each evaluation period you will need your Change

Record and a soft-lead (number 2) pencil. Be sure to use

the materials for the approprikte problem area.'

1. "My Activity Record" Complete the "My Activity Record"

form for the appropriate evaluation period. Mark one and

only one response for each activity. This form will .be

processed by machine. Please don't make any e*tra marks

on it.

2. "Problems to Solve" This booklet contains three.kinas

of problems: gbjeCtive Problems, Choose dour Problem

problems, and SelfrRating Problems.

There are 15 multiple-choice problems in the section

entitled Objective Problems. The instructions for marking

these problems are on the problem form.

N

6
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There is one page of Choose Your Pr leths. Select any

one problem from the list in the booklet. Choose the most

difficult problem you can solve. The choice of problem and

your answer should represent the best work you can do. Be

sure you answer the problem completely. Practice' writing

your answer On scratch paper before you write it on the

Choose Your Problem Work Sheet. You will need one set of

Choose Your Problem Work Sheets for your answer-- white4

Copy 1, and yellow, Copy 2.

Self- Rating Problems, are in two groups: Work Habits

and Skills Development. Both you and your teacher will

respohd to these problems. Directions are the problem,

sheet. When you complete our ratings, remove the Self-:

Rating Problems from the book t and turn them in to your

teacher.

You'now have produced four kinds of evaluation data in

0C1dition to the activitylproducts you have kept in your

,hange,Record. These data are designed to help you map your

path through Human Sciences for the_whole school year.' When
.,-

the items from Objective Problems have been marked, you will-

need all of your papers to help you complete "Mapping My

Progress in Human Sciences."

3 4 r).

r
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INTRODUCTION
f

The'set of charts in this booklet are designed to help

yoshow your progre'ss in Human Sciences throughout the school

year You Will use this boOklet to keL3 records for all four

of the Level III modules.

-Each chart has a set of instructions and places for you

to write what you think the charts mean. You will put data

on each chart at the' end of each evaluation period'. 1.

Charts and graphs help to display data. However, charts

and graphs by themselves do not explain what the data mean.

They also do not explain whether the data are important.'

You will have to read -the graphs tofind out (derive) what

they mean. If a graph goes'up and then down, does it mean

that something got better, and then worse? A person has to

know more than can be put on a graph to interpret it.

This booklet is yours. Use it to show others what you

have done in Human Sciences this year. Use it during grading

periods'as a tool to help decide your grade.

V.



(.<1 ACTIVITY ACCOUNTABILITY CHART

Key to Evaluation Periods

.

Evaluation
Period .

Date . Module Title

_

Problem Area
t

I A ,
.

2
. . _ .

3 ,

J

1 i

.

5 ,

6 .

, .

8
\

9
_

10 .

.

.

.

,

_

11 .

_

.

.

.

.

12

DATA: Number of activities in the problem area.
Number of activities I mked YES in my
Change Record.

(a)

(b)

CALCULATION; Calculate (figure out) the percentage of activities/
you marked YES. afE x4100,= %.

GRAPHING: Locate the line on the Activity Accountability Grap
for this evaluation period. Put a dot ( on the
line at, the "address" for the percentage yod ca191-
lated abov. Beginning with Evaluation Period 2e
connect the dots with straight lines to make a line
graph.

331
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100

90

Percentage
of

80

Activities
for

which

70

60

I am
Accountable 50

40

30

20

10

0

ACTIVITY ACCOUNTABILITY GRAPH'

°

4

4

4

r
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Evaluation Period

What My Graph Means*

Evaluation Period 3

9 10 11 12

Evaluation Period 6

Evaluation Period 9

Evaluation Period 12

*Explain why the line has gone up :00/.0r down.
1 k..)

,.
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OBJECTIVE PROBLEM CHART

Evaluation
Period

.

Date
',...

-Module Title ' Problem Area

1
. ,

2
,i

3 .

.

--- 4 ,

5

6

7

.

8
.

4.

9

10

11
L=.

.

12 .

DATA: Number of items I answered. f (a).

Number of items I answered correctly. (b)

Number of Objective Problems. 15

CALCULATION: Calculate the percentage of problems
chosen. 15V (a) x 100

Calculate the percentage of problems
chosen answered correctly.
(a) V767 x 100

% (c )

%(d)

GRAPHING: Use theObjective Problem Grapn to make two
line graphs using the symbols shown in the
key. LoOte the lipe fin' this evaluation
period. Put a circle (0) at the "address"
for the percentage of problems you chose
(c).- Put an X at. the "address" of the
percentage of problems you chose and answered
correctly (d). Draw lines to connect
circles with circles and X's with X's
beginning with the second evaluation period.

3.17
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Key:

100

90

80

70

60

Percentage 50

40,

30

20

10

OBJECTIVE PROBLEM GRAPH

= percentage of

problems chosen
X = percentage of problems

chosen and answered
correctly

b

0

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10.11 12

Evaluation Period

What My Graphs Mean

Evaluation Period 3

Evaluation Period 6

Evaluation Period ,9

Evaluation Period 12

3 40J

a.*

334
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Staple your self-rating scales here.



O

'MY ACTIVITY RECORD

NAME

TEACHER

DATE
1

Change in Non-human Oraanisms

Directions: Mark; each activity by marking the number,of the most
correct statement.

if

if

Do you want to be accountable for the activity?

YES
Mark 1 if you completed at least one part of the ,activity.
Mark 2 if you completed all parts of the activity.
Mark.',3"if you learned by observing another's activity.

NO
Mark 4 if you haven't looked at it.
Mark 5 if you haven't had time to do it.
Mark 6 if you haven't wanted to do it.-

5
Quiet: Plants Working

Mean Rhythms

GA and the Beanstalk'

Tree Rings and Time

The More the Better?

You, theAnimal Trainer'

Cool It

'Goldfish and Drugs'

Earth MoV'ers

Who Survives?

Change and Change Again

OfTime'and Temperature

Yeast It

Microbes in Milk

Changing the Recipe

Did you use any of the three 'booklets.listed below?

YES-
Mark
Mark

1 if you used it a-few times.
.

2 if you used it a-whole lot. i
_

NO
Mark
Mark
Mark

3 if you haven't looked at it.
4 if you already knew about the subject.-ce
5 if you tried'to use it, but it didn't help.

f

'Working with Fruit Flies

Making and Using Graphs

Seeing Small Things

r



Objective Problems

Directions: Record your answers to
the Objective Problems to Solve in
the column at the right. Part of
the question is repeated to help you
keep your place. Record the reason
for your answer ii e spa provided..

*1. Yeaits are : . . Reason:
1.

2. Nicotine on a goldfish's tail . . . Reason: 2.

_ 3., When you look at tree rings . . . Reason:. 3.

4. The term metamorphosis . . . Reason:. 4.

5. The word used to name the protess . . . Reason:

6. Bread rising\and fermentation . . . Reason: s -6.

7. Alcohol on'a fish's tail causes . . Reason: 7.

The best prediction . . Reason: 8.

9. .Fermentation is caused . . . Reason: 9.

10. Stages in fruit flY development . . . Reason:- 10.

11. Incubators . . Reason: 11.

12. Larry baked two, cakes . . . Reason: 12.

13. The cause of the plaster cracking . . . Reason: 13-.

14. A fish's gill flaps . . . Reason: 14.

15. Pond A and Pond B . . . Reason: 15.
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Name

; Teacher

Date

4'

Problems to Solve,

1. Objective Problems

2. Choose Your Problem ,

3. Self-Rating Problem

Evaluation Period 1

Change in Non--human Organisms-

Human Sciences Progrim
Level Ill *1...

Experimental Edition 1975 .
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OBJECTIVE PROBLEMS

CHANGE: Change in Non-human Organisms

Your gclal for these problems is to show how much you have
learned. Answer as many questions as you can.

Read each problem carefully. If you do not choose to answer,
it, circle response 7. If you choose to answer it, circle
the number ,of the bestihnswer.

For every problem you answer, write the -reason for choosing
your-answer. The question will be counted wrong if you do
not give the reason for your choice.

When yod have completed the
and reasons on theseparate
Problems." This booklet is
sheet will be sent.to'BSCS.

15 problems, record your answers
answer sheet labeled "Objective'
for your records. The answer

1. Yeasts are

1. viruses
2. not alive
3. chemicals
4. tiny organisms
7. -I did not choose this problem.

Reason:

2. When a nicotine sPolution is put on a goldfish's tail it

causes

1. nerve cells to contract (get smaller)
2. blood flow to speed up
3. nerve cells to expand (get larger)
4. blood' flow to slow down
7. I did not choose this problem.

Reason:
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3. When you look at tree rings you can tell

1. about how many _years the tree lived
2. what kind, of soil. the tree grew in
3. about when the tree was planted-
4. about when the tree was cut down
7. I did not choose this problem.

Reason:

4. Metamorphosis is shown in pictures

1. A, B, and D
2. B and C
3. A and D
4. A, D, and E
5. B, C, and E
7. I did not choose this problem.

Reason:

5. The word thatis used to name he process of teaching
an animal to respond to a noise is

1. controlling
2. bugging
3. tricking
4. conditioning
5. learning
7. I did not choose this problem.

Reason:

340
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6. Breaol.rising and juice fermenting are processes that are
caused by

1. living things changing living things .

2.- living things changing non-living things
3. non - living things changing living things
4. non-living things changing riOn-living things

-7.. I did not choose this problem.

Reason:

7. When alcohol is put on a fish's tail it causes the

it nerve cells, to curl up
2. blood vesselsito contract (get smaller)
3. blood vessels to expand (getlarger)
4. nerve cells to shrivel up and die
7. I..did not choose this problem.

Reason :

a
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8. -This was the start of an' experiment with .tomato plants

A as Er

No 1/2 Full 6 times 12 times-
ferti- strength strength full full strength
lizer ferti- ferti- strength fertilizer- .

lizer lizer fertilizer

Circle the prediction number, that is the best prediction of
'what the average height of the tomato plants will be after
four or five weeks.

Average
Height of
Tomatoes in
Centimeters

Average
Height of
Tomatoes in
Centimeters

10

8

6

4

2

0

10

8

6

4

21t,

0

Reason:

p
A 13"C D E

Container Number
Prediction 1

ABCDE
Container Number
Prediction 3

lf,1

Average
Height of
Tomatoes in
Centimeters

Average
Height of

Tomatoes in
Centimeters

1

8

6

4

2

0

10

8

6

4

2

0

A B C
COntainer N
Prediction 2

I

E_

er

A B C

Container Number
Prediction 4

MP-
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9.' Fermentation is caused by

1. water changing yeast
2. sugar changing yeast

v(3. yeagt changing water
4. sugar changing fruit juice
5, yeast changing sugar
7. I did not choose this problem.

Reason:

O. Choose the pictures that represent the development of
the fruit fly from youngest stage to oldest stage.

1. -

x.

3.

4. 4N

5.

7. I did not choose this problem.

Reason:

es
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11. Incators are supposed to maintain

i. a controlled environment
2. ..,emperatures above 25 C
3. food supplies for microorganisms
4. moist air
7. I did not choose this problem.

Reason:

12. Ilprry baked two cakes. He made cake A with baking powder
and cake B without baking powder. Mark the statement
below that best explAihs Larry's experiment.

1. Cake B, is the variable and cake A is the control,'
2. , Baking powder is the variable and cake B is the control.
3. Cake A is the variable and.baking powder is the control,
4. Cake A is the variable and cake B is the control.
5. Baking. powder is the experiment, cakes A and B are the

controls.
7. I did not choose this problem.

Reason:

I

OF PAg/S,

13. 'No days after the plaster of Paris ball was'placed in
water; the ball cracked and broke. The cause of the
plaster cracking was that

1. plaster cracks after being partly in water
2. the seeds gtew
3. the seeds rotted
4. the seeds expanded
7. I did not choose this _problem.

Reasqn:
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14. As the temperature changes from
gills flap

1. faster
2. at the same rate
3. sloWer
4. faster and then stop
5. slower and then 'stop
7. I did not choose this problem.

Reason:

°C to'12
o
C a fish's

.

albir

Pond A
(clear with sandy bottom}

.17. 1111...111.4 ,

VV.

Pond B
(dirty with muddy bottom)

15: Both of these ponds contain light-colored fish and
dark-colored fish. Which types of fish will be eaten
more often in each pond?

1. more light - colored fish in A and dark-colored fish
in B

2. more light-colored fish in both A and B
3. equal num4er_of light-colored and dark-colored fish

in both A and B
4. more dark-colored fish in B
5. more dark - colored fish in A and light-colored fish

in B
7. I did not choose this problem.

Reason:

Check your booklet and answer sheet. Every question should
be marked.

Now, urn to Choose Your Problem on the next page.
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Change Change in Non-human Organises

Choose Your Problem

Select any one of the following problems. Copy the item letter

and the underlined words of this problem on the "Choose Your

Problem Work Sheet." Write your answer to the problem on a

"Choose Your Problem Work Sheet." Be sure to write or draw

with enough pressure to make a good second copy.

A. Think about this statement: There are living things that

cannot be seen with the unaided eye., Write about you

agree or disagree with the statement. Include evidence

(data) in your answer.

B. Use words or pictures to describe an activity you enjoyed.

EXplain how the activity is about change.

C. Draw or write about some change you learned about. Tell

.about the situation both before and after the-change.

D. How can you tell if a change has taken place? Give a

specific; example.

E. Name two or three ways that.you can measure change?

Describe each way. Giye an example of each way.

F. Give an example of how an organism changes its' environment.

Name the organism in your answer. How does it cause

the change2

74,

0
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CHANGE

Change in Non-human Organisms

Name

Teacher

Date

Self-Rating Proble s

Put an X on the line where you woul rate yourself
ment. Connect your X's with strai t lines. Your
make a rating, too.

on each state-
teacher will

.M1^

I. Work Habits

trneed toI work independently--I don'';4
be supervised.

I try even if the reading is hard for me.

I do activities thoughtfully.

I choose another activity to do when I'm
waiting for long-term things to happen.

I do my part of clean-up and management
of materials.

'I do my part when I work with Others on
an activity.

I start a new activity as soon as I
finish another.

Most
of
the

time

1

About
half
the
time

3

2 3

1 2 3

1 2 3

1 2 3

1 3

Not
often

1

4

4

5

5

5

4. .5

4 5

4 .5

II. Skill'Development '(circle one)

Graphs are becoming useful to me. o agree

I can use a, microscope to see small
things.

I am developing new interests because
of Human Sciences activities.

I am improving in writing about the
Human Sciences-activities I have done.

I learned important ideas and infor-
mation from the activities I chose.

I have read parts of books and articles
because',of activities Idid.

I am developing skills in being more
exact in what I do.

4

agree

agree

agree

agree

agree

agree

disagree

disagree

disagree

disagree

disagree

digagree

disagree
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CHANGE

CHOOSE YOUR PROBLEM CODING PROTOCOLS

COLUMN

1-10 Student I.D. Number

Change in Non-human Organisms
Choose Your Problem A:

Think about this statement: There are living things that cannot be
seen with the unaided eye. Write about why you agree or disagree
with the statement. Include evidence (data) in your answer.

11 Some things are too 1 = no example
small to be seep 2 = one, example
without' amidroscope. 3 = two examples

4 = three examples
5 '= five examples (or more)

12 There are certain 1 = no example
thing which cannot 2 = one example
be seen. 3 = two examples

4 = three examples
6 = not codable

77-78

79

Code for CHANGE = 10

Code for Problem ikea

Change in Non-hump Organisms = 1

Change in Humans = 2

Change in Non-living Things = 3

3 G
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CHANGE

CHOOSE YOUR PROBLEM CODING PROTOCOLS

Change in Non-human 'Organisms
Choose Your Problem-1i:

Use words or pictures to 'describe an activity you enjoyed. Explain
b how the activity is about change.

COLUMN

13-14

15

16

17-18

19

A

Number of words

'Number of sentences

Number of phrases

Title of ,activity discussed

01 Quiet: Plants Working

02 Bean Rhythms

03 GA and the Beanstalk

04 Tree Rings and Time

05 The More the Better?

06 You, the Animal Trainer

07 Cool It

08 GOldfish and Drugs

10 Who Survives?

13 Yeast It

14 Microbes in Milk

15 Changing the Recip

17, Making and Using Graphs

18 See ing Small. Things

49 ChangingkNumbers

50 activity, indeterminant

-51 Two or more of the above activities

Explanation of how the activity is about change

1 =,cause and effect stated accurately

= effect onI4,, accurately

3 = cause:only, accurately

.4 = cause and effect stated, inaccuracies

5 = effect' only, inaccuracies

6 = cause only, inaccuracies

7 = no explanation of change
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'or
CHANGE

CHOOSE YOUR PROBLEM CODING PROTOCOLS

Change in Non-human Organisms
Choose Your Problem C:

Draw or write about soMe-change you learned about. Tell
situation both before and after the change:

COLUMN

20-21

22

,23

24-25

26-27

Number of words

Number of sentences

Number of phrases

Title of,activity discussed.

-01 Quiet: Plants Working
02 Bean Rhythms
03 GA and the Beanstalk
04 -.Tree Rings. and Time
06 You, the Animal Trainer
07 Cool it:
08 Goldfish and Drugs
09 Earthmovers
10 Who Survives?
11 Change and Change Again
13 Yeast It
14 Microbes in Milk
15 Changing the Recipe
18 Seeing Small Things
50 astivity indeterminant
51' or more of the above
52 student designed activity

Before

01 =

02 =

03 =

04 =

05 =

06 =

07 =
08 =
09 =
10 =

and after change

drawing of both before and
accurately
description of both before
accurately
drawing of both before and
but with error in effect
description of both ,before
but with error in effect
drawing (or description) of both before and
after change, but error in cause
description of before without after change,
incorrect effect
drawing with no apparent change
description of after change implied
description with no change described
not codable

about the

after change,

and after change,

after change,

and after change,
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V.

CHANGE

CHOOSE, YOUR PROBLEM CODING PROTOCOLS

Change in Non-human Organisms
Choose Your roblem D:

How can you tell if a change has taken place. Give a specific
example.

COLUMN

28-29

30

31

32 .

6

a

Number of words

Number of sentences

Number of phrases

How can you tell if a change has taken place?

1 = properties changed (looks diffefrent, acts
different, grows, looks better)\

2 = comparison (different before to after,
different time 1 to time 2, different
'condition A to condi`tion B--control)

3 = by senses or sensing (observing, seeing,

f
sight, touch, taste)

4 = by instruments (lecroicope)

5 = general statement (everything changed)

6 = two or more of the-above

7 = not codable



4

)*

CHANGE

CHOOSE YOUR PROBLEM CODING PROTOCOLS

Change in Non-human Organisms
Choose Your Problem E:

Name 2 or 3 ways that you can measure change. Describe each sway.
Give an example of each way.

COLUMN

33-34

35

36

37'

Number of words

Number :of sentences

Number of phrases.

Measuring change

1 = name of a measuring instrument (thermometer,
ruler) only

2 = specific observational change without way
of measuring (seed changes to plant,
blue changes to red)

3 = both 1 1.1(1 2

7 = not codable

(.(
Uut)
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CHANGE

CHOOSE YOUR PROBLEM CODING PROTOCOLS

Change in Non-human Organisms
Choose Your Problem F:-

Give an example of how-an organism changes its environment. Name
. the organism in9rour answer. How does it cause the change?

COLUMN

38-39

40.

41

42

Number of words

Number of sentences

Number of phrases

Organisms change their environment

1 = organism named, environmental change
accurate, cause accurate

2 = organism named, environmental change
accurate, cause not mentioned

3 = organism named, environmental change
accurate, mixture of accurate and
inaccurate causes

4 =-erganism named, environmental changes
both accurate and inaccurate, mixture of
accurate and inaccurate causes

5 =

6 = description understandable but not related
to proIidem

7 = not codable, not understandable
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Name

Teacher

MY1 ACTIVITY RECORD

I

Change in Humans

Directions: Mark each activity by marking the number of1the
most correct statement.

Do you want to be accountable for the activity?

if. I YES Mark 2 if
Mark 3 if

1 Mark 4 if
if NO Mark 5 if

Mark 6 if

Mark 1 if you completed at least one part of the activity,
you completed all parts of the activity.
you learned by observing another's activity.
you haven't looked at it. .

youlhaven't had time to do it.
you haven't wanted to do it.

Input/Output

Biofeedback ,

Nostalgia Box

The Phantom Tollbooth
4

Me Now, Me Then,

Divorce

Death

Changing Behavior

4

Me When

Positive Mail

Technoland

Do Not Spit at Randoin

Controlling Community Change

Growing Up Politically

Adopt-A-Stoc

Acculturation

Architectural Change
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I OBJECTIVE PROBLEMS

Directions: Record your answers to
the' Objective Problems to Solve in
the column at the right. Part of
the question is repeated to help you
keep your place. Record the reason
for your 'answer in the space provided.

1.

2.

,3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

One-person on the graph . .

0

Change in Humans

Reason: 1.

/

Each person whose fluid input . Reason: 2.

The slanted line of the graph . Reason: 3.

Two members of . . Reason: 4.

hat kind of culture . . Reason: 5.

Some people have high blood pressure... Reason: 6.

The biofeedback monitor measures . . . Reason: 7.

The best kind of nostalgia box' . Reason: 8.

Mary wants to be friends . . . Reason: 9.

Which statement below includes . . .

,

Reason: 10.
.

In which. situation . . . Reason: 11.

An example of acculturation.. . . Reason: 12.

When a. share stock k splits . .1.
.

Reason: 13.
/

The point of the play . : . Reason: 14.

When conflicts develop . . .
I

Reason: 15.

a
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Name

Teacher

PROBLEMS TO SOLVE

1. Objective Problems

2. Choose Your Problem

3: Self-Rating Problems

Evaluation Period 2

Change in. Humans

N./

a

Human Sciences Program
Level Ill
Experimental ,Edition 1975

O



It

OBJECTIVE PROBLEMS

CHANGE: Change in Humans

Your -goal for these problems is to show how much you have
learned. Answer as many questions as ycu can.

Read each problem carefully. If you do not choose to answer
it, circle Response 7. If you choose toianSwer it, circle

..the number of the best answer.

For every problem you answer, write'the reason for choosing
your answer. The question will be counted wrong if you do
not give the reason for your choice.

olhen'You have completed the 15 problems, record your answer
and reasons on the separate answer sheet labeled "Objective
Problems." The booklet is for your records. The answer
sheet will be sent to BSCS.,

or

.
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4

1600

1400

'1200

1000

800

FLUID 600

INPUT 400
ML
PER 200

24 HRS 0
200 400 600 800 1000 1200 1400 1600

OUTPUT OF URINE,'ML PER 24 HRS

Each circle` on the graph represent one person's fluid input
and urine output for a 24 hour period.

1. One person on the graph had a flui input of 1200:ml.and
a urine output of

1. '800 ml
2. 1,000 ml
3. 1,200 ml
4. 1,400 ml
7. I did not

Reason:

choose this problem.

2. Each person whose fluid input and output ate shown on
the grapn probably

1. is the same sex
2. has different amounts of . activity
3. is about the same age
4. is different in weight
5. has more fluid input than urine output
7. I did.not choose this problem.

- Reason:.

3. The slanted line of the graph

1. divides the graph into two halves to make it easy to
plot data

2. includes all points on the graph where flui d input is
equal to urine output

3. shows how fluid input is plotted in relation to Arine
output.

4. shows how thg fluid input of one person relates o
the urine output of another person

7. I did not Choose this problem.

Reason:

7,,3
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4. Two members of a hunter'and gatherers group were being
'honored for the discovery they had just made. This dis-
covery was recognized as being very important to the
group.. Whatmdid they discover?

1. an edible fruit
2. a vein of gold ,

a.lump of coal
*4. a hardwood tree
5. new grazing areas
7. I did not Ohoose'this problem.

Reasdn:

5. Which kind of culture can cause the greatest changes in
its environment?

1. 'industrial culture ,
2. farming culture
3. hunting and, gathering culture
4. herding culture
7. I did not choose this problem.

Reason:,

6. Some people hive high blood pressure. They can learn to
control their blood pressure by watching a machine that
-shows them when their. blood pressure is going up. As
they see it rise, .they think relaxing thoughts.- ;f the
ippood pressure goes'oes down, they can eventually, learn to
use the same thought when they feel their blood pressure
going up. This kind of cause and effecreis called

1. conditioning
2. learning
3. positive reinforcement
4. biofeedback
7. I did not choose this problem.

Reason:
,

4

I

t.)
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7. The biofeedback monitor measures changes' in the subject's

1. thoughts
2. body activity
3.- skin conductivity
4. movements
5. emotions
7. I did not choose this problem.

Reason:

8. The best kind of nostalgia box must contain only things

1. that are pretty to a person,
2. impor lant in a person's life
3. a person collect's
4. given to a person by others
5. purchased by a person
7. I did not choose this problem.

Reason:

9. Mary wants' to be friends' with Sue, _but Sue always ignores
ner. Sue will probablai become more friendly if

1. Mary ignores her \

2. Mary asks Sue why she is ignoring her, \

3. Mary-makez_Sue jealous .

4. Mary begins to say hello and smile0.
7, I did not choose this problem.

Reason:

e

p

.'-;"*"

V I

\

1
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GRADE POLICE
OFFICERS

GEORGE
WASHINGTON

UNCLE
SAM

VOTING
SUPREME
COURT

CAPITOL CONGRESS FLAG
STATUE OF
LIBERTY "slIDE'IT

.:

'FISPOJSE :2.7A:-

4

-4

3.1 .7.1 9.0 5.4 5.1 8.8 14.5 6.7 18.6 21.7 100.3

5 2.8 3.5 9.7- 9.6 8.4 5.8 24;5 5.8 5.6 19.2 5..1 100.3

6 1.8 2.4 8.4 14.0 8.4 4.9 24.8 5.2 8.6 15.1 6.4 100.0

'7 1.5 1.7 9.2 19.7 6.8 4.7 22.1 6.4 9.3 13.9 4.7 100.3

8 1.2 0.8 8.4 23.4 7.9 3.5 24.5. 5.9 9.8 11.e 3.2 130.3

r

Table 1. The,percentage of students at each grade
choosing the two pictures that nest showed what government
is to'them. There were &pout 1800 students at each grade.

10. Whicn statement below includes the most data on .the cnart
(is the broadest, most general, interpretation of the
chart)?

From 4th to 8th grade the idea thaA government is

1. police officers decreased
2. voting and congress, increased

A3. institutions increased
the president decreased

7. I did not choose this problem.

Reason:

11. In which situation are the principles of positive rein-
forcement being) applied most?

1. Patty said "Hello" to Jeri. Jerri didn't respond.
Patty frowned and said, "'I 04id, hello."

2. Patty said "Hello" to Jerri. Jerri smiled back.
Patty walked on.

3., 'Patty said "Hello" to Jerri. Jerri didn't respond.
Patty7gggled.

4. Patty sAid d'Hello" td Jerri. Jerri said "Hi."
Patty sMiled.

o'p7. I-did not choose this.

Reason:

/PO
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12. An example of acculturation is

1. Jane borrows a record from Sandy.
2. .Americans buy cars from Germans for economy.
3. Japanese change from rickshaws to automobiles for

transportation.
4. George, who was born and grew up in Los Angeles,

learnS to play baseball.
7. I did not choose this problem.

Reason:

13. When a share of stock splits two for one

1. the value
is cut in

2. the value
of shares

3. the value
of Shares

4. the value
shares is

5. the value
of shares

7. I did not

Reason:

of the stock doubles and the number of shares
half
of the stock is cut in half and the number
doubles
of the stock is not cnanged but the number
doubles
of tne stock doubles but the number of
not changed
of the stock is cut in half out the number
is not changed
choose this problem.

14. The point of the, play "Do Not Spit.At Random" was

1. peopl.lt can cause changes in .other people's behavior
2. people. can try to change other people'S behavio44

but they really don't change
3. people do not like to be criticized in public
4. young people shouldn't try to embarrass older people

in public
=-'7. I did not choose this problem.

Reason:

3
t -

3 6 2



15. When conflicts develop between groups (different cultures),
which group has the most power to decide the solution to
the conflicts:

1. hunters and gatherers more than farmers
2. farmers more than industrialists,
3. industrialists more than herders
4. herders more than hunters and gatherers"
7. I did not choose this problen.

Reason:

1

4
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Cnange

Choose Your Problem

Change in Humans

Select any one of the following problems. Copy the item

letter and underlined words of this problem on the

"Choose Your,Problem Work Sheet." Write your answer to the

problem on a "Choose Your Problem Work Sheet.V Be sure to

write or draw with enough to make a good-sevond

copy.

A. What was the most important change in your life since

you were 5 years old? Why was this'change important?

Bs write about the most interesting change in humans that

you thought about in this problinrea. Tell about the

change and whyit was interesting to yTu.

IC.- Name the best activity you'worked with in this problein

area. Why was it best? Use facts, ideas or feelings

in your reasons.'

D. Think about the. statement, "The students in my classroom

are from different cultures." Tell whether you agree

Tr disagree 'dith the statement. Give Your reasons for

your answer.

4

A I
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CHANGE

Change _in Huinans

Self-Rating Problems

Name

Teacher

Date

Put an,X on the line where you would-rate yourself on e4ch state-
ment. Connect your X's with straight lines. Your teacher will
make a rating, too.

'AR I. My Work'Habits

I work independently--I don't need to cue
supervised.

I try even if the reading is hard for me.

I do activities thoughtfully.

I choose another activity to do when I'm
waiting for long-term things to happen.

I do my part of clean-up and management
of materials.

I do my part when I work with others on
an activity.

I start a new activity as soon as I
finish anothe .

II. My Opinion,

Graphs are becoming useful to me.

I am developing new interests because
of HumanSciences activities.

I found enough interesting activities
in this problem area. ,

Iam improving my writing about the
Human Sciences activities I have done.

I learned important ideas and information'
from the activities I chose.

I'have read parts of books and articles
because of activities I did.

:lost

of
the

time

About
half
the
time

.4 of -

often

2 3 4 5

1 2

1 2 3 4 5

?

(circle one)

agree disagree

agree, disagree

3

5

agree disagree

agree disagree

disagree

agree disagree
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CHANGE

CHOOSE YOUR PROBLEM CODING PROTOCOLS

Change in Humans
Choose Your Prqblem A:.

What was the.most important change in your life since you were
five-years old? Why was this change important?

COLUMN

1-10 Student I. D. number

111-12 Number of words

13 Number of sentences

14

15-16

-

Number lbf phrases

Most important change
01 = Physical change )(growth, appearance, acne,

taller, older, healthier)
02 = Mental change (personality, smarter)
03 = Family changes (divorce, remarriage, birth,

death)
04 ="move or travel
65, = Going to new school (elementary or junior

high)
06 = New skills (sports, cooking, drive a car,

going on stage)
07 = Falling in love, broke up, interest in

opposite sex, dating
08 = joining an organization (Boy Scouts)
09.= trust (trusted more, on my own more, go

out more, do more things, maturity)
lq r started smoking?
11 = materials (new bike, new doll)
12 = two or more lof the above
13 = uncodable'

-



CHANGE

CHOOSE YOUR PROBLEM CODING PROTOCOLS

Change in Humans
Choose Your _Problem B: L

Write about the most interesting change in humans that ydu thought,
about in this problem area. Tell about the change and why it was
interesting to you.

COLUMN

17-18-19 Number of words

20 Number of sentences

21 Number of phraies

22-23 Most interesting change.
01 = pcilitical ideas
02 = Acculturation,
03 = Biofeedback
04 = Divorce.'
05 = Death
06 = Technoland'
'07 = Adopt-A-Stock
08 = Expressing thoughts (Nostalgia Box)
09 = Change in thinking--to adult
10 = Change at adolescence
11 = Change in U. S.
12 = Activities are better
13 = How people affect other'' people's behavior \.
14 = General, limited comment
15 assuncodeable
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CHANGE

CHOOSE YOUR PROBLEM CODING PROTOCOLS a

Change in Humans
Choose Your Problem C:

Name the best activity you worked with in this problem area. Why
was it best? Use facts, ideas or feelings in your reasons.

COLUMN

24-25 Number of words
, A

26 - Number of sentences

2.7 Number of phrases

28 -29. Best activity name (number)
19 = Input/Output
20 = Biofeedback
21 = Nostalgia Box
22 = The Phantom Tollbooth
23 = Mf Now, Me Then, Me When
24 = Divorce'
25 = Deatil
6 = dhan4ing Behavior
27 = ROsitive Mail
28 = Technoland
29 = Vo Not Spit at Random
30 = Controlling Community Change
31 = Growing Up Politically
32 = Adopt-A-Stock
33 = Accultuia.iion
34 = Architectural Change

30 Cognitive reason it was best
1 = Learned, general comment
2 = Learned, 1 specific comment
3,= Learned, 2 specific comments
4 = Lebrned, 1 specific + general comment
5 = Learned, 2 specific +-ggneral comments
6 = No cognitive comment
7 = Learned nothing
8 = No data

/

31-32 Logistic, reason it was best
01 = Leave class
02 = Worked with mbaia
03 = Did/made,something

"04 = Interviewed
O5 = Worked with people
06 =.No logistic comment
07 =, No data
08 = Could do it alone
09 =1Didn't take many materials
10 = Two or more logistic !reasons

300
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Choose Youi Problem C (continued)

COLUMN

Attitudinal reason it was best
1 = Had alchance to express my feelings/others

expressed feelings.
2 = Affected other people positively.
3 = Affected other veople negatively.
4 = Fun, interesting, enjoyable.
5 = I don't like it when'applied to me.
6 = Easy to do
7 = Didn't take long
8 =.Two or more of the above
9 = No attitude expressed

(If two or more activities were cited, the first one was recorded.)

\s

411011,-
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CHANGE

CHOOSE YOUR PROBLEM CODING PROTOCOLS

)

Change in Humans
Choose Your Problem D:

- 4

Think about the statement, "The students in my classroOm are from
different-cultures." Tell whether you agree or disagree with the

'ive your reasons for your answer.statement.

COLUMN

34-35
0

36 ,

37

38

V

)1,

39'

53,

NuJfbe; of words

Number of sentences

Number of phrases

Agree/Disagree
1 = agreement stated..
2 = disagreement stated
3 = both agreement and disagreement expressed
4 =' agreement or disagreement indeterminant d

-,

Reason- ., '-

1 = culture as family background
2 =161ture as country of origin
3 = the school as an acculturating institution
4-= ulture as a pattern of living
5 =

$

ulture as nationality/race
6 = ulture as beliefs
7 = of codeable/no information/reiteration

Use criterion of response when mo,e,than
one response could.be coded.

Vo

4.

Is

-
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Name

Teacher

Date

MY ACTIVITY RECORD

Chane in Nonliving Things

Directions: Mark each activity by marking the number of the
most correct statement. 0

Do you want to be accountable for the activity?

if

if

O

Mark 1 if you completed at least one,part of the activity.
YES ,Mark 2 if you completed all parts of the activity.

Mark 3 if yqu learned by observing another's activity.
'Mark 4 if yak-haven't looked at it.

NO' Mark 4;f you haven't had time to do it.
Mark 6 if you haven't wanted to do it.

Milk Bar

Watch the Crystals Grow

1*Water-Ice
.

Disappearing Water'

Wind Power/Persbn ower
.

Calories, Calories

Sweet Concrete

Acids, Bases, 'and Inklator

51104

j

.

re

Cookie Chemistry

iMetal.Overcoats,

Rock Around

Streaming Along

Solar Energy

Rubbez-Band Cannon

Chenging Numbers

F

o

.4%

371
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OBaECTIVE'PROBLEMS

Directfons: Record your answers to
the Objective Problems to SolVe in
the column at the right, Part of
the question is repeated to help you
keep your place. Record the reason
for your answer in the space provided.

1

Change.in Nonlivihi
.

1. The difference in conditions , . . Reason: 1.

I,

--\

2. Data aree3 orded at each . . . Reason: 2.

3. The rate of change Reason:

4. When crystals of a single substance .Reason: 4.

5. The variable in his experiment istr. . . Reason: 5,

6. The change caused by adding sugar . . . Reason: 6.

7: Which- statement .best explains . . Reason: 7.
_ .

8. Any differences in,the amount . . Reason:

5. The energy lighting the bulb . . Reason: 9.
,

10. Hbw many calories . Aason: lO.

11. What ChangeAn hills and mountains . . . Reason: 11.

12. Tom knowstthat . . Reason: 12.

13. , Which change is reversible? . Reason: 13.

14. *The bark is going to be cut )away . . . Reason: . 14.

15. What do you think of Bobby's procedure...R ason: 15.

13s6
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Name -

Teacher

,Date

PROBLEMS TO SOLVE

Objective' Probie0s.

ProbtOrri.

3: Self-Rating Problems

.

...

V

1

4 C.

7
Evaluation.Period 3

Chinge

-

357

, .

. -

.

Human Sciences PrOgran;

Level111.
Ei0erimental Edition 1975
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OBJECTIVE PROBLEMS

CHANGE: Change in Non-living Things

. ,

Your goal in.answering these probleMs is to show how muchiyou
have.learned by doing'the activities _in this.problem_area,.
Answer 4s many questions as you\dan. - .

Redd each, j9cobleiiCcarefuliye If you do not choose to answer_
it, circle. response 7:. If you choose taanswbr.it, -circle
the number o the best anpwer: . . ..4 .

. - -

For every problem you answer, write -the reason fot choosing
your answer. The question will be counted' wrong if'you,do
not gi4e the reason for yoU

When you have completed the
and reasons on the separate
Problems." This booklet is
sheet will be sent to BSCS.

.r. choice: --
1

.
.

15 probrems, record,. your answer
'answer sheet labeled "Objective
for your records. The answer

se 7423LE sAL-rs

AOC g c.eas,41ED

5g 7:451.4"..3.4i_r
ACC g C,QUSslED /CE

.5g MOLE _S'ALT

/CO g C...eaSWED ICE

1. The difference in conditions inside the
beaker in A as compared to B, is:

1. A will be salty
2. A will be colder
3. A will be drier ,P4;

4. A will be irl motion
7. I did not choose this problem.

388
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1

2. 'Look at the graph above. Data are rec rded at each

7 .9

1. one-hal.f minute
2. minute
3. two minuteS.
4. ten minutes
5. one hundre minutes
-7: I did not chooses this problem.

Reason:

3. Look at the lines 1 to 2 and 3 to 4 in the above, gra
The rate of -change

,is more, from 1 -to 2 than from 3 to 4
2. is more from 3 to 4 than from l'to. 2..
3. is the same from 1 to 2 as from .3 to 4
4. cannot be figured:out from the graph
7. . I did-not choose this 'Problem.

.

C.Reason:

°(1.9 id, 359 375
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. -

4. When-crystals of a single substance like sugar orpotassiuM
sulfat grew in water, the crystals are, .

. -

..,

1.. the same size, shaper and color
2. the game size and shade; but different colors .

3. the same color, but different. sizes, and shapes.
4. the same sine and Color, but different shapes
5. the same coldr and shape, bvt_difeient sizes '

7. I did not cliodse this problem.'

Reason:

J

S

5. Tim wanted to find out if there would be any difference
in the concrete from Pail 1 and Pail 2.. The variable in
his experiment is '

k. concrete
2. water
3. vinegar,
4. pail-

-. 7. I did _not choose this problem.
4

Reason:

44 6. The change caused by adding sugar to concrete is that ,

the "sweet concrete"

1. turned.white ag.it dried
2. beCanie hard more quickly than regular concrete
3. never became hard
4% became hard more-slowly than'regular concrete

, -7. I did not choose this problem.

Reason:

390
376
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1

A

L

\ _

.30/71/
aria.17-5.e

A

7. Which statement best explains what you would find if 'you
measured the mater in each container after-two'driays?

1. The same amount of water will be
2. ContaiArgA will-have more water
3. They will both be dry.
4. Containe't-B Will have more water
7. I 'id not choose this problem.

.1Reasonz,

in both containers.
than'Contelner B.

than Container A.

Na.

8. 'Look.at the drawing of Containers.A and B. Think about
how much water will be in each container after two days.
Any differences in the' amount of water in the'containert,
will be caused by differendes in the-

. ,

1. 'height of the containers
.2. depth of.the water in the containers
3: ,e.urface area of the water in the containers
4. amount of light on the containers
7. I did not choose this prbbleM.

Reaon:

391 377



9. The batty is dropped, turning the shaftofIthe generator.
The bulb Yights. The energy lighting the bulb comes from

1. the mechanical energy of the falling battery
2. the electrical energy from the falling battery,
3. &the chemical energy from the falling battery
4. thegeneratorthe falling battery has noth!ing to

do with it
7. I didnot choose this problem.

Reason:

t

10. LaUkie burned 10 g of peanuts in a calorimeter. The heat -

produced raised 10'g of water 2°C. How many calories did
tne,peanutp produce?.,

1. 20
2. 100 4

3. 200
c 4. ,12

5, 22
7. 'I.did not chdose this problem.

Reason:

11. What change in hills and mountains is most like he change
caused in "Rock Around"?.

I

1.- volcanos
2. earthquakes
3. running water
4. winds
5. landslides
7.* I did not choose this problem.

Reason:

,92
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15. .Bobby decided' to find out if the amount of baking powdei
in a cake recipe `would change the cake.. .He followed a
cookbook cake recipe, but left out all'of the baking
powder 4nd part, of the'water.

What do you think about Bobby's procedure?
-

1. He will answer -his question bpcause ne
r2. He will answer his question bedause he

the recipe,
3, He won't answer his question because he

the recipe.
.4. He won't answer his question.becuase he

variables.
7. I did not choose this problem.

Reason:

/

has a'control.
didn't follow.

.
4

didIrt follow

changed two

.1;

;.t
fc

3.93

1 4
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CHAlIGE Ghange Th

Choose Your Problem

Select any, one of'-the folloWing problems. Copy the item

'add the underlinedwo'rds`of this prOblem on the "Choose Your
.

:Problem .W9rk Sheet.' *Write your answer.to the problem on a

. "Choose Youi. Problem ork Sheet." Be sure to write,or draw
,

A with enough preisure t make a good second c9py,.

A. Describe an activity'in which'sbmething.changed. Expla4n

the calve of the change'. Gie proof that what you say is

the real cause of the change. -

B. When vine4a.r,is aided to ammonia, does just the vinegar
^,)

clnge, just the,ammonia change, or dip both change? How

t do you know? .
J

.

A
4

C. Describe an experimegt that would let you find out-if

one thing,caused a change.

D. Describe anjexperimenttitu designed. Describe your

itterpretation of the results of the experiment.

E. write a description or make a'drawing about a situation'

both be-fore.and after a change took place. Use an example

. from this problem area. Include the cause of -the change

in your drawing oar explanation'..

394



CHANGE Name

Teacher

Change in 'Non -human Organisms Date

Self-Ratihg Problems
4

A

Put an X on the Iingowhere:you would rate yourself for each state-
/ ment. .Connect your X's with, straight lines:' Your teacher will .

, make-a iating, too; :

Most
of
the .

'time
I,. Work Habits
./

I work i.ndependently--I don't need to be
1.1pervised.

, .

-.I try even if, the reading is, hard for me. .1

I.do actiVitiedthoughtfUlly& 1 /2 .3 4

4

/

3 4
,

1

About
half

' the
time

3

Not
often"

4 5 .

4

..I choose another activity to do when I'm
,

,1 2
,

waiving for long-term'things to happen.
.
...

. .
.

I do my 'p rt, of clean-up and manacr I-eent
.

. of matNi 1.S. . .. -/ l

I do my past when-.1 work with others on
an activity. .

, ?

p

I start a new activity as soon as I 1

3

4

finish another.

4

.II: Skill DevelcvMeht

fiihGraph6 are beco g.usefdl to me.

I used the hand-held calculator.

I am developing new inierests bec- ause
of Human Sciences aCtivities.= - -

:I kound.enough interesting activities
. .in this, problem area.

I am improving my writing about.the
Human .Sciences activities I here done.

(circle one)

5
: agree disagree

agree disagree

agree 'disagree

I Yearned important ideas and information
from the activities I chose.

I have read parts of books and articles
because of activities I did.

Using the hand-held calcplator helped
me do activities.

) 395

agree disagree

agree 4 disagree

agree

agree

agree

disagree

disagree

disagree

,
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CHANGE

CHOOSE YOUR PROBLEM CODING PROTOCOLS`

Change in Non-living Things
.,

Choose Your Problem A:
. . _

. .

Describe an activity in,which something changed. 'Explain the cause
. of the change. Give proof.that what you say is the real cause of
.the change. , , . ,.. 41Y

COLUMN ,_-,'"" ,e

, 1-10 Student I. D. number
. 1

11-12-13 (.'Number of words
u...-

.
,

14 Nuhber of sentences
)

15 . 4

16-171,

18

'

.o

Number df,,,phrag§p, 1

.9'r

- Title of activity di. soUssed
,35' = Milk Bar, .'

4

,..36 = :Watch the CrystalsArow
37 = Ice-Water-Ice. . .- .

38 = D..ipapOtring Wager t A

39.= Wind Power /Person PoAr 'd
* t 40 ,/calories, Cilories'

41 =7Sweei Concrete _,
% .

..42 = Acids, Bases., and
.

Indicators ..

43 = Cookie.Chemist4y -,..

44 = Meta1.0v coat:
.

, .

45 =Rock Aroun
416.= Streaming Alo g.,-,''- ,

.-/.- t '47 .i. Solar Energy '.'

48 'Rubber Band Cannon
49 =:Changinglimber's .

,
..

50 -= Activity indeibrMinant--not cOaeable,
51 =,two,or.more of the.above .

,.,. - . .

Change and cause of change .
, ,

1 ='description of both"bgfote and af4pr change,
. accurately . . .

1.,

.

2 = description Of both before and after change,
$but with error in effect . .

.
3 .= 'description of before and after change, but

error in°cause . . .

4 ='desciiption/drawingjof before,and after change
with no cause

..., .

5 =sdscription of beforewithout agter chahge,:.
,- \

-- correct cause. , - -.,\

6 = description with no change described.' .
,..

7 = drawing with no apparent change .

..,

J.= not codeable

-4o .. y
;,t,i. ..

* %

./
.

. 382
ik..
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CHANGE
L
CHOOSE YOUR .PROBLEM CODING PROTOCOLS

. .Change'in_No -living Vings
Choose Your P oblem .B:

w Via'
When vinegar is 'added aminonia, ,dOes juYst' the vinegar chance,
just the `ammbnia change, .or do, both change? How do you know

4

COLUMN

19-20 1 Number of words,

21 Number of sentenced
t 22

:
.

--,- Number of phrases'
4 .-

...

.r

23
L

What sciianges?
/ ' 1 = both 6hanges

' ! 2 = oily` y' anatonia changes .4
3 ..= only vinegar 'changes
4 = ' "

5 .=.

6 = no answer to questiori-';
7 = not codeable .

. ..
,

How do you Iciiow?, 7.7`

1 = did the activity Aiwa ed tozspne do it)
2 = vinegar- iilAcid ammonia is base

''' ' 3 = ammonia is .: stronger
../' . 4 = the color jahanged , 0

44

14

24,

-e

.

5 = teSedd it -w-ittb.,4(7..T;Ored -paPer, litmus
6 = no answer tc3'yeiu4stiOn

-Tr = not 5v4eable

-.eve

011e-A-

1. 4.1

,

. 'go

,r 411,
%-

397
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CHANGE

CHOOSE YOUR PROBLEM CODING P OTdCOLS

Change in.Non-living,,Things
Choose Your Problem C: c

Describe an experiment that would let you fj.nd out if one thing
caused a, change.

COLUMN

25-26-2/

28

*umber of words

Number of sentences\

29 'Number of phrases

30

0

a .

'-S

4

One thing caused a change,
1. = one causal agent identified, effect 'stated,

both accurate or-ydry only one thing
2 =, causal agents) and/or ,effected agent(s) not

clearly delineated
3 = cause and/or.effect not accurate
4 = explanatiu of a non-causal phenomenon,.

poured.Koolaid into'water, setup%apparatus
5 = effect stated, cause not clear
6 = unlabeled or partly labeled drawing, not

interpretable y
7 = Not codeable

7 O
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CHANGE

CHOOSE YOUR PROBLEM CODING PROTOCOLS

Change in Non-living Things
Choose YoUr Problem D: ,

Describe an, experiment you'designed. Oescribe your interpretation.
of the results oethe experiment.

COLUMN

31-32 Number of words

33 Number of sentences

'34-35 Number of phrases

36 Describe an experiment you designed
1 = original experiment described, not a controlled

experiment
2 F original experiment described, a controlled

.experiment
3-= original activity not an experiment
= adaptation of HSP activity ti

= reiteration of HSP activity
6 = no description/drawing
7 = not codeable

VP"
37 Interpret the results

1 = original experiment interpreted
2 =
3 =
4 = HSP experiment, point understood
5 = HSP .experiment, point mimed
6 = no interpretation
7 = not codeable

S

399

I
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..CHANGE

CHOOSE YOUR PROBLEM CODING PROTOCOLS

Change in Non-living Things
Choose -Your Problem E

i41't.it a description ormake a drawing about a .situation both before
,and after a-chang# took place. Use,an example from this problem
area. Include the cause of the change in your drawing or explanation.

COLUMN

38 -39

40

41-42

43

44

Nhmber of words

Number'of sentences

Number of phrases

Description or drawing of before and after change
1 both before and after accurate
2 = both before and after, inaccuracies
3 = only one aspect, before or after, described
4 = T

5 = illustrations, unclear
6 =
7 = not. interpretable (includes activities in

other problem areas)

Cause of change
1 = cause explicit and accurate
,;0= cause explicit not accurate'
3 =.cause in drawing, label, or expl

but. not identifiled as cause
=

. 5 = cause illustrated or implied, accurately
6 = cause not indicated
7 = not codeable

386



CHANGE ,

Name

PROBLEM AREA

CHOOSE YOUR PROBLEM WORK SHEET

School

Teacher Date,

Write the problei letter you are answering in the space at the-left:
Copy the underlined part of the problem exactly as it is printed on
the paper, "Choose Your Problem."

4.-

Problera
Letter '4

...

, .

Copy the underlined part of the problem here:
. .

. ,

Write your answer or make your drawing here.

401
COPY 1: KEEP THIS COPY IN YOUR CHANGE BOOKLET

c.

Cain.MWMwomollielsemillowleCWww0AUININ
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'FACILITATING SELF-EVALUATION

Helping students to develop skills in reflective thinking

is an impOrtant goal of the Human Sciences Program. The '

'ways in which you communicate with students is a critical

aspect of goal attainment. You can help students achieve this

goal by practicing reflective thinking in activity situations..

Here are some specific skills you might have in mind as you

interact with students.

1. Skill in devising and' setting up experimental apparatus

2. Skill N, the use of scientific measuring instruments,

such as the sphygmomanometer, thermometer, microscope, etc.

3. Skill in recognizing sources of error in observation

and measurement

4. Skill in making sense out of interview data
I.'

g
0

Skill in using books and librariesas sourcesdf,information,

6. Skill in evaluating conflicting data from differdb

reference sources.

7. Skill in conducting d4cussions in ways to bring the

main ideas to the forefront

8. Skill in making generalizations only as general, as are

warranted by'infoimation and readiness to revise them in
4t

the light of new evidence.

9. Skill in searching out and trying alternative' approaches

and points of view on a problem

10. Skill in seeing a problem through to its conclusion in

spite of distractions
1

The problems students are asked to solve in their' Problems

to Solve booklets can only sample a few of these skills.. Your

judgment and the student's judgment regarding progress in

developing these skills most be a major ingredient in the

evaluation process for this module.

\
402
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EVA ATION'PhRIODS

Evaluation is acontinuous activity thrOdghout the

module. Students .should be encouraged to keep the

"FEELING FIT Fo.lder" up-to-date. They need to be reminded

to save samples of their best work in their Folders to show

the kind and quality of work they are producing.

The design of FEELING FIT makes formal end-of-the-module

evaluation, rather than evaluation at the end of each problem

'areal, the best option: You may Wilt to set aside some time

duing each week to help students in small groups, or as a

total class, to review what they have done, to Organize

their thoughts as to new.problems they recognize, and to

assess the major new ideas and facts they have encountered.

In summary, the formal' evaluation activity for FEELING FIT

will be conducted only at the end of the module. We estimate

. that it will require three or four class periods to complete.

The Materials provided in the module are listed

the table that follows. In addition; students will need-to'

again use their "Mapping My Progreis in HunenSciences,

Level III." This booklet was sent with the CHANGE moduleU'*

'evaluation materials.

EVALUATION MATERIALS AND TIME OF USE

.

,

TITLE ,

,

.

DESCRIPTIGNIk
.

TIMING,
.

FEELINTFIT
Folder

Lists activity fitlesby
problem area and asks:key,
questions for each activity
finished (one per student)

,

Daily and at
1,

the evaluation
periods at the
end of the
module.. (Task 1)

Student Guide
to FEELING FIT

, .

,

.

.

This booklet describes the
module for students (and
'parents).' It alio explains
the evaluation materials

.'and procedures (one per
student)

Daily and at
.

'the evaluation
periods at the
end of the
module.

no(

403
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TITLE DESCRIPTION TIMING

My Activity
Record

.

This is one machine
scorable form.for the
entire module. le-
also-includes book
titles provided'in the °

module. -(one per student)

End-of:-
module
evaluation
periods

.

(Task 2) ..
.

Problems to
Solve

.

This booklet contains
three sets of Objective
Problems, one set of
Choose Your Problem,
and a Self-rating scale.

End-of-
module .

evaluation
periods
(Task 3)

Ob3ective Problems
3 and 4

.

This,is a machine
scorable formlfor.
recording answers to two
of-three sets of objective,
problems in the Problems ,

to Solveobooklet.
(one per student)

End -of-
module.
evaluation'
periods,
following
completioc
of Task 3

Objective Problems
5 and Self-rating
Problems

7 I

i

This is a machine
scorable form for
recording answers to
one Objective Problem
set ancYfor the
Self-rating Scale.
(one per student)

End-of-
module
evaluation

.period
(Tasks 3 and 4)

.

Choose Your
Problem Work
Sheets

These are for student
re-spohses to short answer
essay problems. They are 'k

printed on NCR paper. q,

Copy 1 is for the student
to retain in his or her
Folder. Copy 2 is to be
mailed to the Human Sciences
Project. (TWo pads per
class) .

-End-of-k-If .

module
evaluation
periods
(Task 5)

Mailer

,.. .

One mailer is Provided to
return. the machine
scorable My Activity
Reord and Obje6tive ,

Problems forms
*

:

- .

. .
.

.

4

l'

4Mail as soon
as possible
after you have
checked each'. ,

.paper for
accurlcy. . ,

4 0 4 390
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EVALUATIOWDESIGN FOR FEELING FIT

The evaluation procedures and materials br FEELING FIT

are:designed:to prov.ide students with prod46ts, thAt can be

used far self-evaluation and as a data base for youAnd your
O

students to make judgments.about grades." Both'objective and

subjective data are included'in this data base.

The basic issue you and your students must resolve is
,

whether evaluation must result in a Single grade or can be

descriptive of' omplishments, If a single grade is td be

(,derived, a decision mu ?t be' made aA to whether the gr aae will

be referenced to individual growth and development or will be

normative, based on comparisons of each student's work With

the norms, of the clasS group or some 'other reference group.

The evaluationlMaterials for FEELING FIT may be used in

either of those contexts, but thd use will differ in each.

Both you and your students need to have. the sate's:It/fined

point of :view about the basis for the kinds of evaluation

data to be used and the uses to,whichthese data will be put.

The next question to be resolved, and it may only' be

resolved empirically, is thetens.ion between, quality and

quantity. How can these two dimensions of everything you

and your_students,do in class be determined? These. two

zuesttons are presented insrelatiod-to each item in the

evaluation materials. stFigure 1 showi the relationships'of

the different eValuation materials to ;c14ermi,ning the

quality and *antity cif student accomplishments.

T

05t

d 11

391
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'Quality

Quantity

Re .sl edse?answers
kospp.tructions

r

Objeceitrebbl

Chooge /cAlr.P

Self-ratiirig:1,45.
Work Hab4g2=1,0
Skills-,p;o4.1g°

47

P4

to activity

):4

-- percent correct-

--quality

ai0

file

criteria.

O

Change Recortpercent .of activities done
',4- r ' .-

4

Objective Problemspercent of problems

a

chogen

li--Figure 1. Schematic relations qf,evali,lation data to quality
and quantity.

I

406
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, MECHAM/4,0F THE EVALUATION! PROCESS

TASK 1: FEELING FIT FOLDER

. The "F4F.LING FIT-Folder" is to aid students in executing

their responsibility for record- keeping: The Folder is for

student-teacher-parent use. !Whpn completed, it should include

an accurate record.of tae activities for which each student

-tales accepted actotntability. As each actiyity is "done" by

the student, YES -should be circled in the Folder. After work

has been completed at the termination of the moduol.e, each

student should have the opportunity to review all activities

with YES circled. At this time every activity in the Folder

should have the YES or NO circled. This active response for

each activity is important.

Elah activity title has space for a/ short response to

the question posed by the respective problem area: What Makes'

Me Healthy? How Does a Health Depend on Others?and How Des

MY Community-Protect My Health? The student's response

help him or her try to distill ope major idea from each

activity. It^is also there to provide you and the other-

"publics" who may look at the Folder with clues tothe student's

thinking.

The Folder has a pocket for students to save samples'

of their best work from the module. These materials Tong

,with the materials from the formal evaluation tasks serve as

the written source of materials for evaluation and'gradingT

Your judgment and that of each student also becomes important 0°'

components of translating data into grades when that is

necessary:

1.

4,

40/.
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TASK 2: MY ACTWITY.RECORD.
N.

Students will need their "FEELING FIT Folder," thei

"Student Guide to FEELING FIT," and access to the module and

the books included -with theemodue. Since they will be

recovering data frbm the full module, encourage them to go

to, the module to look at an activity if they have doubts

about whether or not'they completed it.

. The next tape (Task 2) is to complete the machine

scorable form, 4My Activity Record.1! Care and accuracy are

essential to this task. When all students have completed the,

forms, you might have them exchange papers to check each

other's accuracy., Here are some check points.

Name, teacher, and date are legible.

Every activity and every book title has one and only
one mark: 1,,2, 3, 4, 5', or 6.

Number 7 should not be marked:

Ecasuresoar

The page is not wrinkled or torn.

Emphasize to students that this activity will not be a

permanent'part of the Human Sciences Program', but that,it is ,

needed because these are test materials. The marks they

make for each activity are use when the)iuman Sciences s'aff

6

begins to review materials.

Collect these papers and have a committee of two or

three students recheck them, or recheck them yourself,

before mailing.

=

0
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TASK 3 :- OBJECTIVE PROBLEMS

Distribute the "yroblems to Solve"booklets. The

Itoblems to Solve" booklets cOntain three sets of Objective

Problems, a set of "Choose Your'Problems," and "Self-rating

Problems."

The three Objecive Problems sets" are labeled Evaluation

Period 4, Evalua,tion Period 5, and Evaluation Period 6.. These

designations coincide with the graph notations in "Mapping

My Progress in Human Sciences, Level Ift:" They may be

completed in one or more periods as required. Students will

need to mark their responses and write reasons in the booklet

before they transfer answers to the appropriate Objective

Problems machine scorable form.
V

You may wish to make the machine scorable forms available

to let students transfer answers on an item by'item -basis.

You may wish to hold theform until one Objective Problem,
set is completed. Then, the appropriate Objective Problem'

form could be issued for transfer of data. You might talk

about the problem with students and let them decide the way

the task can be Managed in the most pleasirig way. The goal,

is accurate transfer of data from the booklet to the form.'

The machihe scorable forms again need to be checked

before mailing. You can use the procedures described in

Task 2 if you wish. The only difference in .the criteria are

that marks of Number 7 are to be used, but there should be

no.Number 6's marked.

TASK 4: SELF-RATING PROBLEMS

The materials for.Task 4_arein -the "Problems to Solve"

booklet. This task is the b011ipletion of "Self-rating problems.."

a

4

The scales in this set. of problems arp to formalize
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self-judgment '(the student) and external judgment (yours)

regarding the students' development of social competencies,

contributions to mainta ingesponsibility for learning; cg(
high quality learning environment, and skills:

Each Student should.Plot his or her response to the ,

items in the scale. . For this module,, transfer of information

from the "Selg-rating problems" to a machine scorable form is

requested. The -form may be one side of a forM'for /

Objectjive Prdblems but i y be a completely separate form.

At this04rrit4.ng 'it. is planned to' be on the, same form as

."Objectiv4qroblems, Evaluation Period 5.".

Part ci"f Task:3is transfer of student resionse to the

6 machine scorabld\tqrrni: Again ple*asse use some checking

I procedure to.aS4rtairLUe'aocvdacy of the transfer. A

:'The "gelf-rats ng.Problems" sheet should be removed from

the."ProbleMS tO'plve" booklet and added to "Mapi4ng My '

.Progress-:in HilmaiiSclefices; .(See Task 6)

P , .

.

TAS4 5:/ CHOOSE YOUR PROBLEM

f'
The short-answer essay,or drawIng.problems areAincluded.

in the "ProbleMS.to Solve" booklet. In'addition to the

booklet, students will need two,sets of "Choose Your.Problem

Work Sheets" A set of work sheets consists of one4white

sheet, Copy 1, and one ydllow sheet, Copy-2, of NCR pape4..

..,Encourage students-to orgarlize:thdir thoughts by

practicing or outlining on scrat(Ch:paper before using the

NCR'paperi --Help them develop a sense of pride in what they

will record.

Students are asked to'choose two "Choose' Your Problems."

Each, one is to be answered ,on one set ofAN4 forms.

When this task is completed;,Copy r (whie) shoUld be

retained by you or the student. Copy 2 (yellow) should be

checked and 'then mailed.to the Human Sciences Project.
A

.
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TASK . SCORING AND PLOTTING OBJECTIVE PROBLEMS

Keys to the Objective Problems will be mailed to you

separately. You may wish to score the problems yourself or

have students assist you. Following scoring, students will

need their "Mapping. My, Progress in Human Sciences, Level

III" booklets.
041T

Have students record the module ttI, FEELING in
AtilIeP

4 spaces,4, 5, and 'on page 2 of the chart, Key toINAluation

Periods. Have students write in the appropriate problem

areas (Use the order in the Folder, eventif problem areas

were not studied in that order.

They will need to perform the calculations for per$ent

of activitie§, as shown at the bottom of page 2, on scratch

paper. They will need to do this for each of the three

problem areas, using their "FEELING FIT Folders" as a data

source. They can then plot their percentages on the graph

'on page 3.

Belfore,you have them proceed to page 4, have them make

their interpretation of what the graph means, now that it has

six points. This will provide You with another opportunity

to help students understand the necessity to interpret

graphed data.,

Have stbdents,fill in the module title and problem area,

'columns for the table on page44. The column "Problem'Area"

on the chart is really not applicable for this module. theS/

should write in Evaluation Period 4 Problems, etc. his

column. z.

Again; students will need to carry out their calCUlations

on separate paper. Theymay or may not need to follow the .1

model of calculations on page 4.

Interpretation of the graph with two lined, six points

.each, is titq last ppase of the evaluation activities.r HoweVIer,

' this is ancpportune time to have students redpce all of their

.
41/ V
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evaluation materials to a grade for the module, if grading
is required.

The Self-rating Problems sheet can be removed from the

Problems to Solve booklet and,Atached to the "Mapping My

Progress in Human 'Sciences, Level III" booklet. Comparisons

on the Work HaAits section Might be appropriate in individual

student-parent conferences.

SUMMARY

STUDENTS WILL COMPLETE: DESTINATION:

FEELING FIT Folder

*My Activity Record

Problems to Solve booklet

(

*Objective Problems: Evaluation.-
Period 4, Evaluation Period 5

*Objective Problems: Evaluation
Period 6, Self-rating Problems'

Choose Your Problem Work ,Sheets:
Copy 1
*Copy 2

Be sure to mail starred (*) items

the Human Sciences Project.

\

4

Student

Human Scienais Project

Student

Human.Sciences Project

Human S,eiences Project'

Student
Humap Sciences Project

(1 each *per student) to

412
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INTRODUCTION

All of the evaluation activities for FEELING FIT will be

..r.-

done when..you have completed the module... The Problems to

Solve booklet is divide'd into sections for different activities.

Inaddition to the Problems to Solve activities, youwill need

to do other tasks to provide data to the Human Sciences Project.
oC,

We, too, are evaluating.ourselves and the materials we are

providing to you in the Human Sciences Program. The information
0

you send to us on the machine-scored forins is our main source

of information.

TASK 1: MY ACTIVITY RECORD

YoU will need your FEELING FIT Folder as a reference for

this task. Your teacher will give you one machine -scored

form, "My Activity Reco.rd," to be filled_oUt., Use a No. 2_

pencil to mark your responses. `.The machine won't "read" ink!

Please check'to be sure you have marked each activity

andeach book title with one and pnly.one mark. Column 7

should not be marked.-

TASK 2: OBJECTIVE PROBLEMS

You. will need you; copy of the "Problems td Solve"

bdoklet for, this task. it

414
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Objective Problems are in,three parts, labeled Evaluation

Period 4, Evaluation Period 5, and Evaluation Period 6:

The Objective Problems are grouped by the activities they

are related to. You may choos6 any and/or all problems. 'Do

not guess'.

Your goal for these problems is to show how much you have

learn4d. But you need to thihk about what learning can mean.

Human Sciences has goals that include developing logical

thinking, skills in problem - ,solving and decision-making, as

well as learning about the specific subjects of the activities

you choose. Your skill development in decision-making is

partly reflected by the problems.you choose. Choose problems

you can answer with confidence. Try to get the highest numbe

of correct answers as you-can.

Many activities do not have Objective Problems. Your

accomplishments on these activities are assessed by Cioose

Your Problems.

Many of you are having trouble giving a rea for youi

choice on thewObjective Problems. This time,%wea#X that

you give a reason for marking,Number 7, I did not choose the

problem, too. We are asking this becatthe many times you have

done'the activity related to the'problem, but didn't' choose

the problem. We would 11141.to know whys

1

It may be hard to think abdlut the reason for choosing

a response. What we would like to know is how you arrived at

r A

your choice. For example, here is one problem from CHANGE.

415 401\



10. Laurie burned 10 g peanuts i a calorimeter. The heat
produced raised 10 g of water 2 C. How many calories did
the peanuts produce?

1. 20'

2. 100
3. 200
4. 12
5. 22
7. I did not choose this problem.'

Reason:

If you chose #1, 20,,your reason might have been, "A

calorie is the amount of energy it takes lo raise 1 g.of water

1 °C, so 10 g of water x 2
o
C = 20 calories."

If you chose #3, 200, your reason might have been, "to

get calories you multiply 10 g of p nuts x 10 g of water, x

A 0
i2/ C "

Here is one more, example.

11. What change in hills and mountains is most like the change
caused in "Rock Around"?

.0 1. volcanOs
2. earthquakes
3. running water
4. winds
5. . landslides
7. I did, not choose this problem.

Reason:

If you chose #1, volcanos, your reason might have been,

"Rocks get thrown out of volcanos and rocks were thrown around 6

in the activity." If you chose #3, running water, your reason

might have been, "Because rocks in the activity were worn down

by tumbling them in water, like a stream rolls rocks."

416
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TASK 3: CHOOSE YOUR PROBLEM

"Choose Your Problems" are grouped so you can see which

problems are genelal, which are related to specific activities,

and whiCh are for those who wrote their own activities. You.

can use any activities in responding to the "general" category

problems.. Choose two "Choose'Your Problems." Choose the most

difficult problems you can solve. The choice of problem and

your answer shodld represent the best work you can do. Be

sure you answer each problem completely. Practice writing

your answers onlscratch paper before you write them on 'the-

.

Choose Your Problem Work Sheets. You will need one set of

Choose Your Problem Work ,Sheets--white, Copy 1, and yellow,

C9py 2--for,yodr answer for each problem.

Remember; your written response to each "Choose Your.

Problem". is to communicate to someone else what you meant.

TASK 4: SELF-RATING PROBL4MS

a

oe.

7

Self-rating Problems are in two groups: Work Habits and-

Skills Development. .Both you and your teacher will respond to

n

these problems. Directions are on the problem sheets.

TASK TRANSFERRING DATA TO MACHINE CORED SHEETS

At.some time during the clais periOds devoted to evalua-
\

.

tion activities, your "Objective Problems" data need to be

41V
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4,

.
transferred to machine-scored forms.' There are two forms

that your teacher -will make available to . One form is

labeled " Objective Problems, Evaluation Perid 4," on one

side. Transfer your choices and reasons from,*the 15 problems

in your "Problems td Solve BOoklet for Evaluation, Period,4"

to this page. T4ebdrck side is 'for "Objective Problems,

Evaluation Period 5."

The second form has one side for' transferring your responses.

from "Objective Problems, Evaluation Period 6." You have done,

this task before, so you probably know how to do it.

The new. part of this task in FEELING FIT is on a separate

machine-scored form with the title "Self-rating Problems."

Please transfer your Self-,ratinq\Problems to'this form. Be

sure to mark both, sides. We'also.need this information as

part of our own evaluation. .\

Thanks very much for doing this task carefully!

A

TASK 6: MAPPING MY PROGRESS

After your-Objective Problem's have been scored, you can

turn to your "Mapping My Progress" booklet. Make theinecess4y

calculations and graph your data with the interpretation

requested. New pages are .included with this module to add
.3

to your "Mapping My Progress" booklet. These are pages

7, 8, 9 and 10. They are provided to enable you: to map your

418 404
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progress -_-on r*:?34-.-:the- Selfrating-Proble:rus_. -I Di

tions foi -da1qu-1:4:144::40,-.V9latrik41this new7.-section are

provided' on the -p4gesh-emselv:esr,::,-,

you,itaVo.:4N- pzeidithed-ival'iletfon.--iecOid; additon to
.

the activity ,products" you have ;kept in yoir -FEELING FIT

Folder. .-These Accountability, score,

three Objective- Problems" ;scores two Choose Your --,F;goblems

-
responses, and three -:scores from your gelf-iating Problems..

These scores and records are data from which you and your

teacher can determine your grade for the module.
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Mapping. my ProgreSs In Hullnan Sciences, Level III
S-uppleme6rt I.

.-

I

.0

Self-rating Graphs

,

'Development of personal work habits and a variety of

skills are part-of the goals of Human Sciences. The three

graphs below will make a displa. y of your progress in these

important areas: Use the averages you calculated in yqur

Problems to Solve booklet to,prepare your graphs.

1

2

Average 3

4

5

1

-2

'3 3

4. 4

55

zH

z.

H
0

aZ

IT.-Average Work
Habits Scores

cD

4.1

H

WE

H'

z
H
z

II. thange in the
Avexage Work

_ Habits Scores
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H
E4
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3 't 6
z
H

III. Average Skills
`Development Scores
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i
Evaluation Period 6 Problems:

1. How do you feel about your Average-Work Habits score for

FEELING FIT?

. What things that are not undereybur,Conirol'have affected

your average score?

What do you propose do about them (your answer to 2,
vt.

4

above) before you start the next module?

4. What do you want your Average Work Habits score to be for

the next module, INVENTION?

to accomplish this goal?

How do you plan

5. Explain your Average Change in Work Habits Score.

6. 'How do'you feel about your Average Skills Development

Score for FEELING FIT?

421
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7. What do you want your Average Skills Development Score

to be at the end of INVENTION? How do you plan

to accomplish this goal?

8. Assign yourself a letter grade for Work.Habits

Give reasons for your grade.

9. Assign yourself a letter grade for Skills Development.

Give' reasons for your grade.

Evaluation P'riod 9 Problems:

8. Did you meet your goal for your Average Work Habits Score

you put down in Problem 4? Explain:,
. "

9. Interpret your graph, Average Change in Work, Habits.

422
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10. -Expla.in any differehces between your goal for skills

development (Problem 7) and yott Average Skills Development

Score for INVENTION.
t

4

11. Assign yourself a. grade for Work Habits in the INVENTION

module.

12. Assign.-yourself a grade for. Skills Development in the

INVENTION module.

: ..,

.

-----.---
Evaluation Period 12 Problems; . C

13. Look at graphs d II: Assign yourself a grade for

Work Habits for S R.POUNDINGd. Give reasons

for the grade you assigned.
. ,

/ 144 Look at graph III. -Assign yourself a grade for-Skills
, A

Development for SURRORNPINGS. Give reasons for

the grade'yc4 assigned.

423
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FEELING FIT

No;

a .

Name

Teacher

Date

PROBLEMS TO SOLVE

1. Objective Problems

Evaluation Period 4

Evaluation Period 5

Evaluation Period 6

2. Choose Your Problem

3. Self-rating Pr2blems

sit

41
1 .Human Sciences Program

Level III
Experimental Editiph, ;1976
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INTRODUCTION

;

This booklet contain's the. five evaluation activities for

FEELING FIT. There are three sets of Objectiv4Problems, a'

Aet of Chodse Your Problems, and a Self-rdtizig section. Your

teacher will help decide how many of the activities you will

need to complete in a class period.

10 OBJECTIVE PROBLEMS: EVALUATION PERIOD 4

Directions

Read each problem carefully. If you do not choose to

answer-a problem, circle response 7., If you choose to answer',

a problem, circle the one number of the_best answer,

Be careful, eveZal answers may be true,"but one answer

is best. The best answer may include more correct information,

it may be more accurate, or more exact. Think befoge you

circle your response.

3 To help you chbose, the activities each problem is

related to are listed with the problems. Answer as many problems

,as you can.

Write your reason for your choice of answer even if you

marked 7. Many of you 'axe not choosing a problem even when

o

you did the activity about the Problem. We need to know

if you didn't understand the question, didn't know the answer,

42;5
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or what other reason you had for not choosing'the question.

Writing your reason will help us write better problems.

When you have completed answering the 15 problems, record

your answers and reasons on the., separate answer sheet labeled

"Objective Problems: Evaluation Period 4." This booklet is

'for you. The answer .sheet will be sent to BSCS.

7'4
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OBJECTIVE PROBLEMS: EVALUATION PERIOD 4

Activity: Personal Healtkrivenory

1. Which way to find a person's average bodj temperature
will give the most accurate results?

1. 'Take five readings at five minute intervals. The
middle reading is the most accurate one.

c 2. Take, fire readings on five different days.. The
average of the five readings is the most accurate
one.

3. Take one reading when a person is well. A single
reading is the .most accurate one.

4. Take th.tee readings at two hour'intervals on one
day. The average of the three readings is the
most accurate one.

rjr7. I did not choose this problem:

Reason:

2. This drawing shows part of a clinical thermometer.
.

1111 11111 1111 1111 1 1111 11111111 11111111111 1111111 11 111 114

35 36 4 38 39 40

The temperature shown is . (Please fill in the
blank, not the machine sci5FR.Folumn.)

Reason:

.4"
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Activity: Blood PressUre, Smoking and You, Rhythms of a
Healthy Heart

3. A student
following

Soundi

none
one

f t taps
tap, tap, tap.
.tap, tap.
tap, talby tap
tap, tap,
tap, tap, t
tap, tap, tap'
swish, swish
swish, swish

taking;blood pressure saw and heard the
information in the order it is listed.

Pressure Dial(AMng Sounds Pressure Dial
Reading

120 swish, swish 98
118 swish, swish 96
116 swish, swish 94
114 .1 swish, swish 92
112 swiShr swish 90
110 swish, swish , 88
108 Swish, swish 86
106 faint swishing 84
104 none 82
102 none 80
100 none 78

The correct blood pressure is:

1. 116/82
2. 102/86
3. 114/82
4. 118/84

05. 120/80
7. I did not choose this problem.

Reason:

4. Judy and Terri are both 13 years old. Judy's blood
pressure measured 93/66. Terri's blood pressure
measured 109/77: Both measurements were taken under
thesame conditions.

1. Something is probably wrong, girls the same age
should have the same blood pressure.

2. Something is probably wrong, kids 13 don't have
blood pressure as low as 66.

3. The measurements are. reasonable, normal blood
pressure varies from person to person. ,

4. Ttietmeasureinents are reasonable') blood pressure
differences have to be larger than 20 to be a
problem.

A

7. I did not choose this problem.

Reason:
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5. The heart

.4)

1. purities and pumps. the blo
2. purifies, but doesn't pump e blood.
3. pumps, but doesn't purify the blood. ;,
4. neither purifies nor pumps the blood.
7. I did not choose this problem.

Reason:,

Activity: Rhythms of a Healthy-Heart

6.

(v,

What happens to blood in Part 1?

1. It goes to the body.
2. It goes into the heart.
3. It goes to the lungs.
4: It goes to the liver.
7'. I did not choose this problem.

Reason:

7

-6

7.- If-a person's blood pressure, drops rapidly, whiCh
body part is probably failing?

1. lungs
2. kidneys
3. blood
4. heart
5. 'brain.
7. I did not choose this problem:

\Reason:

429
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tivity: Blood Tests and Examinations

E*,-. Karen placed a drop of her blood in each of the two
".:kinols of blood typing serums. In a few minutes, the
,Iilde looked like ,,this.
\

anti-A

Het blood type is:

,anti -B

1. A
2. B
3. AB
4. *0

7. I' did not choose this' problem.

Reason:

9. Blood types, are important to know because people with
different blood types

1. shouldn't marry, each other.
2. shouldn't give transfusions to eadaother.
3. have different blood clotting times.
4. are likely to get different dieseases.
7. I did not choose this problem.

: -
Reason:

r

430
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Activity: 'Blood Tests and Examinations, What's Wrong With
This Blood

10. The most accurate description of blood is

1. blood is a red-colored liquid that has germs in
it when you get sick".

2. blood is a yellow-colored liquid with many kinds
of cells .in

3. blood is a ,red-colored liquid with many kinds of
cellsoi it.

4. blood i ,a liquid that changes froth bluish.io
red aft r is passes through the heart and lungs.

7. I" did n t chbosetthis problem.

Reason:

Which part is' noi a part of
normal blood'from a heglthy

4erson?

1. 1

1 2. 2

3. 3,

4 '4

7. I did not choose this problem.

4

0

Reason:

Activity: Breaking Unhealthy Habits

12. Joe was 40 pounds overweight. -He decided that he
wanted to lose weight. His goal was to lose 24
pounds in the next year.

A better plan would be to change his goal o losing

1. 1 pound each two weeks:
2. 6 pounds each three months+
'3. 40 pounds in the next year
4. 4 pounds eaCh month.
7. I did not choose this problem.

Reason:
0 .,
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Activity: How Fast Can You React?

13. Ken had a problem. He wanted to measure the time it
took his.model car racer to go one foot. The problem
Was the racer went further than one foot in a second,
and one second was the smallest time unit on his
clock What should Ken do if he really wants to solve
the Orbblem?

1. .Estimate the part of a second the racer takes to
go one focit.

2. Measure the part Of a second the racer takes to
go one foot on,several trials and dhlculate the
average.

3. Time the racer for a twenty-foot run/and divide
by twenty.

4. 'Get a more accurate clock. That's the only way'
to get an accurate Measurement.

7. I did not choose thiseproblem.

Reason:

Activity: Coffee and Me
*it

14. A aiuretiC is a substance that

1. prodiaces heavy sweating. 1
2. 'keeps people from goings to sleep easily.
3. r'educes the pain of headaches.
4. causes urine.to be produced.
7. ,I did not choose, t problem.

-Reason:

4
i

Activity: Sensible Reducing and Weight Control

4'

15. Diane, age 13, weighed 140 pounds. She plafined. a diet

that averaged 3,280 calories per day. If Diane follows
the diet carefully'she will' b-

.1. loseabout 1 pound Perwee!k.
2. gain about 1 pound per week.
3. stay about the same weight.
4. gain weight rapidly.
5. lose weight rapidly..
7. I did not choose this problem.

Reason:

tl
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OBJECTIVE PROBLEMS: EVALUATION PERIOD 5

Directions

-\
X

Read each problem carefully. If you do not choose to

answer a problem, circle response 7. If you choose to answer

a problem circle the one number of the best an er.

Be careful, several answers may be true';'but one answer

is best. /The best-answer m6 include more correct information,

,it may be more accurate, or, more exact. Think before you'

circle your response.

To help you choose, the activities each problem is

related to are listed with the problems. Answer as many problems

as yoll can.

Write your reason for your choice of answer even if you

-

marker 7. Many Of you are not choosing a problem even when,

. you did the activity about the problem. We need to know

', if Iou didn't understand the question, didn't know the answer,

or what other reason you had for not choosing the question.

Writing your reason will help us write better problems.

When you have completed answering the 15 problems, .record

your answers andereasons on,the %eparate answer sheet labeled

"Objective Problems: Evaluation Period 5." This booklet is
A -

'for you. The answer sheet .will b*, sent to BSCS./



OBJECTIVE PROBLEMS: EVALUATION PEEIba 5

Activity: Looking Into the Stomach

16. "Digested" means being

:

1. reduced to small pieces that can be seen..
2. -broken into pieces that are too small to see.

-3. carefully chewed, swallowed and-digested in the
stomach.

4. ground up into littXe bits in the stomach ana
intestines.

, t,

it.7. I did not choose this problem.

Reason:
cr

17. A piece of egg white was tied to 4 string and placed
in a solution of pepsin'and'hydrocholoric acid in a
be.iker. If, after a. fe* hours, the egg white is
completely digested, what would you see?

Reason:
0

1. nothing on the string and there
would be no solid pie* in the
beaker.
nothingon.t' the- string but'there
would be piece's of egg white on
the bottom of the beaker.

3. a 'small pies of egg white on the
stre and nothing6"on the bottom'
of e,beaker.

4. a small piece of egg white on the
stringand small piedes of egg .

whiteon the bottom,of the beaker. -
7. I did npt choose this problem.
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Activity: Working Lungs

This is a diagram of a model of part of the hutan body.

18. Part 3 represents the in the human body.
(Please fill in the blank, not the machine scored
column.)

Reason:

19; The model is set up to show how parts 1, 2, and 3 are
arranged in a person.0 Look ,carefully at' the parts.
They represent a person who-would have

1. breathed deeply.
2. inhaled.
/3. exhaled.

. 4. created suction.
7. I did not chp9lie this problem.

Reason:

Activity: Where's Your Plaque?

IN
.20. Tom/gathered'idata to find hls Modified Oral Hygiene

Index (MOHI). He recorded scores for ten teeth.
The-scores were:

Front side
I

Back, side

Tooth Tooth Tooth Tooth Tooth
4 2 3 4 5

2 3 2 2 .

1 3 3 2

Tom's MOHI score is . (Illease fill in the blank,
not, the machine scored column.)

Reason:
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21. Look at the data on the preceding page. What should
Tom. do?

1. Continle his tooth care without change,\ he hat
an excellent score.

2. Brush his'teeth longer, his score is average.
3. Brush his teeth longer and more carefully, his

scoreis very poor.
4. Go to a dental specialist to learn how too care for

his teeth, his score is as bad as it can\ get.
7. I did not choose this problem.

Reason:

Activity: How Do Glasses Correct for Farsightedness and
Nearsightednesd?

Inf

22. If your eye is working properly, the image that comes
through the lens will be focused

1. a little,in front -of the retina.
2. a little behind the retina.
3. on the retina.
7. I didnot choose this problem.

Reason:

Activity:- The Immunology Game

23. The body protects itself from disease by producing

1. antibodies.
2. vaccilips.
3. vitae s.
4. antibiotics.
7. I did not choose this problem.

Reason:

4

f
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24. Mary was trying to explain to her; friend what immunity
means. Which statement is the most accurate explanation?
"Immunity means that a person has

1. inherited protection against disease such as
distemper."

2. body defenses that protect against diseases.
, 3, had vaccahatiohs to prevent' diseases."

4. had diseases and will not get them again."
7. I did not choose this problem;.:

Reason:

Activity: Pets and People

25. Which disease can people catch from their pets?

1. smallpox
2.. leukemia
3. chickenpox
4. malaria
5. rabies
7. I did not choose this problem.

Reason:

Activity: Why Do People Have Skin Problems?

26. Which statement below is the most accurate statement
about acne?

. e
1. Acne can be prevented if teenagers wou,1.d just stop

'eating greasy foods.
2. Acne can be-prevented if teenagers would just wash

their skin carefully. .:

3. Acne can be prevented if teenagers would stop using
soft drinks and foods with sugar.

4. Acne can be helped but not always prevented even with _.
the best possible care.

,.

7. I did not choose this problem.

Reason:

A
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27.

Look at the diagram. The part
where acne develops is

1. 1
2. 2

3. 3

4. 4

5. 5 .

7.. I did not choose this
problem.

Reason:

tI

Activity: Will Your Career Affect Your Ear?

28. Timmy suffered a hearing loss of 25% between the ages
of nand 16. His hearing will

1. gradually get Worse as he gets older.
2. gradually get better until he's about 30 years'old.
3. staythe same until he gets very old- -over 70.
-4. improve if he stays away from loud noises.
7. I did not choose this problem.

Reason: 4
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Activity: Trapping the Wild Microbe

,

29. Sandy pladeoMbes1 and 2 in a pressure cooker and
heated theM fo; 18 minutes. She rubbed a sterile
swab over her teeth and then rubbed the swab over the
surface of tube 1. She placed both tubes in a warm
dark:place.

1

.Two day* later, Sandy sayellowish-white spots under
the agar along the glass on both tubes. There were
also yellowish-white spots on the surface of tube 1.
Which interpretation of what Sandy observed is most
accurate?

Reason:

1. The tubes were not properly t

sterilized.
2. The yellowish-white spots

formed when the tubes cooled.
3. Sandy had bacteria on her

teeth.
4. The lids wereaccidentally

knocked off both tubes for
awhile.

7. I'did not choose this problem.

30. The best reason for/using two tubes was

1. when working with bacteria you need two tubes.
2. the directions-Iprobably said to use two tubes.
3. to be sure the tubes were free' of live bacteria

at the start.
4. to be sure to have an experiment that would work.
7. I did not chocife this problem.

Reason:
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1.
OBJECTIVE PROBLEMS: EVALUATION PtRIOD 6

Directions

Read each problem carefully. If you diliOnOt choose to

answer a problem, circle response 7. If you choose to answer

a problem4cirCle the one number of the best answeV

Be careful, several answers may be true, but one answer

is best. The best answer may include more correct information,

it may be more accurate, or more exact. Think before you

circle your response.

To help you choose, the activities each problem is

related to are listed with the problems. Answer as many problems

as you can.

(--
Write your reason for your choice of answer even if you

marked 7: Many of you are not choOsing a problem even when

you did the activity about the problem. We need to know

if youdiln't understand the question, didnrt,know the, answer,

or what.-aier reason you hAd for not chooAing the questioki.
WtK

Writing your, reason will help us write better problems:

:When you have completed answering the 15 problems, record

your answers and reasons on the separate answer sheet labeled

"Objective Problems: Evaldation Period 6." This booklet is

for you. The answer sheet will be sent to BSCS.

44 o
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(..TOBJECTIVE PROBLEMS: EVALUATION PERIOD 6

Activity: Venereal Disease

31. Syphilis microorganisms

1. spread throughout the reproduction organs.
2. stay in the, area where the germ entered the body.
3. spread into the blood.
4. spread throughout the body.
7. I did not choose this problem.

Reason: .

32. Venereal diseases

1. can nearly always
2. can nearly always

infection occurs.
3. are expensive to
4. are difficult-to

little.
7. r did not choose

Reason:

be prevented by vaccination.
be cured if treated. soon after

treat, but can usually be cured.
treat,-but the treatment costs

this problem.

33. An example of venereal disease is

1. gonorrhea.
2. hepatitis:
3. mononucleosis.
4. . microorganisms.
1. I did not choose this problem.

Reason:

34. Venereal diseases are opntagious and almdst always
spread through

1. public restrooms.
2. sexual intercourse.
3! 'needleS used by narcotics addicts.
4. too much kissing.
7. I did not choose this taroblem.

Reason:

4 eti.
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Activity: Folk Medicine: Then and Now

a.

35. Vaccination for smallpox was an improvement qver
innoculation because vaccination was 4

1. less expensive than innoculation.
2. more certain in providing immunity than innoculation.. /

3. easier for the doctor to perform than innoculation.
4. less dangerous to the patient than innoculagtion.
7. I did not choose this problem. ,sac

Reason:

36. Which dise

(
se once, killed many children but is now rare

1. chicken pox
2. smallpox
3. cc, pox
4. malaria

v. 7. I did not choose this problem.

Reason:

Activity: Geography of Life and Death

37. A country had a population of I million people in 1975.
The death rate was 1,640 per 100,000, population that
year. How many people died in the country, in 1975?

1. There isn't eiough data given to answer the question.
2. 100,000
3. 1975
4. 16,400
5. 1,640 divided by 100,000
7. I did not'choose this problem.

Reason:

ti

Activity: Sewage TreatMent

38. The purpose of primary treatment of sewage is to remove

1. solid materials.
1

2. organic wastes.
-14 harmful bacteria.
4. odors.'
7. I did not choose thdi problem.

2
Reason:
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Activity: How Clean Is Your Air?
°

39. Chuck was trying to find the number of aii particles
that wOuld fall on a surface. He put a thick layer
of vaseline on four standard. microscope slides. He
placed the slides, grease side up, on the outside
window sills of the northeast, south, and west sides
of his home.

Which Statement is the best statement about exper4ntal
control and what Chuck did?

1; 'Chuck has a controlled experiment, the slides in
four places act as the control.

2. Chuck needs a control, he should have at least
four slides a each location.

3. Chuck needs a control, he should have one vaseline-
coated slide sealed in a jar at.each location.

4. Chuck has a control, he used glass slides that
were the same size at each location."

7. I did not choose this problem.

Reason:

Activity;: How Long Do People Live?

"40. 1901-1950 At the left is a list of age-at-death
68 figures taken from cemetery head stones.
71 The life expectancy of the group shown
69 is:
45
53 1. 81
74 2. 1,301
81 3... 26
76 4.: 65

26 7. I did not choose this problem.
75
72 Reason:
66
61
68
55
65
77
70
,57

. 72
Total 1,301
Average 65
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Activity: The Modern Medicine Show

Brent went to his corner drugstore to buy medicine for relief
from minor pain. He compared the following over-the-counter
medicines.

-';

Name Brand
IngredientA in grams pe't tablet

Cost per
100 tablets

Aspirin Caffeine

Alka-Seltzers 5.00 0.16
Anacin I

Bayer Aspirint 5;.00 $ .83
Bui4erinW 5-;00 $1.19.

worthmores 5.00 )
$ .33 .

41. Which medicine would you recommend he buy?

1. \Alka.:Seltzer,
2. Anacine
3. Bayer Aspirins
4. Bufferine,
5. Worthmoree
7. I did not choose this problem.

Reason:

42. Which reason supports your recommendation?

The brand I recommend

1. has a better pain reliever than others.

2. acts faster than the others.
3. is cheaper and is just as good as the others.

4. is easier on the stomach than others.
5. has a better reputation than the ottiers.

7. I did not choose this problem. 1

Reason:

;144
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Activity: Where Can You Get Help? Emergency Care in Your City

43. Health care in a community is

4
1. completely provided for. by doctors and hospitals.
2. shared by doctors, t Vhospital, and the fire

departmelt.
3. the respOnsipility of a large number. of a4encies
4. the Complete Osponsibility of the health department.
7. I did not choose this problem.

Reason:

Activity: Drugs: What 15o 'Yot Think?

44. One of the four lists below includes a substance that'
is not classed as a drug. Which list is it?

1. heroin, cocaine, histamine
2. nicotine, mescaline, nembutol
3. LSD, marihuana, benzedrine
4; alcohol, LSD, heroin
7.. L did not choose this problem.

Reason:

Activity: Be a Disease Detective

45. Which of the following is not useful information to an
epidemiologist studying a Tigease?

1.' Symptoms of the disease.'''

2. Names of people infected by the disease.

3. Age groups most affected by the disease.
-4. Months of the year in which the

common.,

disease is most

7. I did''not choose this problem. .

Reason:

4.31



FEELING FIT

Choose Your Problem

Select any two of the following prob/emq. Copy the item letter

and the underlined words of the problems you choose on the

"Choose Your Problem Work Sheet." Be sure to write or draw

with enough 'pressure to make a good second copy.

Activity Any Activity

A. Were there some important things that you learned about.

in FEELING, FIT that were not included in Objective Problem's.?

Write enough detail for anyone to understand two,things
2.

you learned.

B. -Write a short story about what it's like t10 be in Human

Sciences. Include both advantages and disadvantages if

you can.

C. Explain how being interested in a particular activity was

important to what you learned. Write enougti.to convince

a reader that interest was important. Also tell what you

learned because .of 'interest.

D. What does being in good health--feeling fit--mean to you?

Include as many different ideas in your answer as you can.

In a shortsentence* explain what eachtof your ideas means.

E. Explain how you feel abdut the activities you completed and

are accountable for in FEELING FIT.

What would you say to a perstn who said, "How 174u feel

about school work is not important, what did you learn?"
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PERSON
NUMBER

AVERAGE BLOOD
PRESSURE AFTER

24 HOURS
WITHOUT COFFEE

BLOOD PRESSURE
30 MINUTES

AFTER DRINKING
STRONG COFFEE

BLOOD PRESSURE
. 60 MINUTES ,

AFTER DRINKING(
STRONG COFFEE

312180 124/81 125/82
/-4"2i, ,

I
118780 118/79 118/81

V' 125/84 125/84 127/85
4 137/82 136/82 138/83
5 119/86 1 119/86 118/86
6 120/-85 122/86 121/85.
7 123/80 124/80 123/81
8 , 122/78 123/79 124/80
9 127/82 127/82 127/82

10 130/85 , , 131/85 130/85
Average 124.4/82.2 , 124.9/82.4 125.1/83.0

F. The average blood pressures of ten people, taken after 24

hours without coffee or similar substances, are shown in

the column, "Average Blood Pressure." Each person drank

one cup of strong coffee. Blood pressure was Measured

and recorided at 30 and 60 minutes after drinking the

coffee.

1. What is your conclusion about the effect of coffee

on blood pressure based on the data on the chart?

2. What reasons do you have for your conclusions?

G. Describe or make a drawing to show an important idea you

learned In FEELING FIT. Your description or drawing should

be clear enough for anyone reading or looking at your' ,

response to uOderstand what you1have learned.

'Activity: Is Your Family Tree BOalthy?

. Name a-serious family health problem that could be prevented

if people in the family knew about it. How would the family

help reduce or prevent the problem?
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Activity: Your School Cafeteri4

I. If mu studied foods in your school cafeteria, what food

group did you find was not eaten by most students? lethat

was the most common reason given for not eating koods in
)

this group? What do you think should be done' ibout students

not eating foods in this group? Why?

Activity: Pets and People

J. Do you agree or disagree with this statement.: "Pets are,

neither good nor bad. They are ne

nor do they benefit people." Stat

ther a major problem

whether'you agree or

disagree. Give your reasons for agreeing or disagreeing.
.4-

Activity: Aloneness Can Be Positive, Expressions of Loneliness,
Send a Person to Coventry

K. Loneliness is a very personal experience. /Describe, in

detail, what the individual and social parts of loneliness

mean to you./

4
L. Explain the differences between "being alone" and "loneliness"

as you now understand them.

I

Activity: Geography of Life and Death

M. People are concerned a out the environment. Does the

environment affect death rates? Give evidence to supibrt

your answer. I,

Activity: Sewage Treatment, TheFlush

N. Diagram the main steps in the treatment of sewage-in your

City. "Write a brief explanation of:4your,diagam.

4 4 3



Activity: Student Written. If you used a lot of class time
on activities you or your classmates wrote yourselves,
you may wish to choose fromthe following problems: ,

0. Write one important objective problem that someone doing

the activity should be able to answer. Explain why you

think the problem is,important.

P. Wh'at did You find out from the activity? Include datayou

gathered, what you did, or made, etc., and what it means,

your interpretation, of what you learned.

Q. Describe an experiment you designed. Tell what you wanted

to find out, how you did the .experiment, and what you found.

R. Write the title and explain an activity produced by a

student. Why was, this more'important to you than activities

from the'module? How does the activity relate to the module?

449 ,
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FEELING FIT

Self-rating Problems

Circle the number where you would, rate yourself on each state-

ment in Column I. 'Circle the number in Column II that compares

these work habits with your work habits in CHANGE.

Your teacher will make ratings; too, by putting an X on the

rating scale.

Column I. Worktgpits Column II. In Comparison
ping FEELING PIT to CHANGE, I have:

5
Most
of

the

time

About
half
the

time
Not
often Improved

About
the.

same

Not
as

well

I work independently - -I don't
need to be supervised.

1 2 3 4 5 i 1 2 3 4

I try even if the reading is
hard for me.

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 '3 4 5

I do activities thoughtfully. 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 .3 4 5

I choose another activity to
do when I'm waiting for long-
term things to happen. f

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4

I do my part of clean-up and
management of materials.

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

I do my. part when I work with 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

Iothers on an activity.

\I start a new activity as' soon
as I finish one.

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

I read activities carefully 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

-Ibkefore I start work on

them.

I contribute to discussions 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

bout activities when I
woik with others.

4
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Column I. Work Habits Column II. In Comparison
During FEELING, FIT to CHANGE, I have:

I try to help the group stay
on the subject when we
discuss activities.

When an activity I have
started gets hard to do,
t keep trying to figure
it out.

I keep working on the
activity I have chosen
even when there are other
interesting things going
on in the,class.

Most
of

the
time

1 2

About
half
the

time

3 4

..

'Not
often

5

.1- 2 3 4 5

1- 2 3 4 .

4

5

' About Not
the as

Improved
.

same well

1 1

1

1,

2 3 4 5

2 3 41, 5

2 3 4 5

Calculingyour average Work Habiti Scores.

Coldmn I. Add the 11 numbers you have circled in Column I.
Put the number here. Divide this number
by "11, the number of statements. This is your
average Work Habits Score. Put the number
here: Use only one decimal.point in your
calculations. The best score you could have iq
1.0. The poorest score is 5.0. Calculate your
teacher's rating in the same way.. Record that
average here. Explain any differences
in the two ratings.

t

Column II. Add the 11 numbers you circled in Column
Put the score here. Divide by 11. Put
the average here. Use only one decimal
point in your calcaTEURTI. The best score you
could haveis 1.0, the poorest score is .0.,

P '
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FEELING FIT

Skills Development

Circle the number that expresses your opinion about each
statement.

I can read a.theermometer
accurately. -

I can take blood pressure
accurately, Niith a sphyg-
momahomeer.

I can use -a microscope, to
see small things.

Strongly
Agree Agree

I am imiprOving_my skill in
writing understandable
answers to "Choose Your
Problem."

I read parts of books and
articles, because.of acti-
vities I did in FEELING FIT.

I am learning how to make
arrangements with adults
to do activities in the
community.

I am learning new things about
careers in FEELING FIT
that I didn't know about
before.

I tried ''to change some of'
my habits that affect my
health because of activities
in FEELING FIT.

Add any skill's you improved
upon, during the module,
that were importdilt to you.

Strongly *%

'Disagree Disagree

1 ,2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 4

1 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

5

S . ,

5

5

5

(

5

5

452
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Calculating Your Average for Skills Development.

Add the numbers you have circled. There are eight statements,
but if you wrote more statements, add these numbers, too.
Iite the total here. Divide the sum by 8, or, if you
ded statements, by the toal number,of statements. Put your

average here. Use only one decimal point in your
calculations. What is' the best score you could have? Why?
What is the poorest score?

Calculate the average rating your teacher has made g
the same problem. Put the sum here.

Put tha average here.

4

453

01

a
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MY ACTIVITY RECORD

Name

Teacher

Date

FEELING FIT
DIRECTIONS: Mark each activity by marking the number of the most correct

Do you want to be

4
Mark

YES Mark
Mark

accountable for the activity?

1 if you completed at least one part Of the activity.
2 if you completed all parts of the activity.
3 if you learned by observing another's activity.

4 if you haven't looked at it.
5 if you haven't had time to do it.
6 if you haven't wanted to do it.

Mark
if NO Mark

Mark
,

Personal Health Inventory .,

Is YOur Family Tree Healthy?

Blood Pressure

Blood Tests and Examinations

Rhythms of a Healthy Heart
../

What Is Wrong with This Blood?

Breaking Unhealthy Habits
..,

Can You Achieve aNatural High?

How Fast Can You React?

Coffee and Me

Smoking and You

Working Lungs

Muscle Building

Muscle Relaxation

Looking into the Stomach
Sensible Reducing and Weight
Control

Why Do People Have Skin Problems?

Where's Your Plaque? ......,

Will Your Career Affect Your Ear? ..

i .,

Pik

How Do Glasses Correct for Far-
sightedness and Nearsightedness? ..

The Immunology Game

Aloneness Can Be Positive

Expressions of Loneliness

Send a Person to Coventry

My Life: Who Decides?

Drugs: What Do'You Think?

Stress: How Do You Cope?

Cigarette Advertising
Your School Cafeteria: A Case
Study
Fooling the Senses with Food
Substitutes

Hairy investigations

Pets and People

Venereal Disease

The Sirius Stain

Trapping the Wild Microbe

Folk Medicine: Then and Now

Geography of Life and Death

Life or Death?
45./.

4 4-0
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How Clean Is Your Air?

The Flush

Sewage Treatment

Fabric Flammability Inspection

Testing the Breath for Alcohol

Can You `Give the Breath of Life?

E ency Care in Your City

Health Alert

For each book title:
Mark 1, if ,you read it all
Mark 2, if you read part
Mark-3, if you couldn't get it
Mark 4, if you didn't try to use it

V. D.

The Look You Like

Standard Firqt Aid

Licit and Illicit Drugs

The Medicine Show

Dinky Hocker Shoots Smack

Health and 'seas!

Your B ow It Works

Heart: A Golden Guide

Sarah T.

The Eater's Digest

The Modern Medicine Show

Be a Disease Detective

How Long Do People 'Live?

Death and Disposal

Where Can You Get Help?

What Do Medical People Do? ....

Health Journal

For each*bodk title:
Mark 1, if the book was easy to read
and useful
Mark 2, if the book was easy to read,
not useful
Mark 3, if the book was hard to read
and useful
Mark 4, if the book was hard to read,
not useful

V. D.

The Look You Like

Standard First Aid

Licit and Illicit Drugs

The Medicine Show

Dinky Hocker Shoots Smack

Health and Disease

Your Body and How It Works

Heart: A Golden Guide

Sarah T.

The. Eater's Digest

irs
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FEELING FIT, Objective Problems

Name

Teacher '-

Date

Evaluation Period 4

DIRECTIONS: Record your answers in the column at the right. Part of, the question is
repeated to help you keep your place. Record your reason for your chciice
(including choice 7) in the space provided. Check to be sure you've marked a
choice for every problem except number 2. Thanks.

. Which way gives the most accurate... Reason: 1._

. The temperature shown is Meese fill in the blank. not the machmescored column.) Reason: 2_ _
3. The correct blood pressure Reason: 3._
4. Judy and Terri's blood pressure Reason 4._
5. The heart... Reason: 5._
6. What happens to the blood... Reason. 6._
7. ff a person's blood pressure Reason: 7._
8. Her blood type is... Reason: 8._
9. Blood types are important... Reason: 9._

10. eThe most accurate description... R eason

11. Which part is not... \ Reason: _11.

12. A better plan would be... Reason: 12

13. What should Ken do.... Reason: 13

14. A diuretic... Reason: _14

15. If Diane follows the diet... Reason: 15.

456
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FEELING FIT, Objective Problems

Name

Teacher

Date

Evaluation Period 5

DIRECTIONS: Record your answers in the column at the right. Part of the question is
,repeated to tufo you keep your place. Record you'r reason for'your choice
(including choice 7) in the space provided, Check to be sure you've marked a
choice for every problem except number 18 and number 20.

16. Digested means... Reason: _16.

17. What would you see? Reason: 17.

18. Part 3 represents the (Please fill in the blank, not the machunrscontd column ) Reason: _18.

19. The parts represent... Reason: 19.

20. Tom's MOHI score is (Please farm the blank, not the machine scored column I Reason: 20.

21. What should Tom do? Reason: 21,

22. If your eye..: Reason: 22.

23. The body protects itself... Reason:, 23.

24. Whi0i statement...? Reason: 24.

25. Which disease...? Reason: 25.

26. Which statement about acne? Reason: 26.

27. The part where acne... Reason: 27.

28. His hearing Reason: 28.

29. Which interpretation...7 Reason: 29.

30. The best reason... Reason: 30.

457
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FEELING FIT, Objective Problems

Name

Teacher

Date

Evaluation Period 6

DIRECTIONS: Record your answers in the column at the right. Part of the question is
repeated to help you keep your place. 'Record your reason for your choice
(including choice 7) in the space provided. Check to be sure you've mal.ked a
choice for every problem.

31. Syphilis microorganisms...

y32. Venereal diseases...

33. An example...

34. Venereal diseases are spread...

35. Vaccination...

36. While disease...?

e'-'37. -How many people...?

38. The purpose...

39. Which statement...?

40. The life expectancy...?

41. ,Which medicine...

42. The brand...

Reason: .1_31.

Reason: _32.

Reason: 33.

Reason: 34.

Reason:

Reason: 36.

Reason: 37.

Reason: 38.

Reason: 39.

Reason: 40.

Reason: 41.

Reason: 42.

43. Health care... Reason: _43..

44. Which list is not...? Relson:,_ 44.

45. Which is not useful...? Reason: 45.
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Column I. Work Habits:
Mark 1 for most of the time
Mark 2 (in between 2 and 3)
Mark 3 for about half the time
Mark 4 (in between 3 and 5)
Mark 5 for not often

1 work independentlyI don't need to be
supervised.

I try even if the reading is hard for me.

I choose another activity to do when I'm
waiting for long-term things to happen.

I do my part of clean-up and
-management of materials.

I do my part when I work with others on
an activity.

I start a new activity as soon as ',finish
one.

I read activities carefully before I start
work on them.

I I contribute to discussions about
activities when I work with others.

I try to help the group stay on the subject
when we discuss activities.

When an activity I have started gets too
shard to do. I keeptrying to figure it out.

I keep working on the activity I have
chosen even when there are other
interesting things going on in the cia .

A

459

FEELING FIT: Self-Rating Problems

Name

Teacher

Date

(Mark only in the spaces indicated by the arrow )

Column II. In Comparison to CHANGE. I
have:
Mark 1 for improved
Mark 2 (in between 1 and 3)
Mark 3 for about the same
Mark 4 (in between 3 anTi 5)
Markt 5 for not at all

I work independentlyI 0111 need to be
supervised. or.

I try even if the reading is hard for me.

I choose another activity to do when I'm
waiting for long-term things to happen.

I do my part of clean-up ad
management of materials.

I do my part when I work with others on
len activity.

I start a new activity as soon ael finish
% one.

I read activities carefully before I start
work on them.

I contribute to discussions about
activities when I work with others.

I try to help the group stay on the subjert
when we discuss activities.

When an activity I have started gets too
hard to do. I keep trying to figure it out.

keep working on the activity I have
chosen even when there are /other
interesting things going on in the'class.
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Skills Development. Transfer your self-
ratings to this form from page 28.
beginning with:
Mark 1 for strongly agree.
Mark 2 for. agree.
Mark 3 for ?
.Mark 4 for disagree.
Mark 5 for strongly disagree.

I can read a thermometer accurately.-4.

I can take blood pressure accurately with
a sphygmomanometer,

I can use a microscope to see small
things

I am improving my skill in writing
understandable answers to "Choose
Your Problem."

I read parts of books and articles,
because of activities I did in FEELING
FIT.

I am learning low to make arrangements
with adults to do activities in the
community.

I learned new things about careers in
FEELING FIT that I didn't know- about
before.

I tried to change some of my habits that
affect my health because of activities in
FEELING Fit.

Any skills you improved upon, during the
module, that were important to

I

I

FEELING FIT: Self-Rating Problems

Name

Teacher

Date

(Mark only in the spaces indicated by the arrow
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FEELING FIT

,'CHOOSE YOUR PROBLEM A

CODING PROTOCOL

A. Were there some important things that you learned about in
FEELING FIT that were not included in Objective Problems.
Write enough detail for anyone to understand two things
you learned.

COLUMN

1-10 Student I.D. Number

11 One thing learned

1 = generalization with exiciples

2 ='generalization without examples

3 = specific.example(s)

4 = not to tip BSCS in high school

5 = positive feelings

6 = negative feelings

7 = not codable

a= value statement

12
1

Second thing learned.

1 = generalization with examples

2 = generalization without examples

3 = specific example(s)

4 = not to take BSCS in high school

5 = positive feelings

6 = negative feeling

7 = not codable

8 = value statement.

/ 78-79

9 = no response

Code for FEELING FIT = )2

4f 1
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FEELING! TIT

CHOOSE YOUR PROBLEM B

CODING PROTOCOL

B. Write a short story about what it's like to be in Human Sciences.
Include, both advantages and' disadvantages if you can.

I

1. Do not cople any comments on regular science except when it is
referrOfto comparatively.

2. Do not code any comments about eTlipment not arriving on time.

3. Code all comments on evaluation only, in the two categories for
testing and evaluation (X).

4. Code phrases, dependent and independent clauses, as well as
sentences. For example,
0 ...is more interesting to do," (I+) is coded.,
"There are good activity (E+) but not all the time", (E-) is
'coded as marked. There are two evaluation comments, one
positive, one negative:

5. Coding system. Ten codes will be used. Each coding will be
recorded on the student response at the .last word ofthe
sentence, clause or phrase being coded. The student's responses-
will be recorded on the op-scan form in the exact order in which
codable responses occUrred in the exposition. One column will
be used for each coded'response. Five letter codes will beused.
Theinnumerical equivalents,
are as lol/ows:

to be coded on the op-scan forms

'e

E+ = 1 /
E- = 2

A+ = 3

A- = 4

V+ = 5

V- = 6

I+ = 7

8

1.C.t = 9

X- = 0

. .

Choose Your Problem B begins in Column 13 on the op-scan form.
-0.7 The longest response ends in Column 29.p..pescriptions of each

coding term are described below.

re
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(E +) Evaluation Comments (good, pleasant, happy,fair, nicer

like (it)
better
feel special
cool
great
couldn't wait for.pore,
neat
feel special, proud,
glad
worth it

A

(E-) Evaluation Comments (bad, unpleasant, sad, awful, unfair)

don't like (it)
hate it
teacher yells at you for nothing
terrible
can't stand it
stupid
activities are dry
don't care for BSCS

(A+) Activity Comments (active, fast, moving, lively, doing)

can walk around
easy directions
working with someone/others/whom you want
more participation
learn as fast as you want/*1 speed,
not a lot of book wdrk
can go place's
like/to do HSP bptter

`choose when I wat to...
learn by iaO-ing
do yourself, on your own
hardly any paper Mork

' not a lot of homework

a I
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(A-) Activity Comments (not active, slow, still, tired, listening)

,less participation
less studying
materials not there (lost or stolen)
don't have time to/have to work fast
too much noise
dislike reports
activities too long
too much writing
have to have other people to do activities with
some activities gall for doing, impossible things
can't get materials from home
equipment stolen
not enough interesting activities
never get help from teacher

(V+) Value Comments (close, full, useftil, important, valuable)

learn more /a lot
can't have HSP in high school
HSP ends
unique experience
should start at 3rd, go through 12th
(m6re) freedom
not as hard
find answers yourself
covers more things

4makes you want to learn
informative
trusted
learn new things
dbn!t have to learn what you learned
ask questions you 'want
chance to explore
choose (pick) activities
do a lot more than...
more variety, do more things
different kinds of activities
(more) independent*
have supervision you don't know is there
teacher not always standing over you
hope my child has it
learn to deal with problems in the future
is educational
never out of work
more understandable
its easier

I
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(V-) Value Comments (distant, empty, useless, not important, worthless)

not learning
people...waste time
I won't know...
can abuse freedom -2--

more interested in regular science
activities not understandable
do activity even if don't want to
some problems are hard A

doesn't meet requirements for science jobs
can't do things like in other science classes
teachei gets on your back for not doing activities

(I+) Interest Comments (interesting, exciting, fun)

enjoyable
(not interest as choice)

(I-) Interest Comments (boring, dull, not fun)

.

All comments on Testing, Evaluation and Grading in HSP

(X+) (all positive comments)

glad there was a choose'your problem

'(X-) (all negative'domments)

'hate evaluation
long evaluation
have to do evaluation
a lot of evaluation

4

4E5
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FEELING-FIT

CHOOSE-YOUR PROBLEM C

CODING PROTOCOL

14

C. Explain how being interesteein a particular activity was
important to what you learned. Write enough to convince a
reader that interest was important. Also tell- what you leaned
because of interest.

COLUMN

30 IMPORTANCE OF INTEREST

1.= fling of accomplishment

accomplished something

learning more, More likely to learn

work harder, work better'

examples of what was learned

2 = feeling of. enjoyment

fun

excited

turns ygu on

3 = (1 + 2)

4 = feeling of involvement

done things on own time

care about

it will be meaningful,

5 = (1 + 4)

6 = (1 + 2 + 4)

7 = not codable

8 = no commeAks on importance

(continued)

46'6
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COLUMN

31 RESULTS

1

OF LACK OF INTEREST

= less accomRlished-

learn less

in one ear and out the other

2 = activity is a chore

just do it

boring

3 = (1 + 2)

4 = would quit

v 5 = the module is stupid

no interesting activities

6 = no comments on lack of interest

7 = not codable

8 = (1 + 5)

4
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FEELING FIT

CHOOSE YOUR .PROBLEM D

CODING PROTOCOL

D. What does being in good health--feeling fit--mean to you?
-Include as many different ideas in your' as you can. In
a short sentence, explain what each of your ideas mean.

COLUMN

32+ 33 01 = exercise, physical fitness (only)

02 = food, nutrition (only)

03 =, attitudes, feelings, 'mentally fit
(ohly)

4104 = weight control, 'good shape/figure
(only)

05 = rest /sleep (only)

06 = avoid sickness (only) + (tooth care)

07 = avoid'smoking/drinking (only)

of the above

3 of the above

4 of the above

,

08 =

09 =

10 =

11 = not'cbdable (incltde reiterations like--
take care of yourielf, care about yOur
health, etc.)
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FEELING FIT

CHOOSE YOUR"PROBLEM E

CODING PROTOCOL

E. Explain how_you feel abodt the activities yod completed and are
accountable-for in FEELING FIT. What would you say to a person
who said, "How you feel abopt school work is not important, what
did you learn?"

COLUMN

34

v.

1 = general positive tone

2.= general negative tone

3 = mixed positive and negative tone

7 = not codable



FEELING FIT

CHOOSE YOUR PROBLEWF

CODING PROTOCOL

F. The average blood preSSure of ten people, taken after 24 hours
without coffee or Similar substances, are shown in the column,
"Average Blood Pressure." Each person drank one cup of strong
coffee. Blood pressure was measured and recorded at 30 and 60
minutes after drinking the coffee.

1. What is your conclusion about the effects of coffee on blood
piessure based on the data on the chart?

2. What reasons do you hay for your conclusions?

PERSON
NUMBER

. AVERAGE BLOOD
PRESSURE AFTER

.24 HOURS '
-

WITHOUT CO.:qz., F=,E

BLOOD PRESSURE
30 4INUTES

AFTER DRINKING
STRONG COFFEE

BLOOD PRESSURE
60 MINUTES

1 AFTER DRINKING
STRONG COFFEE

1 122/80 124/d,. 125/d2
2 118/80 118/79 118/1
1, 125/-84 125/84 127/85_ .

4 137/82 136/82 13011r
5 119/86

' 119/96' 118/86
6 120/85 122/86 121/85
7 123/80 124/30 123/81
8 ..,-.) -122/78 '.1 123/7.9 124/80
9 127/82 127/82 127/82 ,

10 130/M5 131/85 130/85
Average 124.3/82.2 '124.9/82.4 125.1/83.0

COLUMN

35

a.

What are the effects of coffee on
-blood pressure?

1.= blood pressure-goes
2.=1:ilood pressure goeS down
3 = blood. pressure stays the tame
-7 = no statement of effect

;What reason(S).isgiven?

1 = caffeine-
. 2.= because blood pressure data shows

the rise is higher aftl-k-30 Minutes
. 3 =19ecauSe the blood pressur-:changed
7 = no .reason for effects

- 170
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FEELING F-IT

CHOOSE YOUR PROBLEM G

CODING PROTOCOL

G. Describe or make a' drawing to show an important idea you learned
in FEELING FIT. Your description or drawing should be clear
enougi for anyone reading or looking at your response to 1,

underbtand what you have learned.

COLUMN

37

1

IMPORTANT IDEA LEARNED

1 = desori tion or representatiqn of a
specific activity, no ideasl

2 = specific skill (learned.tq take blood
pressure, learned. right way to. care
for teeth)

3 = general ideas (including more than ,

one activity)
.

4 = specific.idea.from specific .activity
E3

7 = not codable

C5
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FEELING FIT

CHOOSE YOUR PROBLEM H

CODING PROTOCOL
'V

Choose Your Problems H-R will be coded on this, the second Op-scan sheet.

H. Name a serious fimily health problem that could be prevented if
people in the family knew aboVt it. How would the family help
reduce or prevent the problem?

COLUMN

1-10 Student
1I.D. Number

11 For all responses whereionly 1 problem
is listed.

1 = smoking
2 = hole in the liver
3 = leukemia
4 = diabetes
5 = flue
6 =mental retardation
7 = tuberculosis
8 = rabies in a pet dog

For all responsbs where more than one
problem is listed,

9 = two or,more problems Listed
1

12 How .would the family ,help reduce or
prevent the problem?

Mi

1 = tell the person to quit smoking
until he does

2 = stop drinking and smoking
3 =
4 =
5 = use different drinking glasses
6 = mother should eat well and stay in

good health
7 = take theist medidine
8 F take the dOg to the vet
9.= no prevention stated

78-79 Codtk for FEELING FIT = 12 17280 Code'sfo;' Op-8dan
Sheet #2 = 2
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FEELING FIT

CHOOSE YOURPROBLEM I

CODING PROTOCOL

I. If you studied foods in your school cafeteria, what: food group
did you find was not eaten by most students? What was the most
common reason given for not eating foods in this group?. What do,
you think should be dorie about students not eating foods in this
group? Why?

COLUMN

13

1.4

15

A

What food group was not eaten in the school

l'= milk group (milk, cheese, ice cream,
margarine)

2 = meat group (meats, fish, poultry, egg
peas, nuts)

3 = vegetables or vegetables and fruit- (g
vegetables, tomatoes, salads)

4 = breads and cereals
5 = fruit
6 = all groups except meat and desert
7 = none listed

Reason for not eating food

1 = taste/smell
2 = appearance
3 = served cold
4 = taste and appearance
5 = taste + appearance + gold
6 = don't.like

7=
What should be done?

1,= serve vegetable hot
?

4

cafeteria?

butter/

s, dry beans,

reen/yellow"

2 = get students to try it before they say they
don't like it/tell them about it

1 = change the type of Vegetables
4 = get something better than vegetables
5 = don't serve it
6 = nothing
7 = not stated
8 = make them eat it
9 = make them look good

44r
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FEELING FIT

CHOOSE YOUR PROBLEM J

CODING PROTOCOL

J. Do you agree or disagree with this statement: "Pets are neither
good nor bad. They are neither a major problem nor do they
benefit people." State whether you agree or disagree. Give
your reasons for agreeing or disagreeing..

COLUMN

16 positive values for pets

1 = companionship/affection

2 = protection/safety

3 = seeing eye dogs provide sight

4 = tactile/sensory stimulation'

5 = 2 or more of 1, 2, 3; 4

6 = personal value/no reason given

7 = not codablel.

8 = no response ti

17 Negative yalueS for petS

18

1 = disease transmission

2 = overpopulation problem

3 = nuisance

4 = 2 or more of, 1, 2, 3

5 personal value/no reason

6 = not codable

7 = no response

given

People/pet interrelationships

1
the value of pets depends upon-the care
provided by the owner

2-= reiteration/generalization

3 = pets equated with animals ia general

4 = not codable

5 = no people/pet interrelationship- discussed

4

460
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FEELING FIT

CHOOSE YOUR PROBLEM K

CODING PROTOCOL

K. Loneliness is a very personal experience. Describe, in detail,
what the individual and social parts of loneliness mean to you.

COLUMN

19-20 01 = being by.yourself, alone

02 .= not having anyone to talk to

03 = not having any friends

04 = a. general negative_response

05 = feeling gad, in a bad mood

06 = 1 +2

07 = 2 + 3

08 = 1 + 2 + 3

.09 = 3 + 5

10 = not codable



FEELING FIT

CHOOSE YOUR PROBLEM L

CODING PROTOCOL

L. Explain the difference between "being alone" and "loneliness"
as you now understand them.

More than one item may be coded.

COLUMN

21 - -23 A. BEING ALONE

1 = Being physically alone--no value
placed on it

2= Being physically.alone and doing-
something--no value placed on it

3 = Being physically alone--doing
something which is viewed as
necessary, positive or valuable

4 = Being .physically alone--with a
negative value placed on it

5 = Being physically alone by choice

= The same as loneliness, a negative
.feeling of isolation

7 = Not codable

8 = Being alone not discussed

24-26 B. LONELINESS

1 = A feeling of being emotionally or
psychologically alone--no value
placed on it

2 = A feeling of being emotional1S, 4
psychologically alone and perceiving
it negatively (a bad feeling)
- -no one cares
--an empty feeling

3 = Being physically with people but
isolated from them psychologically
--a feeling of not belonging'

4 = Needing someone who iS not present
" --a friend, family member, pet '

(CONTINUED)

r ,
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COLUMN

24-26

I

I

LONELINESS (contiriued)

5 = Not having any friends

6 = Being alone, not by choice

7 = The same as being alone, Art with
nothing to do

8 = Not codable

9 = Loneliness not discussed

47
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FEELING FIT

CHOOSE YOUR PROBLEM M

CODING PROTOCOL

M. _People are concerned about the environment. Does the
environment affect death rates? Give evidence to
support your answer.

COLUMN

27

2

1 = /Demographic response 1 (Ea*st Coast
has higher'death rate,than mid-West]

2 = Demographic response 2.(ihdustrial
. .areas.have higher death rates than
----rural areas]

3'= Pollution results in more illness

4 = Pollution spreads infections

5 = Implication that heart disease and
cancer are related to environment--

4 personal and/or social

6 = lack of food results in starvation

7,= unrelated response/insulated opinion
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FEELING FIT

CHOOSE YOUR PROBLEMHN"

CODING PROTOCOL

N. Diagram the main steps in sewage treatment

COLUMN

28

.

t

1 =

2 =

3 = diagram with

4 =

6 =

6 = diagram, but

7 =

diagram with
and tertiary

diagram with
treatment

in your city.

primary, secondary,
treatment

primary and secondary

primary treatment

no steps

unrelated diagram

O

(

Is0
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FEELING FIT

CHOOSE YOUR PROBLEMA

STUDENT RESPONSES

O. Write one important objective problem that someone doing
the activity should be able to answer. Explain why you
think the problem is important.

CORLEY- -LANSDOWNE

Glenn Coleman. (41711 4141) "TO Learn"

Eddie Campion (44661 4144) "How the Sci'nce class is run
because before the teacher g;ade it,by what she seen bet
now you got to right what you it."

PROBLEM 0 IS NOT CODED ON THE OP SCAN SHEETS.

o.

4so

is

a

tit

NI
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FgELI FIT

CHOOSE YOU PROBLEM P

CODING - ROTOCOL

What did you find out from the activity? Include data
you gathered, what yo.0 did, or made,-etc., and what it
means, your interpretation,of what you learned.

COLUMN

'29 1 = Description of field ,trip--7What
Clo'Medical\People Do?

4

2 = Result of "How Fast Can You
React"

3 = Adapted Teohnoland

4 = Found how .to save a life A

5 =

6 =

a

401
.
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PEELING FIT

CHOOSE YOUR PROBLEM Q

.* STUDENT RESPONSES

F

Q. Describe an experiment you designed. Tell what you
'.wanted to find out,-how ydu did the experiment, and
what ybu found.

I)
VASCONCELI,OS - -MARKHAM

Don Fullerton (92671 9292)'-'This is a steambrdiler witch
measures steam. 1. Bottle witch makes the steam.
2. Test tube. 3. Stryfoam Cup. 4. .themometer

A.

§andy MacDonald (91522 9291) "My self-writen activity was:,
about e.s.p. That is sort of along the line of mental
health. My experiment(s) were.to test ability of p.k. (min4

over matter) I took a new dice (no edges wqrn down).and,
thought and thought of the number that ,wanted t9 turn pp, :4 ".

I shook the dice in a 'cup and tossed it On to the-floar.i If.
.1p.

my number turns up more than two out of six turnq; ehAn .

possibly I have p.k.

CORLEY - -LANSDOWNE

Glenn Coleman (41711 4141) "Learned alcohol turns the blood"

JOHNSON -- WHITAKER

Doug Roake (13231 7674) "I did an experiment`to findhowbad
the polution is. So I got glass slides and put vasoline
on them, then put.them on the North, South, sides. then

7 days later I discovered the polution."

CHESTER-MOHR--WHITAXER.

Paul Studer (75381 7775) "with a microscope adjusting it."

RORTVEDT- -SENNETT

Bill Henderson (61181 6464)- "ft was.a boat with a syrafoam
body and a battery for an engine. We wanted to see if would
work.' It dj.d"
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c.

1,

FEELING FIT

CHOOSE YOUR PROBLEM R

CODING' PROTOCOL

.

R. Write the title and explain an activity produced by a
student. Why was this more important to you than
activities from the module? How does the activity
relate to the module? .

.

COLUMN
A

31 ' 1 = Project:of independent work
t described, related to module

. .

,

c.f. i 2 =; Made a game;, described it,
4 'related to module- , t .--

.fr

,s e.'

\
,,,,

. .....:1 - t . 4-
-. - . , . , ...41f ' 4 .'; t , '. I . ..

: . 't. ,..', . I k 4° =- '4,'

q

..

I .
......

e ' 5; ) I 5' ;-::.-- AV

m . m '

; , .
. 6 = uninterpretable statement.

..

.

0'

'17d= unintexpretabl.k diagram

0

0

0

.. 4.93

.

I
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PROTOCOLS FOR PROBLEMS 2, 18, & 20 FOR FEELING FIT

Evaluation Peridd4

Problem 2

code #

37.2/37.2C/-37 2)10V372/

2 = 37 1/4

3 = 37.4/37.1/37. /37/37 1/5/37

4 = 3.f/36.

5 = '-other numbers
oir ,o,

,

:leave blank i- c .

...

A

-1/2/

7 .w4 didn't chobseprob.led .

4 -
(Evaluation Period 5--

Problem 18

code #

.diaphrxri

2. = rib cags/chest/.

3 = other respiratory parts

4 other body parts /stomach /tongue

5 = don't know/don'41.understand-
.

leave blank

7 = didn't choose problem

Problem 20

code #
r

1 2.4

2 24

3 = 27, 25 , 23

4 they add up equal

5 = other numbers

19,0ave blank,

didn't choose problem

484 41.
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FEELING FIT

Keys to Objectiv4 Problems

Evaluation

Evaluation Period 4 Evaluation Period 5 Evaluution,Period 6

1. 2 16. 2

2, 37 .2 °C (1) 17. 1 `

3. 1 18. dia ram (1)

' 4. 13 19. 3

5. '3 20. 2.4 (1) .,

61 -1---' "21'. 3

7. 4 ,22.- 3

8% 4 23. 1

/7 .,
I.

9. 2 24. 2
1

10. 2. .25. 5

11. 3 26. q

12. 21 27. 2 . tD.

13. 3 28.,,1

14. 4 - 29. 1
. I

15. 1 30. ,3

C

31.

32.

A,

2
; .

-,

33. 1

, 34. 2

35. 4

36. 2

37. 5t

38. 1

39. 3 ,1

/

40. 4'

41. 5

42. -3

43. 3

44. 1

45. 2

O

0
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1

INVENTION

Facilitating Self-Evaluation

.By this time' in the'schoOl year, you may wis
some questions about hclw, effectively you are
self - evaluation,.

Strongly
Agree Agree

My interaction with studepts
helps them develop or±teria for
estimating thevapality of their
ownwork.

I consult with every student
during each ,grading period so
that we arrive at .an under-,
standing of-A-low-grades fere:
determined. ,

I review some (or all) %

---,Objective Problems, as 'a
learning activity.

I review some of the reasons
_ given for choice of responses

to Objective Problems and how
these'can be improved in quality
for students with different
competencies.

I lead:a discussion of responses
to Choose Yodr Problem; helping
students analyses understandable
and non-vandekstandable responses.
The goal is to help.students
set their-own criteria" for
quality.

O

"
. , .

to ask yourself
acilitating

Strongly
Disagree Disagree.

,
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EVALUATION ,PERIODS
r

*

. e

EvalUatian-is a continuous activity throughouX the

module. Students should be encouraged to keep the
<

ef
"INVENTI, Folder" up7to-date. They need,to.be reminded

to save sampies''oetheir bedt Work in their Folders to show

the kind and' quality of -work they are producing. .

ThePdesign of INVENTION makes formal end-of-the-module

evaluation, rather Than evaluation at the end of each problem

area, the best option..-You may want to set aside some time

during each week to help students in small groups; or as a'

total clasd, to review what they have done, to organize
A

- their thoughts as to new problems they now recognize, and to

assess the mafor new idead and facts they'have encountered:.

In summary, the formal evalliatjon activity for. INVENTION

will pe conducted only.-at the end of the module. We estimate
Ask

that it will require three or'four class periods to complete.

The materials provided in the Module are listed in the

tdble that follows. In addition, students will need to again

use their "Mapping My Progress'in Human Sciences, Level III." -

This booklet was sent with the CHANGE module evaluation

materials. New.pages for,this booklet for graphing and

summarizing the Self- Rvaluation Problems are included. These

should be stapled to 'the "Mapping My Progress in Human

Sciences" booklet:

EVALUAtLON MATERIALS AND TIME OF USE

TITLE

INVENTION
Folder

--"t e

DESCRIPTION

Lists activity titles by
problem' area and 'aslit for
parts of activities one
and parts for which the
student ,wishes to be
accountable: O

TIMING

Daily add, at
the evaluation
periods at the '

and of the
module. (Task 1)
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TITLE

Student Guide
to INVENTION

My Activity
Record

ProblIms' to
Solve

Objective Problems
7 and 8

Obj ectiver Proble.m.
9

Self-rating
Problems

Choose Your
Problem Work
Sheets

.DESCRIPTION

This booklet describes the
module for Students j'and
parents). It 'also explains
t1Te evaluation materials'
and procedures. (one per
Student)

This is one, machine .
scorable fort for the
entire module. It
algb includes' book
titles provided in the
module. (one per'studeet.)

This booklet contains
three sets of Objective
Problems, one set of
Choose Your Problem,
and Self-rating Problems.

This is a machine
scorable form for
transferring answer's to
two of three sets of
objective problems in the
Problems to Solve booklet.
(one per studentl

This is a machine'
scorable form for, t'

transferring answers to
one Objective Problem set.

(one per student)_,

40

This is a machine
scorable form for
transferring responses
to the 'Self-rating-
problems in the Problems
to Solve bodklet.
.(one per student)

These are for student
responses tc2 short answer
essay problems. They-are
printed on NCR paper.

.tbpy 1 is for the student
-to retain in his or her
Folder.. Copy 2 is to be
mailed to the Human Sciences
Project. (two pads per
Class)

488

TIMING

Daily and at
the evaluation'
periods at the
end of the
module.

End-of-
module
evaluation
"periods,
(Task! 2)

En-d-of-
module '''

evaluation
periods
(Task 3)

End-of-
module
evaluation
periods,

'following
completion
of Task 3 ,

End-pf-
module
evaluation
period,
Tasks 3'and 4.

En-
module
evaluation
periods

End-of-
module
evaluation
periods
(Task )'
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TITLE

Mailer

7

DESCRIPTION

One mailer is provided to,
return the machine
icorable My Activity.
Record and.Objective
Prbblems forms..

TIC MIN

Mdil as soon
is possiblek
after you have
checked each-
paper for
%accuracy.

EVALUATIQN DESIGN FOR INVEtiTsiaN . A

The evaluation procedures and materials for INVENTION

aredesigned to.provide'students with-products that can be

used for self-evaluation and as a-data base for you and your

students to make judgments about'grades. Both objective and

,subjectilie data are includedin this data base.

The biSic.is'sUe'you and your students must resolve is-

whether evaluation must result in a single grade or can be

descriptive of accomplishments. If a single grade'is io be
3

deriVed, a decision must be made as to whether'the gade'will

be referenced, to.individual growth and development or will be

normative, based on comparisons of each studp;t's work with

the normsof the cliss,group or some other reference-group.

The evaluation,paterials for INVENTION may be used in either

of those contexts, but the use will differ in each. Both

you and your students need to have the same defined point

of view-About the basis lfor the kinds of evaluation data to
.

be used and the uses' to which these data will be put.

The next question to be resolved, and it may only be

resolved empirically, is the tension between quality and

quantity. 'How can these;two dimensions of everything you

and your students do in class be determined? These two

questions are'presented in relation to4eachvitem in the

evaluation materials. Figure 1 shows tpe relationships of

the different evaluation' materials to determining the quality

and quantity of student accomplishments.

t. N
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Record sheets, answersto activity
questions, constructions

Objective Problems-rpercenticotre.ct-
Quality

tChoose Your problemquality criteLa

Self- rating Problems
Work Hgbitsprofile
Skills -- profile

Invention Folder'rzpercent,of activity
parts for which the student wishes to '

be accountable.
Quantity

\
Objective,ProbleMS.--perdent of problems

1 chosen

Figure l.- (Schematic relations, of evaluation data to quality
and quantity.

t

&

4

f
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'MECHANI-CS OF .THE EVALUATION RROCESS

A

INVENTsION-TOLDER-

1

.. , .

The "INVENTION Folder" is to aid students inexecuting

', A 4 their responsibility for record keeping. "The Fo lder is f Or

student-teacher-parent use. When completed, it should include

an accurate of the activities fof which each student
.0

has accepted accountability,
,

'INVENTION` activities are.in

J
part s and sub-parts. we ask the Student to keepan accurete

record by circling eachNpart'as they,db it. Then they are
.

to circle, the parts they are to. be accountable for. After '
*

* 1
, ,

w9rk has been completed at the, termination of the module,

each student should have the opportunity to review all

activity parts circled. . 1
. . .

( /

The Folder has a pocket for students to save samples
. .. .. IN .. .

Ne. of their hestwork from the module. These materials along

C-With the materials front thefor/mai evaluatioh tasks serve I
.. c . -

as the.written source of materials for evaluatiort and

. grading. Your judgment. and that of each student also

r.

become important componentsot'trahslating data intogrades

whe4;that is necessary.
( -

5
TASK 1: 'MY ACTIVITY RECORD

. %

4

Students wi14 need their "INVENTION 'Folder," their

"Student Guide to INVENTION," and'aCcesd to the('module and

the books included with the module. Since they will be

.covering data from the full module-, encourage them to go

to the module cart to look at an 'activity if they have

, doubts about whether.or not they completed it.

Task 2 is to complete the machine-siorable form, f

"My Activity Record." Care and accuracy Are essential to

this task. When all students havv,completed the forms,

49/ ,

71,
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tfr

you might have them exchange papers to check each other's
F

accuracy. Here are some check points:

Atlame, teacher, and date are legible.

*Bach activity part has oile and'onlltone mark--1, 2,,3

4, 5, d; 6--for activities done.

Bach.activity part has'one and only one mark for'

activities 'for which the students to be accountable.
Q

Otiumbdr 7,ehouli not be marked.

Erasures are clean.'
4

I

(: The page4isnot wrinkled ortorn:, 0

= -
.

'zmphasize tb studentsthat this activity bill not be a

permanent part of the.Human Sciences -Plogram,rbut that it is

a *

needed'bectuSe thOe are test materials. ,The marks they

make for.eAsh activity are used when the Human Sciences .staff

111* a
begins to:review materials.

Collect these papers,and have a. Committee of two or

three students 4heck thbm, c recheck themlrourseM,
A'

'd

la

before rqaAling.
It

\

.)

Th 24_0134CTIVE PROBLEMS

"

Di'sribute:the "Problemi to Solvewabboklets. The."Problelps

to So e booklet contaieWthree sets of Objective Problems, a

set of "Choose Your ProbleMi," and a set of ,"Self-rating Problems."
=

1
I

r"*.,

r.

e

t

.111 three Objective rts',Sets a Evaluation:'

0 .

repo,;abeled. -

..i

Period Evaluation leriod 8, and Evaluation. Period 9. These

designat ons coincide with the graph notations in "Mapping M

Progress in Human Scrences, .Level-III." They may be completed

in one or Mne periods as i'equired,. .
Students Kill nqgd to mark

.

their resnses and write reasonslri the book/et before they

transfer answers toe apiropriate_Objective'Problemmachine
..

scorable form.

478'I
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Examples are provided to try to improve the quality'Of

responses to t4e "Reasons" part of each problem. Please go

over these examples with-student's before they stait'on

"Objective P roblems." 7

4

You may,wish to make the machinescorable formsavailble

to let studbnts transfer answers, on an item by item basis..

You may wish tOhold the form until one Objective PrOblem set

is completed. Then, the appropriate Objective Problem form

could be issued for transfer of data. You might talk about.

the problem with students and let,them decide the way the task

can be managed in'the most. pleasing way. The goal is accurate

transfer of data from the booklet to the form.

The machine scorable forms again need to be checked before

mailing. You can use the procedures described in Task 2 if

you wish. The only difference in the criteria are that marks

of Number 7 are to be use but there should be no Number 6's

marked. We are asking students to give reasons for their

response to every item, including 7. We find that many students

Who did a related activity do not choose the objective problem.

We,,.would like to know their reasons.

1
TASK 3is iCHOOSE YOUR PROBLEM

The short-answer essay or drawing problems are included

in'the "PrOblems to Solve" booklet. In addition,to the.

booklet, students. will need two sets of "Choose Your Problem.

Work Sheets." A set of work sheets consists of one white

sheet, Copy 1, and,oneyellow sheetf" Copy 2, of NCR paper.

Encourage students tep organize their thoughts by

practicing or outlining' ox scratch paper before using the

NCR paper. Help them desvelop a sense of pride in what they

will record.

Students are asked to choose two "Choose Your Problems."

Each one is to be answered on one set of NCR forms.

479
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When this task is completed, Copy 1 (white) should be

retained by you or the student. Copy 2 (yellow) should be

checked 4,nd then mailed to the Human ScOnces Project.

TASK 4: SELF-RATING PROBLEMS

The materials for Task 4 are in the "Problems to Solve"

booklet. ThiS task is the completion of "Self-ratingProblems."

The scales in this set of problems are to formalize self-

judgment (the student) and.eicternal Sudgmenti(yours) regarding

the students' gemelopnient of social competencies, responsibility

.for learning, contributions to maintaining a high 'quality

learning environment, 4nd skills.

Each student shouldplot his ox her response to the

in the scale. Fot. this module, transfer of information frozh

the "Self-rating.Problems" to'asmachine scorable form is

requested. The form may be on onelside of a form for Objective

Problemsebut it,max- be a completely separate form. At this

writing ijis planned to be on the same form as "Objective

Problems, Evaluation Period §,.%,"

Part of Task 4 is transfer of student responses to the

machine scorable form. Again please use some checking

procedure to assertain the accuracy of the transfer.

f

ems

TASK 5: SCORING AND PLOTTING OBJECTIVE PROBLEMS

.Keys to the Objective Problems will be mailed.to you

separately. You may wish to score the problems yourself or

have students assist you. Students willmeedtheir ",Mapping

My Progiess in Human Sciences, Level III".booklets for this

task.

Have students record the module title, INVENTION, in

17

spaces 4, 5, and 6 on page 2 of the char, Ke. to Evalualion
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Periods. Have students write in the appropriate problem areas.

(Use the order in the Folder, even if problem areas were not

Studied in that order.)

They will need,to_perform the calculations for Percent

of Activities, as shown at the bottom of page 2, on'scratch,
.

paperf They, wil need to do this for each .of the three

probiem.areas, using their "INVENTION Folders" as a data

source. They Can then plot their percentages on the griph

on page 3.

Before you have them proceed to page 4, have. them make

their interpretation of whit the graph means, now that it

has nixie points. This will prbvide you with another opportunity

to help students understand the necessity to interpret

graphed-data.

Have _students fill in the module title and problem area

columns for the table on page 4. The cblump "Probltm Area"

on the chart is really not applic#1e for this module. They

should write in Evaluation Iliod 7.Problems, etc., in

'this 'column.

Again, students will-need to carry out their calculations

on separate paper. They may or may not need to, ow.the-

model of calculatiohs on page 4.

Interpretation of the graph With tw lines, nine points

each, is the last phase of the evaluatioA activities. However,

this is an opportune time to have students reduce all of their

evaluation materials to a grade for the module, if grading

is reqtired.

The Self-rating Problems now have a summary sheet in the.

"Mapping My Progress in Human dCiences, Level III", booklet.

Comparisons on the Work Habits section might be appropriate

in individual stu nt-parent conferences.

814
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STUDENTS WILL COMPLETE:

'INVENTION. Folder

*My Activity Record

Problems to Solve Booklet

*Objective
Period 7,

*Objective
Period 9,

SUMMARY

Problems:' Evaluatiori
Evaluation Period 8

Problems: Evaluation

Choose Youf Problem Work Sheets:

Cdpy L
*Copy 2. (2 per student)

*Self-Rating Problems,

DESTINATION:

Student

Human Sciences Project

Student

Human Sciences. Project

Human Sciences Project

Student.
Human Sciences Project

Human Sciences Project

Be sure to mail starred, (*) items (1 each per student except

for Choose Your Problem) to the Human Sciences Project.

60.

dr.
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Name

Teacher

Date

-e

PROBLEMS TO SOLVE

1. ObjectiVe Problems

EvalUation
Evaluation
Evaluation

2. Choose Yodr

3. Self-Rating

Period 7
Period 8
Period 9

^-4

Problem

Problems

,

Human Sciences Program
Level III
Experimental Rdition,.1976
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INTRODUCTION

. . .

There are fivervaluation activities for INVENTION. They

Will all be done at'the end of the module.' There are three

sets of Objective Problems, one group of Self-Ratkng Problems,-
.

-and an INVENTION Questionnaire. These activities are for

'learning. Many times they will ask you to think about an

activity in a different way frbm wheryou did it. They are

also designed to help you 'display what you can do after completing

tA module. We hope you will find the activities interesting.

Objective Problems: Evaluatiori Period 7

Read each problem,carefully. If you'choose to answer a

problem; circle the one number of the best 'answer. If you do

not wish o answer the problem, circle response 7.

Be careful. Several answers may be correct or partly

( correct, but ape answer is best. The best answer may include
-44

more accurate information than others. It may be more comi?lete,

that is, it May include more of a subject. Think before you Ilk

(circle your response.

To help you, problems are grouped, by activity. Solve as

many of the problems as you can, This time we are not asking

you to give reasons for your ',choice. We now have enqugh

information on choice to help us solve our pioblems.; Thanks.

498
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A

When you have marked each of 'the 15 items,. either 'with

a 7 or.your response choice, you have completed this activity.

At some time we need to have you record your responses from

this booklet on the machine-scored form labeled, "Objective

Problems: Evaluatron Period 7." Thanks again.

r
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OBJECTIVE PROBLEMS: Evaluation Period 7

Activity: Paper, Part I.

s _

1. Certain steps must-be done in order -to make paper. -

Here are the steps:

ii

A. wash it B. cat the fibers C. boil the fibers

.

..

D. Iron it', E. mince the fibers' F. add sodium hydroxide
:

.

Which is the co ect series of steps?

1. A, B, C, D, E, F
2. B, F, C, Aj, E, D
3. E, F, B, A, C, D
4. F, C, B, E, D, A
7. I did-not choose this problem.

2. Look at the five Photos (drawings) of straw as seen

through a microscope:.
A a :

. . .

.

.

Which ..rrangement of the phopos (drawings) is the correct

order from the firt to the last step in changihg'straw

to paper?. . 1
$

.

.
. )

/

1. D, E,,C,'A, Bl.
2. A, Di B, C., E' , =

N

3.. C, A, E, D, B F.500

4. E, B, D, A, C_ - f

5. B, jk,' E, C, D
7 . I did' not ,choose this problem.

- -
4 8 6

1
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Activity: Printing

A
Silk screen

t

C
Block print.

a

A

B
Silk screen

D .

be Block print

Joan made two,block',prints and two silk screens for a
sign. Which 'ones will print the lign correctly?

I. A and C
2. A and D
3. 'Band C
4. B and-0 .

7. I did'not choose this problem.

..

Activity: Mon0y, Money., Money, Part II

Which of the folloviinlmaterials would, serve best as a
medium. of exchange if money was not available?

. . .

1. water --:.
_

2. ',sea. shells
3. candy '; . ..-

,,.. '4. flowers .
I

..1 7. I did not choose this problem.'

9
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" 0
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, , 1., ..,

-4 .t . ,.. , ...., .
o

O

t -- .;,...4,,.......0,w).
. '

5. Money "Az*K4sA,m."4,dium of exchange because people
- k

1. -knbow th .J4e Mb t. in coins has the same value as

.

. the coint
't.-.4.t2." are used 't`3 us 't and it is plentiful.

3. like it bette#,,, ',bartering.
4. Rave-confrdell4e:44and 3,t is scare..
1., I did not c.bf/44-.: 1.§r.75,*-ms.

'k-

r, ,:,." -

Activity: The Camera,-Aw
.is II anpul.IV

'6. Jack was tryidg tqfind out how long to expose film in
his pin hole camera:. He placed a potted plant in full.

sun and eb,gok all pictures from the same place. Here is

his record sheet.
0 .°

Picture-Exposure
Number

time Print Quality
Dark or Light? Sharp or Fuzzy?

1
,

2

3

4

,.

.

1 second 'N/

°
2 secote

3 seconds

4 seconds.

bark
9 .

Dark

. Medium -

Light

Fuzzy

Sharp

Fuzzy

Sharp ,

-

The best exposure time for Jack to use is:

1. 1 seco
2. 2 secon s,. /

3. 3 seconds.
4: 4 'seconds.

p

7. I did not choose this
-111problem.

-7. The most important invention in photography depended on

discovering
,

D.

1. way s to shape Metars'intelight-proof cameras. .

'2. haw to make shutters that would open for 1/150th of a
second. - a:

3. how to comiya the Amount, of light striking the film.

4. chemicals that Woulol, change when 'expbsed to light.

7. 'I did not choOse this problem.,

fr X02

fr
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Activity: The Telephone.

8. The basic problem Bell solved in inventing the
telephone was how to

1. 'carry sound over wires.
2. get people to produce enough sound to be heard.
3. convert sound into electricity.
4. store sound so that it could be transmitted.
7. T did notchoose this problem.

Activ&y: 'Technology -and Music

9. Two wired are strung' as shown below..- Both are of the
-same material and under the same tension.

A., 10 cm

B. 20 cm

Which statement is.the most correct statement?

1: String A will vibiate twice as fast as string. B.
,2t. String A will vibrate at the same rateas string B.
3. String B will vibrate twicy as fast as string A.
4. String A and B will vibrate at different rates.
7. I did.. not choose this problem,

r

503
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Activity: Thee Bicycle,, Part II

o 0 0000000000000

o
0 o

1:I. 0 °

Figure 1.

X-

10. compare Figures 1 and 2.
setting to use to climb a

,l. Choose neither one
2., choose a gear setting
3. choose eitAr one
4.ychoose a gear setting
7. I did not choose this

Figure 2.

If you had to decide a ge4r
hill, what would you do?

like Figure 1

like Figure 2
problem.

11. The invention that makes the modern bike.much better,
than this bike was the invention of m-

1. gears.
2. rubber tires..
3. more comfortable seats
4. light weight metal.
7. I did not-choose thiq

Activity: Airplanes, Part II

problem.

12. 3

.4 5

air movementair movement

In the above diagram; air
at point

1. 1
2. 2

3. 3

4. -4
5. 5

7. I did not choose this

pressure will be smallest

.50,E

problem.

i

O
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Activity: The Automobile ; Part II

13. The story "The Mary Celeste Move" was concerned with

1. Mary Celeste and her high-speed automobile.
2. high-speed automOb4es polluting the world.
3. people taking hiOspeed automobiles.
4. high-speed automobiles and technology.
5. people trying to get Away from. high-speed autotobiles.

and technology.
7. I did not choose,,,th&problem.

Activity: Space Travel

14.

Look at the drawings above. Which phrasetbest desCribes
what's going on? The action.of the

1. cannon ball pushing on the air causes the cannon to
move. ,

2. exhaust gases pushing on the ground cause the
rocket to move. 4

3. air rushing out of the balloon causes the balloon.,
to shrink and move.

4. water rushing out of the hose causes an opposite and
equal re-Action and the 'h se moves.

7. did not choose th. pr blem.,

Activity: You and Other Great Inventors, Part II

15. Which one of the.followinglas not _....___t._ ..f Sculpy ?
e

1. It gets dry and crusty at room temperate
. 2. It eta-hard when it -is heated to high- t peratu

3. It picks up newsprint -if pressed onto a newspaper
.at room temperature.

. '4. A holds its shape for weeks at a time.
5. It is soft-.4n4 pliable at room temperature .
7. I.-did not cHnose this problem. 491
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Objective Problems: Evaluation Period 8

L

Read each problem carefully. If you charlse' to answer a-

problem, circle the one nupberf the best ,answer. If you dos'

not wish to° answer the problem, circle response 7.

Se careful. Zeveral answers may be correct or partly,

correct, but one'arlipx is best. The 'best ang14er may -igbiude ,

- /
. ----t--..

. .

, more. accurate. information than Others . It may be' more complete,

that is, it may include more of a subject. Think before ybu

circle your response.

To h4P you, .pro ms are grouped by aivity., Solve- as
. % , , 1-

,..
,

many of tli4-,Rroblems as you can. This time we are not asking'
' -

. -.

you to'..qi:veasons° for yoUr choice. We 11170w have enough
,

infOi`mtion choice to help us solve our problems. Thanks.'

'When"-yOu havb marke4/ each of the
.

A o§,/, =

a 7 or your response choice, you have

15 items, 'either with

completed, this activity,.

At some tide we need to have you record your responses from

this booklet, on the machine-scored form labeled; "Objective

Problems: Evaluation yeriod 8." Thanks again.

I
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Objective Problems: Evaluation Period 8

"41 Activity: Weaving

16. The heddle was an-important invention because it allowed
the weaver to

1. weave more quickly..
2: string a loom more easily.
3. keep the warp frbm getting tangled.,
4., weave larger materials.
7. I did not chooe this problem.

Activity: Scrub-A-Dub-Dub
S.

17. John set up the'following experiment tq-wash test cloths-
with nine different stains on them.

O

rest # Wash Time Water
Temperature

Detergent
.

Bleach Method

1 5 min. 95°C Brand A None Washing machine
2 5 min. 75°C Brand A None Washing machine

Washing machine
Washing machine
Washing machine

3 5 min. 55°C Brand A None
4 5 min. 35°C Brand A None'
5 5 min. '15°C Brand A' None

John was trying to find out the affect of

1. time on cleaning power.
2. temperature on cleaning power.
3. detergent brand on cleaning power.
4. bleach on cleaning power.
5 method on cleaning power.
7. I did not choose this problem.

4

, I

.

m
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Activity: Marking Time, Part IV 4

18. 'Which sundial face represents an accurately made sundial
face?

NORTH NORTH

1. - 1
2. 2

3. 3

4. 4

7. I did not choose this problem.
't

NORTH

3 4

I,

0
19. The oldest mechanical clocks were powe;-ed by

1. batteries.
2. springs.
3. pendulums.
4. weights.
7. I did not choose this problem.

, I

Activity: The Power of Humans, Horses, and Other.Machinee

t

20. Becky wanted to find out how much horsepower a falling

ball would produce. She placed a one pound ball on-a
10 foot stand,.as shown. 'She pushed the ball and timed
its fall.

S

1. She can't measure hci)rsepower that way.

2. She doesn't=have all the measurements she needs..

3. She has done all she needs to do except some calculations.

.4. She needs to throw the ball,from the ground,up,to

the stand.
7. I did not choose this problem.

508
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Activity: Machine Shop'

21. Joan experimented with magnets and an electric motor.
She arranged magnets #1 and #2 so they stuck, together.
Then she placed them on the parts as shol4n.

k

MAGNIT 1 0 MAGNIT 2.

ARMATU1 e

TURNiNC. A MAGMET
Aliourve

METAL Frzi}mg

3

Aolik
1. The motor won't run as she has assembled it.'
2. The motor will run as She has assembled it.
3. If Shetturns*magnet #1 around, the motor will still run.
4. If she turns magnet #2 around, the motor will sti1,1 run;

p7.' I did not choose this problem.

22. To do work;. all machines must have

1. an armature.
2. a source of energy.
3. pulleys or gears.
4. a piston.
7. t did not choose this problem.

Activity: King Coal, parts I and II

23. If Doug heats coal in a test tube, he will find that

1. it changes into an ash with no other products.
2. it changes into liquids, and gases that will burn.
3. it changes intd gases and'liquids-, and asolid

remains.
4. .it is not affected by heating. It has to .burn to'

change. 3
..

7. I did not choose this problem.
,3
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24. Many metal ores contain metals combined with oxygen.
To !get-the pure metal, oxygen has to be chemically
removed from the ore. What material is needed to do
this?

Metal ore +

1. coal
2. co altars
3. coal gases
4. coke
7. I did not choose thisproblem.

4

metal + gases

Activity: The Plastic World; -Part II

25. The invention represnted below made many small` molecules
it. join togIther into long-chain Viihr

0-11

11.-11

0-0
1. distillates
2. tars
3. chemicals
4.' polymers
7. I did not choose this problem.

.Activity: Adtanatic Controls, Part II 1.7

26. Which of the following is an example of an automatic
control?

1. A light switch.
2. An on-off-sx4itch on a TV Set.*
3. keycle switch on a washing machine.
4. A,starter switch on a car.
7. I did not choose this problem.

51p
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27. Jerry tried to-design a control
system that would go on- off-on-

"off several times during a 5 minute
period. He fixed-the flow of water
into the cup so that the bent tube
would be covered with water all the
tittle. What will happ*?

1. The switch will be pressed
down' all the time.

2. The switch will be up all',.the
time.

3. The switch will be pressed
down and released, down and
released, and'so on.

4. .The switch will be pressed
down, released, and then stay
released.

7. I. did not choose this prdblem.

Activity: Computers, Prt II

',,.,
..- .

28. The slide rule, Pascal's calculatorpthe abacus and the
computer solve problems ',

. 1.
.

more correctly an people. /

,,,

1, ,.,

2. more slowly than people do. 1 r'T.,..-

3: in the same way at people. )

4. but have no memory. T.

7. I did not choose this.problem.7
,./

29.. The storage of informationin, the brain is li,ke °information

storage in what part of the computer? /41.,.. .:....

1: input bade /
i

2. electric switches
-,

/ 3. output lights
4., program

,

7., I did not choose this problem.

511
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Activity: General

30. invention that has changed the least over the past two
g',ousand years is

1. paper.
2. clocks.
3. cameras.
4: airplanes.
5. shoes.
.7. I did not choose this problem.

a

11,
,
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Objective Problems: Evaluation Period 9

'Read each 'problem carefully. If you choose to answer a

problem, circle the one number of the best answer. If you do

not wish to answer the problem,-circle respOnse.7.

Be careful. Several answers may be correct or partly -

correct, but one answer is best. the best answer may include

more accurate information than others. It may be more complete,

that is, it may include more of a subject. Think before you

circle your response.

To help you, problems are grouped by activity. Solve as

many of the problems as you dan. This tiitie we are not asking
. -

you to give reasons for your choice. We now have enough

,information on choice to help us solve our problems. Thanks.

When you have marked each of the 15 items, either with a

1 or your response choice, you have completed this activity.

At some time we need to haveyou record your responses from
o

this booklet on the machine-scored form labeled,-"Objectives

Problems: Evaluation Period 9." Thanks again.-

ca



OBJECTIVE PROBLEMS: Evaluation Period9

Activity: Shelter, Part I

31. Which statement is the most accurate statement about
shelters?

Z. Both people and animals build,a variety of kinds of
shelters.

2. People build a variety' of kinds of shelters, but each
kind of animal builds one kind of shelter.

3.' Animals build a variety of kinds of shelter, but each
kind of people builds one kind of shelter.

4. Neither people nor animals build a variety of kinds
of shelters.

7. I did not choose this problem.

Activity: Here Comes an Earthquake, Parts I, II, and IV

32: When an earthquake' occurs, the part of the seismograph
that does not move is'the

1. paper.
2. .weight.
3. foundation.

support..
7. I did not choose this problem.
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,

:3

,41d not choose this problem: SP.

34. Seismograms give information about.
-T

1., where earthquakes will happen.
2. hoW earthquakes are caused.
3. how strong earthquakes were.
4; when earthquakes will happen.
7. I did not choose this problem.

ti

Activity: Hurricane Alert, Parts I, II, and General

35. 'Early warning information about hurricanes in the 1930's
came mainly from

f

1. satellite ph9tographs.
2. airplaneredOnnaissance.
3. radar stationson land.
4. radio reports from ships at sea.
7. I did not choose this problem.

1

36. Which of the following storms, as shown barriBbar charts,
appears to be most severe?

1.

2.

3.

4.

7. I did not'choose-this problem.

(
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.Activity: Kitney Machine, Parts I and II

38. Akidney machine,

1. cleans the kidneys:
2. is easily available.
3. is inexpensive.'
4. helps or replaces the kidneys.
-7. I did not choose this problem.

39. The most important function of th4 kidney is to

1. remove waste products from the blood.
2. remove waste products from the urine.
3. absorb nutrients from the urine.
4. absor* nutrients from the blood.
7. I did not choose this problem.

40. Blood is washed by a kidney machine. The method is
dialysit. As the blood is pumped through the dialysis
tubing

1. blood cells squeeze-out through the
tubing and are'washed away.

2. water is removed frqm the blood and
3. poison and body wastes pass through

tubing and are washed away.
4. blood cells are added to the body..
7. I did not choose this problem.

holes in the

washed away.
holes'in the

. 4.1.
OPP AIR thooRmR

060,I11011
R. 600.

Wayne set up dialysis tubing with red and yellow solutions
.insIde. He tied the tubing and placed it ih water. What
process does this demonstration represent?

1. Wastes leaving the blood.
2. Blood leaving the kidney.
3. Food leaving the blood.
4. Food leaving the kidney.
7. I'did not choose this problem.

tr.
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42. The part of the kidney that commonly causes the most
serious trouble is:

1: 1
2:

4. 4

5. 5

7., I)did not choose this problem.

Activity: Protecting Property and Life

CLOTH {f Riot

43. In the diagram, the bell would

1. ring because current can go from the,battery to the

bell.
2. 'ring because current can go from the battery to the

bell and back.
3. not ring because current won't go through the cardboard.

4. not ring because current won't gq through the clothespin.
7. I did not choose this problem.

t,
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Activity: War Machines

I

A. tank
BP musket
C. atom bomb
D. mace
E. catapult

44., Whichlist-below gives the war machineS in order from
.oldest to newest?

1. E; B, A, D, C
2. B, E, A, C, D
3. p, E, A, B, C,

.

4. E, D, B, A,C
7. I did not choose this prbblem.

\

.

\Activity: All Module
\

45. Which inveons dependon.malnetic field's to work?

electric motors and solenoids
2. kidney machines and dialysis tubing
3. Riston-engines and pendulum clocks
4. cameras and 'seismographs

L dld not choose this problem .

ta)

T

r

O
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INVENTION

Self-rating Problems

Circle the number in Column I where you would rate yourself

on each statement. Circle the number' in Column II that

compares thesewort, habits with your work habits during

FEELING FIT.

Your teacher will make ratings,. too, by putting. X's on

the rating scale.

Column I., Work 'Habit
Duiing INVENTION

CiAlumn II. In Comparison .

to FEELING FIT, I have:

Most About

N,
Of. half i i. About. Not

the the Not . the as

wtime time. often Improved same well

1. ,3 4. 8 . 1
I

3 -4 5

1 air i I J

k I try even if the reading is : 1,

2 3 4 5 1 2
,

5
.

hard for me.

I work independently --I don't
need to be supervised.

I choose another activity to
do when I'm waiting for long- .

term things to happen.

I do my part of clean -up _and Or

management of materials.

3,- 2 4 5 1. 2, 3' 4

. .'

I doh my part when I work with
others on an activity.

,

I start a new activity as soon
as I finish one.

I read activities carefully
before I starttork on them.

*

I contribute to disdUssions
about activities ,when

Mork with others.

r'-

5 1" 2 5

. .

1 3. 4 '5

1 / 1-2 .1'

,..3 4, 5
1 4

L
4
I

Y
L

4
6
1

l' 2 3
-.. 4 5

I I I' I v.

52()

1 .2 3 5
..

1 )

1 2 3 4 5
l 1 i I

.

1 2 4
1

1 2 3 4
.

5
I 1
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'I try 'to help the group stay

on the subject when we
discuss activities:,

Mten an_ activity I have
started gets !lard to do,
I keep trying to figure
it out.

I keep working on the
I have chosen

e when there are other
interestingIthings,going
on in the class.

:Calculating

dlumn I.

Column II.

Column I. Work Habits Column.II. In Comparison
During INVENTION to FEELING FIT, I have:

4fr

lost
of

the

time

About
haaf
the
tune

Not
ofen Improved

1 2 3 4 5 1

4. a

1

About
the

sate

2 3
I I

2 '3 4 5 1 2 3
I I

Not

as

well

4 j 5

" 4 5

1 2 4 5 1 2 , 3
1 1

your average Work Habits Score. e.

Add the 11 numbers you have circled in Column I.
Put the number here. Divide this number
by 11, the number of statements. This is_ your
average Work Habits Score. Put the number
here.' Use only one decimal point in.your
calculations, The best score you could have is
1e0. The poorest score is 5.0. Calculate youi
teacher's rating in the same way. 'Record that
average,here.' Explain any differences
in the two ratings.

Add the 11 numbers you circled in Column II.
Put the score here'. Divide by 11. Put
the average here. Use only one decimal
point in'your calculations. The best score yod
could have is 1.0, the poorest score is 5.0.

A
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Skills Development

Circle the number that expresses your opinion about each
statement.

Strongly Strongly
Agree Agree ? Disagree Disagree

1

I was able to make all of
1 2 3 4 5

1
1 1 1 t

the inventions I started --
to make.

All of the inventions I made
worked.

I can explain how all of the
inventions I made work.

I read The Way Things Work
when the activity suggested
it.

I read How It Works when
the activity suggested it.1

I learned how to make new
products in INVENTION.

I learned how to use new
tools' in INVENTION.

1

1

2 3

2

4
4

4 "5
1

2 3 4 5

a 2 3 4 5
I 1 I .1

IIC,

X

r
2 3 4 5

t I I I

1 2 3 4 5
,

C4lculating Your-Average for Skills Development.

There are seven statements. Add the seven numbers you circled.
Write the total here. Divide the sum by 7. Put your
average here. Use only one decimal point in your
calculations. What is the best score you could have? Why?
What, is the poorest score?

Calculate the average rating your teacher Vat-made using the
same procedure. Put'the sum here. : Put the average

here.

4,

5")2
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INVENTION Questionnaire ,

a

You will notice that Choose,Your Problems have been-left.

out of, this module. We felt that we now have enough infoArtation

from this%kind of problem for our evaluation of Human Sciences.

We are asking that you complete the INVENTION Questionnaire.
Ao.

This questionnaire is on one of the machine- scored forms so

you only need to complete that form. It is for our use by the
A

project.itaff, and is not part, of evaluation fOr you. Thanks,

for helping us with this questionnai

1

bt

523
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1

CONCEPTUAL DESIGN OF THE INVENTION QUESTIONNAIRE

The INVENTION Questionnaire was administered to assist

the Human Sciences Project Sff in assessing the student's

perception of a module with different kinds of activities.

The activities in INVENTION were reducechin number and

increased in the number of parts. The hypothesis in module

design was that toward the end -of the eighth'grade students

might be interested'in pursuing particular ideas in depth.

The INVENTION Module provided activities that began with

Part I, usually a "hands-on" activity. This was followed by

many opportunrities to increase depth of understanding in a

variety of ways with parts. INVENTION contained twenty-eight

activities from two to thirteen parts.

The INVATIONQuestionnaire has three conceptual dimensions:

1) th4 structure of activities, 2) readability, and 3) evaluation.

The items are-Likert scale items. Scoring protocols'are set

with strongly,, agree given a value of 1 and strongly disagree

a value of 5. Polarities (+,-) of each item are indicated'

in parentheses below. All items are scored to be additive',

that is, positive polarity items are scored' strongly agree

with a value of 1 and negative polarity items are scored with...

strongly disagree as a value of 1.
- .

The "Structure of Activities" items are 1(-q), 4(+), 7(-),

10(+), 13(+), and 15(-). The second dimension'of the INVENTION

Questionnaire included items attemp6n% to assess "Readability"

r

9
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of the activity. These were items 2(-), 5(-),/8(+1)aq0,

11(+). The third set of items i") the INVENTION Questionnaire

were designed to assess student feelings about the evaluation

activities in. the INVENTION-Module. These items were (3+),

6(+), 12(-), 14(-), and I6(-).

The items in the INVENTION Questionnaire are Likert scale

items with five dimensions from "strongly'agree" to "strongly

disagree."

Three hypotheses can be tested 'based upon the INVENTION

Questionnaire: 1) students like the long activities with many

parts--a. mean of 4.0 or above would support this hypothesis,.

2) the readability -;the students find the activity easy to

understand Without many words -they do not understand--this

hypothesis would be verified with a -score of 4.0 or above,

3) students like the evaluation activities in INVENTION.

Again, this hypothesis would be supported if the mean scores

for this dimension are 4.0 or above.

11/5/7,6
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INVENTION, QUESTIONNAIRE

The purpose of this questionnaire is to determine, students attitudes toward

activities in INVENTION. The scale will be a five choice Likert scale:

stro4ly agree,agree, neutral, disagree, strongly disagree. Three dimensions

(conceptual item clusters) are presented, alohg with scoring procedures and

hypotheses to be tested.

'Dimension 1: Do students like the long activities with many parts that
characterize INVENTION?

ITEMS

4

SCALE LIKED \0T LIKED

I like activities that have
one part best. 1-5 5 [reverse

scoring]

L. liked the activities in

10 INVENTION because doing the parts 1-5

helped me learn more about one
thing.

/3

1 [direct
scoring]

5

I liked INVENTION because I 0..

could work for a long time,on 1-5 1 [direct . 5

the same thing. scoring] .

I liked INVENTION because I.

1: didn't have to make as many choices 1-5

as in other modules.

I would rather have shorter
activities than the ones in

15 INVENTION.

.?)

Many activities, in INVENTION

7 were too long.

1 [direct
scoring]

1-5 5 [reverse 1

scoring]

1-5 5 [reverse
scoring]

1

,Hypothesib: Students will not like the long many-part activities of INVENTION.

Confirmation: Mean score pf 4.0 or higher on Dimension 1.

Refutation: Mean ScOre_jbf 2.0 or lower on Dimension 1. 512
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Dimension 2: Do students think the activities are written simply and clearly?

ITEMS

I found directions for many
activities hard to follow.

8
I could read and understand
the directioni for activities.

11
.Explanationt of howinventions
work were easy to understand:

-4 There were many'words'in the
5 activities th.at I didn't

understand.

63

I

SCALE

1-5

Hypothesis: Activities die readable and clear.

YES

5 [reverse
scoring]

1 [direct
scoring]

1 [direct
scoring]

;
5. [reverse

scoring]

. -

Confirmation: Mean Score of 2.0-or less in Dimension+.2.

Refutation: Mean Score of 4.0 or greater in Dimension 2.

5 2 7 a

4

111

NO

0

5

5 ,

.
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Dimension 3: Do students like the objective problems?

ITEMS SCALE YES NO

i like to be able to choose
3 'the Objective Problems I

want do.' 1 [Direct

My answers to Objective
9 Problems show my understanding

of an activity pretty well.

We should be required to solve
12 Objective Problems for

activitieswe have done.

e

t.

The Objective problems are
16 °hard to understand. 1-5 . 5 [Reverse

. Air Scoring]

1-5

1-5

Scoring]

1 [Direct
Scoring]

5 [Reverse

Scoring]

I understand how the Objective
Pioblems are related to activities: 1-5.

I don't see how I could have

14 learned the answers to Ob ec, ve

Problems
,,-

,from the activity.
, ... 1-5

1 [Direct
Scoring]

5 [Reverse. S

Scoring]

f4
Hypothesis* Student,Will report that they do no t like the evaluation

activities.

Confirmation: Mean Score of4.0 or greater in DiMenoion 3.

Refutateon: Mean Score'of 2.0 or less,in Dimension 3.

5 2 8

V

110
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5

1
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We need your help in evaluating the
INVENTION module. This is your
chance to help us evaluate our work.
Please mark the following problems.

Mark 1 for strongly agree.
Mark 2 for agree.
Mark 3 for ?
Mark 4 for disagree.
Mark 5 for strongly disagree.

I liked INVENTION because I didn't
have to make as many choices as ink-,
other modules.

_

I found directions for many activities
hard to follow.

I like to be able to choose the*.
Objective Problems I want to do.

I like activities that have one part .
best.

There were mar4, words in the
activities that I didn't understand.+"

I understand how the Objective
Problems are related to activities.

Many activities in INVENTION were
too long.

I could read and understand the
, directions for activities.

My a swers to Objective Problems
show y understanding titan activity..
pr well.

I liked the activities in INVENTION
because doing the parts helped me*.
learn more about one thing.

c..,yoot t5 It W Ibb 1110161004 &dances Cuniculurn Study

-INVENTION Questionnaire

Name ",

Teic her

.bate

(Mark only in the space i i ated by the arrow.)

iY

Explanations of how inventions work
were easy to understand.

We should be required to salve
Objective Problems for activities Wes
have done.

I liked INVENTION because I could
work for a -king time on the same*.
thing.

I don't see-how I could have learned
the answers to Objective Problems". A
from the activity.

I would rather have shorter activities
than the ones in INVENTION. "I' "`

The Objective Problems are hard
understand.

5U
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INVENTION, Objective Problems
Name

Teacher
"f!

Date

Evolution Periods 7 & 8

Directions:- Mark'your answers in the space provided. Part of the question is repeated to help
you keep your place. Check to be sure you have marked one. choice for every
problem.

EVALUATION PERIOD 7

1. Which is the correct series...?

2. Which arrangement of photos...?-0-

3. Which ones will print...?

4. ..medium of exchange

5. Money "Works"...

6. The best exposure...

'7. The most importarr

8. The basic problem

9. Which statement...?

10. CoMpare Figures Land 2.

11. The invention...

12. In the diagram._

13. Thestory "The MaryCeleste
Move"...

P 14. Look at the drawings...

15. Which one of the following...-o-
,

Corot.,C 111711 by the eitethecel Science* Curriculum Study

F

as

cf.

EVALUATION PERIOD

16. The heddie..0

17. Jotin was tg to

18. Which sundial face...?

19. The oldest mechanical clocks...-o-

20. Becky wanted to find

21.-Joaniekperimented with
magnets...

22. To do Work...

23. If Doug heais'coal...

24. Meny metal ores...

.25. The

26. Which of

27. Jerry tiled to

28. The slide rule...

29. The storage of information._

30. An invention...

530
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Evalution Period 9

Directions: Mark your answers in the space prOided. Part the question is repeated to help
you keep yciur place. Check to be/ Ure you have marked one choice for every
problem.

EVALUATION PERIOD 9

31. Which statement is...?
-

32. When an earthquake occurs...-0-

33. The "S"

34. Seismograms...

35. Early warning information... .

36. Which of the following storms...?-0

37. Which is the most

18. A kidney machine...

39. The most important function.......eilb.

40. Blood is washed...

41. Wayne set up dialysis...

42. The part of the kidney...

43. In,the diagram.,.

44. Which list below...?

45. Which inventions depend...?io-

531
Caltyrephit 1978 by the Illelegictil Sciences Curriculum SS*
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i.

INVMITION

Evaluation Period 7

Keys to Objective Problems

Evaluation Period 8

1

2

1

4

3

2

2

3

4

3

1

45,

1. .2 16.

2. 4 17.

3. 4 18.

4. 2 19.

5. 4 20.

6. 3 21.

7. 4 22.

S. 3 23.

9. 1 0. 24.

10. 2 25.

11. 2 26.

12. 3 27.

13. 5 28.

14. 4 29.

15. 30. 5

,

Evaluation Period 9

31. 2 C

32. 2

33. 4_

34. 3

35. '4

36. 1

37. 3

38. 4

39.

40. 3

41. 1

42. 1

43. 3

44.4 '4

45. 1

518
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v) Column 1. Work Habits:
Mark 1 for most of the time
Mark 2 (in between 2 and 3)
Mark 3 for about half the time
Mark 4 (in between 3 and 5)
Mark 5 for not often

I work independentlyI don't need to be
supervised. <>.

I try even if the reading is hard for me.

I I choose another activity to do when I'm
waiting for long-term things to happen.

I do my part of clean-Up and
management of materials.

I do my part when I work with others on -

an activity.

I start a new activity as soon as I finish
one

I read activities carefully before I start
work on them. -

,ci"------

/k
I contribute to discussions -about
activities when I 'Work with others...

I try to help the gfoup stay on the subject
when we discuss activities.

When an activity I have started gets too
hard to do, I keep trying to figure it out.

I keep working on the 'activity I have
chosen even when there are other
interesting things going on in the class.

CserliAt C 1175 by the Illological Selemees CurriculunahO

a

INVENTION: Self-Rating Problems

Name

Teacher

Date

(Mark only in the spaces indicated by the arrow.)
41.

Column 11.1n Comparison to
FEELING FIT, I have:
Mark 1 for improved
Mark 2 (in between 1 and 3)
Mark 3 for about the same
Mark 4 (in between 3 and 5)
Mark. 5 for not at all

I wprk independentlyI don't need to be
supervised.

I try even if the reading is hard for me.

I choose another activity to do when -I'm
waiting for long-term,things to happen.

oI do my part o clean-up and
management of ma ria .

I do my part when I work with others on
an activity.

I start a new activity as soon as I finish
one.

" I read actileties carefully before I start
work on t em.

I contribute to discussions about
activities when I work with others.

I try to help the group stay on the subject
when we discuss activities.

When an activity I have started gets too
hard to do, I keep trying to figure it out.

I keep working on the activity 1 have
chosen even when there are other
interesting things going on in the class.
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Skills Development. Transfer your
self- ratings to this form beginning
with:
Mark 1 for strongly agree.
Mark 2 for agree.
Mark 3 for ?
Mark 4 for disagree.
Mark 5 for strongly disagree.

I was able to make all of the
inventions I started to make.--s--0-

All of the inventions I made worked.-0-

I can.explain how all of the inventions
I made work.

I read The Way Things Work when
the activity suggested it

I readHow,lt Works when the activity
suggested it.

I learned how to make new products
in INVENTION.

!learned how to usa new tools in
. INyENTION.

4

I

Copyright p 1976 by the Ile1ogica1Sctrese Curriculum Study

.

INVENTION: Self-Rating Problems
Narrie

Teacher

Date

(Mark only in .the space indicated by the arrow.)

4

tob

5f) 1
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MY ACTIVITY RECORD

Name

Teacher

Date

1NVENTEON

Look at your INVENTION Folder. For each part of each activity:

st#

Mark 1 if Au -circled the part in both-columns.
Mark 2 if you circled the partin,the first column, but not in the second.
Mark 3 if you circled the part iri the second column, but not in the first.
Mark 4 if you didn't circle the part in either column.

Paper I

paper II

Paper HI

Paper IV

Paper V

Paper VI A

Paper B

Printing I A

Printing

Printing C

Printing II A

Printing B

Piinting C

Printing D

Printing

Printing:V

Money-Money-Money I A--0-

Money -Money -Money

Money-Money-Money II A

Money - Morley -Money

Copyright C 1117$ by.tho 'toter* Sconces Currituturn Study

ti
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The Camera I

The Camera II

The Camera Ill

The Camera IV

The Telephone l'A

The.Telephone II

The Telephone B

The Telephone q,

The 1elephone III

The Telephone IV

.Technology and Music I A

'Technology and Music

Technology and Music

B

Technology and Music B

TechnOlogy and Music C

Technology and Music III

'Technology and Music

The .BiOicle I

'The Bicycle II

The Bicycle III

The Bicycle IV
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The Bicycle V --'1"'\---a"

The Bicycle VI

The Automobile I

The Automobile II

Thekutomobile III

Airplanes I

Mark 1 if you circled the part in both
columns.

Mark 2 if you circled the part in the first
column, but not in the second.-

Mark 3 if you circled the part in the second
column, but not in the first.

Mark 4 if you didn't circle the part in either
column:

Scrub-A-Dub-Dub B

Scrub-A-Dub-Dub C

Scrub-A-DUb-Dub D

Scrub-A-Dub Dull -Ill

Scrub-A-Dub-Dub IV

Shoes I

Airplanes II A Shoes II A

Airplanes B Shoes B

Airplanes III A Shoes

Airplanes B Marking Time I

Airplanes C Marking Time II

Airplanes Marking Time III

Airplanes E Mir-king Time IV

Airplanes F Marking Time V

The Power of Humans. Horses.
Space Travel I and Other Machines I

Spacevel II A

Space Travel B

,Space, Tra0e1 C

Space Travel D

Weaving I

Weaving II

Weaving III

Weaving IV

Scrub-A-Dub-Dub

Scru b-A45ub-Dub II A

Codyrteld d 1571 by fhb Stoiedthi Sclincs Curneulum Study

The Power of. Humans, Horses.
and Other Machines II
The Power of Humans. Horses.
and Other Machines IIII-0"
The Power of Humans. Horses.
and Other Machines IV-41-

The Power of Humans, Horses,
and Other Machines V
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_ ....
MY ACTIVITY RECORD

Name

Teacher

Date

INVENTION

Look at your INVENTION Folder. For each part of each activity: L.
. ...

Mark 1 if you circled the part in both columns.
Mark 2 if you circled the part in the first column, but not in the second.
Mark 3 if you circled the part in the second column, but not in the first.
Mark 4 if you didn't circle the part in either column.

Machine Shop I

Machine Shop II A

Machine Shop B

Machine Shop III A

Machine Shop B

Machine Shop IV A

Machine Shop B.

King Coal I

King Coal ILA

King Coal B

King Coal C

x

-
King Coal III xi

The Plastic World I

The Plastic World II ,

The Plastic World III

The Plastic World IV

The Plastic World V

Automatic Controls I --1---0-
Automatic Controls II

Automatic Controls III

i Automatic dontrols IV-0

Copyro.A1 t. 1108 by tlwa Ilio4oweal Sebtfwes CMIttet01,0" Study

2

i

.
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Computers I A

Computers B
1

Computers C
-J

Computers II A

Computers B

Computers C-

Computers III

Shelter I

Shelter II

Shelter III

Shelter IVr

ii.

Food Preservation I A Y

Food Preservation B

Food Preservation C

Food Preservation II

Food Preservation III A

Food Preservation B

Food Preservation IVA

Food Preservation B

Food Preservation V

Food Preservation VI

4
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Mark 1 if you circled the part in both
columns.

Mark 2 if you circled the part in the first
column, butnot in the second.

Mark 3 if you circled the part in the second
column, but not in.the first.

Mark 4 if you didn't circle the part in either
columq.

Food Preservation VII You and Other Great Inventors I --I.-
.

You and Other Great Ihventor; IIFood Preservation VIII A --I-0-

Food Preservation B You and Other Great Inventors Iy1 40-

Here Comes an Earthquake I --e

Here Comes an Earthquake H--

Here Comes an Earthquake III -0-

Hurricane Alert I

Hur;icane Alert II

Kidney Machine I '

Kidney Machine II

Kidney Machine III

Kidney Machine IV

Protecting Property and Life I --JD.;

Protecting Property and Life 11-0-

Protecting Property and Life III A

Protecting Property and Life B-0-

Protecting Property and Life C-01-

Protecting Property and Life IV o-

War Machines I

War Machines II

War Machines III

Introduction to Invention I

Introduction to Invention II --Jo.

Introduction to Invention III

Cebrobbi 111711 by tM Siotogcal Sctences Curuculum Study
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11. =4111.

Student
stops
work on
activity.

111

.41.

FACILITATING SELF-EyALUATION.

EVALUATION ACTIVITIES

The evaluation procedures from SURROUNDINGS differ from

your past evaluation experiences. We are trying to react

positively to th'e student reaction to what appeared to be

lontjer and longer evaluation activities as the year has
4111

progressed.
.

1. The SURbUNDINGS Folder needs to have dates recorded

when students begin and stop working on each activity.

They may have several activities going at the same

time, so overlap can be expected.

2. Two evaluation activities will be

student completes or stops working

chosen.

completed when each

on each activity,

3. You will need a folder to hold evaluation materials

for each student.

4. End of Problem frea Activities will be mostly

mechanical.

This flow chart will give an overview of evaluation

procedures for SURROUNDINGS up to, but not including, each

evaluation period.

Student gives
Problems to
Solve sheet
to you (or
monitor).

1

You review
scores.

Student
chooses
activity:

SURRO6NDINGS
Folder

Student takes
and completes
Problems to
Solve for the
activity
evaluated.

Student
gives AEF
to you
(or monitor)

.411

Student
completes
Activity
Evaluation
Form (AEF) . 525



. Evaluatipn Materials and Time of ,Use

Title Description Timing Who Keeps It?

SURROUNDINGS
Folder

Lists activities by
problem area. Asks
for Date Started,
Date Activity Evalu-
ation Form Completed,
Date Objective Problems
Completed.

Daily recording
by students,.
They may need
to be reminded,
and each day's
date put on
the board.

Held by each
student. Used at
Evaluation , .

Periods as refer-
ence.

Student Guide
to Evaluation

A booklet explaining
the student's respon-
siblities for
evaluation in .

SURROUNDINGS.
)

Give tb
students'on
first or second
day of module.
Go over new
procedures.

Students

-
.

Activity
Evaluation
Form

_

.

.

1

oni one form, one.
copy to be completed
for each activity
the student is to
be accountable for.

.

Should be
available-at
'all times.
Completed by
each student
when the stu-
dent stops
'work on each
activity.

Student gives
form to you on
'day of comple-
.tion. You hold
the fora for
immediate
feedback. Return
to the ptudent at
an evaluation
period.

.

Problems to
Solve

0°

_..i.

There is one pad of
Problems to Solve for
each activity.

When students
turn in an
Activity
Evaluation
Form they get
the Problems to
Solve Sheet for
that activity.

Student gives the
completed Prob-
lems to Solve
Sheet to you for
scoring. You .

return it to the
student at an
evaluation
period.

'

.

...e
k.

Self-Rating
Problems

.

One page of machine-
scored forms.

.

I
Hand-out and
have students
complete this
at the end of
the module.

After students
complete it and
get data, collect
them

.
for mailing.

,

My Activity
Record

One page of machine-
scored forms.

.

,

Hand out and I

!have students
c t?ilete this

the end of
the module.

Collect them for
mailing.

#
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Now that you have an overview of evaluation_procedures

for SURROUNDINGS, the following sections provide or refer to

. ° .

the details. Two sections ,devoted to details are first, a. .

section on daily teacher involvement in evaluation and second,

your role in the end of a problem area evaluatio riod.

I

Your Daily Role in Evaluation

Evaluation for SROUNDINGS is planned toplace short

evaluation activities at the completion of each activity.

Hopefully, this plan will require less time in large blocks.

Your initial role is to'maintain the climate you have

established in which each student is encouraged to initiate

record keeping. Dates on the chalkboard will help studeits

Vith)ac rate date-recording in their SURROUNDINGS Folders.

Activity Evaluation Forms (Machine Scorable). Students

should have access to copies of Activity Evaluation Forms:

They are to be completed upon termination. of work on an

activity..,;, This, we hope, will provide a regular, steady

flow,of information to you. Use these forms to Help diagnose

student problems,,to recognize growth, and to provide immediate

feedback, :cloth to you and to the student. The short-answer

essay questions are being used in lieu of Choose Your Problem.

All previous suggestions for scoring or coding Choose Your

Problem.responses may be applied to the responses on the

Activity EvaluatiOn Form.

51i....
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Make comments, assign grades, or assist the student in

ways you know will facilitate growth. Please do not mark in

the right-hand margin. Wewill use.that for coding. Returns

these to students for feedback, but either assure they hold

them without them becoming damged, or have them stored in

the folder mentioned-in Itbm 3 page 45., Students wil not

ned them after seeing your comments. All Activity E luatidh

Forms are to be mailed to HSP at the end of he year.

Problems to Solve. A pad of Problems to Solve is :provided

for each activity--the problems are activity specific. Students

should write their responses on the sheet and turn it into
* t

you the day tney complete it. The problems are a mixture of

. essays, drawings, and a few multiple- choice problems.

Scoring and Grading. You may wish to score sach
.

as a whole, or each part separately. Data from7the Activity

Evaluation Form plus the Problems to Solve for the activity

will enable you to provide agrade for, each activity, if you

wish. You may wish to have students grade their work on

each activity, after reading. comments you have made on their

two papers prior to assigning a final grade for the activity..

Problem Arda Evaluation
4

Upon, completion of each Problem 'Area, or at the end of

the year, you may wish to have students summarie some of the

evaluation activities. The Mapping My. Progress in Human

Sciences booklet will be used, but with modifications

523
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Evaluation Period 10 can be used for People, People,

People, and Evaluation Period 11 for Open Spaces. Students

can complete the Activitie# Accountability G aph in the-usual

way, using thdSURROUNDINGS Folder as.a data.sourpe. At the

bottom'of the page (p. 3) substitute Evaluation Period 11 for

Evaluation Period 12, which is omitted:

The Objective Problems Graph cannot be used with the

modifications made in Problems to Solve.

The Self-Rating Problems are supplied only on machine-

.

scored forms. Please have students complete these at the

end of the module. Directions for graphing their average

scores are provided in the Student Guide to Evaluation for

SURROUNDINGS.

My Activity Record\is also to becompleted at the end

-40

of the module.

St is will need to complete their Mapping a Progress

in Human Sciences, Level III booklets. Column 12 on the graphs

will not be used. Students are instructed to change Evaluation

Period 12, to Evaluation Period 11, when sunpary questions "for

SURROUNDINGS are requested.

O

rot
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Student Guide to Evaluation

for

1/If ',
14V%SURROUNDINGS

A Level Ill

Human Sciences Module

4

Experimental Edition, 1976
Hum au Sciences .Program
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INTRODUCTION*

1,

The evaluation activities for SURROUNDINGS-will be a

little different from those for other Level III m0a1es.

We are making these
ti
changes to try to cut down the time it

takes to do evalliation acitivities'at the end of modules.

SURROUNDINGS Folder

The SURROUNDINGS Folderprovideshlaces for you to record

the date when you started working on an activity.- Be sure to --

record the date on the day you started each activity. This

will make your records more accurate than if you wait to do

it at some later time.

Two additional dates are asked for. Directions for

completing the two activities listed will be given below.

Again, your responsibility is to keep your SURROUNDINGS Folder
.

up-to-date and accurate. Record the dates requested on the

day you complete each Activity Evaluation Form and each

Problems to Solve Sheet.

Activity Evaluation Form

Activity Evaluation Fornis are provided In'the module

box. Every time you complete all you are going to do on

an activity--all or part Of it--get an Activity Evaluation

*
Page numbers at top of page refer to pages:in Student Guide.
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Form. Complete the form, being careful not to wrinkle it.

Pease write your answers to the questionsin the spaces

provided. Be careful not to write into the space on the

right side, marked by the green.line. Thanks.,

When you have completed the form for an activity, record

the data in yo4OURROUNDINGS Folder. Then give the completed

form to your teacher: Now you're ready to solve problems about

the activity.

Problems to Solve

There is one Problems to Solve sheet for each activity.

Your teacher will tell you how to get the form you need. Try

to choose at least one problem to solve. Choose as many as
.

you wish. If you do not choose to solve any of the problems -

'for the activity, write your reasons for not choosing any

problems.

When you have completed Problems to Solve for.the activity,

turn it in to.your teacher. Be sure to record the date iAyour

SURROUNDINGS Folder.' You're now ready to choose another activity.

Evaluatien\ Period 10'

When you complete the People, People, People ProblemArea

you can summarize your evaluation activities. Get out ybur

Mapping a Progress in Human Sciences booklet., You can complete

0,16v 532
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the Key to Evaluetion Period (p. 2) and the Activity AcCountability

Graph (p. 3). Mark your data for People, People, People at

Evaluation Period 10 on the graph.

You can also complete the Objective problems Graph table

on p. 4.

To calculate the percentage'of problems chosen you will

need all of the Problems to Solve sheets you have d9ne in the

People, People, People Problem Area. Count the number of

problems on 'each sheet, add all the problems, you cohld have.

possibly chosen. This sum shOuld be Written to replace the

number 15 (under line b, p. 4). Then count the numbed of

problems you answered. This sum should be written on space (a).

You probably cannot calculate the percentage of problems chosen

that you answered correctly. You_can, however, plot the

percentage of problems chosen on the graph on p. 5. 'Record your
,

answer on the line for Evaluation Period 10.

Evaluation Period 11

t
Evaluation Period 11 is the last module evaluation period,.

for Human Sciences, Level III. Period 12 will be omitted.

At Period 11 you will need to complete the tolTiowing activities:

my ACtivity Record (a machine - scored form)

Activity Acdountability Graph in Mapping tiy. Progress in
Human Sciences

Objective Problems Graph in Mapping NSY Progress in Human
Sciences

\

Self-Rating Problems (a machine- 'scored form)

Self-Rating Graphs in-MaPping Progress in Human Sciences

533
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You will not be doing a Problems to Solve activity. at

this time since you did that each time you completed an
sa

activity.

a Activity Record. 'Once again we ask you to carefully

.complete a My Activity Record machine-scored .form. Use your

.SURROUNDINGS Folder as a source of information. -For example,

we found that people choose to answer problems ju'St as often,

' whether they do an Activity, or not. In CHANGE, 451 of the

students who completed "Change and Change Again" chose to

answer Objective Problem 11. But, 45% of the students who
A

did not do the activity also answered Pcoblem 11. We first

wonder if the My Activity Record data are accurate when we
9

sere this kind of result. .

4

,Self-Rating Problems. Self-Rating Problems are provided

only on machine-scored forms for this module. You' will only

, need-to mark the prOiplems once, but you won't have a copy of

the problems. Follow the directions on'the Self-Rating.

Problems form. Before you give them to your teacher,-you

will need to record some data here. You cannot do this until

you have completed responding to the Work Habits and Skills

Development; parts of the Self-Rating Problems sheet. Your

teacher will give you the sheet during Evaluation Period 11.

Now that you have completed-both sets- of problems do

the following calculations'.

5 4
Q
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_
Work Habits. Record the numb of each response; 1, 2,

3, 4, or 5 in the spaces here:

Column I Column II

You should have responded

to every probleM in each

column f you didn't,

do it now. Add the 11

numbers in ea column

to get two t al scores. ,

fl, Place the total scores

in the score spaces.

add

sum

Development. Record the number of each problem

you answered. Again, you should have answered every problem.-
a

If you haven't developed the skill, mark the problem (5),
O

strongly disagree. Write the number of responses in the spaces

below and add them.

add

sum

Now you can hand in your Self-Rating Problems.

0

I.
535,
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Mapping My Progress.in Human Sciences

-For the 'final-evaluationactiv,ities for SURROUNDINGS,

you will need your Mapping Nly. Progress booklet.

Follow the instructions for Evaluation Period 10 to

complete the Activity Accountability Graph and the Objective

Problems Graph.

On page 3, change the number, Evaluation Period 12 to

Write your interpretationof what your graph'means. Do the

same thing for Evaluation Period 12, on page*5.

'To complete"your Self-Rating Graphs on p. 7, you will

need to do the following calculations:

I. Average Work Habits Scores

A. Put the Sum for Column I here
B. Divide by (a) = 11
C. Record (b) on you graph, I.

(a)

(b)

If II. Change in Average Work Habits Scores

A. Pa the Sum for Column II here (a)

B. DiAride by 11 (a) = 11 (b)

C. Record (b) on your graph, II.

III. 4verage Skills Development Scores

A. Put the Sum here
B. Divide by 8 (a) = 8
C.' Record (b) on your graph, III.

(a)

(b)

On page 10 of-Mapping My Progress, change Evaluation

PeriOd 12 Problems to Evaluation Period 11PrLlems. Write

your response to the problems for Evaluation Peridd 11.

I
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You now have all of the data you need, with your Problems

to Solve sheets for SURROUNDINGS, to workout a grade for the

module.

Thanks for helping. us with testing and evaluating-Human

Sciences, and good luck next year in the 9th grade.
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SURROUNDINGS ZOOM IN..!zoom OUT PROBLEM'S TO SOLVE

Name

Teacher

Date

1. Did you change an object enough so that people couldn't
recognize it?

What did people think the object was?

What was the object?

2. Draw an object (1) as you would normally see it, (2) super
close, and (3) very far away Be sure to write the 14me of
the object. Label your drawA.ngs (1), (2), and (3) .

Po

Cogyright C 19711 by ttw Biological Sconces Cumagurn Study.'
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SURROUNDINGS OUR CHANGING SURROUNDINGS PROBLEMS TO SOLVE

Name'

Teacher

Date

1. What did you learn from the maps about they ways your
surroundings have changed?

What evidence from your map supports Your statement?

2. Mary dropped a sampling square on two maps of the same city.
One map was made in 1940 and the other map.in 1970. Look
at the data below.

NUMBER OF HOUSES:LN EACH SAMPLE

YEAR OF
MAP ,

Sample
1

Sample
2

Sample
3

Sample
4

Sample
5

Sample
6

TOTAL AVERAGE

1940 7 15 21 3 2 12 60

1970 33 48 65 22 50 64 282

What was the average number of houses in the sample in 1940?
,(Circle your choice.)

1. 6 2. 60 3. 1 4. 10

3. The difference between the.average number of houses in the
sample is (Circleyour choice.)

1. 342
2. 37
3. 47
4. 222

Cadyerght C iSiS by the Siological Staembs Curneutunt Study
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SURROUNDINGS COUNTING.70MORROWS CROWD 'PROBLEMS TO SOLVE

Name

Teacher

Date

1. Will the high school in your area b'e big enough to'hold
students from all the present feeder schools five years from
now? Support your answer.

2.

L.

GRADES
7 8 9 10 11. 12YEARS

Now 4750 1000 1200 1250 1200 1100

4

1 year
from now t

2 ye4s
from now ,

'3 years
from now .

4 years
from now

5 years
from now

,

. _

How many students will be in the 106 grade:three years from
. now?

540
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SURROUNDINGS, ANIMAL MUNCHIES. PROBLEMS TO SOLVE

Name

Teacher

Date

1. How did people react to the unusual foods you gave them?

Were there any differences between age groups and sexes?
1

2. Refer to pages 104-134 of Biological Sciences: An Ecological
Approach. In what group would you place a cow? Give your
reasons?

3. If a (1) eats a (2) , and you eat
(2) A does it mean you ate (1)

Fill in the blanks with whatever you want to. Discuss whether
the statement you have created is true or not.

A

riv

4. .'Has this activity changed your mind about food you might eat?
Why or why not?

Cogemegyt t 19711 by the Siotoyeal Semmes Cumeuluen Study
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SURROUNDINGS HOW WELL DO OTHERS KNOW YOU? PROBLEMS TO SOLVE

Name

Teacher

Date

1. Were'you right in your prediction of who knew you best?
How did you choose the person?

2. Write four questions about you which could'only be answered
correctly by a b'st friend.

3. Joan and Mary pinked the same questions for their questionnaire.
They interviewed the same people.N'The answers they got were
different.

How would you adCount for this?

542
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a

SURROUNDINGS ELECTRONIC SURROUNDINGS

1. Who benefits by communicating on CB radio?

Q

PROBLEMS TO SOLVE

dame
A

Techer

Date

2. What are the disadvantages of communicating on CB radios?
Nr

10

3. Name some other parts of the electromagnetic spectrum and tell
how they are important in everyday life.\ Use the terms
"frequency" and "wave length" in your discussion.

Comytbitt C Mg by tM Nolmai Sconces Curnevi um Study
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SURROUNDINGS
4

LIFE ON HUMANS. PROBLEMS TO SOLVE

Name

Teacher

Date

1. Where on the human body would you find the most organisms?

y
Why do organisms live there instead of other places-on the body?

2. What kinds of organisms are found on the,body?

What do these organisms do to the person they are on?

-

558
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Copyright C 1976 by the flio4ogocal Sciences Curriculiarri Study
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SURROUNDINGS GOING TO THE DOGS

1. Describe the way you did your census.

U

c

PROBLEMS TO SOLVE

Name

Teacher

-Date

2. Compare the views of dog owners and non-dog owners about the
control of dogs.

3. What is the most popular breed of dog in your census territory?

Why is that breed most popular?

6 I

4. According to your census results, what is the main reason people
have dogs for pets?

Copyright t 1976 by Ow lhologreal Sciences Curriculum Study
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SURROUNDINGS HERE, KITTY, KITTY PROBLEMS TO SOLVE

Name

Teacher

Date

1. What do cats contribute to people's surroundings?

k
2. What new things did you learn about cats and cat.owners from

your study of, Cats Magazine?

CaelyleM C, 117* by the Slefolhcal Sciences Cumcutum Study
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S RROUNL iNGS THEY PROWL BY NIGHT 'PROBLEMS TO SOLVE

Name

Teacher

Date

1. How *laxly different kinds of animals did you collect?

2. Where do these animals live during the daytime?

a
3. What do. the animals you.collected.have in common?

4. Display any photographs' you took of night prowlers and explain
how you lured them.

Caelvioftt C IPS by the Illelopeal Saloom Curriculum Study
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SURROUNDINGS CAN YOU DIG .IZ? PROBLEMS TO SOLVE

.

$ Teacher

Date

.4
1. Dedcribe the number and kinds of horizons you found in one

of your soil samples.

lc

2. Describe the differences between the pldces you made your
soil profiles (plants, animals, uses, etc.).

.

Compare the profiles from these placp.

Cottypnt 107 by the Sictioccal Scdtdces Cumeuttom Study
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SURRO6NDINGS TO BLEND OR NOT TO BLEND?

A-

1. How 'did you camouflage your golf ball?

How long did it take others to find it?

PROBLEMS TO SOLVE

Name

Teacher

-Date

'we

2. Tom says, "Most. kids in our school try to loOk alike." Sue
says, "That's not true. Kids are individuals and try to look
different." With whoedo you agree?

4

Why?

'3. "People are like animals when it comes:to camouflage."
Do you agree or disagree?

. Why?

Cottyriebt 0 111711 by did Sloiogical Science* Curriculum Study .1! ca
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SURROUNDINGS . THE BEASTS .IN THE MEADOW-. PROBLEMS TO SOLVE

Name

Teacher

Date

1. In what ways did you sort the animal's you collected?

2. Do you agree or disagree with this statement: "ColleCting and
killing fifty insects is worthwhilein order to learn more about
your surroundings."-

Give your reasons.

3. In what ways do scientists group insects?

Copyfight g 11711 by the lho4egre.s4Scoseices Cumcuium Study
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SURROUNDINGS TOOLS OF NATURE PROBLEMS TO SOLVE

seine

Teacher

Date

2.

Which feet would you be most likely to fine) in a desert
surroundings?

Why?

A

Which seed is the bird most likely to eat? Why?

, A

Which seed is the bird lest likely to eat? Why?

Coltyright C MS by the Slotedtesi Scionese Cumctor Study
Ut.)p ;)
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SURROUNDINGS GREEN SCENES PROBLEMS TO SOLVE

Name

Teacher

Date

1. Display your project in the classroom, and explain to the
class what you did.

Allowv*

2. Explain something new you have learned about plants from thit
activity.

t.

e

t

Cooyetwrt C 1974 b;the folorcal ScIfnes C...nculum efoity

L
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SURROUNDINGS

1.

( '

WET PETS PROBLEMS TO SOLVE

Name

Teacher

Date

Where in the pond or stream did you find the most,animals?

Why do you think they lived in these surroundings?

. What animal did you select for,your pet?

What did you have to do to maintain it?

' What did you learn aboUt it that you didn't know before?

,C5

OZS .

COPYright C 1178 by 11,0 MOICHNCSI SCONICSII c, um UN,/
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SURROUNDINGS
I

WATCH THE BIRDIE PROBLEMS TO SOLVE

Name

Teacher

Date

1. What features of your feeder were most useful in attracting
birds?

2. What differences did you see between males and females in
birds of the same kind?

3. How did different kinds of birds behave and interact at the.
. feeder?

Cernism O Ma by the el Sr-fenced Curriculum Study O
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SURROUNDINGS MOON WATCH PROBLEMS TO SOLVE

Name

Teacher

D'ate.

1. Draw earth, moon, and sun in three different arrangements.
Draw another picture of how the moon would appear from the
earth when in each of those positions.

4

1

4

2. Explain how the moon appears different at (afferent times.

dorfrient 111741 by the Waseca Sconce. Curriculum Shiite
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SURROUNDINGS
p

THE RELATIONSHIPS GAME PROBLEMS TO SOLVE

Name

Teacher

Date

1. Give an example that agrees or disagrees with' this statement:
"When we try to pick out anything we find it hitched to
everything else."

2. Show correct relationships that connect each organism to every
other organism by using the arrows provided. Write the names
of the organisms in the boxes. (You can use any arrow more
than once and do not need to use all the arrows. You can put
the arrow head on either end.)

.Organisms Arrows

bacteria

fox

grass

person

rabbit

Copyrigrrt 0 1 Sri Iry du Ililideracel Somme Curriculum Study

becomes

breaks down

decay

depends on

deptroys

eats

lives. in

polluteS .

protects:

uses up
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MY ACTIVITY RECORD
Name 0
Teacher

Date

\ ,

SURROUNDINGS ,,

Look at your SURROUNDINGS Folder. For each activity:

Mark 1 if you completed both 'the Activity Evaluation Form and the Problems to Solve.
Mark 2 if you completed the Activity Evaluation Forin but didi't do Problems to Solve.
Mark 3if you completed Problems to Solve for the activity, but not the Activity Evaluation Form.
Mark 4 if you haven't looked at the activity.
Mark 5 if you haven't had time to do it.

'Mark 6 if you haven't wanted to do it
.

People, People, People Integrative Activities

Zoom In...Zoom out Zoom In... toomOUt -III

Our Changing Surroundings --II. The Relationships Game --0..

Counting Tomorrow's Crowd 0-
)

Animal Munchies

How Well Do Others Know You?-0 . .,.

Electronic Surroundings
)

Life on Humans

Going to the Dogs

Here, Kitty, Kitty
10

They Prowl by Night

Open Spaces.

Can You Dig It?

To Blend or Not To Blend?-0.
d

The Beasts in the Meadow7----1.

Tools of Nature

Green Scenes

Wet Pets

Watch the Birdie t

Moon Watch

Cogright 0 1$7111 tic the Biological Sciences CUOICUROM Study I
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ACTIVITY EVALUATION FORM
Activity

Name

Teacher

Date

SURROUNDINGS Class periods 1 spent

Hours spent outside of class ppriod

Read each statement, carefully.

Mark 1 if you strongly agree.
Mark 2 if you agree.
Mark 3 if you are undecided.
Mark 4 if you disagree.
Mark 5 if you strongly disagree.

This activity was enjoyable.--

This activity- was difficult for mei..

This activity made me think. o.'

Read each statement carefully.

Mark 1 if you strongly.agree.
Mark 2 if you agree.
Mark 3 if you are undecided.
Mark 4 if you disagree.
Mark 5 if you s,gly disagree.

This activity was important to me.

What learned_Liuseftil
I already knew most things in this
activity. ib

Complete each of the sentences below. Use as much detail as possible.

I chpse this activity because

The part of the activity I enjoyed most was because

think the activity would be better if

From the activity, I learned

rlovi wciuld you describe the.activity?

would recommend.(not recommend) the actiyity because

Contle14 O 111715 Sy did Sitturda Sciences Cuitictdurn Study.
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..r

Column I. Work Habits:
Mark 1 for most of the time
Mark 2 (in between 2 and 3)
Mark 3 for about half the time
Mark 4 (in between 3 and 5)
Mark 5 for not often

I work independentlyI dir ineed to
supervised.

I try even if there.ading is hard for me.

choose another activity to do whim I'm
waiting for long-term things to happen. '

I do my part of clean-up and
management of mateitils.

I do my part when I work with others on
an activity.

I start a new activity as soon as I finish
one.

I read activities carefully before I start_
work on them.

I contribute tp discussions about
activities when I ork with others. --II-

4
I try to help the group stay on thesubject
when we discuss activities.

When an activity I have started gets too
hard to do. I keep trying to figure it out.

I keep working on the activity I have
chosen even when there are 'other
interesting things going on in the class.

Cur/min c 1975 by Mrs 111040114.1 SCHHIces Curriculum Study

w

p

SURROUNDINGS:
Self-Rating Problems

Name

Teacher

Date

(Mark only in the spaces Indicated by the arrow)

Column II I In Comparison to
INVENTION, 1 have:
Mark 1 improved-
Mark 2 (in between 1 and 3)
Mark 3 for about the same
Mark 4 (in between 3 and 5)
Mark 5 for not at all

I work independentlyI don't need to be
supervised.

(65 I try even if the reading is hard for me

I choose another activity to d when I'm
waiting for long-term things o happen

4

I do my part of clean-u
management bf .materials.

and

I do my part when I work with others o
an activity.

I start a new activity as soon as I finish
one.

I re2d activities. carefully. before I start
.work on them.

I contribute to discussions about
activities when I work with others. --ID-

I try to help the group stay on the subject
when we discuss activities.'

'When an actiVity I have started gets too
hard to do. I keep trying to figure it out.

I keep working on the activity I have
chosen even when there are other
interesting' things going on in the class. '

t--fqJr- X59
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Skills Development. Mark every
problem:

1 for strongly agrees
2 for agree.
3 for 7
4 fdi disagree
5 for strongly disagree.

I kept animals alive and have learned
how to care for them.

I used books such as How to Know
the Insects or How to Know the Wild...
Flowers and identified organisms .

successfully

I improved my skill rn taking
photographs by using photography ino
SURROUNDINGS activities.

I -made collections of plants or
animals I had never colleCted before*.
in SURROUNDINGS.

I cap use a laboratory balance to
accurately weigh materials.

I know how to measure the pH of
liquids.

I can now introduce myself' to
strangers to-conduct interviews.--*-

I-have successfully arranged to leave
the classroom .to do Hyman Sciences*
activities.

I have successfully arranged for
myself (and a friend or small group)to,_
leave the schgol grounds to do a"--
Human Sciences activity

Coprion r 1975 by th* Siologteal Scutbcss Curriculum Study

SURROUNDINGS:
Self-Rating Problems

Name

Teacher

Date

(Mark only in the spaces indicated by the arrow )

,

S
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SURROUNDIN1.7.5, ZOOM IN..,ZOOM OUT

01

PROBLEMS TO SOL

Name

Teacher
,

Date

1.. Did you chang an .object.enough so that people couldn't'
recognize it? 1 al yes 2 al no 3 =

4 = 5 = . 6 =
What did people think the. object was?

...-

NOT TO BE CODED

What was the object?

NOT TO BE CODED

2. Draw an Object (1) as you would normally see it, (2) super
close, and (3) very far away. Be sure to write the name of
the object. Label your drawings (1), (2), and (3).

1 al normal, very far differ < 1 to 5, super close not distinctive
2 = normal,, very far differ>1 to 5, super close not distinctive
3 =

4 =
5 =

6 =
7 = No response

CApowisho O 197111 by Om 11**plosl Isis ume SOW* - Q (

et

7 = No
Response
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SURROUNDINGS OUR CHANGING,SaRROUNpINGS PROBLEMS. TO SOLVE

02

I
,

Nami'

Teacher,

Date

1. What did ,you learn from the maps about the ways your
.

surroundings have changed?
s4

A 1 = 6 = reiteration

2 = 7 = no response
3 =

4 = it has grown larger ..

.

5
--,

=

Whit evidence from your map supports your statement?

B 1,= takes up more space/biggersirea 6 = sion't know

2 = 7 = ho response

3 =,

4 = it has grown
5 =

Mary dropped a sampling square on two maps cc the same city..
One map was made in 1940 and theother map in 1970.- Look
at the data below. -

f

1

NUMBER OF HOUSES IN EACH'8AMPLE
....,,

YEAH OF
MAP

Sample
1

Sample
2

Sample
3

Sample
4

Sample
5

Sample
6-

TOTAL
cd

AVERAGE
,

7 - 15
.

21 3 2 12
.

60 10 /

a

1970- 33

t

48 65 22 50 64 282.' 47

2. What was the averae number of houses
(Circle 1,4:lut\choicd.)

I. 6 2. 60, 3. 1 (D 10

in the sample in 1940?\

. ,

3. The difference between the ayerage number of holAdrin t
sample is (Circle your choice.) ..

he.
'

a_
-$.-_ .

1. 342 7

.p 37
T" 47
4. 222

o

ColynsIrt a 137 by the Siolosoce4 Sciences Cumeultorn Study
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4

SURROUNDINGS COUNTING TOMORROW'S CROWD

03

PRO LENS .TO SOLVE,

Name.'

Teacher

Date

1., Will the high school in your area be big enough to hold.
. students from all the present feeder schools fivd yeats from
now?, Support your. answer.

1 = enrollment # s :now and 5 yrs

2 = numbers not-plausible

2. 0

rt

I.

,s

from now- plausible

GRADES
7 8 e '9 10 11 12Y E4.FIs

%,

': Now 4, 750 1000 12b0 1250 1200
0

.,1100

1 year
from now

, ,
x 750 1000 1200' 1250 1200

2 years
from now K ,

.

750

,

X000 1200,, 1250

3.Years
from row

,

.. .

750, 100A 1200

-4 years.
from now

,

-

.

V ,
.

.
.

.
750 1000

5 years
from-now

, a -
, 750-

.e"

'How many students will be in 41e 10th grade thiee years from
now? .

./

1 = properly completed chart and answer = 750

2 = chart incomplete.,
.

"

CagyriblAtiN111711by, Mu SiOleglm:4 tlermart Curriculum Study
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1

SURROUW)I.)/GS

.4

' .

ANIMAL MUNCHIES

- 04

'PROBLEMS TO SOLVE,

Name

Teacher

wit ` Date

1.. How -did people react to the, unusual foods you gave them?

1 = negative reaction ( "yuk" /spit it Out/changed color/

A
positive reaction (liked it/ . 6 =

= positive, then negative (after telling)
=,

4= negative, then positive
7 no response

.7". *
5

Were there any differpnces between age groups and' sexes?

1 = girls reacted neg more than boys 7 = no response.

2 = boys reacted neg mo;e than girls

3 = boys and girls the Aame,

4 = age difference
5 = no age difference
6 = no differences

2. Refer to pages 104-134 of Biological Sciences: An Ecblogical

Approach. Im what group would you place a cow? Give xou..t

reasons? ,

A 1 = mammal . B 1= 3 correct mammalian characteristic
2 t 2 = 2 correct mamMalian Characteristic
3 = 3.= 1 correct mammaiian.characteriseie
4'=

deAcri5 = fits th n
4.= iv correctemaMhafAn characteristic

t ,ptio

6 = don't kRW/notsure/
5 = no reason
6 = sounded like it in book/book says/

7 no response

4

If a (1)
(2)

7 = no response

eats-a (2) , and you eat
.does it mean you ate (1) ?

Fill in the blanks-with whatever you want V:). Discuss whether
the statement you have created. is true or not.'

NOT CODED

4. Has this activity
Why or why not?

A 1 = yes
2 = no

changed your

B i.

2

mind about food you 'might eat?
, -

=
. .

=

3 = ....

,

3 = why change?

4 = 4 = you never know what's. in food

5 = 9,

5 = I won't eat anything if4 I don't know

6 = blank
what it is

...

6 = I wont eat X
7 = no response

.

7 = no respOnee .56.4,

cegynot C '11176 by Out ilsotogsbai SCINICIS Cuencudurn Study
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'A
4

SURROUNDINGS V HOW WELL DO OTHERS KNOW you?. PROBLEMS TO SOLVE

.

.

.

05
'Name

,

Teacher
.

Date .

Were you right'' in y ur 'prediction of who knew you best?
How did you choose t = person?
1 = yes, not criteria
2'= yes, pers9n is a friend e hang around/we talk ...

3 =

4= PO, no criteria
5.= no, person is a friend/we, hand und/we talk. a.

6. = yes or ro not indicated

7' 2 no response

\
..A.

` A.` <'

,

"-4irt

- \ . r . 1 .. A i,,-
I ' , t . , .. . r

54ititefO!ir.guestions aboutt you which ,cOuld billy .be'arliwered
correctly liy, a, best erj....end, . 1-17 -

1 = facts Thaieer, favorite people/things) -
5 l

-2 ,,= intimacy_ (boy (girl) friend, talk* about... ; secrets , feelings about...)

3 =. beliefs (about life, spiritual .

11 = 1 .4.,2 '4, , t
,

5 = 1-+ 3 .. ' ,Lr .4.4 4
6 =

,,-

=:--no :response
'

-. ,

.
.4 .,,.,

4. .!3: Jciti..n .ary picked- the *same questions. for, their questionnair e.
They intervewed the s,ame "papa.e. The answers they got were
different. /

,

.How would you account for- this?
1 1.= they knew 30a13. (Mary) setter than Mary (Joan) '

2 = they 4re 2- 'different. Ipeople) personalities/not two people are alike%

3 = Jane and Mary are not best friends
= they are different and 'they run around with a different crowd

= I
6 = don't kr\qw/don' t understand

7 = no response

Corm.* 0 1117111 by Me Siolorpcal St: mas Cumculum Study
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SURROUNDINGS ELECTRONIC SURROUNDINGS PROBLEMS TO SOLVE

Name

Teacher

Date

.1. Who benefits by communicating on CB radio?

1 = truckers/car drivers
2 = lost people/people in trouble
3

7."

5 = two or more of 1, 2, 3, 4
6 = not codeable

A

7 = no espopse. .

-

', , ..,

.1*., .

. ; , f .# .

2. What are the disadvantages of communicating.on CB,iadios?

1 drowning out others/
2 = goofing off/
3 =

4 =.it may break dowfi

5 = your, fridnds don't have, them
6 =
7 = no response

0

7

'4

. -
.

3'. Name some other parts of the, electroma'gnet'ic spectrum°and tell
how they are important in everyday life. Elie the terms
"frequency" and "wave lengte4iri, your' discussion.

.1 = accurate discussion, both terms used correctly.
2 = accurate discussion, one term used correctly: .)

3 = accurate discussion, neither term used
4 = wave lqngth "andAir,frequency" incorrectly'used.
'5 = dicussion without use of terms; off the question. .

6-= don' -t understand question
7 = no response

Caw.** 0 1171 by the Illelegiest Sciences Curriculum Study .
0
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SURROUNDINGS 'LIFEON HUMANS
07

PROBLEMS TO SOLVE

Name

Teacher

Date-

1. ,Where on the human body would you find the most organisms?

Why do organisms live there instead of.Othdr places.on the body?

.0

2. What kinds of organisms are found oh e°bOdy?

1

What do tfipse organisms do to the personithey are on?

I

of

Calrfrtght C 1971/ by lgolepeal Stseewsee Curneulum Study

1
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SURROUNDINGS

\J

a

G TO THE DOGS
08

1. Descrile the way you did, our aensus.

2. Compare the views of.
control of dogs.

5

iL

PROBLEMS 'TO. SOLVE

,Name.

Teacher

Date

dog .owners and non-dog 4Owners abou-the

-

3. What, is he most popular breed of dog in 'your census territory?

Why is that breed most popular?

I

,

,

4. According to your census resu1 mts, what is the main reason people
have dogs for pets?.

Cotroght < 117S by the Iliolosseet Score-es Cumculuth Study
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- SCIRROUNQINGS

t

a'

HERE; ITTY, KITTY .

,,
411.

, -

PROBLEMS TO SOLVE ,

-,-- 14".4 09" Name

- Teacher
r _ t

Date

.

1. What dO bats,cgntribute to people' s surroundings?
1 a kill hugs

e
2 = win money (show Cats),
3 = companioh 'ID/hobby/good pets/ehrertain/pleasuie
4= aesthetic raceful/beauty
5 =

6 = 2 cr more 'of 145

7 = no response
.

'A

t

- r

2. What things did you learn about cats and cat owners from
your study of Cats Magazine?

1 = costly
2 = more kinds 'than I thought
3 = get humAn diseases
4 = more loving than I thought
5 .= cat owners tare concerned a6out their pets r

6'= two Or more of 1-5

7 = no response .

Cootriot 9 Ms by Me tlekiihal SO.. ale Carvitaus sett

Is

L.

5 '3 3
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SORROUNDINGS THEY PROWL BY NIGHT PROBLEMS'TO SOLVE

cm

10
Name

Teach r'

Date

. HIW' many diffeient kinds of animals .did you collect?.

2. :.Where do thesT animals live during the daytime?

e.

a; What do' the' animals you collected have in common?'

I

e

4. Display any photographs you took of night proW e
how you lured them.

I

COPYTteM C 11174 by the Bleiogical Surd. Cumeuludi Study

./
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SURROUNDINGS CAN. YOU DIG IT?' PROBLEMS TO SOLVE

Name

Teicher

Date

1. Describe the number and kinds of horizans you found one
of your soil samples.

*
14b

1 =.2 or more horizoni described with.1 or more characteristids
,2 = 1 desdibed
3 =
4 = 2 cr tore horiions found, no specif* description of any hoiizon

r 5

6 =
7.= no response

2. 'DeScribe.the differences between the places you made your,
soil profiles (plants, animals, uses, etc:).

A 1 =: 2 or more places named and differences named and/or contrasted

2 =
,

3 = 2 or more graces named, rio differences given
4 = 1 pce named with limited descriptiqn
5 =

JP

6 =

7%= no response

6

1

Compare the profiles frog these placer.

B 1 = 2 (at least) places compared, horizon by horizon

'2 = 2 (at least) places compared, general comparison
3 =

5 = differences minimal (texture, color, particle size)

6 = didn't understandthe question
7,=' no response

111711 by the Siolodscal Scuyetts C Study
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SURROUNDINGS Tb BLEND OR NOT TO BLEND ?

12

A

PROBLEMS TO SOLVE'

'Name

Teacher

Date
1.

'How did ou.camouflage y6ur golf ball? (with sevetialeXamples,
example only).

1 = giass and twigs/leaves/ 6.=
2 made it like an animal 7 = no respohsp
3 = in'a boX of shtedded paper
4 =
5 =
How long id it take others to

\

B 1 = 1 rtlinuteror less
( °

2 = more than 1 but less than 2 minutes
1 = more than 2 minutes, butless than 5 min I
4 = more than 5 minutes,
5 = they couldn't find it'

,

lase 1st,

1

6 = indoterminant (long time)
.7 = no response

2. .Tcm says, rMost,kids in
says, "That's:not true.
different." With whom do

r1
.(BAhy? - 1

\

our school try to stook alike.7. eqe
Kids are individuals and try to look
you agree? OW

A 1 = Tom. B 1 = kids dress, likd tie popular person does

2 = Sue 2 = kids dress alike
3 = both =

4 = 4 = same.hair style, different clothes
5 = 5 = girls would die if,someone,wore the'same thing
6 = 6 =
7 = no response 7 no response

.

3 zjP. --eople are like animals when= it
Do you agree or disagree?(A)

(BPJhy?
'A 1 = agree

2 = disagree
6 3

4 =
5 =
6 = don't know
7 P no response

$

Copyright 0 1 978 by 0,. Illeelorcel Skiers Cum:1Am Stink

comes to Camouflage.'

B 1 =

. 2 =

.'3 =

4 =

6 =
'7 =

some people like to stick out in a crowd'
they both try to camouflage
when they want to hide, they go where they
blend in
animas- don't wear clothes
animals usually match their environment, -

.,
people donl-t
don't know/no reason
no reg)ppse

.

58r
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SURROUNDINGS THE BEASTS IN THE MEADOW PROBLEMS,TO SOLVE
. 13'

, ..
Name ,

. .., .-,2. , _.

Teacher
r_

Date 4

1. In what ways did you., sert the animals_ you colledted?

. 1 im,..by means of locomotion
=

=
4 =
5 = question pot answered
6 = didn't do it

no response
.

Do your agree or disagree with this 'statement: : "Collecting and
killing fifty insects is worthwhile in order, to learn more about
yotir surroundings." I.

.
A 1.='agiee 2 = disagree 3 = both agree ,& disagriee 4.= 5 = 6 =in.,

--,Give/your reasons.
- .. . ...- 7 ='no response .

. ,

a =* tost have; laid eggs so there'll be'morel : t

2 21 . C - .
3 =
4 = it a not right/no reason/
5 = to learn how' to protect them tietter
6 = .
7 mr no response

3. In what ways do_ scientists group insects?

\ .. .'-'
. .

' 2 =
.,.3 an :

. ', 4 =' ,

/ c

5 = in family categories
'6 = don't know

7 si no response

..

CAorleut f 17$ tor dm Cvniedlum Stud" }S7 I
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SURROUNDINGS' 2- ,TOOLS OF NATURE
14

PROBLEMS TO SOLVE

Namd
v

Teacher

A '

-'

:Whdah feet would xou be post likely to find in a d esert

surroundings?

. 1 = A 2 =./3 3 = C 4 =,13. 7 = po respc3nse

Whey?

t
_

,B 1 = positive, plauAible &son r .
tr

-02 = exclusion (with reasons for- exclusion)

3 =
.

5 = .

2.

OMIT - Not
codeable

A

r

t

7 = no response
e

. ,

A Which seed is the bird most likely to eat?BWIRr?
A 1 = A 2 = B 3 = e 7= no reascrl .' ,.

s. /
B 1 = soft easy to eat 3 = only one that could be swallowed '6 =

.
:, '12 = easy tocrack open 4 7 .--- ..-

7
not osen

5 = beak
.

looks right .

Which seed is'the bird least likely to eat?. Why?
.

C 1 at- A, seedS are too small/its not a seed 4 =

2 = B is; too hard/couldn't crack it 5 = 574
3 = C is . 6 = can't determine -

St

I I

4
Cairsylipbt o 1113111 by the Iliolosscal Sconce CumfuhanItudi

/
7 fa no response
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SURROUNDINGS' GREEN SCENES

15,

4

1.

PROBLEMS TO SOLVE'

Name'

Teacher I

Date

Display your Projectin the classroom, arid explain to the
class' what you did.

1 = displayed and explained

2 =

3 =

4 =

5.= displayed, but not explained to class

6 = not done yet.

7 * no response, blank, line drawn in space'

2. Explain something new you have learned about plants from this
activity4

1 = flower petals are used to make perfume/the\scent is in the petals or leaves/
, ,

how to dry flowers- 0

3 = plant parts I didn't think woull look good togethe do look good together/

4 = you can't just thr'ow any kind of plant in,and'have a good arrangement
x

5

6 =

7 = no resP0*

Cbyrreht C 114741 by die Cological $c*Iou. C ~Alum ;twat

4
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SURROUNDINGS WET PETS
16'

I
,PROBLEMS TO SOLVE

Nate

Teacher

ate

1. ,Where -in the pone'hchkstream did you find the most animals?
A 1 = bottom 4 = in grass in water =1123 response

2 = bank/in sun .. 5 =
,

3 = in shallow water/edge 6 = not codeable
Why dg you think they lived in theSesurrou4dings?

B 1 = more food there
2 = dn get out of water sometimes
3 = to hide/bury/lots of grass/gives shelter
4 =

5 = 4
6 = not codeable

7 = no response
41.

41,

9

2. What animal did you select for your pet?
A' 1 = amphibian (tod, frog) 4 7-= no respOnse

2.= fish (fish, trout, 5 =

3 = insect (water boatman) 5,= not codeable

What did you have to do tc maintain it?
B 1 = specific care, correct for organism 4 = died 7 = no response

2 = specific care, not correct for organism 5 = general, apply to any organism

3 = 6 = not codeable

What did. you learn about it that you didn't know before?
C 1 =,gpecific factor, correct for organism

;
3 7

;

4 = general factor for any organism
5 = nothing
6 = not codeable
7 = io response

Coeveeht c 197$ by the BlempoCel Science' Curriculum Study

5-76
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'§URROLINDINGS

s

4`.

WATCH THE BIRDIE
17

PROBLEMS TO!SOLVE

Name

Teacher
,

Date.

1: What features of your feederIgere most useful in attracting
birds?

ti
2: What difference s did,you see between males and females in

birds of the same kind?
,. 0

3. flow did different kinds of birds-behave and interact atr'the
fSeder?

4

CoOrright 0 1170 by Ow Siologlesii Sciences CUMCIlailin May
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SURROUNDINGS
.

MOON WATCH
18

PhOBLEMS TOSOLVE

Name

TeaCher

Date

1. ADraw earth, mx)on,, and sun in. threes different arrangements.

O
, Draw mother picture of how the moon would appear from the

N.
earth when in each of those positions.

A 1 = 3 drawings labeledwith 3 distinctly different arrangements correctly related

2 = 2 drawings, labeled, with 2 distinctly differeqt arrangements correctly related.

3 = 3, drawings, partly labeled, 2 distincly difsrent arrangements correctly related
. .

4 '4 = ,

5 =
6 = . .

7.= no response'
i

B 1 = 3 accurate faces: of the moon clearly related to 3 drawings tn A

2 = 3 different faces of the moon, not clearly related to the drawings in A

3 = 3 different faces of.the moon, 1 or more not correctly'relatedto drawings

in A.

4 =
5 =
6 =,
7 = no respOnse

2. Explain how the mbori appears different at diferent"times.
1 =
2 =

.

3 = shadow of the earth blocks sunlight on moon, making it dark,

x
5 = I

6 =
,..

1

7 = no response ,

0,0 Coeyrient t 1171 by dm lessee' Sciences Curriculum Study

5-93.
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SURROUNDINGS,

J

1. Give an exawle that agrees or disagrees w h this statement:

-

"When we tryto pick out anything we find ,.t hitched to
everything'else.."' )

1 .! response correctly interrelating at least 4 differenelements
2 = response'correctly interrelating 2 to 3 differen elements
3 = response interrelating'at,least 4 diffezent elem6nts, With conceptual errors
a:. response interrelating 2 to 3 different elements, with conceptual'errors
5 ='reiteration
6 not COdeable

7 ''D, response

2. $how correct,r lationships that connect each organism to every
other organit by using the arrows provided. Write, the names
of the organisms in the boxes: (You can use any arrow more
than once and do not need to use all the arrows. You can put
the arrow .head on either end.)

e.

THE RELATIONSHIPS GAME PROBLEMS TO SOLVE
1

leacher

ate

44.

Organisms,

bacteria

fox

grasb

. person

rabbit

Copyright 0 1171 W tho Siotigirol Soioneto Curriculum Study
. .

Arrows

becomes

breaks down ,AM! Or

"destroys

1 - 9 correct relations
2'\= 6-8 correct relations
3 = 3-5 coxrect'relations
4 = 0-2 correct relations
5.= organism* added, those

,listed not used

R110,3sr:

6 = not codeable
7 = no response

eats

lives in .

pollutes

protects'

uses up
579
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Human. Sciences Program
Biological Sciences Curriculum Study,
P. 0. Box 930
Boulder, Colorado 80302

INSTRUCTIONS FOR ADMINISTERING
"HOW IS YOUR LOGIC?"

,'he ques.tion.booklets you are going to aolministerito your

r
classes will provide the HSP with data to compare students now

enrolled with data obtained in May, l974.., It ii very important

that ,every HSP student respond to these booklets. In order

for the Projece,td obtain valid dgta, it is essential that

\11 teachers administer these tests in tfie same way. Please'

follow the instructions just as closely as possible. If the

instructions are not clear to you, please telephone us oefOre

you administer the booklets.

TIME AND SEQUENCE

**If***********************

There are two "How'is Your Logic?" booklets in the set

A and B). It is anticipated that it will take approximately

30;Minutes for your students to complete all of the items in

one booklet. .If you can allow more than 30 minutes to adminis-

ter eachbooklet, do so since some of your students may want,

or need, to take longer to,complete the questions. This,4s

not a timed test. Thus,.the more time you can provide'for

individual differences, the more likely we are to get valid,

results': Every student should be given an opportunity-to

answer each question. It is necessary that the problems in

one booklet be answered 'in one session. Do not administer

il

I '58,0
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L.

a single booklet on two separate days. Plan the time of

administration to avoid any interruptionS.. Please administer

A and B within a five,day.peri9d. Do not change the order of

administering the booklets. Booklet A must be given on the

first day.

ADMINISTRATION

1, Do not call these boo ets tests. Refer to them as

question booklets.

2. Arrange for students to have something to read or work

on so that they do not disturb others Who may still be

working when they finish the booklet.

3. Read the statement on the cover page to the students.

Ask them to'prInt their full names very clearly in the

space provided. Tell them to complete the information

called for. Be sure that every student provides ail.of

the. information.
.

.

. . kls

4. Talk slowly in a clear, firm voice. Avoid hesitation, or

'.6hange of tone when reading questions and responses.

Since' voice inflections, hesitation, etc. may alter a

student!4'answeev this is a critical point. 4

5: When everyone has completed the information on'the cover

. Age, have the students turn to'the 'examples that follow.

There are three examples in 'booklet A. Each' question and

answer is separated by a blank page. Read each example

slowly enough for every student to think about the" question

58.1 .
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'a

as well as write the answer. Then have the students

look at the answer. Do not explain the.questions or

attempt to discuss the-,answeit4ut give students time

to think about them.

6. When you reachAhelend of the examples, tell-the students

that beginning with the next problem, you will read each

question and that you will not explain or reword the

. questi'on Or them. Subsequently, if any ttOents:ask

for clarification of an item, reread the item and, ask

them tq think about it and to answer the way that THEY

thin] is correct.

7. Redd" the entire question. Pause, then repeat the question .1

- Pause and wait until-all students have responded. .

8. Do not go on to the next item until all or matt of.,the

students have completedithe item. Some items wiilrequire

more thinking time th4others. 'Use your judgment as to

the length of time necessary for all or most studentt to

complete an item: tIf some students work ahead, do not

stop them. It-4probably best not to make a gener

statement to this effect, Just simply permA. this toO'ccur.
1'1

if it does happen.1,,

9. At the end of the class, allow students to go back and

complete any items which they did not mark the first time

through. T 8

S
. ,

.

REMEMBER: DO NOT EXPLAIN OR REIrWORD ANY OF THE QUES5IONS-

1

FOR ANY STUDENT. ti

582
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A OTHER

ar

. ,
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1

<,

Ideally; these booklets should be administered when

all of, your students ate present. Since this may not be

possible) arrange a make-up time tO have ajoseiitees res-goAd

to the'booklets, following the same, procedures for, adminis-

tration. Please return all of the booklets withindays
- a

after administering them. .Plan to return them to.HSP by, or

before May 15. .. -.

If you have.any guestions'concgrning the booklets or the

administration of them, please feel, fee to 'call us.

JTR/11s-

HSP,F4/5/76

ik
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: 'HUMAN SCIENCES

, - t
F,,ORM *A,

eiJk 'A
*.txtztl: L t-t6gAsE. PR tre ;

:1P--74'.i...1.4V-4

;ft'ks t: WANE

-150'

1) RTH:

t

nth/day/year

ta6 . 1
;14417)&i.p.1 GIRL:

cv

HOW IS Y0a, LpGI.c?

.

THIS BOOKLET IS PART OF THE HUMAN SCIENCES PROGRAM, YOUR
A

ANSWERS ARE IMPORTANT ONLY 'TO THE -HUMAN SCIENCES WRITERS,

YOUR TEACHER WILL NOT USE. TiiEM- FORANY -PURPOSE,

SOME OF. THE PROBLEMS IN THItlk S'BOOKLET ARE-IMPLE, SOME

ARE MORE DIFFICULT, SOME PRESENT FACTS'ND%YOU HAVE TO MAKE

%JP:CONCLUSION. SOME WILL SEEM LIKE, ARITHAETIC PROBLEMS, BUT

YOU ,DON'T NEED TO DO ANY ARITHMETLC TO ANSWER THEM. OTHERS

ASK YOU TO ANSWER A PROBLEM-AND GIVE A REASON; .THERE ARE 13

PROBLEMS, PLEASE ANSWER ALL:OF THEM. YOU WILL HAVE AS MUCH

TIME AS YOU NEED, YOU WILL HAVif TIME TOGO BACK TO -ANY ITEMS

(YQU WISH' AFTER YOU READ ALL THE QUESTIONS,,

PLEASE COMPLETE THE INFORMATION ,SECTION ABOVE BEFORE

BEGINNING THE BOOKLE

EXPERIMENTACEDITION, 1976
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This material was prepared wittSiehe support of
National Science FoundatiOri Grant No. PES72-063057A04
(formerly No. GW7644). Any opinions, findings,
-coriclusions,'or recommendations expressed in such
a publication are the of the,author(s) and do not
necessarily reflect the views of NSF.

Questions4, 11 and 12 are adaptations;
questions 3, 9, 10, 13,,A, B and C are original
items; and questions 2 and 7'are derived from
its constructed by William M. Gray and are used
with permission. r

. Supported by a grant from the National Science Foundation.
Copyright@ 1976 by the Biological Sciences Curiculum Study. All rights reserved.
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EXAMPLEA

ALL OF THE FOLLOWING SENTENCES ARE"TRUE.; WHAT MUST-. BE

= NECESSARY' FOR ED TQ LIKE SUSAN?

C.

JOHN LIKES MARY.' BILL LIKES ANN, AND ED LIKES SUSAN.

JOHN LIKES MARY. BILL DOES NOT. LIKE ANN, AND ED LIKES SUSAN.

JOHN DOES NOT LIKE MARY, BILL LIKES ANN, AND ED DOES NOT
LIKE SUSAN'. (

r

ANSWER:

G 0 0

6

c--- 586
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ANSWE.R FOR
EXAOPLEA

4_
ALL OF-THE FOLLOWING SENTENCES ARE TRUE, WHAT MUST BE

NECESSARY FOR ED TO LIKE-SUSAN?

r
JOHN LIKES MAR`i, BILL LIKES ANN, AND ED LIKES.SUSAN.

JOHN LIKES MARY, BILL DOES NOT LIKE ANN, A4D ED LIKES SIZSAN,

JOHN DOES NOT LIKE MARY, pku. LLKE' ANN, AND .ED DOES NOT
LIKE SUSAN.

ANSWER: THE CORRECT ANSWER IS "JOHN LIKES MARY."-

COI
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E X A M P L E,

CHUCK AND JIM ARE PLAYING A CARD GAME CALLED "BATTLE."' Al' THE

4iEG INNING OF ME GAME., CHUCK -AND JIM EACH HAVE 26 CAT ,

wTHE 26 CARDS THAI CHUCK HAS THERE, ARE 3 KINGTS;. IN THE 26 CARDS

THAT JIM HAS, THERE IS ONE KING, EACWkPLAYER WILL TURN OVER ,

ONE CARD AT THE SAME TIME, RHO. HAS MORE OF A CHANCE OF TURNING

OVER A KING Q1 THE FIRST "BATTLE"?

0.

b

,

ANSWER:

a-

GIP)

I

L

588
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ANSWER FOR
EXAMPLE B

CHUCK AND JIM ARE PLAYING A.CARD GAME CALLED "BATTLE." AT THE

BEGINNING OF THE GAME, CHUCK AND JIM EACH HAVE 26 CARDS, IN

THE 26 CARDS THAT CHUCK HAS, THERE ARE 3 KINGS; IN THE 26 CARDS

THATJIM HAS,. THERE IS ONE KING. EACH PLAYER WILL TURN OVER

ONE CARD AT THE SAME TIME. WHO HAS MORE OF A CHANCE OF. TURNING

OVER A KING IN THE FIRST "BATTLE"?

ANSWER: THE CORRECT'ANSWER IS "CHUCK,"

4
4

9

7.

-r

589
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EXAMPLE C

DON (D), CHIP (C), BILL (B), AND PAUL ,(P) ARE GQING TO RIDE

ON BUMPER CARS. THERE ARE ONLY TWO SEATS IN EACH CAR. EACH.

BOY WANTS TO RIDE WITH EACH OF THE OTHER BOYS.

3

WRITE ALL OF THE POSSIBLE TWO-MAN TEAMS THAT CAN BE FORMED".

USE THE FIRST LETTER IN EACH BOY'S NAME IN YOUR ANSWER.

ANSWER:

G0.1
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ANSWER FOR
EXAMPLE. C

DON (fq, CI$IP (C), BILL .(B), AND PAUL (P) ARE GOING TO RIDE

ON BUMPER CARS, THEIE ARE ONLY TWO SEATS,IN EACH CAR. EACH

BOY WANTS TO RIDE WITH EACH OF THE OTHER BOYS,

AggITE ALL or THE POSSIBLE TWO -MAN TEAMS THAT CAN BE FORMED,

USE THE FIRST LETTER IN EACH, BOY'S-NAME IN YOUR ANSWER,

ANSWER: THERE SHOULD'BE SIX'TEAMS LISTED:

, D C

. D B

D P

C-B

C

B P

THERE IS NO TIME LINT ON THE QUESTIONS WHICH FOLLOW, YOUR'

TEACHER WILL READ THROUGH EACH QUESTION FOR YOU, AT THE END

OF THE QUESTIONS, YOU WILL BE ,GIVEN TIME TO GO BACK TO ANY

,ITEM YOU MAY NOT HAVE COMPLETED T E ST TIME.

PLEASE ANSWER EVERY QUESTION

v.
1) 5
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A.1.1976:

H

F

D

C

A

ON THE LINES BELOW. WRITE THE LETTERS OP THE §4AURES FROM

SMALLEST TO LARGEST:

(SMALLEST)

(LARGEST)

GOC

592
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2, ALL OF THE FOLLOWING SENTENCES ARE TRUE. WHAT DETERMINES

WHETHER OR/NOT THE MICE WILL FIGHT WITH EACH OTHER?
IR

THE MICE ARE NOT BROWN; THE MICE ARE NOT OLD; THE MICE

HAVE FOOD; THE MICE DO NOT FIGHT.

THE MICE FIGHT; THE MICE De NOT HAVE FOOD; THE MICE ARE

OLD; THE MICE ARE BROWN.

THE MICE ARE NOT OLD; THE MICE DO, NOT FIGHT; THE MICE ARE

BROWN; THE MICE DO NOT HAVE FOOD:

THE MICE HAVE FOOD; THE MICE ARE NOT BROWN; THE MICE FIGHT;

THE MICE ARE OLD.

ANSWER:

3, EXPLAIN YOUR ANSWER:

Jo

e

Tc'
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14.

A.4.1976.

BILL (B)

KEN (K)

TOM (T)

JOHN (J)

I

SAM (S)

4

AL (A)

NED (N)

a

HARRY (H)

ON THE LINES BELOW, WRITE THE FIRST LETTER OF TABOYSI NAMES

FROM THE TALLEST TO THE SHORTEST.

(TALLEST)

(SHORTEST)

CO s .t/
594.
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k

'TERESA (T), CAROL (C)., PEGGY (0, AND SHARON (S), ARE

GOING TO FORM TEAMS FOR A SPELLING BEE, TEAMS CAN HAVE

ONE, TWO, THREE, OR FOUR MEMBERS. WRITE ALL OF THE

POSSIBLE ONE, TWO, THREE' AND fOUR MEMBER TEAMS THAT CAN

BE FORMED. USE THE'FIRST LETTER OF EACH GIRL'S NAME IN

YOUR ANSWER.

ANSWER:

_.)

GO9

1.

r

4
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6, A DOG HAS DIFFERENT COLORED PUPPIES BORN ON THE SAME
.

DAY. THEY WERE ,BORN IN THE FOLLOWING 'ORDER: SPOTTED '(S),

WHITE (W), TAN (T), AND BLACK (B). THE ElUPPIES COULD

HAVE BEEN BORN IN ANY ORDER.

WRITE ALL OF THE POSSIBLE. WAYS IN W4CH THE PUPPIES COULD

HAVE' BEEN BORN, USE THE FIRST LETTER OF EACH PUPPY'S

COLOR IN YOUR ANSWER.

ANSWER:

N

1,..

r

)

.

. .

Gib it

O

x

. .

.-

4

596
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BOB

NANCY TINA CHUCK JOHN. .

A GROUP OF FRIENDS DECIDE TO GO DANCING, THERE ARE FIVE MEN:

AL (A/, BOB (B), CHUCK (0, DAN (D), AND JOHN (J), AND FIVE

WOMEN, LOUISE (L), MARSHA (M), NANCY (N), SALLYz(S), AND

TINA (T)1 EACH MAN WANTS TO DANCE WITH EACH WOMAN,

WRITE ALL OF THE POSSIBLE MAN-WOMAN COUPLES OF DANCERS THERE

WOULD BE IF EIH MAN DANCED WITH EACit WOMAN. USE THE FIRST

LETTER OF EACH PERSON'S NAME IN YOUR ANSWER.

ANSWER:

C

.597..
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1

13

>.<
10

14

3

1

15

.3

4

8

12

16

MAKE A PATTERN BY PLACING THE NUMBER OF EACH.DRAWING IN THE

BOXES BELOW. THREE PARTS bF THE PATTERN ARE ALREADY IN THE

BOXES. YOU MUST COMPLETE THE .PATTERN THAT. HAS` BEEN ,STARTED.

.1

14 O

6,12 598
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ALL OF THE FOLLOWING SENTENCES ARE_TRUE. WHAT SETERMINES

WHETHER OR NOT THERE IS GOOD WEATHER?

CHARLIE IS NOT SWIMMING;' DAVE IS BOATING; THERE IS NOT

GOODWEATHER.

THERE IS GOOD WEATHER; CHARLIE IS NOTSWIMMINGP DAVE IS

BOATING.

CHARLIE IS SWIMMING; THEV IS NOT GOOD WEATHER; DAVE IS

NOT BOATING.

DAVE IS NOTBOATING; THEREIS GOOD WEATHER; CHARLIE IS

SWIMMING.

ANSWER':

10. EXPLAIN YOUR ANSWER:

410*
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11.

BOB DICK

MIKE TAM

JOHN

KEN

7 4

LOU

en

NICK

A FOOTBALL COACH HAS SEVEN QUARTERBACKS, BOB (B), DICK (D),

JOHN (J), LOU, (L), KEN (K), MIKE (M), TIM (T), AND ONE WIDE

RECEIVER, NICK (N). THE COACH WANTS TO FIND THE BEST

QUARTERBACK -WIDE RECEIVER PAIR. A--

.WRITE ALL THE POSSIBLE PAIRS OF. QUARTERBACK AND WIDE RECEI-VER

'IF EACH QUARTERBACK PASSED TO THE WIDE RECEIVER, USE THE

FIRST LETTER OF EACH PERSONS NAME. IN YOUR ANSWER%

ANSWER:

4

600
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12. JOHN AND CHIP EACH BUY-A BAG OF CANDY. IN JOHN'S BAG

THERE ARE 3 PIECES OF LICORICE AND 2 MINTS. IN CHIPS

BAG THERE ARE 4 PIECES OF LICORICE AND 3 MINTS.

WHO HAS-THE BEST CHANCE OF GRABBING A PIECE OF LICORICE

WHEN HE TAKES A PIECE OF CANDY FROM HIS BAG?

ANSWER:
a

13. EXPLAIN YOUR AN4WER!

k

IF,YOU WOULD LIKE TO GO BACK AND COMPLETE

'ANSWERS OR CHECK YOUR WORK, YOU MAY DO SO.

BE-SURE YOU HAVE ANSWERED EVORY QUESTION.

1 5 -
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Human Sciendes Program
How'sYour Logic?
1976Editiofi

.Form A

Item Structure Description

a

Al C5 Increasing Series (drawing)

A2 - FH 1 Make Correct Implication
'.....

.
0:5!'

A3 Explanation of Anqwer for A2

A4 :1 CSC, Decreasing Serids (dratIng) _ %
,

AS FC Full 15 Combinations

A6 FC Permutation of 4 Entitlep

A7 C3 , CompleteMatrix \

AS C7 Ind'reasiiig Series\rDecrelling Series (drawing).

'A
.

A9 FH Deny Incorrect Ipplication .1.

A10 Explanation of A9

'Al]. C4 Many-ia7-One Correspondence
r A<

.

Al2 "' 'FP Second Stage Proportions
..

I,

A13 Explanation.of Al2
t,

/

C = Con&ete Operations
F = Formal Operation's

of

or

1

-

602
.
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HUMAN SCIENCES FORM B

PLEASE- PRINT:

NAME:

SCHO0j_.,

DATE' OF BIRTH:
month/day/year

r-,
BOY: '= GIRL:

DkeE:

HQW IS YOUR LOGIC?

10 THIS BOOKLET IS PART OF4Hi HUMAN SCIENCES PROGRAM, YOUR

ANSWERS ARE IMPORTANT ONLY TO THE HUMAN SCIENCES WRITERS,

YOUR TEACHER WILL NOT:USE THEM FOR ANY PURPOSE,

SOME OF THE PROBLEMS AN THIS BOOKLET ARE SIMPLE, SOME
. 0.

.ARE MORE DIFFICULT. SOME PRESENT ,FACTS AND YOU HAVE TO MAKE

A 4ONCLUSION, SOME WILL SEEM LIKE, ARITHMETIC PROBLEMS, BUT ,

YOU DON'T NEED TO DO ANY ARITHMETIC TO ANSWER THEM,' OTHERS

ASK YOU TO(ANSWER A *PROBLEM AND GIVE A REASON, THERE ARE 13

PROBLEMS, PLEASEANSWER ALL OF THEM. YOU WILL HAVE AS MUCH

TIME AS YOU NEED, YOU ALL HAVE TIME TO GO BACK Td ANY ITEMS

YOU WISH AFTER YOU READ ALL THEQVESTIONS.,

PLEASE. COMPLETE, THE INFORMATION SECTION ABOVE BEFORE

BEINNANG THE BOOKLET.

ri ",

EXPERIMENTAL EDITION, 1976

I.
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CARRIE (C)

Q

MARY (M)

LISA (L)

.

KATHY (K)
DONNA (D) ANN (A)

FRAN (F)

ON THE LINES BELOW, WRITE THE FIRSTLETTER OF EACH GIRL'S

NAME FROM THE SHORTEST TO THE .TALLEST.

(SHORTEST)

(TALL

Gi
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L.
2, THE MENU IN A CHINESE RESTAURANT HAS TWO COLUMNS LISTING

THE THINGS THAT CAN BE.ORDgRED.

CHICKEN (t)

HAM (H)

RICE'(R)

STEAK (S)

TROUT (T)

COLUMN B

APPLES (A) 40101,

BANANAS (B)

GRAPES (G) ;1010,

PEARS (P) (3)
WATgRMELON (1,4)

a

ONLY TWO ITEMS, ONE FROM COLUMN A AND ONE FROM COLUMN B,

CAN BE CHOSEN AS A PAIR AT ANY ONETIME

WRITE ALL OF THE POSSIBLE PAIRS OF-FOOD THAT COULD BE

MADE IF EACH FOOD IN.COLUMN A WAS CHOSEN WITH EACH FOOD ''

IN COLUMN B. USE TH't FIRST LETTER OF EACH Top IN YOUR

ANSWER.

ANSWER:

0.9

605



3. ALL OF THE FOLLOWING SENTENCES ARE TRUE. WHAT DETERMINES

WHETHER OR NOT THE SEEDS WILL GROW?

m
THE SEEDS DO NOT GROW; THE SEEDS ARE SMOOTH; THE SEEDS

4 ARE NOT RED.

;
E SEEDS ARE NOT SMOOTH; THE SEEDS ARE RED; THE SEEDS

NOTGROW. .

:THE SEEDS ARE RED; THE SEEDS GROW; THE SEEDS ARE NOTSMOOTH.

THE SEEDS ARE SMOTH; THE SEEDS ARE NOT RED; THE SEEDS GROW.

ANSWER:

4. EXPLAIN YOUR ANSWER:

C A

GO6



ON THE LINES BELOW, WRITE THE NUMBERS ,OF THE TRIANGLES FROM

THE LARGEST TO THE SMALLEST.



t

GEORGE HAS FOUR MARBLES: A RED ONE (R); A GREEN ONE (G);

A BLUE ONE (B); A YELLOW ONE (Y). WRITE ALL OF THE POSSIBLE

ONE, TWO, THREE AND FOUR MEMBER GROUPS OF MARBLES THAT

CAN i!g FORMED, USE THE FIRST LETTER OF EACH COLOR;IN

YOUR ANSWERS.

ANSWER:

fi

608
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7. FOUR.COMPANIES-FORD (F), GOODYEAR (G), MAYTAG 0.0,

POST (P)--ARE GOING TO HAVE OFFICES ON THE FIRST FOUR

FLOORS OF A NEW BUILDING.' gACH COMPANY MAY CHOOSE ANY

OF THE FLOORS FOR ITS OFFICES. NO TWO COMPANIES CAN

ON THE SAME FLOOR!

WRITE ALL OF_THE POSSIBLE WAYS THAT THE COMPANIES' OFFICES

COULD BE ARRANGED ON THE FLOORS. USE THE TIRST LETTER OF

EACH COMPANY NAME. IN YOUR ANSWER.

ANSWER:

.
o

.4

4
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13 ,

2

10

14

3

11

15

I

12

16

I

MAKE A PATTERMAY PLACING THE NUMBER OF EACH DRAWING IN THE

BOXES BELOW. THREE PARTS OF THEPATTERN ARE ALREADY IN THE.

BOXES.- YOU MUST COMPLETE HE PATTERN THAT HAS BEEN STARTED.

e

11, 3

1

a

6 2:1

O
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9. ALL OF THE FOLLOWING SENTENCES ARE TRUE. WI1AT DETERMINES

WHETHER OR .NOT ALVIN GOES TO THE STORE

7--

ALVIN GOES TO THE STORE; BILL IS NOT HERE; IT RAINS;

MARY COMES HOME"- %

IT DOES NOT RAIN; MARY COMES HOME; ALM DOES NOT GO TO/-

THE STORE; BItt`IS NOT HERE.

MARY DOES NOT COME HOME; IT DOES NOT RAIN; BILLOS HERE;

ALVIN DOES NOT GO TO THE STORE.

BLLL IS HERE; ALVIN GOES TO THE STORE; MARY DOES NOT COME

HOME; IT RAINS.

ANSWER:
ti

JO. EXPLAIN 7rot-- ANSWER:
4

00

.1"
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I

THERE ARE 5 RED CARS AND'2 BLUE CARS IN A GARAGE. IN A

SECOND GARAGE ARE 7 RED CARS AND 3 BLUE CARS?

FROM WHICH GARAGE DOES ONE HAVE THE BEST CHANCE OF SEEING

"44 RED CAR DRIVEN FIRST?

ANSWER:

.

12 EXPLAIlef SW ER:

a.

+FP

.4
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13.

BILL

r

A BASEBALL MANAGER HAS SEVEN'PITCHERS: SAM (S), TOM (T),

FRANK (F), JOHN (J), HANK 0), GEORGE (G), PAUL (P), AND

ONE CATCHER BILL (B), THE MANAGER WANTS TO FIND THE BEST 11

PITCHERAND CATCHER PAIR.

WRITE ALL OF THE POSSIBLE PAIRS OF PrTCHER AND CATCHER IF

EACH PITCHER THREW TO THE CATCHER, USE THE FIRST LETTER OF

EACH PERSON'S NAME IN YOUR ANSWER,

ANSWER:

IF You WOULD LIKE TO GO BACK AND COMPLETE

ANSWERS OR CHECK YOUR WORK, YOU MAY DO SO,

. BE URE YOU HAVE ANSWERED EVERY QUESTION;

627
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Human Sciences Progral,
How's Your Logic?

1976 Edition

Form B

Item Structure Description

B1 C5 Increasing Series (draWing)
s

B2 C3 Complete Matrix (drawing)

B3 FH Deny Incorrect Implication
A

B4 Explanation of B3"

B5 C5 Decreasing Series (drawing)

B6 FC Full 15 Combinations

B7 FC Permutation of 4 Entities

B8 41k_C7 Decreasing Series- Decreasing Series (drawing)

B9 FH

B10

B11

- B12

B11

Make Correct Implication

Explanation of B

Second Stage,P °R0

Explanation of B11

C4 Mah-to-One Correspondence

41

C = Concrete Operations
-F =Formal Operations

C2S

614
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Science Questionnaire

The Science Questionnaire was administered to all Human

,)ciences Program students (experimental group) enrolled in'

Level III in May, 1976. It was administered at the same time

to'an equal number of eighth graders in each school (control

group),where possible, with the same teacher. Teachers were

asked to administer the Queptionnaire toicbasses roughly

'comparable to their Human Sciences classes in skills and abilities.

Four conceptual dimensions were hypothesized for the

instrument: evaluation (like or dislike), interest, activity

(active involvement), and; value (worth). The conceptual

dimensions and bipolar adjectives for each,dimension are shown

in Table 1.
f"\

Table 1. Conceptual Structure and Bipolar
Adj tives for the Science Questionnaire

tic Differential

1. Evaluation

good-bad ,

Pleasant-unpleasant
sad-happy
nice-awful
fair-unfair

2. Value

close-distant
full-empty :

useful-useless
important-not important
worthless-valuable

629

3, Activity

not active-active
slow-fast
still-moving
tired-lively
listening-dbing

4. Interest

interesting-boring
dull-exciting .

never fun-always fun

615
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Human Sciences Program Name

Teacher

pool
Date

Science Questionnaire

This questionnair ill make your thinking and opinions ,a

part of the information of the BSC'S Human Sciences Program. You

are asked to participate because Human Sciences has been tested

in your school. You may or may not,have been in the Human Sciences .

course.

Ple4e list the courses you have been taking this'year,

1975-76. After you%have listed 411 the courses, put i 1 in the

right-hand column opposite the best course you have had this year.
4

Then put a 2, for the next best course, and so on, until each course

has a number. This is called "Rank-Order" from best to next.abest.

It does not mean you liked any course, or disliked any course. It

just shows how you rate them compared to each other.

Course Title 'Rank Order (1-10)

AP.
4

616



Did you have BSCS Human.Sci4nces in 7th Grade? 6

Did you have BSCS Human Sciences in 6th Grade? -

e Jr)
,

On the next page you will get a chance to express how you

feel about the science course you-have been'in this year. You

find pairsdbf:words and lists of numbers like:

good 3. 2 1 0 1 2 3 bad

You would circle the number' between good and bad that best tells

how you feel. Here is an example.

Chocolate

good 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 bad

- If you really love chocolate, you would circle 3, next to

good. If you hate chocolate, you would circle 3, next to bad.

Circling 0 would show you can take it or leave it, you don't like

or dislike chocolate. Circling 1 to the left of'0 is 'a mild feeling

toward good. Circling 1 to the right of 0 is a mild feeling toward

'bad. Circling 2 would indilate a moderate feeling. Circling 3

would indicate a strong feeling.

There are no correct or incorrect answer. Some pairs of

words,maysnot make as much sense as others. Don't worry, circle

the number that best expresses ,'our feelings.

6,17



Circle the, number

°

Expressing Feelings

s..

that expresses how strongly you feel about:
V

Your Science Course

good 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 bad

close 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 distant

not active 3 2 .1 0 1 2 3 active

full 3 2 1 )0 1 2 3 ',empty

worthless 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 valuable

pleasant 3 '2 1 0 1 2 3 unpleasant

slow 3 1 0 1 2 3 fast

useful 3 2 1 0 .1 2 3 useless

interesting 3 2 1 0 1 2 .3 boring

still. 3, 2 1 0 1 2 3 moving

sad 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 happy

not important 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 important

'nice 3 2 1 0 1
44,

'2 3 awful

fair 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 unfair

dull
y.

3 2 1 0 2 3 exciting

tired 3 -2 1 0 1 2.-..o3 lively

listening 3. 2 1 0 1 -2-3 doing

never fun 3 2' 1 0 1 2 3 always fun

Thanks.

Copyright©1976 by the Biological Sciences CurriculumStudy.
fit
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Science Questionnaire: Coding protocol

1976,Edtion

HSP Students

Col 1-2 1973-74 School and teacher I Col 1 blank-

Non -HSP Students

Col 3 -4 Student number Cols 2,

Col 5 - Sex Male=1 Female=2 3, 4

Col 6 Blank .. Col 5

Col 71
ZD

1975-76,SchOol and Teacher -
Col 6

Col 8J Col 7

Col 9
Col 101

1974-75 School and Teacher
Co1.8

11 1. HSP 8th grade
12 2. HSP 7th grade
13- 3. HSP 6th gFade
14 4., Rank order for
15 5. Rank order for
16 6. Rank order for
17 7. blank
18 8.

19 \\9.
20 - 10.

21 11.
22 12.
23

e 24

25

26

27

28

` 29

30

31

32

33

34

35

goad bad
close distant
^not active active
full empty
worthless valuable

student number startin
with 101
Sex Male =.. Feimale=

blank
1976 school
1976 HSP teacher # or
9=all non -HSP teachers.

Col 9-10 blank
. -

YES =1 NO=2
YES=1 NO=2
YES=1 NO=2
Science 1=1, 2=2, 3=3, 4=4, 5=5, 6=6, 7=7 to N.

Social Studies (same as 4)

Math (same as 4)

,13. pleasant unpleasant
14. slow fast
15. useful useless
16. interesting boring

17. still moving
18. sad happy
19. not impo tent important

iltr
20. nice' aw 1

21. fair unf
22. dull exciting

23. tired lively

24. listening doing
25. never fun always fun

Coding protocol, Items 8 (Column 18) to 25 (Column 35)

Pos' 'ye bipolars scored high (7) and scoring was reversed where the positive

bip lar was listed first..

e.g.

not active 1 4 5. 6 7 active

good 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 bad

6 Or) '3

619
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FACILITATING SELF-EVALUATION

A

TEACHERS GUIDE'TO'EVALUATION ACTIVITIES

FOR

KNOWING

A MODULE OF THE BSCS,

HUMAN SCIENCES PROGRAM

Experimental Edition 1977

I

I.

This material was prepared with the support of
National Science Foundation Grant No.,SED72-06305'All
(formerly No. GW7644). Any opinions, findings,
conclusions, or recommendations expressed in such
a publication are those of the author (s) and do not
necessarily reflect the views of NSF.

Supported by a grant from the National Science.. FOundasion.
Copyright C 1977 by the Biological Sciences Curriculum Study. All rights reserved.

Biological Sciences Curriculum Study
P.O. Box 930, Boulder, Colorado 80306
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FACILITATING SELF-EVALUATION

This floe chart gives a

for KNOWING.

Student returns
completed Problems,
to Solve Sheet to
you (or monitor).

START

Student

chooses
activity.

(

1
You review
and score.

i k overview of evaluation procedures

Student records
activity title
and date in
KNOWIRG notebook.

Student takes
and completes
Problems to
Solve for the
activity
evaluated.

Student
stops
work on
activity.

-41

Student returns
completed AEF
to you
(or monitor).

4

Student
completes
Activity
.Evaluation
Form (AEF).

sp

A table of evaluation materials and their use appears at the end of

this paper.

The Human Sciences Program is designed to epable students to

take responsibility for and develop competencies in self-evaluation.

The Human Sciences Program stresses goals of facilitating growth

in student

self esteem

interests in science

ability to take the viewpoint of others

social 'competencies

cognitive abilities

moral reasoning

independence of thought

self direction in learning

Self-evaluation will be carried out by students individually

at the completion of each activity.

621
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Student Notebooks-

Each student is provided-a notebook with eight dividers, one i

for each clUster in the KNOWING module. Each divider has descriptions

of the activities within a cluster on the front side. The back side

"of each divider has four columns. Data sheets from activities and

other papers produced by the student should be kept in the notebook-
\

by cluster % The notebook becomes a portfoliC of work the student
'6

has done. It may be used by students for self-grading and/or by

' you in assigning grades.

A Student Guide to Self - Evaluation is provided for each student.

Please go over the procedures with students before they complete

their first activity.° You'may want to introduce evaluation by

discussing the use of notebook dividers without getting into the

other evaluation activities until they are needed.

1.- The KNOWING-notebook divider'needs to have the title: of the

activity and the date recorded when the student begins the

activity. Students may have several activities going at the

same time, so overlap can be expected.

2. Two evaluation activities will be completed when each student

completes or stops working on each activity chosen.

3. When students complete part or all of an activity and do not

wish to do more they should get an Activity Evaluation Form

for the activity, complete.it and turn it in to you (or a

monitor) .

4. When you receive the Activity Evaluation Fatim you can issue a

Problems to Solve Form (from the activity-specific pad) for

the activity completed. -Students should answer the problems

,independently and; return the form to you.
\5. Students should record the date they evaluate the activity in

the spce provided on the Notebook Divider. They should also

answer the, question, "What ways of knowing were used in the

ii6.

activity?" in the space on t:he Notebook Divider.

You will probably-want to have a folder to hold evaluation

materials for each student. ,:,
\.
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' .

Now that you have an overview of evaluation procedures for

. KNOWING, the following sections provide details about each

component.

Your Daily Role in Evaluation

Evaluation for KNOWING is planned to place short evaluation

activities at the completion of each-activity. Hopefully, this

plan will require less time in large blocks.

YoUr initial role is to maintain the climate you have

established in which each student is encouraged to initiate record

-keeping. Dates on the chalkboard will help students with accurate
0

date-recording in their KNOWING Folders.

Activity Evaluation Forms ,(Machine Scorable). Students

should have access to copies of Activity Evaluation Forms. They

are to be completed upcin termination of work on an activity This,

we hope, will provide a regular, steady flow of information to

you. Use these forms to help diagnose student problems, to

recognizegrowth, and to provide immediate feedback to you and

from you-;-to the student.
3)

Make comments, assign grades, or assist the student iwways

you know will frilitate growth. Please do not mark in the right-

hand margin. We will use that for coding. Return' hese to

studentS for feedback, but either assure they hold them without
e

them becoming damaged, or have them stored in the folder mentioned

in IteM 6, page 2. Students will not need them after seeing ydur

comments. All Activity Evaluation Forms are to be mailed to HSP

at the end of the year. *-

Problems to Solve-.-% A pad of Problems to Solve is provided

for each activity - -the 16roblems are activity specific. Studefits

should write their responses on the sheet and turn it into you

the day they complete it. Both sides of the sheet are used for
4

many activities.- The problems are a mixture of essays, drawings,

and multiple-choice problems.'

Data Sheets and Other Papers. Students should keep data

sheets in their notebooks. You may,wish to have them turned in

for checking and/or grading. fl
6236
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ForIng and Grading. You may wish to score each paper as a

whole, or each part separately,, Data from the Activity Evaluation

Form, the Problems to Solve forrothe activity and data sheets from

.many activities will enable you to provide a grade for each

activity, if you wish. You may wish to have students grade,their

work on each activity prior to, or after reading comments you have

made on their papers, and prior to assigning a final grade fdr

the activity.

Thanks for your attention to these many details. Remember

that all the test items are experimental. When in doubt, ask a

student to explain his or her reasons for a choice or response. ,

p

Evaluation Materials and Time of Use

TITLE DESCRIPTION 'TIMING- ' WHO KEEPS IT?

KNOWING
Notebqpk

\

f?
\T.1,;

--":

.
.

Lists activities by
problem area. Asks
for Date Started,
,Date Activity .

()Evaluation Form-
ecOmpleted, what ways
of knowing were used
in the activity.

Daily recording
by students..
They may need to
be reminded, and
each day's date
put on the board.

Held by each
student. Used
by student and,,
teacher as
information
.on progress.

'.

Student
Guide to
Evaluation

A booklet explaining
the student's
responsibilities for
evaluatioh in .:

KNOWING.

Give to studedts
on first or
second day of
module. Go over
procedures.

Students

\

Acq.ity
Eva uation
Form

Only one form, one
copy to be completed-
for each activity.
the student is to be
accountable for.

Should be
available at all
,times. Completed
by eachstudent
wjien the student
stops work on
each'activity.

/

Student gives
form to you on
day of
completion.
You hold the
form for -

immediate
feedback.

.

Problems
to Solve

,,
_

..

There is one pad of
Problems to Solve
for each activity.

When students
turn in an
Activity -

Evaluation Form p---ZolVe
t

they get the \,,

Problems to Solve
Sheet for that

Student gives
the completed
Problems to

sheet to-
you for scoring.
you return it to
the student as
you desire.

,.,,

.

activity.

;33 624 6
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Materials to be MaileZ' to HSP

At thr conclusion of the school year, please mail

following Materials from KNOWING to the Human Sciences roject.

'Machine-Scored Forms

Activity Evaluation Form.' All forms completed by all

students.

Non-Machine-Scored Materials

Problems to Solve. All forms completed by all

students.

Notebook contents. Please send complete notebooks, but

,not binders, from:

a. three students who did the best work in HSP

b. three students who did average work in HSP

c: three stdlents who did the poorest work in HSP

6

Teachers Guide for KNOWING. A new Guide willbe sent to

yod upon receipt of'your annotated Guide.

Thanks very much for your cooperation.

p.
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EVALUATING YOUR PROGRESS

KNOWING

A LEVEL III '

HUMAN SCIENCES MODULE

Biological Science Curriculum Study Experimental Edition, 1977
P. O. Box 930, Boulder, CO 8030 Human Sciences Program .

C40
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Evaluating Your Progress

4 Introduction

The Human Sciences Program is trying new ways to help you
e)

learn. New ways of learning requirenew ways to show what you are

learning. The materials and procedures described in this guide

are designed to help you,.show others what you have done aid what

you have learned. .

A Human Sciences module has many different kinds of activities:-

As you know, you choose activities to do according to your interests,

skills and goals. -You don't, need to choose activities about things

you already know well.

Since you will be doing different activities thin your class-

mates it is necessary for-you to keep accurate records of which

activities you have done. You are also asked to evaluate the

activity. You are asked to do this because these are new activities.

They will ,be revised before being used. Your evaluation is needed .

in order to,revise the activities to make.them more interesting

and valuable to students like you. After you evaluate the activity.

you will get to solve some problems to show that you learned some-

thing from the activity. (Or, maybe you already knew it!)

In Human Sciences you are more on your own than with many

Other science programs. This means .that there are certain ,

responsibilities you Will need to accept. Freedom and responsibility

go together. You can't have one without the other.

KNOWING Notebooks .

You will receive a KNOWING Notebook to, use as you study the

KNOWING module. The KNOWING Notebook'is given to you as a place

to keep records of the activities you are working on. It is also

a place-to keep data sheets and other papers you prepare as you

study different activities.

627
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Your teacher will give you four dividers at the beginning

of your study of KNOWING. Each divider is for a cluster of rekated

activities. Descriptions of activities in the clustet are on the'

front side of the divider. The back side of the divider is for

your records. When you have chosen an-activity to work on, Write

the name of the activity in the first column and the date you

started the activity in the second. Sometimes you will start a

second activity before you finish one,you are working on. This

may be necessarY when you have to wait for something to grow or

dry or are delayed for some other reason.

Data sheets of various kinds are provided'for many activities.

For others you may'produce written materials, drawings or other

papers. Keep all your papers in your notebook. you might want to
5

make a small section for each activity. Your notebook will become

a portfolio of your accomplishments. You can use -it to show your

teacher, parents or friends'the quality of the work you do.

You will make some things that can't be put-in your notebook.

Keep their so that. -when you and your teacher your work you

can show her or him everything you have done.
A

Activity Evaluation Forms

When you finish working on an activity you can get a copy of

Activity Evaluation Form. Write ydiar name and other information '

requested in the upper right-hand corner of the form.... Be sure to A
writes the title of the activity! Your'ideas can't be used if you

don't.

Answer all the questions on the form. Any ideas you have

about the activity should'be put in tile "Othet Comments" section'.

The Activity Evaluation, Form goes directly into a machine.

A computer card is mad from it. Please do not wrinkle the form

or damage the edges. It won't go through the machine if you do.

Also, please don't write inthe right-hand column. Stay.about(7i

1/4 inch away from the green line. The right-hand column is use-d

to code your answers to the questions. Thanks.

r ti 628
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When you complete the form, record the date in the proper

column on the back -side of the cluster divider. Then answer the

question in the last column on the divider.

You might want to talk about the activity with others who

did it. If there were ideas you didn't understand, talk over the

problem with classmates or Your teacher. When you are satisfied

that you have learned what you wish to, learn from the activity,

give your teacher the Activity Evaluation Form.. You are now

ready to demonstrate fop others what you have learned.

Problems to Solve

There is a special` " -Problems to Solve" pad of papers for each

activity. Your teacher will give you'bne copy when you are ready.

Be sure to check both sides of the page. Sometimes there are

problems on the back.

Think of the Problems to Solve as your opportunity to show

others wht you can do, having worked on the activity. Follow the

directions on each sheet. They may be different for different

. activities. The directions suggest that you use your best writing

in answering essay problems. "Best writing" means to express your

thoughts as completely as you can about the problem. After you

have written your thoughts, read them over. Will someone else

understand your thoughts from what you wrote? If not, make

additions to your response.

We hope you find'the Problems to Solve interesting and

stimulating. Do your.best work. Good Luck.

When you complete your problems to Solve turn it in to your

teacher. Nowyou can go to the module box and aAother

activity. Try to find another activity in the same cluster as

the one you completed. Choosetthat activity before you go to

another cluster.
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4

Module- Completion.*

When your class completes the KNOWING module, many of your

evaluation materials will be returned to the Biological Sciences

Curriculum Study Human Scfences Project. We will need all of your

Acti/ity Evaluation Forms and your Problems to Solve sheets for

each activity you did. In addition, we would like to have nine

KNOWING notebooks from your class. ,Help your classmates and teacher

'keep all papers from KNOWING to return them to us.
.

-What will happen to your work sent to BSCS? Members of the

Human Sciences staff will read what you.have wrftten and develop'

codingi:syatems that will be used to transfer your writings to

cotputer cards. They will be put together with those of about 500

other students in our test classes. After they are processed by

1

the computer, the staff will use the information to determine A

which activities need to be revised. We also hope to learn enough

from your comments to have a good idea of what kind of revision the°

activity newts .

Thanks very much for helping us evaluate-the KNOWING module.

Your help will make it a better module when it becomes available

for use to eighth graders all over the world.

6.4

L
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HUMAN SCIENCES PRO

Instructions for Preparing ClaSt-Lists

The attached class list sheets are to be the source from which

w4(illidentify each student individUally and as a member of a

class group. We will assign numbers to students, so leave the

first column blank.

Please write, 'print oz. type the name of each stAnt, last

name first, in the second column. If you can do this alpha a cally

it will help. Chdck the appropriate colpin to designatex. We

need the birth date of each student too. The following descriptors

will help yOu and your students make appropriate decisions concerning

the "Ethnic Backgrounds' section.

--White, not of Hispanic ori9m, persons having origins in any

01 the original peoples of Europe, North 'Africa, or the Middle

East.

-- American Indian or Alaskan Native, persons having origins in

any of the original'peoples of North America and who maintain

cultural identification through tribal affiliation or community

recognition (the latter seems to be a necessary requirement).'

--Asian or4Pacific Islander, persons having origins as any of the

original--peoples of the Far East, Southeast-Asia, the Indian

Subcontinent or the pacific Islands. The area includes, for

.(4

examples China, Japan, Korea, the Philippine Islands., Samoa,

India.

- -Hispanic, persons having origins in Spain or the Spanish coldhies,

such as Mexico and most South American countries.

- -Black, persons having origins in the original peoples of

Southetn and Central Africa. 631
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.7
Pleabe check to see that the information for each.student is

compile and accurate. Mark each page with a claSs.identification

dedCriptor, such as Period 4,, or Class 803.

ich kind of data on the class list is used in analyzing

the test.data. For example, we 'may want to look for sex differences,

or age differences in activity choice patterns. Therefore, accuracy

of each datum is critical.

Thanks.

James T. Robinson

I

9IK

11 4 rEar
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BSCS Human Sciences Program
Knowing Module

1 PRETESTING INSTRUCTIONS

Prestesting: Please administer these instruments to your
students before you begin the KNOWING module.
One-half'of your students will take "How's
YEUEMgic?" Form A and Form B. The other
one-half will take the "Knowing Pretest."
F57117473Oing this to reduce testing time for .

students. Please establish a serious and
purposeful atmosphere for this testing.

Mechanics: Be sure students have pencils. You will find
a box labelled PRETEST MATERIALS. In this
box you will find stacks of test booklets,
"How's Your Logic?" Form A alternating with
"Knowing Pretest." Distribute booklets to
each student alternating a "How's Your Logic?"
Form A with "Knowing Pretest," just as they
are stacked in the box. Students should not
att.to choose the test booklet they will use.
It is important that this procedure be followed.

"How's Your Logic?" has a box for the student's
name, school, date of birth, boy/girl and date.
This box was inadvertently left off the KNOWING
Pretest. Please put a copy of the box on the
chalkboard and have students reproduce it and
complete it on the cover of the KNOWING P4etest.

Let students read the directions of their'
respective tests. Ask if there are any questions.
Interpret directions but do not interpret any
questions.

The Logic test has practice examples. After
you have 'answered general questions from
students; .students with "How's Your Logic?"
should be asked to try Example A. When they
have responded, have them turn to the "Answer
for Example A." They will-see that for such
a question they are to write the answer. Help
them with the form of tie problem - - reading the
three conditions in the three groups of state-
ments.

Next, have students try Example B and then
Example C. Resolve'any problems with what
students are to do. Let those who.understand
go ahead.

s
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Disposition:

Note:

JTR/cjt
3/13/77

-2-

During the test period
room to constantly see
Read items to students
explain or re-word any

please walk around the
how Students are doing.
if they ask; but do not
items for a student.

Students who received "How's Your Logic?" Form
A (yellow) will also need to complete Form B
(orange). Do not hand out Form B (orange) if
students war not have time to complete it.
Save it for the next day.

Neither the "Knowing Pretest" (white) or the
"How's Youi Logic Test?" Form A and B are timed
tests. Give students all the time they need to
respond to each item.

A part of a second class period may be needed
to complete the pretesting. Please plan some
type of quiet independent work that students
can do who finish early.

We can only use completed data. Be sure that
every student who does Form A of "How's Your
Logic?" does Form B. Give make-ups fof.
absentees if you possibly can.

Pleaqe use the same box the materials were
shipped in to return them to BSCS. Please
return both used and unused booklets. A return
address sticker is provided in each box for
readdressing to us. You will be reimbursed
for postage from the shipping cost indicated on
the returned package.

The test booklets and administration instructions
for "How Is Your Logic?" Form A and Form B, 1.976
Edition are not included here as they appear in

111

the document on pages
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KNOWING

LEVEL III

) KNOWING PRETEST

This is a special test to accompany the KNOWING module of the Human
SCiences Program. Please read the instructions for each group of
items carefully and then mark your responses aS directed. Try to
answer each question, but if you don't understand it, leave it blank.

SECTION I

Condider each statement carefully and determine if you agree with
the statement or disagree with the statement. Circle the word of
your choice.

K. Questions 1 through 6 relate to this story. Two students that
live near some mountains had the following conversation:

Mary: I limbed to the top of my first mountain this past
.we kend. I don't think anyone really 'knows what a
mountain is like until they stand on top of one.

or

Sue: I have never been on top of a mountain, but I think I
!chow what it is like..

Mary: How could you?

Sue: I have seen a lot of pictures taken frOm the tops of
,mountains and the other night I saw a movie about two
Mountain climbers. I got scared just watching the
movie!

Mary: Well that cannot compare with really being there.

Cimcle bne

Agree Disagree

Agree Disagree

Agree Diagree

Agree Disagree

1. Mary is right. You can't know about `

a mountain from movies or pictures.

2. A person can know something about a
mountain from a film that you could
not know from being on top of one.

3. .Jusf. because Mary was on top of one
mountain doesn't mean that she knows
what it means to be on top of other
mountains.

4. Mary and Sue are both right. They,
both know abct mountains but in
different ways.

G51
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Circle One

Agree Disagree

-Agree Disagree

5. Mary and Sue could both know more
about mountains if they would read a

° good book about mountains.

,6. The only way a person can know about
a mountain is by climbing one.

B. The next group of questions do not relate to the story above.
K Again, circle whether you agree or disagree with the statement.

Circle One

Agree Disagree

Agree Disagree'

Agree Disagree

Agree Disagree

7., We have completed learning what there
is to know about Mars through the
Viking space expeditioris.

8. Since prehistoric cultures left no

%
written account of their activities,
it is impossible to know anything
about them.

9. Primitive tribes and other people
without science haye.few useful ways
of knowing.

10. Scientific knowledge is more personal
than is poetry.

Q. Archaeologists could userthe following to find out about a
particular group of prehistoric people:

Circle One

Agree Disagree 11. Locate a site where the people lived
and excavate it carefully.

Agree Disigree 12. Analyze carefully the artifacts found
at the site.

, Agree 9isagree 13. Compare the artifacts found at the
site with similar ones found elsewhere.

D. If you were 'interested in knowing about the past which of the
following would be useful?

Circle One

Agree Disagree 14. Locating fossils, reconstructing and
resto4Leslthem.004, 638
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Circld One

Agree, Disagree 15. Using radioactive'carbon dating to
approximate the age of materials.

16. Translating writing,systems of past
culture.

Agree Disagree

Agree Disagree

Agree Disagree

Agree Disagree

Agree Disagree
V.,

Agree Disagree

17. Using stratigraphic procedures in
studying formations of the earth and
prehistoriC settlements.

18. Using personal letters written by
individuals to learn about their lives.

19. Talking with older persons to learn
of their experiences.

20. Studying tools left blearlier
civilizations in order to infer their
use.

21. Excavating burial sites of early
civilizations.

E. ,Read each statement.
indicate how you feel

Circle One

OP

Circle the word agree or disagree to
about the statement.

22. Fossils can be used as sources of
--i''''information about the kinds of

environments' that existed milliony
of years ago.;

Agree Disagree

Agree Disagree, 23. A myth is an incorrect belief.

Agree Disagree 24. Both geologists and archaeologists
assume, when they dig into layers in
the earth, that the bottom layer is
usually the oldest.

Agree Disagree 25. The age of the earth can be, predicted
by using the methods of science.

Agree Disagree 26. It takes astronomers viewingthe sun
from earth a full year to see the
whole surface of the sun. 4'

Agree Disagree 27. The condensation of water in nature
is caused by cooling, in, the laboratory
it can be caused by changes in\air
pressure.

A

G .7 :3
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Circle One

Agree Disagree

Agree\ Disagree

Agree Disagre

y
Agree Disagree

. k

Agree Disagree

2S. All locations in the United States
are north latitude.

29. If you had seven books that cost a
total of,$35.00, one book would have
an average cost of $5.00.

30. Both medical doctors and medicine men
(shamans) know that if their patients
trust them to be of help treatment
will be more effective.

31. There are chemicals that change color
when another particular chemical is

'present or absent.

32. New developments in science are
quickly accepted by scientists.

F. The Bleeps were eating their dinner under a Squalch on the
planet Minos when the space craft landed with a thud in the
large crater below. The leader of the Bleeps ordered an
immediate silence and organized a scouting squad to go to'the
edge of the crater and watch the space craft. They were.
instructed to radio their observations back to command
headquarters. This would allow an evacuation of the Maude
Valley if the space craft contained Bleep enemies. The leader
radioed back:

..."Captain the door just opened and some very small
creatures have emerged. They are shiny looking 4nd have
a clearround object on their top. They have only two
legs but have two other funny looking things hanging from
near their top."

..."One of them just kicked some rocks with its leg and
used one of those funny things hanging from near its top
to move a larger rock. They move very slowly and if we
had to defend ourselves we could ea ily move faster than
they do. Since they have only two 1 gs I think they would
be,easy to knock over."

Circle One

Agree Disagree 33. The leader was careful to radio
observations, not inferences, back
to command headquarters.

Agree Disagree 34. Such an event could ocatr Qn a'
different planet sometime in the
future.
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Circle One

Agree Disagree 35. Bleeps make inferences from
observations in a different way than
we do.

SECTION II

G. In Section II consider each question carefully and circle the
letter of the one best answer for the question. .Questions 36
and 37 refer to thg-wigleeps" story.

36. Which is an inference in the story of the Bleeps 'above?

a. 4Somevery small creatures"

b. "They are shiny looking",

c. "They have only two legs"

d. "They would be easy to knock over"

37. What does the captain in the story above know about the
things from the spaceship?

a. The creatures are going to stay.

b. The creatures are not like the Bleeps.

c. The creatures are from the other side of the planet.

d. The creatures are friendly.

38. The best way to learn wliat the students in your school
think about how well the president is.doing his job
would be to

a. draw the names of 100 students from a jar containing
every student's name in your school and interview them.

b. interview 300 students.in the lunchroom.

c. interview all 8th. grade social studies classes.

d. interview the first 100 boys and the first 100 girls
who walked into the front door of the school on a
particular day.

39. Lich would be the best way to find out about the 7:oroblems
ing persons over age 65 in your community?

Talk`to your 72- year -old neighbor.

Interview'an administrator of a senior citizen
volunteer progiam.

c. Read a book about aging in America.

d. Develop and test a questionnaire that you administer
to a random sample of all-persons in your community
over 65.

b.
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40. After studying a unit in your,science class, how would you
best describe what the students in your class will know?

a. They will know the same things.

b. There will be some things most will kjiow and other
things that each student will know.

c. Every student will know different things.

d. They will know almost everything there is to know'
about the subject of theme unit.

41. The best way to know about the amount of rainfall in your
city would be to

a. read a poem about rainfall. -

b. listen to a symphony related to rainfall.

c. talk to a metedroltgist in your city.

di. make rain in a flask°in your laboratory.

H. An astrologer and an astronomer were both asked the question,
"Do you think stars influence people', personalities ?"

The astronomer said, "No. They are'simply masses, of material
in our universe that have certain known chemical and physical
properties."

The astrologer said, "Their have a great deal of influence.

4 Their position at-the time of'our birth.influences our life
pattern. These patterns are very predictable."

42. Whdt would be the best way to d cribe the positions of
the astrologer and astronomer?

a. The astronomer is right and the astrologer.is wrong.

b. The astrologer is'right and the astronomer is wrong.

c. They each have their own way of knowing and there are
people that would have use for each way.

d. They both have the. same way of knowing but have not
talked tp ach other enough to know it.

43. Astrology is different from astronomy because in astrology

a. the position of heavenly bodies is studied.

b. the influence,of constellations on human beings is
considered.

c. the major constellations of the Zodiac are studied.

d. predictions of future events about heavenly bodies
are made.
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44. The reason astrologers,and astronomers can have such
di rent views of the same thing is

a. they try ,purposefully to be different.

b. there is more than one way of knowing about something.

c. their intelligence may be very different.

d. they don't talk to each other very often.

J
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KEY

Knowing Pretest
O

tfr

In

Columns 1-10

Column

11

12

13

14-.

15

Identification number

Item Correct

1
A

2 1

3 1

4 1

5 1

Column

44

45

52

53

Item

34

35'

36

37

Corre4

1

2

'4

2

'. 16 6 2 54 38 '1

17 7 2
't--0.

55 39

18 8 2 56 40 -2

19 t ; 2 '57 41

\
20 10 2 58 42 3

21 11 1 59 43 2

22 12 1 60 44 2

23 13 1

24 14 1

25 15 1

26 16 1 44

27. 17 1

28 18 1

29 19 1

30 20 1

31 21 1
-

32 22 1

33
...,

23 2

34 24 1

35 25 1

36 26
,

2

37 27 1

38 28 1

39 29 1 I ;

40 30 1

41 31 1

42 32 2

43 33 2



Read each statement carefully.

Mark 1 if you strongly agree.
Mark 2 if you agree.
Mark 3 if you are undecided.
Mark 4 if you disagree.
Mark 5 if you strongly disagree.

This activity was enjoyable.

This activity was difficult for meet.-

This activity midi me think.--o-

This activity was too Icing.

ACTIVITY EVALUATION FORM
Activity

Name

Teacher

Date'

Class periods I spent

KNOWING Hours spent outside of class period

Read each statement. carefully.

Mark 1 if you strongly agree.
Mark 2 if you agree.
Mark 3 if you are undecided.
Mark 4 if you disagree.
Mark 5 if you strongly disagree.

.This activity was important,to

What I learned is useful to
I already knew most things in this
activity.
I would recommend this activity
to other students.

Comp let's each of the sentences below. Use as much detail as possible.

I chose this activity because

The most important thing I lamed was

Other comments: 0.

a
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KNOWING

ACTIVITY EVALUATION FORMS

SPECIFIC' CODING FOR EACH ACTIVITY

I

The Strange Fossil

The most important thing I learned was

1 = about fossils/how things were fossilized/
how fossils were made

2 = how bones fit together/hard to put, bones togethek/
about reconstruction ,

3 = how things change/evolution/other animals in the
pasiVcxleatures weren't always the same

4 = patience
ti

5 = fossil bones are rare

6 = paleontologist pieces together'bones /not all fossils
can be identified by paleontoldgists/paleontologists
have different opinions

7 = no'response/not codeable/unintelligible

Comments

1 = the animal was good

2 = enjoyed/fun/interesting

3 =need.instructions for putting fossil together

44= not enough detail

5 = difficult
I

6 = it was boring/dull/this uni1t needs work on

.7 = no comment/not codeable

-111k4'
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Special Coding of Activity Evaluation Form-

W for "WAYS OF KNOWING" (Filmstrip)

(Activity Code 62)

Column

47 I chose this activity because

1 = teacher said.we had to/teacher asked,..

2 = I want to In more about it

3*= I like mountains

= neat to choose another kind of science

program/something new

5 =

6- =

.,7 = blank/not codeable/unintelligible

48 The most important thing I learned was -(cognitive).

1 = content (reflective): think about things

you take for granted

= content (specific):, the mountain's unknown'

to manyspeople/different thiiigs about-

mountains/people use mountains for different

things /do a lot of things

3 = process (general): how to know about things/

different ways of exploring (knowing)/there

are many ways, to answer a question/more ways

4 - process (interpretation.): other people look

at mountains different ways/not all people

think the same
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Column

48 (Cont'd)

5 = process (specific): how scientists learn/

methods of experimenting/to learn to check

out how old amountain is/there are more ways

to know a mountain

6 = nothing/don't know /didn't know what we were

doing
0

7`= blank/not codeable/unintelligible/no cognitive b

comment
(z,

49 The most important thing I learned was (aesthetic).

1 = artist .(inter-pretive) 04100.'

2 = content (Specific): mountains can be pretty

3 =

4 =

5 = process (SpecifiC): to watch a beautiful film

=

7 = no aesthetic comment/blank/not codeable

50. Other Comments

1 = voice -c:4ticismi: -voice boring/telltit was a

script

2r= aesthetic: it was pretty

r

3 6.expectancy
(*)

: course looks like fun/better

than.reding)-

4 contept criticism: too long/poetry didn't
. .

rhyme/answer sheet not clear

.18

t
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Column

50 (Cont'd)

5 =process (specific): ways of knowing were

through...(oral learning)

6 = affective: it was boring

7 = no comment /blank /unintelligible /not codeable

4

r

e
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1v

. "CODING KNOWING
Activity Evaluation Form

I. Center. Column

11 and 12 Activity Number (Assign 1 to 61 by
Table of Contents)

13 Class

. 1 =

periods I spent

up to 1.5
2 = 1.6 to 2.5
3 = 2.6 to 3.5
4 = 3.6 to 5.5
5 = 5.6 to 7.5
6 = 7.6 or more
-7 = blank or not legible

I.

14 ,Hours spen outside class period

ls1 = up to 1.5 o

-2 = 1.6 to 2.5
3 = 2.6 to 3.5
4 = 3e5 or more
5 =
= none, 0, zefo

7 = plank, not legible
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III. Coding protocols.

a

I chose this activity because

-Colt. 47 Attitudinal

Key words are: like, interesting; fdn

1 = fun, interesting/like to know/like
to study/like'to learn

2= easy to do/short

3 = enough to do/not too long or,short

4 = something new/never did this before

5 = my friends wanted to do it/friend
recommended it

6 = no attitudinal comment

7 = not codeable, blank

J Col. 48 Cognitive

Key words are: want, want to know/learn/do

1 = want to learn (general, no specific thing
,-mentioned) ,

2 = want to learn about X (one specific example),

3 = want to learn about X and,Y (two or more
specific examples)

4 = want to learn about X and Z (one specific
and one or more general)

5 = want,to learn about X and Y, anOZ.(two
or morecliDecific and one or more general items)

6 = no cognitive comment/not codeable

7 = learned nothing

Col. 49 Logistib

1 = got,tO leave class

2 = worked with (film, media, clay)

al= made something, diloi/something

4 = interviewed/surveyed

5-= worked with people

6 = no logistic comment

7 = blank, not codeable

ce5
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p

Time Travel into the Paleozoic

The most important thing I learned was

1 = different periods of time (in Grand Canyon)

2 = Grand Canyon is old/G.C. 2 billion years old/
how old the G.C. is

3 = different layers/how G.C. was formed

4 =

5 =

6 = to start cleaning up earl /to follow directions/
how to mix'plaster of paris

7 = no response/not codeable/unintelligible

(Note: if more'than one category in student response, use
smallest number)

Comments

1 = Measurements shoul be revised

2 = inaccurate amounts of plastic

. 3 = hard to tell what color dyes to use/needed more dye .

4 = instructions unclear

5 = interesting

6 = too long/messy

7 = no response/not codeable/Unintelligible
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Counting With Carbon

The most important thing I.learned was

1 = how stable & radioactive carbon is used to date

d

-

2 = scientists use carbon to find how long something
-has been dead /how old things are/how geologists
find out things from the past

3 = how to figurd out problems

4 = content specific: how many green bubbles Were left

5 = how to count ?Dori

6 = nothing/boring

7 = no response/not codeable/unintelligible.

Comments

1 = need into on how scientists count atoms/how process
works

2 = important activity

3 = fun

) 4 = it was hard /confusing /couldn't figure out problems

'5 =

6 = didn't learn anything /wasn't intereting

7 = no response/not codeable/uhintelligible.

)

e
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Rosetta II

The most important thing I learned was

1 = how.to decode/what different shapes meant

2 = about earlier people (writing, living, judging)

3 =-about designs/different people communicate in
different,wayS/picture writing/how different other
languages are from ours/many different languages

4 = that there really was a Rosetta stone/it was diffi-0
cult to decode when first found

5 = to concentrate /to use logic/working with what you
haVe/translating is hard/lahgliages take time to
learn .

*"
6 = how to write in Nomo, Wosak, Skribly/a lot of new

codes/how different tribes write

7 = no response/not dodeable/unintelligible/nothing

Comments

1 = fun/enjoyable/interesting

2 =.codes should have been harder

3 = should be longer/should have-more languages to decode

4 = should have another activity like it vi

5 = found mistakes.in coding

6 =.took too long/was hard/boring

7 = no response/riot coarble/unintelligible

,,j

CP
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Where bid-We Come From?

The most important thing I learned was

1 = the'past is important toceople/evervne has a
different view of how they came to be

2 = about the,Arunta

3 = hard to think of a myth to-tape 4

4 = about 'myths (specific)

= to' make Up silly stories/didn't learn anything

6,= reiteration: where we came fro4

7 = no.response/n9oodeable/unintelligib4uka

Comment

1 = too short and brief to learn

2 =

3=

4

a

4 = activity was really bad/waste of time

5 =

6 = Q ,4

7 = no response/not codeable/unintelligible
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Patterns in Your Past

The most important thing I learned was

1 = I have 4 sets of great grandparents, 8 sets of
great, great grandparents (Content specific)

2 = you are kind of a mixture of all (pirents,
grandparents, etc.)/everybody is different,

3 = my family/my relatives/my ancestors/my real.../
(General content) .

4 = it isn't easy to trace your past

5 = tracing ly past/made familytree

6 = nothing ,

7 = no comment/not codeable /unintelligible

Comments 01 = traits specified (tongue rolling,eidose.s peak
nOt interesting

2 = interesting/enjoyed it/remarkable'funl

3 =

4 =.too short

5 = too boring

6 = similar .to Alex taley's Roots

7 = no comments/not cbdeable/unintelligible
,
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Pueblo People of the Past

The most impoTtant thing I learned was

1 = content (general): about artifacts/people
survived.../how others lived

2 = content (specific): that there is such a thing
as Yellow Jacket site

3 = process: how to locate artifacts in a room
associated with it/how to identify artifacts.../
how to study.../how careful you have to be...

4 =

, 5 =

6 = nothing/boring

7 = no response/not codeable/unintelligible

Comments

. 1 = questions not clear/hard to understand

2 = questions 2 and 3,wete confusing

3 = good/fun/interesting/enjoyed it 4

4 =

5 =

6 = too long/boring

7 = no response/not codeable/uAintelligible
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Sunwatch

The most impoftant thing I learned was

1 = sunspots arecooler than the rest of the sun

2 = about sunspots

3 = sunspots are darker but appear lightei than
the rest of the sun

. ,

4 = sunspots move/sun roates/not'in 11e,same-place,
day to day/movement over period of aday

5 = sunspots affect us/suft'affects us

6 = general: know more about the sun,

7 = no response/4ot codeable/urtintelligible

Comments

1 -= OK/not bad

2 =.could be harder/make it harder

c-

3 -did not tell me much about the Sun/should tell more
about sun except justslinSpOts

4

1

,useful/intAesting/recommend to others

/

,
a

.5 hard to understand

6 =,gets monotonous multiplying all I rind /boring/

should be able to make thing's

7 = no respon'se/not'dOdeable/Unintelligible

V,

2

16
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Star Gazers

The most important thing I learned was

c

1 = content -(general): about legends/aouk ancient
beliefs -(and constellations)

'2 = content (specific): similarities and differences
in Leo/the many images in the stars

3 =-coritent (interpretive): that \ancient beliefs
created images wetsee in conskellations today

4 = everyone around the world sees the same- stars

5 = process: 110t to Identify stars

6 = keep` up With things I use

7 = no response/not,codeab1e4unihtelligible

Comments

I = too short

2 = useful

3 =. f1 /interesting,

em not useful/d

1,, 5 = hard/compl cated

6 ,..!

.
..'.., , -

I
7 = no response/net cgdeabl4funintelligible

..1.

,

/ o
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What Do the Stars Know?'

The most impOrtantf'thing r learned was ti

1 = content: astronomers and astrologers are different
- .

= content (interpretation) : what it means when the
constellation is in the sun/characteristics of ,

people by their signs'

3 = content combinations: 1 and.2
.

4 = content'(general): about the zodiac/how-the stars
knows

5 = process (specific): how sun signs are determined/`
how to tell zodiac signs now-and which will be hexV/
to guess sun signs .

, .

6 = attitudes: birth signs are fakey/astrologers-can
,really predict/stars do' predict futurt.

I g

7' = no response/not codeable/nothing 11p.

Commenti. .

1\-7-yo4 have to .ask too many people

2 = last part was boring

3 = take it harder/make it longer/add more activities.

4 = fun/interesting/enjoyable

5 = too long

I

6 = update astrology soit will be more accurate

7 = no response/not codeable/unintelligible

.-I
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The Solar Merry-Go-Round

The most important thing I learned was

1 = content (general): about the longest'shadows /'
the shadows of the stars

2 ='content (specific): telling time by the sun's
shadow/the bun in relation to other stars and the
-earth/sun has to be in certain position to make
a shadow on the earth/what causes night andday
an4 the seasons

3c= probess: how the earth turns

.

,
4' . r - . . &

.,. & - . .,..
, ,

..

...y = .. ,404 .

"O ,1.7j noshing \
..

.

;
.

. . _ k.
.

4 -
,

s'7 nO respon,se/not codeable/uniAtelligible

j- Comments

1 = boting

2 = not'bia/OK "

3 P.- Stin/good

4 = didn't-tleadhme anything

r
5 = difficult.

7S =

I

7 = no'response/not codeable/unintelligible

. r

t.

'\

1

k.

o

1.
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Human Ideas About Disease

The Most important thing I learned was

1.= content (interpretation): to respect views of
other people/just because people use different
ways of healing doesn't mean theykon't work/

-2 = content (specifia): about the Navajoes,tecbniquel
for curing disease/magic medidine isstial relied --

on
Y ...

'3 =content,Jgeneral): about different'ideasc(about .

.00 . disease). (of the-tribes) /how illness leMs,dealt'With,

,
some weird things people doto cpre disease '.

, . .

/4 = process: how'the Arunta, Nivajo, Vawaiians cure
their people 'I.: -' ' .

.

,

5 =

6 = n4thing

7 =-no response/not codeable/unintellig ible

Comments

1.= activity titles-are misleading/should be more
explanatory/instructions should be clearer

2 = spaces too small on Activity Evaluation form

3 = interesting

4 = didn't like it

5 = make it'more exciting. to reid/boring

'6 --R

oto

7 = no response/not 'codeable/unintefligible

4,

4,
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FartherandFaster

5

The most importaiit thing I learned was

1 = content (interpretatidp): man has increased'
physical ac4omplishment oyer. the years/as
years went onktime was short (er)/ mail can
go farther and faster/man doesn't appear to
have limits'-in athletic abilities/there isn't
a liMit for everythilg .

2 = content (specific, major): how times and heights
get better

3 = content (sp9cific, minor): times went' up about
o '.25 times each time in the howef Slobovian turtle

race'

4 =

5.= content (limited): how fa .a body can go/Some
times from the olympics/ eiewere turtle races/
people are becoming more and more athleticirecoihs
are brokenla lot

6 = skill: graphiAg/making (plotting) graphs/about
graphs/hard to .make graphs

7 = ZD response/not codeable/unintelligible/nothing

Comments,

1 = we should make more predictions
6

2 = enjoyable/interesting .

3 = didn't like it/didnt have anything to do with
science

4 = too long

5= need clearer instructions/could be made more
interesting/kind of,hard

. L
6 = boring , - /

Y

. . /7.= no-response/4t codeable/unintelligible
....

/..s.

Se.

0 . 4 8.63
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hot Spit .
)--..-

4

, .

. . ..,

. %
.

The most important .thing I learned was .

' .

1
.1' = content (specific) : there is starch in both

wet and dry, crackers "thz4 i

k

content
.d
(general),:. what happens to strchy

foods when 'Ypu 'eat them, \

4'= naming: hoW digestion is/digestion 1

5 7: 41 ,

6 = den' t. do it around other people

7 = no response/not codeable/unintelligible/nothing

Comment

1 F. liked 'to do experiments'

2= didn't like activity/boring

E. interesting/enjoyable
Ai

4 = do not like spitting -on things

5 =

6 =

7 = no response/not codeable/uninteJ.ligible

0
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Leers of\tbe.Bodli

The most important

=

-
2=

t

thing I learned was .
,

3 = conte ht (general) : what, force was used to lift
the jug/you can think of, your arm as a machine/-

1

*arms and levers are very much needed in your
body _

.

4 = iroceSs:.bow to measure/how'joints work

5 = content (speoffic):about levers/what fulcrum,
force, and load mean

A
5.= nothing

.7 = no responSe/not-codeable/unintelligkble

Comment
,

1 = didn't likkactivity

2 = useful/interestifig

3 = liked' the activity

4-= not enjoyable

5

6
.4

7 = no response /not Oodeable/unintelligible

4

(3719
1. t

')
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knowing Aboutthe Brain

The%most,important thing I learned was

1 = cgntent(interpretation)

2 = content,(general): how the brain is constructed/
the different parts of the- brain/Aow a brain looks/
Phineas Gage

3= content speqj.'fic): .the brain'c'an live without
almost half/how the'stem sends messages to other
parts of the bbdy/you, do not always die froM brain
damage/about the olfactory nerves

A= attitude: the-brain is'weird/it was gross

5 =

6 = nothing

7 = no response/not codeable/un intelligible

Comments

1 = OK,
. ,

2 = activity was surprising

3 = didn't Tike to handle the brain /gross to. some people -^
-,

4 = fun /interesting I ,

5 = not interesting 4

6 = should include rubber gloves

7 = no response/not codeable/unintelligible

1

GS0

a'
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A Way of Seeing "Inside the:Body
.

The most,importanti thing I learned was

A

1 = content (interprdetatiOn)yX-rays have unliMited
use/many things -)..--ray's an do

. ..

2 = content (specific): n ames of the body's internal.
organs/parts of the body

2
3 = =intent\ (geheral) : About the mystery X-ray/how

'X-rays look/X-rays are useful/about the
skeleton /about the body

.s5

4 = doingt to use X-ray/how to look at X-rays and deter=
mine what is wrong with people

5 = reiteratiOn:,seeing insidg the body /how things
looked/what human bodies look like inside

6 = process: how to identify various parts ofthe body/
how X-rays are made,
..

7 no responseinoe'dodeable/unintellig"ible

Comments

1 1 = activity boring/picture was too obvious/hard to
understand

2 = X-rays good. 4

'A
3 = fun to do otier things with )-rays' .

4 = too short/should be longer ''t

5 = enjoyable/interesting/fun

6 =.anY two of the above (1 -5)'

7 = no, response/not c4odeable /unintelligible



0

to

*,

Building With.BrickIL
.

The most important thing.I learned was .

_. 1 =fcontent (interpretation); not hatd tOb4 an-,
-. arChitect/I ern not a brick layer

.

2 =-,content (dpecific):fran arch is strpnger (holds
bebter) than a post and lin-tel/n6t all brick patterns:
have the same strength i

1

3= content <limited): how INE) build (with) bricks/
mortar didn't hold/how to make mortar

-41=

,
.

/ .

6 = nothing ..
% N

.

k..
\

7 = no response/unbOdeabi/unintelligible .,

4

COMMentS .

% b

1 = teo bong.'

\

\

2 = poor'mortar/cheap mortar

t

,

. .

3 r lousy bricks/bad'bricks/84cks
.,

should already he filed
,

-1

,

'41 = informatt/e(fun

5 = didn't like itA1 no worksheet

61= two or mttor of the aboye
X

-0 i
7 = no response/npt codeaple/unintelliaible

.
Tm)

. ^

S
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Foiled'Again

The most 'important thing I learned was -

.1

1-= content (interpretation):,Ltne shape determines
how much Weight the bridge114ill hold/how you
build, a bridge dOes affect its strength/can't
,build a'bridge any old way

2 = content (specific): smooth, thinner is stronger/
arch bridges are stronger

3 = process (general):,hoW muci?f weight aluminum foil
will hold/hew to Make a strong px.idgp.../to find
out which bridges are stronger

.

0= content (personal): our bridge was best/I should
never, make, a bridge ,*

5 =contentA('general):abOut a bridge

6 = nothing r.
respo4se/no cddeable/unintelligible

\\. (Comment
.

I

. .

:.
1 = easy

c
r

.

2= not enjoyable /boring

. ' 3 = enjoyable '

= use more materials-

. 5 = didn't teach me much
7

6 = two or more of'the above A

7 no response /not codeable/unintellige

I.

a
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Materials in Space

.

Themost important thing I learned Was.
..

1 = interpretation: people ddn'texpress themselves
the same way/how sCulptures vary/how to express
ideas/f isno.i easy to sculpt*

,

2= matepiels:j,clay.isfun if you4put your imagination.
to work/thtre ace -klot of things you can sculpture
with/sculptures are no.talwaysmade out of rock or
clay

b

3 = process: 4pw to make things with clay/(clay doesfl't
work ufftess.you fire it/what kind.df work sculptors
do -

4,
r

4 =`c6ntent (,pecific):

5.= content Igeneral):
..

I,

,.

6,,=,i don't knoN/nOthin

\--

7 = no restiase/not toaealele/unintelligitle &

.
' S

COmments . .

If. . -
4

'
. f

1 = fun/enjoyable

**g

.the pieta was .theApieta/w4t

about art /what
4

g

a sculpture is

4

2 = I learned` ow to' make things out of clays:
.

3.=. OK/liked. it

. 4 = itds hard ang4.Ong
'*

5 = doebrilt have anything to-do with science
.

= wire is too thickind hard to cut
"lb

7 = no response/idotcod6blelpintel4gible

s-,
670
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Building Materials: How Good Are They?

The most important thing I learned was
A

1=4contentAinterpretation): you have to use tests,
cost and beauty to decide which materials are
best

24= content (specific): aluminum is better than bricks/
density of building materials

= 'content (general): which material would hold up
longest/some building materials are better than -
others

4 = process: hoW scientists test materials/how to measure/
how to usemy hands and build stuff

5 = the use of weight/the use of mathematics

6 =

7 = no response /not codeable/unintelligible

Camments

1 = on (#'s i.e.,.
enough

2 = fun

3 =_too long

4 =

5

2, 3, 4...) rou did not explore good

6 = suggested improvement

,

7 = no response/not codeable/unintelligible

C c' 5
671,
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Images of Brush -and Peri

The most irdportant thing I learned was 4! .

1 = contNyintherpretatiori): children fromskl over
the word are about the same/peoplefrom other

,countries enjoy art, too/many people write good
poetry/you-can be'a poet or artist if you're young

.or old

2'= content (specific): to observe different pictures/
how artists express their feelings,

. 3 = content (general): about other .peOple (their art
and poetry)/about other countries

4 = process: .how to draw and paint

5 = about looking in book more

6 = nothing/don't ever do it again

7 = no response/not codeable/unintelligible

Comments

1 = liked makintg the drawing,

2 = interesting/good activity/liked it

A

4 = it was not worth it/it stinks
7

5 =

6 =

7 = no response/not codeable/unintelligible

GO r,
I

4
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How 01tAre They?

The most impbrtant'thing I.learned was .

.06

= content (interpretive): people age differently/
some people weren't as young as thearlook and some

.ore younger than you thi4k/people don't very often
look their age/you can't tell a book by its color/

, 40

2 = content (specific): hands and faces can be used to
tell people's ages/how different old and young people's
characteritties are/look before you deeigle age/

3 = content (general): how people differ /characteristics
of young and old people/about aging people's skin/
about the ages of people/different looks at differ-
ent ages/

4 = process (specific): how to tell people's age by certain
characteristics/how to use hands and faces to learn
age/

5 = process (general): how to'tell (guess) people's ages/
people have different_ways tojudge age/you can
approximate a personrage by looking at hem/

6 = I'already knew it/nothing/nothing important

7= no response/not codeable/unintelligible

Comments

1 =.110'answer sheet/get the answer key sheet/

2.= fun/good/neat/interesting

too many questions to answer/boring

4 = didn't like it/didn't like interviewing/too long

5 = haid

6 = OK?)

7 = no response/not codeable/unintelligible

k' 673



The Unknown Millions

The Most important thing I learned was

1 = content (interpretation): growing Old is just
part of life (There't nothing wrong with it)/

'all old people are different/aging is no fun/
being old can be enjoyable, but mostly bad

2 = how'Old people feel/old people are capable of doing
things/when you.are old you slow down a lot

3 = content (general): there are as-many old people/ .

they.are almost historic /about Senoras/about
- middle -aged, people /everyone is not.'the same

4 = process: how o relate to older people

5 =,

6 = nothing

7 ='no response /not codeable/unintelligible

Comment .

1 = got,to know about old age

2 = recommend to others

=..*liked it/good

4 =

5 =

6 = too long/not interesting enough

7 -= no respOnse/not codeable/unintelligible

a
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Vital §tatistics

',The most important thing I learned was

46
O

1 = content (interpretation): statistics are becoMing
..larger

2-=

'3 = content (general): the life expectancies in the
U.S./age at death/many people born'in a week /popula-
tions of countries/

. 4 = process: how to read population maps

5 =

6'= nothing

71= no response/not dodeable/uninte114:gible

Comments 4

1 = hard

2 = boring/didn't like it

3 = wish it was longer

40N..
4 = interesting/fun

5 =

6 = suggestion for the activity

7 = 'no response/not codeable/uniritelligible

4.4

I
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The Very Different Ones

The most important thing I learned was

1 = content (interpretation): that some people are
(both) geniuses and fools/how different people
really are from each other/ilmoSt nyone can be
smart/people have a lot of things.in cofimdh, but

. they don't always believe in the same things

/

2 = content (specif40-): about Wagner's theory of con-
,

tinental drift /Kepler was no/fool/never to be an

astronomist

3 = content. (general): about Semmelweis (Wagner)(Kepler)/
about geniuses/about what thedid/how things began
and what people thought/about geniuses and fools/
biographies can be interesting '(and educational)

#

4 = moral: not to give up* .you're laughed at/no one
listened to them/ever one has different goals but
don't always reach them until someone finally notices/

4 have courage to carry out your convictions!

= Skil w to read

6 = nothib.

7 = no response/not'codeake/unintelligible
a

Comments.

1 = boring/skip it

2 = enjoyable/ihteresting

3 you can -learn a lot by reading this

O

4 =

5 =

6 =, 2 & 3 above
I

7 = no response/not codeable/unintelligible

676



.- Surveys, Samples and Schools

.°The most important thing I learned was

1 = content (interpretation): people are very different/
have different'feelings and thoughts/reepect differ-
ent views on things

2 = content (specific): everyone doesn't like the same
thing/ was the most popular TV show/students
don't like

3 = content (general): people had a"lot of different
things to say/different opinions

4 = process (interpretation): watch how and' hat you ask,
because it may come out wrong /what people thought of
Ty questions/you can't lead people on and expect to
get a straight answer

5 = procepa (specific): how to interview/what kinds of
questions to ask/not to be bashful/how to graph/how
to do a survey

0

.6 = nothing

7 = no response/not codeablie/unintelligible
soy .

Comments

1 = fun/enjoyed it/liked it/interefiting

2 =OR

3 =,../

4 = it was ridiculous

5 = book was too long'

6 =-suggestion for the activity

7 = no kesponse/not'codeable/unintelligible

0
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Size Wise

r.

The most important thi:4 T- 'earned was
00

1 = content-,(iftterpretationpeople-vary'in many
ways thdugh they may be the same age/

241. content (specifib): my ring size/the ring size of
different people/how big a person's finger can get/

3 = content (general):. people are not the same/people
are about the same/people's sizes vary/about different
ring sizes/difference in sizes df rings and hats/.

4 = process: how to take sizes/how to measure/see how"
big some people are/bow to graph

5 =
t.

6 = nothing 6

7 = no response/nOt codeable/unintellilible

Comments

1 = fun /enjoyable /interesting

2 = OK/nice

3 = boring

4 = easy-

5 = hard /had to go'to teacher for help

6 =

7 = no response/not codeable/unintelligible

+.)

:

a

t

,
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Knowing Yourself

The most ,important thing I-learned was

1 = content-(interpretation): you can'.t have everything/
some things are more important than others/yos have
to pdt values into your decisions/many choices you
have to make during- your life -'

!

2 = content.(specific): that I value my. relatives a lot'
to be yourself/the cards I picked/there are more
people of value to me than I thought

a
3 content (general): things about myse lf/that I value

a.lot/about the kinds of people I /ike/what.I want in
1.fe/things'and people'I value mast/

4 =uprocess: how to -learn about myself/how to play differ-
ent card gametAhow I value things,& people/how to
make decisio/Wfor myself

-6 = nothing
.04

7 = no response/not codealolp/Uninelligible
Pit

Comments

1 = interesting /good

2 = hard to.valpe one thing over anotier/

-

3 = fun/enjoyable

4_.= borings

5 = everything should-;be more organized and easier to
find/playing the -*Ca

4
d game twice for ch. section 400'

would be enough/too manyv: ievaluatons .s.a f 4,tt
.g. .- .

..,

ilew

,
6 a OK

1--

4, .

7 = no.respor0e/not codeable/upintell±lible\

'.,..

6

. '
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A'Martian Test

The most import j;rned was G

1710.
*.1 = content' ( A Wet ion): even thoug someone is

younger dde -= the y know more r less about

O

a certain igtejOt t .
.;h4s a possibility of life/

;A. no possibilltY.:. i .1igent life on,Mais ./ ..
, I

.1

,...,44 ve _.. t ,

2 =----content (speVi4"61Y,1-*Dst. peata,le don't know anlything
abogt MarsihomMtic.peopi'd -knqw/things about Mars .. I didn't know/4,43,12ts-and students hal)q different

. sources of ansttdits/how -different Mars is- from earth/
* .

Mars has -two nniltr9r:'
63 = content (genemorl,),:, about the terrain (mountains, etc':)""

of Mars/all ofi`the things about Mars/

1.

f

4 = process: questions -about Mars/how to survey/haw to
"-,use a tape recofder/how. to interview

5 = commentst "there' are a _lot of things to learn about
Mars/intereting C

6 = Mars is borigli ,

7 = no response/not codeable/unintelligible/nothing

Consents

1 = fun/enjoyable. '

2 = hard *to understand what to do/too many interviews/
to long ,

3 =*good7interesting/likedlit
*II
;

. .
4 = too easy/should be more interesting /snake interview

longer ,..

5 = recommend it,

6 = OK/all right

it

7.= no responkeinot'codeable/unintelligible/nothing

a
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Martian Tales

The most

1

important-thing I learned was

= content (interirAatlion): there
little fact in what the writers
mostly science fiction

actually is a ,

write about/

2 = content (specific): tileaifferent styles and,imagina-
tion of'different authors/how different writers tell
about Mars/

3 = content (general): tifferent ideas about Mars/about
t science fiction/exaggeration of tales/abou't UFO's

4'= process: how to use imagination and stil;'express
factual information/how to make a story/people 101110P
imaginatiOn if they want to/how people make up
stories_abOut Mars /,how hard'it is to record a story .

5 = don't know

6 = didn't learn anything

7 = no response/not codeable/unintelligible

Comments

1 = neat

2.= fun/good/interesting

3 = liked writing the stories

4 = recommend the activity

5 = specific suggestion for the activity (Note: if this
category,is used write out the suggestion and file if;

in activity folder)
,

6 = didn't like writing stories/did nob learn much .

7 = no response/not codeable/unintelligible

0,

-
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Fours Viewt of Mars

the most-important thing.I learned-was

1 = content- (interpretation) : different inormatiOn
abbuttMars through thecages/that observation made
all the difference/life\could have been on M s/
I don't know everything

2 = content (specific): looking at:pictgres helps find
the truth/Mars is uninhabited and Mbstly barren/
Mars has many craters and is very rocky/Mars has

` water on it

3 =,/content (general): about Mars/more about Mar's /what
f Mars looks like/Mars is interesting

4 = process: how to make inferences from what I have
observed/how scientists found out facts about the
planet /how different views of Mars affect us

5 =

6 = not sure/nothing/not interested

7 = no response/not codeable/unintelligible

Comments

1 = too long/boring

'2 = didn"t like it/not too useful

3 = ome questiOns hard to understand

4 = g od/liked colored picture of Mars/interesting/
enjoyable

5 = hard

s-

7 = no response/not codeable/unintelligible
I-

A

6,9G
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Moving Words

fr

a

The mostrimportant thing I learned was,

= content .nterpretation):Ihow you write can really
affect how your reader interprets what you have
written/people have different, ways'of using motion .

words/anyone can make up a po6m/writing a poem is
hard

2 = content (specific): you can make neat poems out of
.words/how you can Say a word to someone to make it

'-sound important /how the other person take it/some
poeMs do not rhyme,all the time/words can be used.
to show motion/arranging poem's in, groups

3 = contenrt (general): some parts used in poems/about
poetry/about words/there were different views

4 = process: how I can see words Move./there is more to
writing poetry than ;imagined/how to _read ind under-
stand poetry/you have to read this activity carefully/ -

how to write a poem/how-to make'words lobk the way
they sound

5 =

6 = negative comment: don't do it avkin/nothing
J

7 = no response/not codeable/unintelligible

Comments

1 = good-size/not too long

2 = enjoyable/good/nice/fun/interesting

3 = got involved in the reading

4 = suggested improvement

5 = 2 or, more of the above

6 = didn't like it/difficult/boring

.7 = no response/not codeable/unintelligible

6
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Dancing Motion

The most important thing I learned was

L

1 = content (iAterpretation): dancing isj fun

2 = content (specitic4; knowing hand signi

3 = co/tent (general): reading about hula dancing /words
./to the to express ideas/expressions
in-hula dancing /Rout motions diffefrent people use

4
e i

4 = process: Y can learn things' from'pitures/way .

--- dancers te17 stories/how dancers-uSe sign 'language
to'communicete/how people. talk by'dancing

, . .

.

5 = hula language was hard to understand because dancer
was moving/hula dancing its not easy to do

,.,

. =-6

,
o/ ,.....,

- 7.=%no, reS;pnse/not codeable/unintelligible
, 4:

Comment ts-.
- . ,

o , =
/1"= goods'

6 ,

2 = need mOre things do/too short
-

,

3 = A %*.

4 it

6 = suggested improvement

7 = no response/net codeable/unintelljoible

Yr

4

t_l

16 '

t
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Vibes

4P

The most important thing I dearned was

1 =

2 = content (specific): that there are things called
(vibes, amplitude,,, frequency, period)/what amplitude

-was/a light weight vibrates more than'a heavy one/
how many times a weight bounces in a minute/

.

3 = content.(general): about vibrating motion/things
change in different ways -

4 = weight,does not-affect a spring

5 = process: how to bounce the spring/how to measu
the amplitude -(others)/how long it takes to make
one frequency 0,

6

7 = no response/not cbdeable/unintellilible

Comments
,

1 = fun/interesting

2 = didn't like it

3 = learned soxething

4 =

5 =

* 6 =

7 = no response/notcodeable/unifitelligibli

1
J

4

o
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Rolling Along

I

The most important thing I learned was

1 = content (interpretation): whY to shift to a lower
gear going down hill

2 = content (specific): learned to control the car
'(stop it)/the more weight the more speed/the higher
the,starting point, the more speed/predicting speed
and distance with different weight and size of car

0

3 = content (general): weight and speed/how fast c4rs
went and how far/about gravity

4 =,prOcess: it. takes skirl to make the car stop where
:you want it/dividing to qet the average/how to tell
the Speed in seconds

5 = inconsistency: cars roll different each time

6 = affect: how to have fun with race trac4s/don't do
this activity/nothing

k

;44 Comment
_

1 cars didet-tit on track/track wasn t"too good

roF

7 = no response/not codeable/unintelligible

2 = fun

3 = too long ,

4 = OK

5 .

6 = negative response

7 no response/not codeable/unintelligible
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Heavenly Motion

4.

The most important thing I learned was

1 =

2-= content (specific): how comets move/the movement
of Kohoutek/stars do not move ,(it just seems like
they do) /btars are tricky in their motion

3 ='content (general): about the stars/about motion
4

4 = process (general): how to plot/how to te4 proper
and apparent motion apart

5 = process (specific): how to use a graph to find the
area of a trian7Ie/how to work with stars

"6ft= nothing

7 = no response/not codeable/unintelligible

Comments

/1 = fun/enjoyable

2 =,_

3 =

4 = to long

5 =

6 = pattern was hard to find/couldn't find some
things/directions not specific.enough

7 =no reaponse/not'codeable/unintelligible.
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Magic Motion

The most important thing I learned was

I = content- (general): some tricks are easy, some hard/
.haid to_learn magic/all magic tricks aren't as they
seem/there is a logical explanation for everything/
about moisture

content (specific): moisture can curl paper/about
paper (plastic) curling up in humidity/history of
magic/yOlkhave to'check out many important controls
to figure a conclusion

3 = incorrect responses': you cap curl paper with static/
how heat and a4, lifted the paper -

4 = process".(specific): how to teat things and look at
different possibilities /how to take pictures of
the stars/how things can move with body heat

5 = process .(general): hpw to do a trick/doing tricks/
learning magic/how magic tricks work/how to do illohr

6 = nothing /don't know/undecided

7 = no response /not codeable/unintelligible

Comments

1 = too short/more tricks

= recommend it/like it/good

`3 - =- fun

4 = specific
sugge17.1

stions or problem with activity*

5 = reading hard to understand

6 = not enjoyable/boring

7 = no respOnse/not codeable/unintelligible

(Note: If more limn two categories are used in "important," use
the smaller number, code that and only that response,
1 a44 code 1 Only.)

*Make a'copy of the comment and file in activity folder.

t's
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Thejlinmakers

The most important thing I learned was

1 = content (interpretation): you can't make a cloud
without some type of patticle/making rain is important
to us/it isn't easy to make rain

2 = content (specific): you can make it rain/Indians
made it rain by ceremonies/why rain falls/use ice
to get rain

3 =content (general): about humidity/about rainmaking/
about making it rain/abbut rain/about the weather'

4 = process (general):*waiheaswations help show how rain
forms/experiments can tell a lot/how,rain is.produced/
how tomake rain/how clouds are made

5 = process (specific): scientific ways of making rain

6 = mechanical: you can't make it rain with the stuff
we had/it doesn't work very well/equipment can be
faulty

7 = no response/not codeable/unintelligibIe/nothing *

Comments

1 = interesting /liked it/good

2.=

3'=
- -

4 = boring

5 =-hard to understand

6 = apparatus didn)t work/was dangerous

7 = no response/not codeable /unintelligible

703
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N
Weather Music

The most important thing`I lea'rned was

1 = content (interpretation): musicians wouldn't make
very good weathermen and vice, versa

2 = content (specific): how composers express themselves/.
songs lave meaning behind them/music can express
weather/the relationship between music and weather/
the kind Of music weather music is/what an.'aesthetic
expression is

Al i3 = content (gener ): there is different music 'for
different weath r/things about' classical music

4 = procedb: to listen closely/how weather can be turned
into music/how'to identify weather with sound/how to
describe weather by music%

5 =

6 = nothing

7'= no response/not codeable/unintelligible

Comments.

1 = the _Going Further Is hard to understand and do

2 = like it/enjoyabl4

3 =

4 = too ltng

5

. 6 = music key was wrong

7 = no response/not codeable /unintelligible

7 0
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The Weather, According to Granny Oaks

The most important thing Learned was

1 =content (interpretation): some,sayings can be true
but most .don't have'.e scientific basis/you can't
always rely on what cithe-r people say/how people used
to predict the weathei by using what they have handy

2 = content (specific): sayings aren't always true/
sometimes thd sayings are'right/test phe sayings

3 = content (general): rhymes and sayings/abdut people's
beliefs/different ways to tell: the weather/weather
sayings/about weather 1

4 = process: how weather sayings came about/how they
know what the Weather is going to be

5 =

6 =nothing about it wasimportant/don't know

7 = no response /not codeable/unintelligible

Comments

.1 = fun/enjoyable

2 = specific suggestion for improvement*

3 = too long/difficult

4 = OK.

5 = recommend it

6 = didn!t like it/no purpose for activity

7 = no response/not codeable/unintelligible

*Note:, Copy the suggestion and file in the activity folder; (Give
name of student4 and teacher.)

ti
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Do Dew Drops Drop?

The most important thing I learned was

1 = mechanical: things don't always work.

2 = content (specific): how de drops form/why fog
forms/dew comes from moisture in the air/the dew
point

3 = content. (general): about fog/about moisture

4 ='process (specific): how to make fog inside with
prestture/how much to pump, it (too much will make it
blow up)

5 = don't Low

6 = blab (and all other expletives):

7 = no response/h ot-codeable/unintelligible

Comments

1 = fun/interesting/enjoyable

2 = didn't learn anything

3 = too long

= would recommend

5 = hard to understand
, .

6 = too dangerous (it blew up)/burned by inger

7 = no response/not co4eible/uninteiligible
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-:;-.':z
q.5, -.,;(44Citic):-L.-. yqi--ilic 1C-114Nre Ti: gOo&-watninq

--.- s stO/amiXe: w4g;09 101.i.:Ors-114#ii6gfie..ill IT.-B".. 2:,

iiii,bti/hOw.,-fUltsi'eti.,stari-Ie' htifx:icanes are/syglbols
foi.find an:61-.- eeitillowi- -tha hurricane moved /how much

-7;4Mage;thii%Aljgr eafie-4id4the causes "of itorms I

content Igener :-:-,==:-1iOQI:' a hUriicane works /about the
hig-ki"-0..n4V-46- eatliei/about- stories - .

'i
- f _

Ca

4 =s-proCe4s.;:hcsiii track hutricaneAcw to predict
, hurricane/how read a 'weather map

I

.

_

5 =

6 = nothing

70= no,response/not Codeable/unintelligible

Comments

1 = good pictures/explanation chart and weather maps
helpful

2 = liked 'it/makes you think/good

3 =

4 4"4 too long

5 too short.

6 = suggested improvement

7 = no response/not codeable/unintelligible

t
A
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.Knowing the Past

IcPPwing_ .

THE kH,NGE FOSSIL
Problems to Solve.

Name

Teacher

Date
.

r

Directions: Anbwer all three probems.-.Circle the letter of the-
: 4 .' ,.

one- best choice .
in #1 and #2. Wrlte clearly, use complete sentences

.;.n.Abe sure to answer all questionsjn answering f7"3

1. The fossil you would be least likely tb find is

a. a leg bone.

b. a stomach.-

/ c. a skull.

,d. a leaf.

or

4

i

2. A paleontologist found pidces of a fOssil skull. ,After piecing

it toge-ther she drew a picture of what she!thoughlt the imal's

head looked like. Another paleontologist agreed tha the skull

was pieced together properly, but he drew a different picture

of what`the animal's head looked like. 'Which statement best

describes this? ,

a. More differences of opin.tori are likely Aloccur during the-

lestoration process than in the reconstruction process.f
b. Two scientists usually do not come to the same inferences

-from the same data.,

c. Thete is more roam for-'error in- reconstrUction than in

restorations a fossil. ' ''-

,,

,.

d. -"Pealeontol ists are not skilled in reconstructing and

restorinf fossil skulls so.you would expect differences.

H'

7113

,
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k

O

In reconstructingifossil bones you construct a skeleton that

has two short frost legs, two larger heavy hind legs and a

large jaw with sharp teeth: -What do these chaiacteristics

suggest that the animal was like? (14ilat do you think it

could do? What do you think it ate?)
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Knowing the _Past
Knowing '

F .

TIME TRAVEL INTO THE'PALEOZOIC

Problems to Solve

Name

. Teacher

Date

Directions: Answer' all three problems. Circle the letter of the

one best choice in #1 and #2. Write clearly and use complete

sentences in answering #3. V

1. How many years are represented by the shaded area on the

- geologic time line to the. right? 0

A

a. 700 b, Ilion years.

b. 700 million years.

c. 700 thousand years.

d. 700 years.

2

tri

0

0

U)

2. Evidence from the Grand Canyon indicates that the earth is ,t

at least

ash 4000 years old.

b. 7000 years old.

O. 100 million years old.

d. 2 billion years old.

3. Explain the things your,model of the Grand Canyon ret,resents.

x'10
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Knot-ding the Past
Rnowing

COUNTING WITHCARBON

Problems to Solve

Name

Teacher

tit Date

Directions: Answer all three problems. Circle the letter of the

one best choice in #1 and #2: Write clearly and,use complete

sentences in answering 43:
k

1. What happens to the carbon in an organism after the organism

",dieS?

a. The carbon changes into other eleTents.
-

b. "Radioactive" carbon is formed from "stable" carbon.

c. Nothing happens, it stays the same.

he amount of "radioactive" carbo4 compared to the amount

of ';stable" carbon changes.

800

'700

600

500
Number of
Green Bubb es 400

h. -300

200

100

00 1 2 3 4

Time in Months.

,(-- -

2t What is the bedt interpretation of this graph?'

a. The bubbles are stable.

S

b. The half=life of, green bubbles is one month.

c. Each month one - fourth df the bubbles are gone.

.d. The bubbles, are increasing in, number.

711
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4
3. Why is radioactive dating a useful tool for scientists. Use

two examples in your answer.

I+5

I"

t.

ti

4?
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ROSETTA II

Knowing the Past
Knowing

Proble'ms to Solve

Name

Teacher

Date

Directions: ..Answer all three problems. Circle'the letter of the

_one best choice:1n #1 and #2. Write clearly and use complete

sentenCesin answering #3.

0fX/0 ))/ 0 4444, X

T above message has been translated to-say "We will walk."

What representi an "i"in the unknown language?

a. ()

b. 0
c. ) 0:
cl QQ

2. Rosetta II is like the original ROsettalstone in these wayi:

a. Both stones are important archaeological discoveries.

b. Both stones contain a message written in several languages.

c. Both stones have the same languages.

d. Both stones are fictitious.

3. Choose one of the messages (Nomo, Scribly or Wosak) you decoded

in the activity.. What did you infer about the society? Be

sure to_name the group you are writing about.

71 3 ti
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WHERE DID WE COME FROM?

Kndwing the-Past
Knowing

Problems to Solve

Name

Teacher

Date

Directions: Answer all threle problems. Circle the letter.of the

one best choice in #1 and #2. Write clearly, use complete sentences

and be sure to answer all questions in answering #3.

.1. For the Arunta people, churinga are important because they

a. are used by women to protect their young children from

evil spirits.

b. are effective weapons used to hunt animals.

c. are holy people who live below the surface of the earth.

d. are viewed as sacred objects given to them by their

"great ancestor." .e

2. A myth is

a. a false belief to be disproven.

b. a tale based on scientific research.

c. a "way of knowing" braed on tradition and authority.

d. a story fcAind in past human cultures but not present ones.

3. Compare any, two of the foui creation myths: Arlunta, Navajo,

Polynesian or Hopi. How are they alike? How are they

-different?

4
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Knowing the Past
knowing
0

PUEBLO PEOPLE IN THE PAST

Problems to Solve

Name

Teacher
a

Date

Directions: Answer all three problems. Circle the letter Of the

one best choice in 41 and #2. Write clearly, use complete sentences

and be sure to answer all questions in answering

Layer D

Layer X

Native Undisturbed Caliche

1. What can you say about. this diagram?

a. Layer A was, laid down second.

b. Layer D was laid down first,

c. layer X was laid down last.

d._ Layer X was laid down first.

. Based on the diagram above, which, statement is correct?

a. Artifact 3 is probably older than 2 .

0 artifactp

b. Artifacts 1 and 3 -are probably about the same age.

c. Artifact 4 is probably older than 3

d. Artifact 2,is probably Older than 4 .

3. What time period does the Yellowjacket Site represent?

Describe the way you came to that decision. What evidence

did you use?

7133 699
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Knowing the Past
Knowing

PATTERNS IN YOUR PAST

Problems to Solve

Name

Teacher

Date

- Directions: Answer all three problems. Circle the letter of the

one best choice in #1 and #2. Write clearly, use complete sentences

and be sure to answer all _questions in answering #3:

1. In the family tree diagram above,

.' 12 is the son of 7.

2 is they daughter Of 6.

c. 2 is the e-lrandson of 3.

d. 12 is the daughter of 5.

2. In the family tree diagram above

a, 12 and'14 are:in the same generation as S.

bx 5 and 6 Alv\in.the same generation as 4,'

c. 2 and 3 are \.n the same generation as 6.

d. 3 and 7 are I inthe same generation as 8.

3. Describe the most interesting pattern'yoU found in your

faMily-tree.

A
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Hea e s Above
Knowing

THE SOLAR MERRY-GO-ROUND

Problems to Solve 401

Name

Teacher

'Date .

Directions: Answer all three problems. Ci'kcle the letter of the

one best choice in #1 and #2. Write clearly, use complete sentences
o

and be sure to answer all questions in answering'#3.

1. Suppose the earth did not rotate on its axis or move around
.

the sun. Also suppose that the sun circles the earth once

every 365 days. About how long would daylight last in a given'

spot on the earth?

a. About 12 hours..

b ,About 24 hours.

c. About 365 days.

d. About.182 days.

2. To make the longest shadowicast by the stick, place a light at

point

a. A

b.. B

c. C I

d. D

2

"1

W4*

1
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3. at would you do if you developed two or more models that

accurately .represented a particular process? What would be

your next step ?..

1



SUN WATCH

Heavens Above
Knowing

Problems to Solve

Name

Teacher

Date

Directions: .Answer all three problems.. Circle the le er of the /

one biet choice in #1 and #2. ,Write clearly, use com ete sentences

and be sure to answer all questions in answering #3.

1. sunspots

a. stay the same from day to day.

b. are very hot-spots on the sun.

c. influence weather on the earth.

d, are of little use to, sun scientists.

"0

4

-.. 2.., The observed movement of sunspots on the sun is due to
/

.
: 4 0

a. the movement of the earth in its orbit.
%..

b. the movement of the sun in its-orbit.

c. the movement of the earth on its axis.

d. the movement of the sun on its axis:

3. Why is the observation of sunspots so difficult? How have

scientists overcome these difficulties?

7 t) 702.
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Heavens Above
Knowing

t%.

.THE STAR GAZERS

Problems

Name

Teacher

Date

to Solve

Directions: Answer all three problems. 'Circle the letter of the

one 14st chce in #1 and #2. Write clearly, use complete sentences

and 'be sure to answer all questions in. answering #3.

1. On a clear night, you might see

a. constellations rising in the east and setting in the west.

b. the North Star moving toward the east.

*c. the 12 constellations of the Zodiac.'

d. the big dipper in the southern sky.

2,2. Constellations
1

y

a. are useful because all'people see the same image.
. 0 .

b. are groups of stars that people have created images for.
48er

c. urere discovered by the Viking II spabecraft.

d. are not very predictable as to their location:

it 1 ,. .

. How, wer e ancient beliefs 'about Leo similar and how were they

different?

o.

0

p7

'20

0

k
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Heavens Above
Knowing

WHAT DO THE STARS KNOW?

Problems to Solve

= Name

Teacher

Date
0.

Direatians: Answer all threesproblems. .Circle the letter'of the

one best choice in #1 and #2- Write clearly and use complete

sentences in answering #3.

at
4

mini .
Cancer

1. When the surf and earth are in the position shown in the diagrim,

in what constel,lation is the sun?

a. Taurat,

b. Aries.

Nc. Capricorn.

d.1 Libra.

WO

ay

7.0 4
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a

2. Both astronomy and astrology

a. are - considered to be natural sciendes.

b. , were used in planning US space flights.

c. have been studied for centuries 'and are of interest today.

d. are used to predict events in people's lives.-/,

3. Nancy and John had each completed Part I of this activity,

matching people's personalities with their Zodiacal sun-sign.

John concluded on the basis of his study that astrology is a

useful way of knowing. Nallcy concluded that astrology is

ipundependable hocus pocus. How can you exg tlain difference.

in results?

O

7'

fib .

k.'70r)
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The Human Body
' Knowing

HUNAN IDEAS ABOUT DISEASE

Problems to Solve

4 Name

Teacher

Date

Directions: Answer all three problems. Cifcle the letter of the

one best choice in #1 and #2. Write clearly, use complete sentences

and be sure to answer all questions in answering #3.

1. For some ailments shamans, but not medical doctors, _depend upon

a. gaining the,confidence of the patient.4

b. using medicines.

c. using heat and massage.

d. using chants and songs.

2. Modern medicine is beginning to vievi disease as a ciondition in

which the individual is-out-of-balance with his or her

surroundings. This view is closest to that of the

a. Arunta.

114._ Navajo.

c. Hawaiians.

11

3. Debbie was talking about "Human Ideas about Disease" to Jack.

Debbie said, "I think that 'the medical practice of the Arunta,

the Navajo and the Hawaiians is worthless." Pick one of these

and explain what you would sayto Debbie. What are your reasons

for what you said?

I(
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FARTHER AND FASTER

The Human Body
Knowing

Problems to Solve

Name

Teacher

Date

Directions: Answer all three problems. First make a graph. Label

the axes of your graph. Draw a."trend line" on your graph and fill

in the blank in #3.

1. The following table shows the winning times for the Lower

Slobovian Turtle Racing Championship frd1,1970 to 1976. Make

, ,a graph of the data.

Year Winning Time

1970 12,50 hours
1971 12.00 hours
1972 12.00 hours
1973 11.25 hours
1974 11.50.hours
1975 11.25 hours
1976 11.00 hours

2. Draw a trelline on your graph.

3. From your graph, what do you predict will be the winning time

in 1977?



111

.1

HOT SPIT

The Human Body
Knowing

Problems to Solve

Name

Teacher

Date

11;)irections: Answer all three problems. Circle the letter ofthe

one best choice in #1 and,#2. Write clearly, use complete sentences

and be Nre to answer all questions in answering 43.
/

1. Saliva is mixed with cracker crumbs' on a "warm plate. The

amount of starch after 30minutes as codtared to 10 minutes

Would be

a. the same.

b. more.

c. less.

d. not knowable.

2. Iodine-potassium iodide oion was dropped onto a substance.

It turned amber or,reddis -brown in color. A vali ference

from this observation is

a. starch is present.

b. -starch is absent.

c. sugar is present.

d. sugar is absent. 4

3. Judy chewed a soda cra.itke for several minutes, then swallowed

, it. What differences fire!there between a so6 cracker in a

box and the soda ci.acker that reached her stomach?. How do you

know that?.

7°17

I
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The Human Body
Knowing'

LEVERS OF TUE BODY

Problems to Solve

Name

"Teacher

Date

Directions: Answer all,thr. problems. Circle the letter of they'-

one best choice in #1. Fill in the five boxes in #2. Label your

drawing, write clearly and use complete sentences in answering #3.

1. Tommy wanted to lift a 20 kg pail of cement to the height of

10 inches. Which drawing, if any, would require the least

force to lift the cement?

2. Complete the t a0 1e below by writing the missing words in the'.

blank boxes-

4

NAME OF JOINT KIND ,OF MOTION . VIND OF JOINT

Circular motion in
all directions

.

Slipping movement
i

Gliding.

Knee
.

0 G 709



3. Draw your Arm with a levor. Use the terms force, load and

fulcrum to explain how it 'works.

C

3

1.-/- ,-
4
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The Human Body
Knowing

KNOWING.4BOUT THE BRAIN
. Problems to Solve

Name
0

Teacher

Date

.

Directions: Answer all three problems. Circle the letter of the.

.one best choice in #1 and k2: Write clearly and use complete

sentences in answering #3.

1. ,Which of the following ways has provided the most information

about the way the human brain works?

.a. Scientists thinking about thei..r brains.

.b. Scientists dissecting rat brains.

c. Scientists looking at pictures of the human brain.

d. Scientists studying brain disorders.

2. Look at the picture of a

, a. top. s,

, b. bottom.

c. side.

d. front.

brain. The brain is sham from the

710



3. Wh was the -crae of Phineas Gage so important in the scientificer
study of the brain? .1

fi

7 10 A
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Tie Human Body

A WAY OF SEEING ISIDE THE HUMAN BODY.
0 Problems to Solve

Knowing M Name

Teacher

Date

I.

Dir tions: Answer-all three problems. Circle the'.1A-tter of the

one best choice in #1 and #2. Write clearly, use complete senten es A

and be sure to answer all queStions in answering #3.

0

1. X'rays are Valuable in knowing about the body because

a. they allow us to see hings not visible from-outside.

b. they are electrom is radiations. -0

c. they are invisible t the human eye.

d. they were discovered by a scientist, named Roentgen.

2. A babyietwallowed the following things. Which one wourd show

Up mat clearly on An X ray?

a. Piece of candy.'

b. Piece of wood.

c. Coin.

d. Milk.

3. Paul was arguing that X rays can only be used to show bones and

other hard objects in the body. He said that parts like the

stomach would notShow up. What would you say to that? What

evidence supports your point of view? i4

I
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WITH-BRICKS- BUILDING

Materials and Shapes. Problems. to Solve
Knowing

Name

Teacher

Date

Directions: Answer all three problems.' Circle the letter of the

one best choice in #1 and #2. Write clearly, use complete sentence,s

and be sure to answer all questions in #3
110

1. People who hatie done this activity would agree that

a. a post-and-lintel is stronger than an arch.

b. a post- and - lintel is more appealing than an arch.

c. an arch is stronger than a post-and-lintel.

d. an arch is more appealing than a post-and-lintel.
fi

2. From your work with bricks which brick dam do you think would
`fir 4,

Fie the strongest?

b.

C.

d.

STREAM

STREAM
-MN

LAKE

712
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4

3. A friend tells you ,that all brick columns have the a e strength

and that it makes no difference how the bricks are arranged.

What would you say to the:pexson? Describe at,least one

experiment you would do to prove it to your friend..

1

fr 1 r)
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FOILED AGAIN

Materials and Shapes
Knowing

Problems to Solve

ame

Teacher

Date

Directions: Answer all three problems. Circle the letter of the

oxy_best choice"in #1. Write clearly%and use complete sentences

in answering #2. Make clear labeled drawings in #3.

If four bridges can all

made from theistrongest

have the same shape.)

a. A bridge weighing 2.

b. A bridge weighing 2.

c. 1"badge weighirig 3.

d. A bridge-weighing 4.

hold the same weight, which one is

material ? (Assume that all the bridges

5 metric tons.

0 metric tons.

0 metric tons.

0 metric tons.

2. When conducting your. experiment to see who could build the

strongest bridge why was it important to have the wooden blocks

exactly'15 cm apart each time?

fi

3. Draw pictures of the strongest bridge made in your class. Show

as many views as you need so that a bridge could be made'from

your drawings. Use the ,back side,%if needed.f4

.°
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MATERIALS IN SPACE

Materials and Shapes Problems to Solve
Knowing

Name

Teher
6

Date
41.

Directions: Answer

one best choice in

answer #2 and #3.

A

all three problems. 'Circle the letter of the

1. Draw carefully and use your best writing to

4,

Which of .the above illustrates a sculpture?

a. A

b. B

c. C

d. D

2. Draw a picture of the sculpture you !Wade. What did you like

about the titerialyou used to. make your sculpture? Explain

What it means tb you.

715



i.
3. Describe your favorite sculpture photograph. Explain why it was

your favorite.

.

,k,

4

\

i

1

'1 r-) ....
i t .0 . )

;

.
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BUILDING MATERIALS: HOW GOOD ARE THEY?

Materials and Shapes Problems to Solve
Knowing Name

,Teacher

Date

Directions: Answer all three problems. Circle the letter of the

one best choice in #1 and #2. Write clealy, use complete sentences,

and be sure to answer'dIl questions in #3.

1. If you have a block of aluminum and a brick, each one kilogram,

which of the following is true?

a. They must both,be the same siz

b. They ,,both have the same mass.

c. They are both less dense than water.

d. They both have the same shape.

Which of he following involves the most money?

a. .850 sq. feet of brick at $3.11 per square foot.-

b:,900 sq. feet of aluminum at $2.25 per square foot.

c. 650 sq. faet of wood at $4.95 per square foot.

d. 300 sq. feet of f'berglass at $4.15 per square foot.

3./ In selecting a bu

and how would you ma

if needed.

I

ng material what info tion would you want

e your final selection. Use the back side,
;11,*
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Knowing about People
Knou4ng

IMAGES_CE BRUSH AND PEN

Problems to Solve

Name

Teacher

Date

Directions: Answer both problems. Circle the letter of the one

best choice in #1. Write clearly, use complete sentence and be

sure" to answer all questions in answering #2.

1. Jane and Judy were walking home from school. Jane said to Judy,

"Look at that boy over by the drugstore. He has a rock in his

hand." Judy said; "Fe's going to throw that rock through a

window." Judy's statement repre6ents

a. an observation and an inference.

b. an inference. o

c. tlie cause of broken windows.

d. an observation.

,,"
2. What writing or piece of artwork did you like best? Why? What

ti
did you learn about the artist or writer who created your

favorite selection? I

.19

I
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HOW OLD ARE THEY?

Knowing about People Problems to Solve

Knoviing Name

Teacher

Date

Directions: Answer both questions. Circle the letter of the one

bet choice in #1. Write clearly, use:complete sentences and be

sure to answer all questions in answering #2, .

1.. Which of the following characteristics of hands is not likely

to help you judge a persOn'slage?

a. 'Size.

b. Smoothness or wrinkledness of skin.

c. Cleanliness.

d. Shape.

2. If you had a job guessing ages in a carnival, what characteristics

would-you use to guess a person's age? Which one char4cteristic

do you think would be most useful? Why?

/

p

as.
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THE UNKNOWN MILLIONS

Knowing about People Problems to Solve
Knowing

Name

Teacher

Date

Directions: Arlswer all three problems. Circle the letter of the

one best choice in #1 and #2. Write clearly And use complete

sentences in answering #3.

1. Older people in the United States

a. are shown great reSPect.

b. live mostly in.old folks' homeS.

c. are better off financially than working people.

d. are just as different as young people.

2. What is least important to Senor Gallegos at his present stage

of life?

.a. Being farmer to his customer.

b. Making as much money as possible.

t. Having a good keiutation when he dies.

do Being a-good husband and father.

A

3. Jim and Pete were talking after school. Pete said, "My

grandmother from California is going to come apdslie wit?' us.

I don't know her very'well, but I'm not looking forward to her

coming. All old,people are alike: sick and crabby." eGim had'

just completed "The Unknown Millions" activity. What could he

say to Pete?



Knowing about People
Knowing

VITAL STATISTICS

Problems to Solve

Name

Teacher'

Date.

Directions; AnsWer all four problems. Circle the-letter of the

one beet choice in #1, #2, and #3. Write clearly, use complete

sentences and be sure to answer all questions in answering #4.

,Age of persons retiring from
active employment/during 1976

70

60
U)

50
P

a 40

o
30

10'

0
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Years of Age

1. What il4the'most frequent age of retirement in the above sample?

a. 62 ,;years

b. 64 years

e. 65 years

tt>

d. *68 years,
.

2.' According to the above-graph,, how many people retired at age 6e?

/-
a. 20

b. 25

c. 30

d. ..35

I,
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Use the table below to answer /Q .

Region or Country

Cr
ri

a oer o ._
re 7)
_E g 0 a NO 0

.-
CA t E

ti = =0 5 CI 03 6 c .
3 m tm .. m -::

0 0
C 2

E o.c > cs.' 0.= m m atu
(NS OMC...... 0 "6 0 ca. r --

0 u .. 7,0 0 0.13 a. oz. o o

cc .....4 t 0 ti 0 2 2
TO 03ti 61

ni

.0 li o 0m 7 m 0 E 0
0.-0 'c ti 2 6 E = o.c., .2 ci.>o . a a 1- c 0 m 0 In
(1.'2 a3 c cc 0 z a a. 0 c cc a..

SOUTHWEST ASIA 37 43 14 2.9 24 166

0 5

114

78

44

44

18Ap 5

17 61

41

78

1.050

2.250Sarno 0 2 44 15 2 9 24

Cyprus 0 7 18 "410 0 8 87 0 8 28 ; 32 24 7 71 43 1.380

Gam 0.4 50 16 3 4 20 0.9 149 52

Iraq ' 11 4 48 15 3 3 21 24 3 99 48 16 0 53 . 970

Israel 3 5 28 7 2 9 24 5.5 23 33 25 1 86 3.380

Jordan 2 8 48 15 3 3 21 IP 97 48

....,..ZL,

16.2 53 43 400

Kuwait 1 1 45 8 5 9 12 3.0 44 .443 19 1 69 22 11.640

Letanon 2 7 40 10 3 0 23 .5 J 59 43 18 6 63 61

Oman 0 8 50 19 3 1 22 1 6 138 . 17250

Qatar 01 .50 19 31 22 0 2 138 5.830

Saudi Arabia 6 4 49 20 2 9 24 12 9 152 45 17 6 45 18 2.080

Syria 7 6 45 15 3 0 23 16 0 93 49 15.4 54 44 490

Turkey 40 2 39 12 2 6 27 71 3 119 42 19 0 57 39 690

Unted Arab Emirates 02 '50 19

3

22 0 5 138 34 21 3 , 65 13.500

Yemen Arab Esc 6 9 50 21 2? 24 13 8 152 45 17 6 45 7 120

Yemen (People's Reoublic oil 1 7. 50 21 2 9 24 3 4 152 45 17 6 45 26 120

3. 'Demographers predict that some countries in Southwest Asia will

double their population by the year 2000. How many of these

countries are thete?.,

a. 16

b. 2

c. 0

d. 14

` 4

4. What gueition,did you ask about the vital statistics from your

.newspaper? How did you answer the question? '

I-1 4
1 1 ,, 9
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N THE VERY DIFFERENT ONES

Knowing about 'People Problems to_ Solve

Knowi Name

Teacher.

,./ Date

Directions: Based on the parts of the activity you chose to do,

answer any two of problems 1, 2 and 3. Write clearly and use

complete sentences in answering #4.

1. What first caused Alfred Wegener to,begin to develop a theory

of continental drift?

a. Discoveries he made during his first Greenland expedition.

b. Observation of the matching contours of opposite coasts of
. -

Africa and South America made from studying a world map.

c. Experimental evidence from the work of other scientists

of the time.

d. Observations made from a balloon while he worked at the

Prussian Aeronautical Observatory.

2. Why did Johannes Kepler believe .that there must be some

regularity in the relationship between the orbits of the planets?

a.
*

",B'ecause of his faith in God and in the order of creation.

b. Because it was what earlier astronomers thought.

c. Because it was what. astrologers taught.

d. Because of his study of Copernicus.

3. ''What did Ignaz Se.mmelweis do to cause a drop in the rate of

childbed fever?

a., He stopped allowing medical students to.help with deliveries1

b. He insisted that hands be washed before examining pregnant

women.

c. He developed a medicine to cure childbed fever.

d. He stopped doing dissections on the days he visited

maternity wards. Now

3Ib
1,1

.723



4. Answer this question about either Wegener, Keger or Semmeiweis.

was a "very different one."
(write the name) .

In what ways was he "different"?

4

raj
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SURVEYS, SAMPLES AND SCHOOLS

Knowing about People Problems to Solve

Knowing
7

Name

Teacher

Date

e-7.47,\
/'

Directions: Answer problems #1 and #2 and choose either43 or #4.

Circle the letter of the one best choice in'41 and #2. Write

clearly and use complete sentences in answering either #3 or #4.

1. What is wrong with this question for a survey? "Do you think

that creep Jerry Ross is,a good student council president?"

a. It is too long.

b. It should be a multiple-choice question.
- %

c. It can be answered "yes" or "no."

d. It is a leading question.

f

2. For a survey, the population is

a. the group about whom you wish to gather information.

b. the persons who respond.

c. the people who live in the United States.

d. the people who live in 'your community.

3. Why' should you select people randomly for a survey instead of

just talking to your family and friends?

725



4. Discuss why'you should test your survey instrument before you

actually use it.



e

SIZE WISE

Knowing aboUt People
Knowing

Directions: Answer all three problems. Circle the letter of the

one best choice in 11. Make a histogram in the graph section. Be

sure to label your histogram. Write clearly, use complete sentences

and.be sure to answer all'questions in answering #3.
1

1. Which of he following statements describes the hat sizes in

Problems to Solve

Name

Teacher

Date

your class?'

a. Everyone in the class has the same hat size.

b. Everyone in the class has a different hat-size,

c. There are a variety of hat sizes but some sizes are found

more often than others.

d. There are only 2 or 3 hat sizes and the number of students

with each hat size is equal.,

2. Draw a frequency histogram for the following ring size's. Be

sure to label your histogram.

NUMBER OF
PEOPLE

RING
SIZE

1 4 1/2

. 3 5

2 5 1/2.

5 . 6

.7 6 1/2

-- 5 7 i

4 7 1/2

2 8

1-14rD
'1 ti
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3. If you sampled your class for shoe size what would you expect

to find? Why?



KNOWING YOURSELF
v..

Knowing about People
Knowing

Problems to Solve

Name

Teacher

Date

Directions:- Answer all three problems. Circle the letter of the

one best choice in #1 and #2. Write clearly and use complete

sentences in answering #3.

Several people were asked to make a list of the three things

they wanted the ost. Here are three of the lists:

X

a car --a friend a motorcycle .

a boat a party an' apartment

a house a baby a gun

1. What can you say about person X, Y and Z?

a. They value different things.

b.They value money.

c. They are wrong about what they value.

d. They would ilieLa new bicycle.

2. What seems most likelybased upon these lists'

a. )C. and Y probably have more values in common than X and Z.

b. X and Z prObably have more values in common than X and Y.

c. Y and Z probably have more values in common than X and Y.

d. X and Y probably have more values in common than Y and Z.

3. Discuss what you learned in this activity about yourself\and

what you valFe. Use the back side, if needed.

k

-1Q
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A MARTIAN TEST

Knowing about Mars
Knowing

Problems to'Solve

Name

Teacher

Date

Directions: Answer all thre'e problems. Circle the letter of the

one best answer in #1 and #2. Write clearly and use complete

sentences in answering #3.

1. Suppose that the results,from your Mars questionnaire were as

follows:

Number of r.

Answers 1 2 3 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 4 15 16 17 18 19 20

Students 1 3 3 2 2 1 1 2

Adults 1 - 2 4 3 1 2 1 1

What statement is the best interpretation of your results?

a. Students know more about Mars than adults do.

b. Adults did not do as welll as students on the questionna-ire_t_

c. Most people know very little about the planet Mars.

d. Students are more knowledgeable beilause they are still

learning in sohok.

el 4 1
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Thy histograms below show one stu)ent's.results frominterviewing

15 students and 15 adults about Mars? .
I

Question:N.Wpat has'been your most important source of

information about Mars?

1,5
14
13

41, 12
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2. What is the best inte retation of the results?

tPa. Adults do not wat h TV.

b. Students and adults probably use diffdrent sources of

information.

c. Adults read the newspaper more than students.

d. Students and adults use the same sources for infortation.

:

3. What ources of information seemed to be the most accurate for

the p ople you interviewed? ,

'N
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MARTIAN TALES

Knowing about Mars
Knowing

'-cblems to Solve

Name

Teacher

Date

Directiotns: A sweE both probleths. Circle the letter of the one

best choice in 41. Write clearly, use complete sentences and use

your imagination for 42.1 Use the back of the page if needed.

1. Sience fiction:usually has

a, no scientific basis but a lot of imagination.

b. some scientific basis and a lot of imagin'ation.

c.! a lot of scientific basis but no imagination.

d. some scientific basis and no imagination.

2. Use the facts about Mars (a, b, c) to write a short scene that

could be a part of, a science fiction story:

a. The planet appears reddish in color.

b. There are very large volcanos on Mars.

c. There are very high winds on Mars.

I
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MOVING WORDS

'Notions of Motion
Knowing

Problems to Solve

Name

Teache

Date

Directions: Answer three problems. g4rcle the letter of the one

best choice in #1. Write your answer to probi Choose either

#3 or #4 to answer. Write clearly, use comp ete sentences and be

sure to answer all quIstions in either #3 o #4.

L T N A EA.S IHE ING,SK
B. The snake's alternating muscular contractions caused its 1

bddy to move through the sand.,

1. Considering the words in A and B above

a. A is a scientific expression and B is an aesthetic expression.

'b. A is an aesthetic-expression and B is a scientific expression.

c. Both A and B are aesthetic expressions.

1 4
d. Both A and B are scientific expressions.

2. Describe how you grouped the "Moving Poems" in this activity.

Whit features did you use to make gro ps? What other ways could

you have used to make groups?

, .

4



r

.3. Which poem or prose, selection that you read inthis activity

was your favorite? How did it convey a feeling of motion?

4. Write something (poem, prose) that conveys motion using words

Do note use the word motion itthat rhyme with-the word motion.

itself in your poem.

rr - )
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DANCING MOTION

Notions of Motion
Knowing

Problems to Solve

Nathe

Teacher

Date 4

Directions: Answer all three problems. Circle the'letter-Of the

one best choice in #1. In #2, write about one of the three feelings.

In #3, write.the number of the matching word in the small blank ,and

-then write an explanation Of wity you made that choice.

1. TQ dance "welcome" in 4stylized dance like hula, dancers would

a. create a different movement each time "welcome" was to

be shown.

b. use a movement that would be easily recognized by persons

who understand "hula language."

c. create a movement that would be used whenever "welcome" was

to bp shown.

d. sing a'song that said "welcome" acid dance however they felt.

at the moment.

2. Explain how you would express one of the following in.a. dance:'

Fear,

Intelligence or

Power

tr.
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3. Hula,dancers communicate with their hands, during their dance

just as American Plains Indians do. Match the sign language

on the left with the appropriate message on the right by filling

in the. blank after the word is. Then give the reason for your.

choice.

a.

C.

d.

r,.

a.

4
O

O

1. Truth

2. Fight

3. See

4. Big

5. C'arry

6. Buffalo

7. Mountain
"or

a. is because'

b. is because

C. is because

d. is because

'736



VIBES

Notions of Motion
Knowing

1

Problems to,Solve
ti

Name

Teacher

Date

Directions: Answer all three problems. Circle the letter of the

one best choice in 41 and 42. Write clearly, use cdmplete sentences

and be sure to answer all questions in 43.

The drawings below use the Jame spring. Only the load has been

changed. In which situation will the frequency be the greatest

when the spring vibrates?

A C

a. A

b. 13

c. C

d. Thefrequeney will be the same for A, B and C.

%/r./.1t-01)

r

set

.
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2. The table shows data for a vibrating' spring loaded with a

70,0 sc4aass.,

LOAD AMPLITUDE FREQUENCY PERIOD

700 g 8 gm .

.

60 vib./min.
, ,

1.00 seconds

If the amplitude is changed to 16 cm which one of the following

.would be true? "

a. The frequency lac:mid increa4gnoticeAly.,

b. It would take.more time for one vibration.

c. The spring would move faster but the frequency and period

would be the same.

d. The frequency would not change but the period would be longer

because of the increase in amplitude.

3. Explain what would happen to the frequency, amplitude and period

if the load of a spring is increased.
. .

-

I

I Li

6
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Notions of Motion
Knowing

ROLLING ALONG

'
Problems to Solve

Name

Teacher

Date

Directions' Answer all three prdblems. Circle the letter of the

one best choice in #1 and #2. Write clearly and use complete

sentences in answering 3.

1. In which case will the car coast the farthest,? Assume that the

same car is uqed in each case. Cars start at the point shown

in each'drawing.

a.

7.%

41

%, d. The cars in a, Jo', and cfabOIN will alr'coas to the same

distance.
.

./1

'733
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2. Notice where the car stopped when it was.released from point

X on the incline. In order to score 4 points, at what position

would you most likely release the car the next time?

a.

b.

c.

d.

Position A.

Position B.

PositiOn C.

Position D.

2 1

3. 'Explain how to change the coasting distance of a car without

changing the incline or the starting point of the.car.

1

1

O

.1%
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MAGIC MOTION

Notions of *ion
Knowing

Problems to Solve ,

Name

Teacher

Date

Directions: Answer all three problems: Circle the letter of the

one best choice in #1 andt#2. Write clearly, use complete, sentences

and be sure to answer all questions in answering #3.

Frank placed a piece of plastic on his window sill one morning before

he left for school. Whenhe returned that evening he noticed that

it was all curled up. He was curious about what had caused the plastic

to .curl. He secured identical pieces of the plastic and performed

experiments with them. The record of his first experiment is as ,

follows:

'1ST EXPERIMENT RESULTS

Condition

'

Temperature
Relative
Humidity

Plastic
Reaction

_

Light 2I°C
-.

0 50,E not curled

Dark 21°C a 50% ,not curled

1. What idea was Frank testing iJn his first experiment?

a. Temperature causes the plastic to curl. 40

b. Relative humidity caused the plastic to curl.

c. Light or dark caused the plastic to curl.

d. Magic caused the plastic to'curlv

)

S a

Nit

, s)
o
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Afar the first experiment Frank conducted another experiment as

shown in the following results:

2ND EXPERIMENT RESULTS

Condition Temperature
Relative
Humidity

PlastiF
Reaction

1

Light 10°C 50% not curled

Light 20°C . 50% not curled'

Light 30°C 50% . not curled

Light 20°C 10% not curled

Light 20°C 50% not curled

Light , 20°C20°C 90% curled

2. The best thing Frank could say after his second experiment is

a. temperature changes probably caused the. plastic to curl. 1

b. .temperature and relative humidity changes together caused the

change in the plastic.

c. relative humidity changes probably caused the plastic to curl.

4.. light caused the plastic to curl.

1

. Describe people's reactions to your "magic" trick with the. ball

and tube. How di they react when they found cut the explanation

for the motion?

ra
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SHE RAINMAKERS

Whatever the Weather
Knowing

'problems to Solve

Name

Teacher

Date

Directions: Answer all three problems. Circle the letter of the

one best choice in #1 and #2. Write clearly, use complete sentences

and be sure to answer all questions in answering #3.

1. Rainmakers

a. are tryillg to trick people.

b. have been active in a number of cultures throughout history:

c. have been very effective in producing rain throughout history

d. are alike in that they cannot'produce rain.

\2.- Which of the lettered

on the amount of rain that falls from B?

objects above would have

a. A

b. C

c. D

d. E

.1

the least effect

74 -)
,.)..
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3. In what ways are the Hopi and Arunta rainmaking ways similar to

the "scientific" ways of making rain? How are they different?

744
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Whatever the Weather
Knowing

WEATHER MUSIC
4

Pioblems to Solve

Name

Teacher

Date o

Directions: Answer all three problems. Circle the letter of the '

one best choice'in #1. Fill in the blanks in 42. In 4,2 and #3,

write clearly, use complete sentences and be sure to answer all

questions.

1., An aesthetic expression of knowledge about weather'is different

from a scientific account of weather in-that

a. aesthetic expressipris are always. musical.,I

b. aesthetic _expressions do not involve feelings. .

c. aesthetic expressions are "personal."

d. aesthetic expressions are based on experiment.

2. My favorite classical "weather music" selection was

because . (Describe what you pirticularly liked

about the selection and how you think the composer used music

to'express something about weather.)

1

I 41
3. Ix' Part II of the activity you were askedto choose the selection-

you liked best and then to find another way (artistic or through

creative writing)-to express the feeling about weather that the

musical composition expressed,. Describe what yod did and the

response of class embers to it. Use the back side, if needed.

r
a

I

**Ir. 4u
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THE WEATHER ACCORDING TO GRANNY OAKES

Whatever the Weather .

Problems to Solve

Knowing Name

Teacher,

Date

Directions: Answer all three problems. Circle the letter of the

one best choice.in #1.' Write clearly, use complete sentences and

be sure to answer all questions in answering, #2 and #3.

- 2

. One of the weather sayings from the envelope stated nIf you see

a dog dating grass, it will rain soon." Which of the.methods

below would be least useful in testing the accuracy of the saying.

a. Your-own common sense and discussions with your friends.

b. Learn about dogs and about rain from reading reliable books.

c. Test the accuracyof the saying by observing dogs as often

as possib2e.

d. Talk to veterinarians, meteorologists and-otherexper

rain and dogs.

2. Which of the methods of testing weather sayings seems most

dependable? Why?

3.- Explain why you think "Granny Oake's° might believe in one of thg

. following statements. Use the back side, if needed.

ay. "Dark stlouds in the west, stay indoors and rest."

b. "When windows won't open and salt clogs the shaker, ,the

weather will favor the'umbrella.taker."

.

7Cc
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DO DEW DROPS DROP?

Whatever the Weather
Knowing

Problems to Solve

Name

Teacher

Eiate

Directions: Answer all three problems. Circle the letter

one best choice in fl and #2. Write clearly, use complete

and be sure to answer all questions in answering #3.

_ .

of the

sentences

1. Under which of the following conditions is dew most likely to.

form?

a. warm, moist day followed by a cool night

b. warm, moistrday folloWed by a warm night

c. warm, dry day followed by a cool night
0

d. warm, dry day followed by a warm night

The diagrams show the temperature of the water every 5 minutes.

5 min.

2.'t What is the

,.a, 28°C:

b. Between

c. Between

d. Between

10 Min.

dew point?

16° and 27°C

8° and 15°C.

2° and 7°C.

15 Min.. 20 Min.

3. Where do dew drops that form'on yd.= lawn come from?

know. Use-the back if needed.

11*

I

How do you
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4. Where do dew drops, that form on your lawn come from? How.

do you know?

I

s.

I

"
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2. Use the Hur'ricane Tracking Chart above.

latitude of New Orleans is about

a. 90°N, 30°S.

b. 30°N, 90°E.

c. 30°N, 90°W.

d. '90°S, 30°N.

DOMINICAN

Santo
Domingo

Thejongitude and

3; The straight line distance between Miami, Florida and New York

City is about 1770 km. The distance between these cities.on a

map was 20 cm. HT.?. many km would one mm represent?

a.' 0.11

b.' 35400

c. 1750 .

d.
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Whatever the Weather.

THE STORM.

. ft

Problems to Solve

Name

Teacher

-Date

pirections: Answer all three problems. Write clearly, use complete_

sentencesnd be sure toanswer the question in #1.- Circle the lett'er

of the one best choice in #2 and #3.
.

1. Discuss thg problems involved in warning people about a weather -

disaster.such as a.hurric'ane.

f .

,1

ft

31.

4k
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HEAVENLY MOTION

Notions of Motion
Knowing

. ,

Directions:, Answer all three problems. Circle 'the letter of the

one best-choice in #1 and #2. Write clearly and rise complete

Problems to Solve

Name..

Teacher

Date

sentenced in. answering '10 .

1, , One princ-iple,astronomdrs use toi track a comet is bayed -on the

rule that .
. r

.

. . '
.. ' .

.
C ' .

4-

a.- the di4tatce: from.2Viel,comet 'to the stiA 'stays oonstan: ,

,. ,/,. .

,. ' 6.11,pti#s in, i arbit.', !

., .

...

: 3, - .

. 4 . 1
l'' I' t

, '
b..*rthef arpd. frOtrt!-the sun to thT 'cornet at 'a.11. Pb.intst in the -' -

4- i

'comet ' s° orbit' ST./jeeps out eual areas in 'equal- Eimes:.

,

. '
:Ce the comet's Qrbj,t7 is equal th re to the orbit of the earth .-.

around .tbe sun. - .,

o

d. as comets approach,. te sun, they move slower and 'then. they

speed up again as they get farther away. ! 0,

2. WhiCh series

A-E

b. ,Ec.,J

of pictures. below shows propei motion?

Neither A2E nor

k d. Both A..-4E and F-J, )

.1 Jan. 2,96a

1 June 1972' 1 June 1968
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3. Explain how you would calculate the area of the triangle below.

6-1 1)
I J .a,,

.
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group I Clusters KNOWING

KEY-TO PIVOBLEMS TO SOLVE
Knowing the Past

, The Strange Fossil

1. b . 2. a

3
-3.. Examples of inferences

It hopped/it waddled/it stood on its ind legs with its
front legs "off the ground

ate meat /was a carnivore /killed animalsifor food/held its

prey wih'itefront,,,feet

' Time Travel into the Paleozoic

1. b 2. d '
I

x.

'
I

3. Three possibilities:
1

.

a. Represents time=-each layer was ftrmed at a different
period'of time/the bottom layers are oldest/time isnot)
accurately ?presented because of unconfoimities

b. Represents rock formations--each layer is represented
in thickness relative to its thickness in.the Grand
Canyon /each' rock formation is a different color or- is
poured as a separate layer

Counting with Carbon

1. d 2. b

3. Radioactive dating is useful because scientists can find
out how long it takes'different radioactive things (elements/

atoms) to change. When they know this they can find out
how old something is. Eoexample, living things get carbon
in food. A little bit of he carbon is radioactive when they
diethey-can't take anymore_,carbon-into their bodies so
scientists can tell when they died by Show much radioactiye
carbon is left.,

754
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. Elsetta .Ir e . .
,, . . . ,. .

.

1. a. ,-...._ 2'; -\10..'

0 ...

3. ...kmswers'could include the following: i
4 * .

e % /

,

4 \ 0

Nomo.: In Nomo the priests,have much authority. The farmers
probably stippprt the priests through their offerings. the, '

' people believe the gods have the power to punish them if they
'do wrong. The society is governed 'by law and is- at least t
partially rural. . .'

7

.. Scribly. The society expects its'youth'to participatein
rigorous military 'training. 'It may be' a warlike society. -

The society has military heroes who are models for the youth
to look up to. Youth livqzwayl from home dUring military
training-. .

C

Wosak: Wosak is 4 agricultural
gi7lices wheat, oats, barley and
for meaty fish are caught,'dried
of animals are useful'and.sold.
developed. Records and account's
kept. ,-

Where Did We Come FroM2

1. d 2. c
(

- 3. Responses;will vary depending upon the two creation myths
. chosen to 'co: pare. Answers ,might incluaT-thefollowing:

All four creation myths include a supernatural creator or
creators (Arunta-Numbakula; Navajo-Holy People/Changing
Woman; Polynesia-Tangaroa; Hopi-T4owa/Soltuknang/Spider
Wompn) who create both the physical aspects of the earth
and human beings. These creators have varying characteristics
which could be used to describe how they differ.

The Navajo and Hopi myths are similar in that they both portrai,

A holy 'woman- (Navajo-Changing Woman; Hopi-Spider Womall) who
creates twins. The twins haveemany adventures. These holy
women create the first human life. Details of the description
of the two women and the twins could be used to show how they

differ.

and training society. It
.flax. Goats are raised
and later sold. The skins
A numbering. system has-been'
,of business traps*tions are

The Arunta and Polynesian myths are.O.milar.in that the
creaters (Numbakula and Tangaroa) create many things out

of themselves.

\ r
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Patterns in Your Past

a

1. b - '2. b

3. Response will var.% with students. ,Look "for:

a. clear expression of'pattern.,

-.b. evidence for inferring that a pattern exists.',

4
Pueblo People in the Past

.,

1. d 2. a

3. The Yellowj4ke't Site is from 'the Classic III, or Classic
Pueblo Period,°A.D. 1100-1300.

ividence cited could include:

The prbsence of artifact appropriate to this period. As
stated.In'the Pueblolli aTscription "Houses, pottery, weaving
and ornaments were elaborate." The corrugated and decorated
,potsherds (artifacts 48-,13) are evidence, 'as is the pendant
(artifact #6). Both corner and side-notched pxojectile points
(artifacts- #1 and 2) are present. The presence of a "keyhole"
kiva as shown on the Yellowjacket Site map is also appropriate
evidence.

r

- The Solar Merry-Go-Round

1. d 2. d

. ,

Heavens Above

3. M would figure out a way to test each model. The next step
would be to design a test of each model. It would be even
hatter to design one test that would show that one model was
right and the other, wrong.

.

t,
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t Sun Watch

1. c 2. d

S

*t.

. 3. Sun-spots are difficult to observe because the sun 1:s So
bright /puts out so much energy -that it burns eyes or
photographs. Filters are used to reeuee'the glare so that
sun spots can be seen.

,

The Star Gazers

1. a, 2. b

3. The ancient beliefs about Leo were similat in tha; lionas ..

were believed to have special powers. The beliefs were'
different ,in that the Summarians thought that Leo had
powers to burn crops and destroy animals; the.Greeks,be4evede
that Leo fell from the moon;.and the Egyptians believed that

A Leo was responsible for heat and water in ,the summer.

What Do the Stars Know?

1. d /'. c t

,

.
.

.

3. They are two different ways of knowing. 'CNancy is' judging
astrolog'aa a science. It is not sicience,but some people
find it satisfying. ORAstrology and astronoMY,,serve
different purposes. Some people believe the stara,and

-planets influence human lives so.for them astrology serves.
an important purpose. There is no scientific proof thatthe
stars and planets influehce human liVeq so people who use
science as a measure say astrology is hocus pocus..4

, .

The Human Body

Human Ideas About Disease

1. d . b'- r
.

,3.- Arunta. They believe:that diseap is caused by magic, that
ael57ere no natural canes for ffisease. (Position and
reasons will vary.)

Navajo. They belive that. disease an upset in the harmony
Of the universe. This waist can be caused by ghosts, witches,
by breaking "rules and by enemy contact with certain things.
(Position and reasons will vary.)

Hawaiians. Disease was broughtnto the gawaiian Islands
by spirit people. It was cured by Kamaka and*Lonopuka who

was taught by Kamaka how to use plants and herbs. 1Position
and reasons will vary.)
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Farther and Faster

112 *

Lt.

Time tz..50

in .

Hours -1.5-0

A

0:40
I flo 'V, -77 '13 7`e '71 '74 '17

Year

1. Graph axis labeled and points plotted.
1

2. trend line 4rawn in general area of\lines on the graph above.

3. 'Range of 10.50 t.%10.75.

Hot Spit

2. b

3. The cracker is in smaller pieces, it is wet, it has less
starch thin'it had in thetbox. 1"know that because'

.experimented with crackerp and found that starch,disappeared
often beIng mixed with saliva

.

e 1

1

x

)

. N '

1

Levers of the Body

1. b 2.

Name of joint Kind of-motion kind of joint

Shoulder/hip Ball and socket
,

Wrist/ankle
.

Back and Aorth, Hinge

P. I 0.1 (

I
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4144-.44--

3. When you lift something
(a load) in your hand the
muSnein the biceps applies

/<ir a force. in the lower arm.
The elbouNjoint is the

fulcrum, the point where the lever (the arm.) pivots. To move)
the load, the muscle applies the force -to the arm with the
elbow acting ad the fulcrum 'or pivot of the arm as a lever. ,

at Knowing Abdut the Brain

I. a 2. b G,

. . , .

3. The' case of Phineas Gage was important ih the scientific
."/ study of the brain because Phineas. Gage lived. iciftv part of
his brain 'was destroyed.' A- doctor studied the changes in
Phinea's Gage! behavior caused by \the brain dazige.,

Pr Way of Seeing Inside' the Htman4 Body
,

.

,

1.. a ;. g ,

.
-

- 1

3. SoI- ft parts of thebodY, like -the stomach show up as very dim
lines in an x -ray., Also, a,dye 6an. be swallowed to make the

. stomach show up on x- rays.' I. have teen x-rays with the stomach
dyed. Its very white .as. an x-ray.

Materials and Shapes

Building with Bricks

12. C. 2. 'a:i,

"3. Bricks in an arch are stronger than the "Ind kind
-in a straight" line, a lintel. I built a port and
door and an arched door of the- same kind of bri.tks
htald Upmore weight before breliig than the post
did.-

Foiled Again

1. b
a

of bricks
lintel
. The arch
and liAtel

2. If the blocks were. not exactly the same distance apart you
couldn't compare the different tests in the experiment./The
. distance was a variable that would effect the results Of the
experiments so it had to be controlled.

3. (DraWings will vary with each class.)

ry
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Materials in Space

1. c

2. (Will vary each student.) in each response look for
substance and communication.

3. ,(Will vary for each studenf.), ,Can you on another_reader
undarstand the response?
Were the questions posed answered?

,
4r

Building Materials:: How qd6-d Are They?

1. b 2. c
14

0 4

0
3. Possibleinformation Jwanted: cost, strengthr'hardnesr,

beauty., workability, dAcsiy,"e4se of cleaning,..,
.- -.Makihg finarjudgment: look for

, ,

combination of physical,
economic and aestiketic factors.

46
% ' '

r-f.
,s1

4

VP

. r

4 Z
.

)

.

ti

1.0

a

..

ri
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Grotp II Clusters
x.

KEY TQ PROBLEMS TO SOLVE
Ktiowin People

Images deg6ish and Pen

1. b
4

2.. Answers will vary with,each student.

How Old Are They?

1. c

KNOWING:

2. Possible characteristics: wrinkles, hair greying, skin,
blemishes (dark spats) (Justification for the one most
useful characteristic shoUld how how it Is usefilito
distinguish 'ages. For example, skin ble ishes

The Unknown Millions

1. d 2..

3. All old people are not alike--:(then give some examples).
0

Statisiges

1. -a 2. b '3: d'

4. (Answers will vary.)

RF 4,

The Very Different Ones

1. b 2. a 3. b

4. For Wegner -- He proposed theories, outsid0 his scientific
specialty.

Kepler -- He was a scientist but believed in astrology;
Or hie searched'for religious harmony on the
movement, of the 'stars and made important
scientific discoveries.

?

Semmelweis -- Fought for his,ideas against established
medical practice.
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*1 -
Surveys; Samples and Schools

1. d 2. .a

3; ,People.should be selected randomly if you man-diko generalize
you'find to more people that these you, survey. ,

,
r fr

f
.

4 ...You s'houl'd test yoUr survey instrument to find;out
..' ,.

,-'
(al,,if'different people interpret a.question differently.
(b1 ifMore than one question gives the same info'rmation---,

. .

and be,eliAinated.-
. . . ,

.1c).if the information you get is.what'you wanted to find
out about: . .

Size Wise

1. c

2.

3. The shape of the
histogram would`
probably be
similar to the
shape of the
histogram for
ring size. .

3

f f,

;

1111A

le Eli lifillill

ifiriBlEir:*131

Knowing Yourself

1 a 2. b

vary with the individuel.)

Li

Knowing About Mars

A Martian Test

1. b 2. b

3. (Will vary with individual.)

I

*Om

1
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Martian Tales

1. b
I

2. -(Will vary with individual.)

Four Views of Mars

1. b 2." IA

3. The key idea I.'S that the hewer technology (Viking-Lander)
enhanced and increased our knowledge of Mars over that gained
by the older technology--the telescope.

Generally, Lander observations
microscopic, and involved more
whereas telescopic observation
left much to human imagination

are more detailed, more
elaborate scientific techniques,
were general, macroscopic and
and speculation.

Itis di ficult to compare the quantity of new information
gained f om each of the two methods of observation. ,

In many instances the Viking Lander observations continued
: telescopic observations, in some cases inferences from 4,

,telescopic observation (such as presence of canals) were
refuted and, of course, much of the data.and related inferences
were new.

.100

Notions of Motion

Moving Words

1. b

2. (Response will vary with the individual.)

3. (Response All vary with the individual.)

4. (Response wi3,1 vary with the individual.).

.Dancing Motion

1. c

2. (Response will vary with the individual.)-

3. a. 3 because fingers point out from the eyes.
b. 7 because fists .are clenched _and moving.
c. T because hands are as if they were holding something;
d. T because fingers are like horns.

(Note: There could be other choices with plausible reasons.)

7 0 764
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'Vibes
ee

1. a (or: A) 2. c

3. If a load in a spring is
the amplitude is greater

Rolling Along

1. c 2.

increased the frequency is slower,
and the period is longer.

3. Increase the weight of the

Heavenly Motion

b . - 2.

3.

a

car.

2 I A.141,142444 .c' 6 t;

I 9. Aidavlo e C

A .t.4e ). A It "'"A xfr

Magic Motion

1. c 2. c

3. (Responst

The Rainmakers

will vary with the individual.)

'*

Whatever the Weather'

$

1. b 2. c. (or d)

3. Like scientific way: noway to make rain seems very good.

Unlike scientific way: use dances, all kinds of rituals and
cants which scientists never use.

4
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,The Weathe' ACcOrding to Granny bakes-
,

1. a -

2. (Response will vary with the individual.)

3. If a is chosen: Dark clouds could mean.a storm. In the
Northerh Hemisphere many storms come from the west so the
saying might-be useful.,. )

If b is chosen: Sticking windows and clogged salt shakers
are probably Caused by-moisture (humidity) in the .air. It
cOuld mean that rain is about to fall so an umbrella is
a good idea.

Do. Devi., Drops Drop?

1. a 2. b

3. (a) Dew drops on the lawn came from the air. /The-grass is
cooler than surrounding air. Air in contact with grass is
cooled. When air is cooled moisture in the air xay condense
on the cool surfaces of the grass. (b).You ould test by'
using a beaker of ice cube; Moisture will Xorm on the
beaker if moisture is forming on the grass blades./Put
a bubble cover over a part of your lawn wit ,a "he4ter.inside.

,Dew will form outside if it gets cool enoug at 44ght, but
dew won't form inside.

The Storm

k

1. People don't take-warning seriously. They think it won't
hit them. Weather forecasting is not 100% accuraterap
people don't always believe a storm warning. If you 'force
people to'leave theii homes and then the storm:!'...doesn't hit
h .q.ir homes, they,get upset. .m . t =, ..z.

A'
2. A.: 3. d ,

./6. '

4i ''',4'.)1.

111;

t.../
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SCORING SUGGESTIONS FOR ACTIVITY PROBLEMS TO SOLVE

Introduction

Problems to Solve for each activity include at least one r

objective problem and one essay problem. For most activities,

two objective problems and one essay probldm are provided.

This booklet contains answer keys for the objective problems

and suggested responses for'many of the essay problems. Many

activities are open-ended and require unique responses for essay

problems, The Essay Problems Section is pro14ded to help you score
.

and report to students your reasons for scoring their:responses to

essay problems.

Objective Problems

Use-the key jtdiciously, in scoring the objective problems.

The problerWs have not been previously tested and may have ambiguities

for studebts,that'denot appear to be ambiguities to adults. The
.., . y .

purpose of eva'luatio'n is to help students learn where misunderstandings

-have occurred and to clarify the problem. ,you may wish to record

scores on objective problems separately by activity until you finish

the first group,of clusters or until.the end of the module. At

this time you could total scoresand calculate percentage correct.

For example, for an activity with two objective problems, both

-answered correctly, you could score 2/2; for one answered correctly

1/2. Totals 'at the end of the Group I or Group II and/or.at the

767
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4

of the module couldbe converted to percentages and then changed

.into'grades. In this way, the number of activities completed 'does

not enter into the judgment of quality of work.

Essay Problems

Writing response's to essay problems enablesstudents to

develop both writing skills and intellectual skills. Students learn

to write by writing. The essay problems are designed to stimulate

thought and reflection about each activity. If you find students

who cannot respond to the particular essay problem as wxitten,

ouragethem to write about the activity; to tell someone what

//- they did, how they felt about it or why they liked or didn't like

.,it. Encourage them to try. The key is to initiate writing with.

the purpose to communicate something to someone else.

In some classes Or with some individdals you may want to,apply

only one critirj.91t:

Is the respohsCunderstandable?'

You might use one of thiee'comments in the-student's

paper'and usethe scoring code for yodr grade book.

1. I understand your answer. Code 01

2; You started with a Clear statement but , Code' 02

then you lost me.

3. Your words don't make sense to me,let's Code 03
talk when you start your next, essay
problem. - .

With some students br later in the-module you may wish toadd

or replace the above criterion with this one:

')0
a
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Does the response answer_the question?

Comments and scoring codes for this criterion could be:,

1L Your response answered. the questitn
compkete1y.

Code Ql

2. Your respOnse only partly answered Code Q2
the question.

3. -Your response missed the point of the Code Q3
question.

For students who have developed communicative writing skill",

for soie.essay problems, or in addition to one of the above criteria

you might want to indicate to the student the quality of the

'substance (accuracy) of the response. The criterion:
5

Is the response correct?

Comments and scoring codes for this criterion could be:

1. Your answer is correct. Code Cl

2: Your answer is only partly correct. Code C2.

3. Your answer is not correct. Code d3

1. By reviewing one, two, or all of the abbvpcodings in your

grade book you will have a good pictur@ of tAe,trend of each student's
f '1PL- ry

development as a writer. You may also t.04.04i011yellop other criteria,

comments and codes more suited tothe students' development.

Scores for essay responses are not to be added. Rather, the

goal is for students to move level "3" to level !1" for each

criterion. Grades for essay work (writing skill development is

when the student ends up,not where he or she began. Recognize

and reward development.

1
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Summary

You may wish,to hold Problems to.Solve sheets by activity and

then pull together groups of students with'similar skill development'.

In this way you can share different responses to an essay question

with the group, discuss the goals of essay'problems and help them

with suggestions before they work on-"Problems-to Solve" again.

A paper, ."A Second Look at Ten Writing Rules" is attached to

give you 'a more substantive account of the basis for this approach

to evaluation and skill develepmente 0

1."1

,)

A
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CON

l'KNOWING--A!'

0 .

Col. 1- 10-- Student Identiffcati

1MOTOCOO
A

Obilal4 to SolVe
ytti$ fr

.4 :,`",

The Strange Fossil

Col. 11 --7,1 a=1, b=2, c=3, d=4,, ?4
7'w.

. (same as 1) 1=1;s24=0

0 [Essay] Code all,respoll.
relate to motion, Nal 4g,
flying, eta.

Col. 13 4--3A. 1=it hopped/wa'lked on hind
legs /probably walked on two
legs/climbed trees/tor4'with

.

f4m1Wr

r e

O

Scoring

-1-:1( 3, 4, 1, 6=

k 12 --

I

its teeth

2=soaring bird
0 "v

3=swift/fast/'
lk

4=incorrect mammal analogy
(like a tiger/any animal
walking on all fours)

5=like a gorilla

6=no comment on motion

7=no response/blank'

Col. 14 --3B. Code all responses reWed
. to eating.

/

1

1=it ate meat/a carnivore/,
ate other animals,

2=ate hand food

,3=ate leaves/ate

4=

5=.

6=no comment on eating

7=nq response/blank

trees

4101e-

1,2=2; 5=1; 4, 6, 7=0

1=1;

1

4,-

6,7 -0
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Time Travel into the Paleozoic .Scoring

15 a=1, b=2, c=3,0=4, blank=5, ,2=1; 1, 3, 4, 5, 6=0
multiple marks/illegible=6

1' Col: 16 -72. (same as 1) 2,413, 5, 6=0.-

Col. 17 --3. (Essay] Code explanation, of
what model of the Grand -

Canyon rypresents
. '

1= layers on top usually)ewer

2=difierent layer's and rock,
substances

3=time, stages in building
'Elie Canyon

4= change

5=ambiguous (how long each
group of years lasted)/
Grand Canyon.is very old

6=

7=m5 response'

Counting with Carbon

Col. 18 --1. a=1, b=2, c=3, d=4, blank=5,
multiple marks/illegible=6

Co. i 19 --2. ,(same as 1)

Col. 20 (Essay] Code for why is
radioactive dating useful
to scientists

( 1=Some atoms are radioactive
and therelationship of
radioactive/not radioactive-
giIes

2=useful for telling how long
it bas',been since something
died

A

4=.1; 1, 2, 3, 5, 6=0

.2=1; .1,-3, 4, 5, 6=0

3=can hblp with archeology &
learning about the past/tell

. how tpld thipgssare
-

4=usually right and easy to read

5=

6=not codeable

7=no response

49-

. ,
I- I ("I -1

LI 1=1.-

A

_7=0

77.2

14,

ll.,
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Counting with Carbon (cont.)

Col. 21 --3Ei.:Two.exaMPles in .answer
1=2 correct examples

2-1=1 correct example'

Rosetta 'II

Col. 22 --1.

Col. 23 --2.

Col. 24 --3.

3=1 corrects-and 1 incorrect
example

4=

5=

6=notIcodeab4.e

1=notexamples;used

Scoring

1=2; 2, 3=1; 4,
7=0

1 6,

a=1, b=2, c=3, d=4, blank=5, 4=1; 1, 2, 3, 5, 6=0
multiple marks/illegible=6

-(same as 1)

[Essay]

1=Nomo, priest has much
authority/offerings to
'gods /agricultural /gods
will punish them /gave
crops to gods/Veligious
society r

2=Nomo, more advanced society,
clearer writing/hard workers

fair people like us/wrote
ith a lot of,numbers/liked

simple drawings/sophisticated
society/writinlike ours with
similar meaning

3=Skribly, military training/
warlike/trained away from home

4=Skribly, traditional

5=Wosak, keep food in jars/
raised crops, goati/traded/
numeral st.Measuring system

: 6 =Wosak, wrote in pictures/like
-cavemen/drew animals of the
forest/artistic language/
means of transportation

7=no response/not codedbLo)
I

:2=1; 1, 3, A, 5, 6=0

1, 3, 5=1; 2, 4,6, 7=0
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Where Did We-.Come Fromr .

Col. 25 ----I.

Col. 26 --2.

Col. 27 --3A.

a=lr d=4, blank78,
multiple marks/illegible=6

(sIme as 1)

[Essay] Compari.sdn of
cultures, alike

1=NavAjo, Hopi: both portray
holy.woman/bastcally. alike

_ .

2=Aiunta, Polynesian:
creators (Numakula and
Tangaroa) create many
things 'out of themselves

3=general comparisoh, such
as: belief in. their myths/
1 or 2 great persons in each
myth/belief in creator(s)/
tell stories of ancestors/
repeated each generation,
exaggerated each time

4=didn't think tape or folder
said anything about question

5=

6=

Scoqng

.-4=1;, 1, 2, 3, 5, 6=0

- 3=1; 1,.2, 4, 5, 6=0

'

7=no response to "How are 1, 2=2; 3=1 7=0
They Alike ?" /not codeable

Col. 28 --3B. [Essay] Comparison ofwo
cultures, diiferences

1=Arunta, Navajo: A, disease
caused by magic, N, disease
caused by upset,in harmony,
A, medicine men cure disease;
N, restore harmony

2=

3=general comparison, contrasts
such as: different cultures'

4=didn't think,tape or folder
said anything-About qUestion

5=Navajo: eart already exists-=
RolyneSi4n: earth is being

," created bylangarOa

6=

7=no response to "How are they 1,2=2; 3=1 7=0_
they Different?"/not codeable

774
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Cl

14.

/../s

Patterns in Your Past

Col. 29 --1. a=1, b=2, c=3, d=4, blank =5,
multiple marks/illegible=6

Col: 30 --2. .(same as 1)

) coa. 4p (Essay]

1T-extensive acoount, two dr
more patterns in family

2=made 8wn different pattern/
same number of 'males and
feinales/illustratirf-family
pattern/large & INkll family

; 3-7-more people.pn one side/
one generation/boys than

,-girls

4=interkarriage, cousins/'

5=Sih41'4"OharaAteriS:
.no teal, aunts or uncles/
'right-,Ilaiid'id/early death
by dis!aaselblue'eyes/tongue
rgliin4/fatily.ocOupations..K'
all live'in,saMe house/

V zbiowil hair : e

-Scoring

2=1; 1, 3, 4, 5, 610o

2 =1; 1, 3, 4, 5, 6=0

a

fi

f;,/
'6=nOt codebletillegible/

Q:7=no response

PUebio People of thePast

.=2; 2, 3,

6,=0-
4,

. -

5=1;

Col. 32 --1. a=1, b=2, c=3, d=4, blank-15,
multiple-marks/illegible=6

4=1; 1, 2, 5, 6=0

,

Col. 33 --2. (same as 1) 1=1;''S,)3, 4, 6=0

Col. 34 --3A. ssay] Time period .

1=1100r1300AD/Pueblo.1 I
4

2=700-00AD/PUeb10
3=4B0-700AD/Baiketmaker III

`Qs4= /Layet A

5=Iridian time

6=Other time pet:di

7=no time period given/.
not codeable

4

1=1; 2-7=0

4
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I
(Pueblo People of the Past (cont.)

Col. 35 --3B. Reason for time period

1=Kiva present

2=

3=pottery making began

4=studying the way they

5=paintingson W.pbttery/
way pottery was made/-

6=pueblo house present

7=no reason given/not
codeable

Col. 36 --3C. Evidence

,1=/ots of pqttery

2=

a.

, 3=lots of pottery and
artifacts

4=

5=

6=seeds found
(are) still

----7=no evidence'
* codsable

there were
in use

--ITZObn/not' -

/
( ti

Scoring

1=1; 2-7=0

4

1=1; 2-7=0



Sun Watch

-=l.

--2.

--3A,

a=l, b=2, c=3, d=4, blank=5,
multiple marks/illegible=6

(same as 1)

[Essay] Difficulty

i=sup is bright/rays harmful
to eyeS/can cause blind7
ness/can't look directly
at sun

2=looking at sun does

'3=1;

tr-r;

Scoring

5,

5,

6=0

6=0

p

Col.

Col.

Col.

37

38

39

1,

1,

2, 4,

,40

something to eyes

.3=they move; change rapidly

4 =so far 'away

5=difficult way of knowing
.4qhe sun/have to test/don't

Actknow what they are/

4=we are rotating--hard to
get same picture

7=none state/not codvable 1 =2; 2=1; 3-7=0

Col. 40 - -3B. How have difficulties been
overcome?

1=made filters/screws/dark
lenses

2=special instruments/special
glasses/telescopes/cameras/
take pictures/modern tools

3=they've changed ideas & have °

come up with different obser-
vations/they use calculations/
halie'different techniques/do
different tests

4=grids and graphs

5-made machines /high-powered
equipment/satellites

.6=by observing the sun/view sun
at night/see 'them in the sky

7=hone stated/not codeable

(-)

1=2; 2=1; 3-7=6
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The Solar Merry-Go-Round Scoring

Col. 41 --1. -a=1, b=2, c=3, d=4, blank=5, 4-71; 1, 2, 3, 5,'6=0_
multiple marks/illegible=t6

Col. 42 --2. (same) as 1) , 4=1; 1, 2, 5, 6=0
1

Col. 43 --3A. (Essay] What would you do?

1=test each model

2=see if they make sense/see if it
was logical/see if it works

3=see if they were (both) true

4=

5-41

6=

17=no response/not codeable

Col. 44 - -'3B. (Essay] Next step

1=compare modeli under the same con-
ditions/test under different
conditions to see which is more
accurate/

2=experiment/try them out/see
how they work/compare/

3=xead more books

4=

5=

6=

7=no response/not codeable

7(1-1

ti
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The Star Gazers

Col. 45 --1.

Col. 46 --2.

Col.- 47 ---s3A.

a=1, b=2, c=3, d=4, blank=5,
multiple marks/illegible=6

(same as 1)7

[Essay] Ancient beliefs about
Leo - Similarities

oring

1=1; 2--6=0.

2=1;.1,36=0

1=lions have special (mightier) powers/
list 2 of3 cultures, Leo has powers '

to destroy/Leo is a god

2=Leo hated Something to do with death and
dOstructiOn/hot summers/heat and fire

3=made animals die and crops burn/had
something.to do with the weather

4 =lions werg ferocious/deadly/dangerous

5=they came from the sky

6=Leo was expressed as half lion, half human

7=no response to "similar"/ 1, 2=1; 3-7=0
not codea$le

-Col. 48 --313, [Essay] Ancient beliefs about
Leo - Differences

1=any f2, of the 3:
Sumerians-- Leo has power to burn crops and
destroy animals/was evil

Greeks - Leo fell from moon /formed into
constellation/was evil

Egyptians - Leo responsible for heat and water
in summer/'Nile floods and parching land/Was good

2=only 1 comment: Leo brought floods in hot summee-

3Acomparison
statements

4=comparison

5=

not identified, but,timo correct-
(as in #1J

partly, correct

6=reiteration: viewed Leo in different ways/
had different explanations,

7 =rio response; to differences/ 1=2;
riot codeablel 'Pln,
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t

WhAt Do the 'Stars Know?

'4=1;

3=1;

Scoring

3, 5,

4-6=0

6=0Col. -49

Col. 50

Col. 51

--1.

--2.

--3.

a=1, b=2, c=3, d=4, blank =5,
multiple marks/illegible=6

(same as 1)

[Essay] Explain the

1,

1,

2,

2,

difference.

1=they are two different ways of knowing/
Nancy is judging astrology as a science.
It is not a science but some people find
it satisfying/Astronomy and astrology
serve-different purposes. Astrology serves ,

purioses for some people/There is no
scientific proof that stars and planets
influence human lives so people who use
science as a measure say astrology is
hocus pocus/people have different ways
of knowing

2=Nancy may have shut her mind to it/
not interested

3=John got his guesss right as he believes
in astrology, but Nancy didn't, so she
doesn't/John took more 'time, Nancy rushed
through/John had lucky guesses

4=incorrect use of astronomy or astrology

5=they had different interpretations
.(reiteration)/different. 'evidence

6=

7=no response/not codeable 1=4.. -7=0

N
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Human Ideas'About Disease Scoring

Col. 52 --1. a=1,,b=2, c =3, d=4, blank =5,
multiple marks/illegible=6

4=1; 1, 2, 3, 5, 6=0

Col. 53 --2. (same as 1) 2=1; 1, 3, 4, 5, 6=0

Col. 54 --3A. ,[Essay] Beliefs of Arunta,
Navajo, or Hawaiians

fl

0
Arunta: They believe that disease is caused
by magic, that there are no natural causes
fog diseade/tbey use'a magic stone/medicine
man gets power from spirits to cure

-Nava'o. They believe that disease is a'h upset
in the hagmony of the universe. This upset
be caused by ghosts, witches, by breaking r les
and by enemy contact with certain things.

ti

Hawaiians. Dis ase was brought into'the Hawaiian
Islands by spiri people. It was cured by Kamaka
and Lonopuka who-was taught by Kamaka how to use
plants\and herbs.

1=A, N, or H useful, accurately described

2=A,' N, or,H, worthless, acct irately described

3=general positive: it is not orthless, let them
.do it their own way /they migh think the same
about us/its what they believe

4=A, N, or H, accurate, no comment on worth

, 5=ask her why she thinks it is worthless/you
are not correct/

6=general negative: Hawaiians because it never
worked

7=no response /not codeable

Col 55- --3B. (Edbay] Reasons--

1=they believe *hat the sharrilan can do

2=belief plugs psychological benefit

'3=they all worked /they sometimes'work

4=

5=

6

7=no reasons/not codeable 781 A



Farther and Faster /Scoring

Col. 56 --1. 1=accurate plot, graph- -labd-- 1=2; 2=1; 3-7=0

2:=accurate plot, no labels,
incomplete labels

3=some points inaccurate,
labeled .- .

4=some points inaccurate, not
labeled,

5=all points inaccurate, not
labeled

6=axes reversed, accurate plot;
not labeled

°

7=no response

Col. 57 --2. trend line

1=trend line at lest ,fit

2=trend line off, but same
general direction/curved

3=trend line-has wrong
direction for,data (more
than 30° off)

,4=line graph made but no
sepa ate trend line

5=

7=no trend line/points are
not plotted, questionable
trend line

Col. 58 --3. 1=10.50 to 10.75

2=10.76 to 11.00

3=11.01 to 11.25

4 =11.26 VI 11.50

5=over

6=undei 10.49

7 =no response

,) .
801

.'1=2) 2=1; 3-7=0

1=1; 2-7=0
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Levers of the Body Scoring

Col. 59 a=1, b=2,c=3, d=4, blank =5, 2=1; 1, 3-6=0
multiple marks/illegible=6

Col. 60 - -2. 1=a1,1.5 correct

2=3 of 5 correct

.3=3 of 5 correct

4=2 of 5 correct

5=1 of 5 correct

6=0 correct,'

7=no response,

1=2; 2, 3=1; 4-6=0

Name of Joint Kind of Motion Kind of Joint

Shoulder/hip

,

. Ball & Socket

Wrist/ankle/
-neck

.

.

.

Back & Forth
_

. ,

Hinge/

tol. 61 --3. Drawing;-termS: force,
load; fulcrum

1=Drawing with all three'
terms explained. curately

2=Drawing with '2 of .terms
explained accurately

3=Drawing with one of
terms explained accurately

4=Drawing with forbe,
fulctum and load accurate
as labels, no explanation

5=
.3

6=Drawing recognizeable,
no labels

i=no response/drawing not
comprehensible

0

4

1=5; 2, 3=3; 4=1;
5-7=0

4

6
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,,2, -,ksAmer:.as',11- 1 2,3=6=A

=-U.. (Essay J J4Efer.tong-4,-.4ker : -.3.1.-',2=2-4 3 =1, 4=7=0. ,---

,in box-acker,j4;;Ot-Opali---- : -:-:--

=1.4draa.ker #.- blik,his._ -Starch,
:rackei.- In -Stoniatif has .(is.) 2. '-.-

-sugar/box haA,:sta;cht-Oiri.a-ch ,

-.-.less it'ax4:1005c2-h44:paie.
star6-_

_

/starch t c iii out of .

tle.ciadkpr,j
.

,2=crcker :-in stomach is

.
dissolved

. s

3=wet/chewed up/dry/soft

2=digestiop, cracker changed
from starch to sugar

? =no response to "How do
you know?"/not codeable



.

Knowing About the'Brain Scoring
.0 .

b=2, c=3, d=4, .blank=5, 1=1;-2-6=0
multiple.warks/iIlegible=6

Col. --2. (same as 1)

Col. 68 --3. (Essay] Why was Gage so .

important? .

1=he lived after patt of his
brain was destroyed and
doctors could study changes
in his behavior .

2=he lived after the accident/
didn't kill him/had side effects

1=2; 2=1; 4:7,70

4=doctors studied his brain/
lead people to understands
brain

5=provQd brain had protection/
. --can-funation with part
destroyed/

6=helped them thi*(,more/
need to know evidence/

7=no revense4don't know/
k not cbdeable

A Way of Seeing Inside the Human Body*.

1=1;

3 =1;

2-6=0

1, 2, 6=0'

Col.

Col.

(dbl.

69

70

71

--I.

--2.

-73A.

a=1,.b=2, d=4,'blank=5,
multiple marks/illegible=6

(same as 1)

(Bssayi-What would you say?

i=he's wrong/they would

2=heis right/they won't

3=go look at an x -ray

4=we saw the stomach

5=

6=

7=no response

I

0

k



Col. 7 410 - -3B. [Essay] WhaA.evidence

Building with

1=soft part show dimly/a'dye can
be used to make the stomach
show up-

2=

3=example of hard, non-body
part showing up, i.e. coin/

4=the x-ray passes through
the body/x-ray shoes bones
and. organs

5=anything solid will show up

6=x-rays I saw

7=no response/not codeable
no evidence

Bricks

/--
Scoring

Col. 73 --1. a=1, b=2, c=3, d=4, blank=5,
multiple marks/illegible=6

3=1; 1, 2, 4-6=0

Col. 74 --2. (same as 1) 1=1; 2-6=0

Col. 75 --3A. [Essay] All brick columns 1=2; 2=1; 3-7=0
have same 'strength

1=arch is stronger than
lintel/

2=a11 briccolumns do not
have same strength/does
make a difference/an
arch will ,hold more
pressure/arch is stronger

3=

4=you're (he's) wrong/no/not
true/

'5=

6=

7=no comment on relative
strength/no response

Sots
786



Col. 76 --3B. [Essay] Describe experiment Scoring

1=build a post and lintel 1=3; 2-3=2; 4=1;
and an arch and put weight 5-7=0
on top

2=

3=comparison: make an arch
and a lintel/two columns and
one column/

4=no comparison.: drawing of a
patterned column ( um )/

NB.

) won't hold/straight

'call /look

without support will
'call/look at a dam/how many
can be stacked

5=

6=

.!*1*

7=no response/not codeabler
no experiment' described

Col. 79-80--KTWING Card 1, Problems to Solve=26
4

N.
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CODING PROTOCOLS

KNOWING -- Activity Problems to Solve

Card 2

Col. 1-10--Student Identification number

Foiled Again

Col. 11, --1. 'a=1, b =2; a,=3, d=4, blank=5,
multiple marks/illegible=6

Col. 12 --2. (Essay) Why was it important.
to have the blbcks exactly
15 am apart?

.

Col.

Scoring--

2=1; 1, 3-6=0

1=s0 yqu can compare them/ ,1=3; 2=2; 3,4=1; 5-7=0

2=so it will be fair/to have:a .

controlled experiment
3=if blocks were close, bridge
would be stronger, far apart
makes it weaker/the farther',
apart the blocks the less thdy
will hold/there is. less area to
get pulled down when they are ,

close together/to hold the bridge up.

4=1:idcausee"of the weight on the foil/
a longer or 'shorter space will:
affect the weight

5=irrelevant: the balance woul
be accurate/sb it will be level

6=it-might not work as well/wouldn't
work out right/

7=no response/not codeable/unintelligible/
_don't know'

13' --3. (Essay) Draw pictures of bridge: Show as
many views -as ,heeddd so a bridgd.could
bd made from your drawing.

1=3 views, top,, side, end/several views
(3 or more), Showing detail

2=2 views

3=one side view, detailed

41=one view, perspective

J 5=one side view, simple 1=2; 2-5=1; 6-7=0

6=non-foil bridge (toothpick wood, etc.)' .4

7=no drawing(s)/ unintelligibledrawings '788
q0-1-
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Materials in Space. Scoring

991. 14 - -1. a=1, b=2, c=3, d=4, blank=5, 3=1; 1,, 2, 4-6=0
multiple marks/illegible=6

Col. 15 --2A. (Essay) What did yot like about the materfal?

1=soft/flexible/stretchSr/

2=easy to use/easyto Work with/comfortable
to work with/

3=
$.

4=can correct errors
1

5-7soft and easy to use(work with) 1 &2)

6=didn't like it/couldhave been betty
40

s 7=no response to liking/. 1-6=1;,7.=0

Col. 16 --2B. (Essay) What does it mean to you?

b

1=freedom

2=flight

3=rain
,

4=peace/tranquility/hope/happiness/

5=flight and freedom

6=friendship
1

itt

7=no response to meaning/ '1=6=1; 7=6
not codeable

Col. 17 --3. (Essay),Why particular scullitUre fairorite-

1=

for

ts

:colors/action/expression/inrest

. . .

2=craftsmanship: detail/smoothnes.s/relief

3=feelings of people: freedom/caring/love/
passion/

4=retiisit

'5=moderniup-to-datqunique

6=because .was a great sculpture/it was
the best/

7=no respofise/not codeable/unintelligible/
. no reason

Zer

Ahr

1-.5=3;'6=1; 7=0



Jr,

.

'BuildlA,q Materials: How Good Are They? Scoring

Col.

tol.

C01.

18

19

20

- -1.

-7-2.

--3.

.

a=1, b=2, c=3, d=4, blank=5,
multiple marks /illegible =6

(same as 1)

(BSsay) Criteria for choosing
building materials

1=includes economic, physical and

2=1;

3=1;

1,

1,

3-6=0

2, 4-6=0

A

aesthetic(a pergonal preference) %.4

2=economic and physical/physical and
aesthetic/aesthetic and economic.

3=physical only

4=economic only

5=aesthetic o4ly

6=

7=no response/not, codeable 1=3; 2=2; 3-5=1; 6-7=0

Images of Brush and Pen

Col. 21 --1. a=1, b=2, c=3, d=4, blank=5,
multiple marks/illegible=6

2=1; 1, 3-6=0 . B.

Col. 22 --2. (Essay) What did you learn

1=others are like me:they write poems/play with toys

2=others have%feeliengs: serious/lonely/
sad/interests/enjoying/

3=how others live

4=others work: they draw lots of pictures/

5=different people like:different things

. 6=

7=no response -to question/

How Old'Are They?

Col. 23 a=1, b=2, c=3,.d=4, blank=5,
multiple marks/illegible=6

Col. 24 (Essay) One characteristic to
determine, age

1=wrinkles/skin/smoothness

2=voice

3=face/handsfother.body, Rarts/hairi

4=

3=1.;--1, 2, 4-6=0

790
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1

(How Old Are They?) Scoring

5=more than one given, no
. preference

4

6=their shape/size/,

7=no response to characteristic 1, 2=2; 3, 4=1; 5-7=0

The Unknown Millions

Col. 25 -- 1. a=1, b=2, c=3, d=4, blank=5,
multiple marks/illegible=6

4=1; 1-3,-4-6=0

Col. 26 -- 2. (Same as 1) 2=1; 1, 3-6=0

Col. 27 3. (Esay) What coulL1 he say

=general: old people are not
all the same/

plus example: I read about old
people who were nice/I know old
people who aren't'lj.ke that/

2=general: old people are not all
the same/interested in things as
young people/

.3=specific: old people are not
crabby/mi ght be crabby because
t4y:hurt

rticular: he was wrong about
i gran other/

5=

6= people tend to go along or agree
with friends'-feelings

7=no response/not codeable/
unintelligible

1C.
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Vital Statistics .

Scoring

Col. 28 -- 1. a=1, b=2, c=3, d=4,131ank=5i 1=1;

multiple marks /illegible =6

Col. 29 -- 2. (Same as iY 2=1;

3. . (Same as 1) 4=1;

Col. 31 -- 4. (Essay) Use' f newspaper vital 1 =2;

statistics

1=both questions answered: how
Many, wins, (number source)/
infant mortality rate in France
(number, source)/

2=one question answered: how
many wins/iefant=mortality
rate/death rate in

3=compared number of births of
boys and girls

5=

6=not intelligible: the most
population rate/

c.
7=no response/not codeable

The Very Difference Ones

Col. 32 -- 1. a=14 b=2, c=3, d=4, blank=5,
'multiple marks)illegible=6

Col. 33 -- 2. (Same as 1)

Col. 34 -- 3. (Same 'as 1)

2-6=0

1, 3=6=0

1-3, 5 -6 =0

2 =1;

2=1; 1, 3-6=0.,

1=1; 2-6=0

62=1; 1, 3-1=0

f
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The Very 'Different Ones (cont.)

Col. 35 -- 4. (Essay) Di what ways

1=Wa ner: 'posed theories outside
is science field or ideas not

accepted /,Kepler: believed _in
astrology or searched for
religious harmony in star
movement/Semmelweiss: fought
for his Ideas, never gave_up,

.

;Col.

(Col.

2=report of what he did

,

3=report of his findings/his
theories/his beliefs /his
observations

4=personal tharacteristics/
schooling/a genius, smart/

5=

6=

7=no response/not codeable

les and Schooli

Scoring

1=3; 2-4=2; 5-7=0

2

36 -- 1. a=1, b=2, C=3, d=4, blank=5, 4=1; 1, 2, 3,
multiple marks/illegible=6 5, '6=0

37 -- 2. (Same as 1), 1=1; 1-6=0

38 -- 3. (Essay) Why select randomly 1=3; 3-4=2; 2=1;
5-7=0

1=to general to more people
than you questioned/

2=because people you don't know
are more honest/people you
know will agree with you/

3=family and friends may shAre
the same opinion/tt get
different answers/get everyone's
opinion

V
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L

Surveys, Samples and Schools (cont.)

4=because then you have most
of the population/

5=

6=because you can find out
about different people/

7=no response/not codeable/

Col. 39 -- 4. (Essay) Why test?

-1 -=any one of the following
(a) to find out if people
interpret a question
differently, (b) to see
if more than one question
gives the same information
(c) to see if you, get the
information you wan#

-2=#o make sure it works

3=

5=

6=

7=no response/Apt codeable

Size Wise

Col. 40 -- 1. a=1, b=2,_ c=3, d=4, blank=5,
multiple marks/illegible=6

10 813

1=3i 2 =1, 7=0,

3 1-2,.4-6=0

794
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accurate, both axes
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\.,
Size Wise (cont.) Scoring

Col. 42 -- 3. (Essay) 1=3; 4; 5, 6=1;
2-3=1; 7=0

1=like the ring size histogram/
a range, some centered on
Several sizes

2=everyone different/

3=everyone (ibout) the same

,4=a variety -(a few more
frequent, often)/boys bigger
sizes- girls smaller

5=SPecifies date like a
histogram

6=different sizes, based on- 2
relation rf hat'and ring
size

7=no response/not codeable

Knowing Yourself

00.

a=1;

2=1;

1-5=1

1,

Col.

Col.

Col.

43.

44

45

--'1.

-- 2.

--'3.

a=1, b=2, c=3, d=4, blank=5,
multiple marks/illegible=6

(Same as 1)

,(Ess.gy)

1=Specific: learned I value
thing I have/learned I'd
rather Spend time with some-
one different/don't need a
lot of money

2=general: who and what I
. -most/some of my values

3=how I value things/

.AK '11

4=to know myself better/41f
values more ` portant/

5=people value different thirigs_

64ao
P

'pen le like the same things
I

815
7=no response/not codeable

0

r

0 y

3-6=0

7=0

.
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A Martian Test

Col. 46 -- 1.

Col. 47 2.

Col. 48.-- 3.

3,

Scoring

a=1, b=2, c=3, d=4, blank=5,
multiple marks/411egible=6

(Same as 1)

'Essay) Most accurate source
of information on Mars

2=1;

2=1;

1-5

1, 3-6=0

1, 3-6=0

AV and newspapers

.
d

2=TV (but not other persons
or newspapers)

3=newthpapers ((but not other
persons or TV

4=other persons (withSother
items except both TV and
newspapers)

5=TV and news magazines (and
others, but not newspapers) 40r

.6=irrelestrant: tell what they
haire seen or hedra/they 'read
books/iriforitation

7=no response/not c eable .

el

s

04

816
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Martian Tales -Scori

Col. 49 --1. a=1, b=2, c=3, d=4, blank =5, 2=1; .1, 0

multiple marks/illegible=6
(Do not code response 2)
Please save the answer sheets,
file with the activity in the
masterA-number coded) file.

Four Views of Mars

Col. 150 a=1, b=2, c=3, d=4,' blank=5,
multiple marks/illegible=6

2=1; 1, 3-6=0

Col. 51 --2. (same as 1) 4=1; 1-3, 5,'6=0

Col. 52 --3. 1= score 3 or more
c

2=score 2

4

r

3=score 1

4=score 0

fi

5=general commentr Bette c idea/
more than telescope showed

6=same/same facts/

7=no response/irrelevant

Scoring: one point for each correct,
item, subtract 1 point each incorrect
item:

'Viking-correct (1 point each)

. more about surface/terrain

atmdsptere/soil color/soil
4

texture/detail/information/

soil samples/knowledge/sandy/

dry, rocky/similar (same), information/

.temperature/

Telescopes-correct (1 point each)

tore about rotation/

onl !the color (no texture)

'outer surface

zee the seas

red
8/7

L
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Viking- incorrect (subtract 1 point each)
4

red

more important

Telescopes-incorrect (subtract 1 point each)

atmosphere
Scoring

more important 1=3;'2=2; 3, 5, 6=1;

Moving Words

Col. 53 --1. a=1, b=2, c=3, d=4, blank=5,
multiple marks/illegible=6

Col. 54 --2. (Essay) What features did you
use to make groups?
(1st question only)

1=subdivisions of a theme:
motion, animal, people, A
inanimate)

2=dichot ..us groups:,
like'-..slike/understand-
not iderstand/action-

-

o''.71AZ,-."entencesi)3est-

I

Dancing Motion!

Col. 55 --1.

4, 7=0 .

'

2=1; 1, 3-6=0

fir

3=several gioups, no theme

4=general statement-, actlor4
not clearly distguished

5=single themgj no sun groups
mentioned AR.

6=irrelevant/don't know what
groups areAyou can group

4.

them

7=no iesponse/unintellislible 1=3; 2=2; 3-5=1; 6-7=0

(Do not.code #3 or 44 on back page)

a=i, b=2, c=3, d=4,`blank=5, 3=1;
multiple marks/illegible=ei

1; 2, 4-6=0

Col. 56 (Etsay)

1=fear, intelligible and fits

2=fear, not intelligible/doesn't fit

3=intelligence, intelligible, fits

818
.
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Scoring

4=intelligence, doesp't fit/
unintelligible

5=power, intelligible, fits

6=power, doesn't fit/unintelligible

7=no response/not codeable 1, 3, 5=2; 2, 4, 6=1;
7=0

Col. 57 --3. a. 3 because fingers point out from the eyes.

b. 2 because fists are clenched and moving.

Vibes

Col. 58 --1.

Col. 59 --2.

Col. 60 --3.

c. 5 because hands are as if they were olding something.

d. 6 because fingers are like horns.,

(Note: .There could be other choices with plausible
reasons.)

1=4 correct, all reasons plausible

2=3 correct, 3-4 reasons plausible

3=2 correct, 2 reasons plausible

4=1 correct, 1 reason plausible

5=

6=

7=no response/not codeable 1, 2=2; 3-4=1; 5-7=0

g
a=1,.b=2, c=3, d=4,.blank=5) 1=1q 2-6=0

. multiple marks/illegible=6
(same as 1) 3=1; 1, 2, 4-6=0

(Essay)* If load increases, ^
effects on frequency,
amplitude and ,period.

1=frequency-slower/less/

amplitude- greater /more /increase

period- longer

2=any two of the above

3=any one of the_above

4*general statement: would take
more time to vibrate/

5=be the same
, .

(N-819
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Rolling Alonq

Col. 61 - -1,

Col. 62 --2.

Col. 63 --3.

V

6=

7=216' response/unintelligible 1=3; 2=2; 3=34 4-7=0

a=1, b=2, c=3, d=4, blank=5,
multiple marks/illegible=6

(same as 1)

3=1;

3=1;

1,

1,

2,

2,

4-6=0

4-6=0

(Essay).

.Heavenly Motion

Col. 64 - -1.

1=increase the weight of the
car/tighten thd wheels/change

2=stretch or slacken the track

3=give it a )12sh

4=make a bridge

5=change the starting point

6=take off weight

gears

7=no respQnse/not codeable 1=2; .2-7=0

111.

a=1, b=2, c=3, d=4, blank=5, 2=4 1, 3-6=0
multiple marks/illegible=6

Col. 6 (same as 11

Col. 66 (Essay) How to calculate the
area of the triangle

1=place over graph plper, count
full squares, count and estimate
half squares, add/ make a
paralleloAram, divide by /
dOw the other half of the triangle,

'in sure and multiply sides, divide
by 2/base x altitude x 1/2

2=put it on a grid and count the number H
of squares you see/make,it into a !o
square or rectangle, count squares/x 1/2

3=multiplY 3 sides

4=add all sides together

5=calculate the triangle and work it out/

6=irrelevant/general statement/just
'liketAt is/'

7=no response/not
2

zDiaable 1 =2; 2-7=0
0
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Magic Motion

Col. 67 - -1. a=1, b=2, c=3, d=4, blank=5, -

multiple marks/illegibre=6
3=1;

Col. 68 --2. (same as 1) 3i'41;

(Do not code problem 3)

) The Rainmakers

Col .e19 --1.

Col. 70' --2.

71 3."

Weather Music

Col. 72 --1.

Scoring

1, 2, 4-6=.0_

1, 2, 4-6=0

a1s,b=2, c=3, d=4, blank=5, 2=1; 1; 3-6=0
multiple marks/illegible=6

(same as 1) 3, 4 =1; 1, 2', 5, 6=0
.

(Essay) Hopi (H) and Arunta' (A)
compared to scientific rainmaking:

1=similai: neithe is very good at makifig
TETVaiiesn't work well/shame if-it -

doesn't work

different: use dance/ritual/spirits/
chants,

2=not similar
different: scientists use chemicals/
H and A use rituals/dance/religion/
costumes

3=
AC

4= general statement, comparison not clear

5=both used chemicals/scientists use
Taratific "thods, indians didn't/
scientists dern equipment, indians
rituals (sp rits, etc.)

6=beth use s e method
different ( ariable)

7=no respops /same
not codeab e

1=3; 2=1; 37=0

a=1, b=2, c=3, d=4, blank=5,. - 3=1; 1, 2, 4-6=0
multiple marks/illegible=6

(Do not code problem 2 or 3)

821
a
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The Weather Accordin to G Oakes 'Scoring

.Col. 73 --1. a=1, b=2, c 3, d=4, blank=5,
multiple m /illegible=6

(Do not code problems 2

Do Dew Drops Drop?

1=1;

1=1;

2=1;

2-6=0

2-6=0

1, 3-6=0

Col. 74 --1. a=1, b=2, c=3, d=4, blank=5,
multiple marks/illegible=6

at

Col. 75 ,--2. (same as 1)

Col. 76 --3A. (Essay) Where does dew on. grass
come from,

1=from the air/sky

2=from the gtound

3=from the air,and ground

4=forms during condensation

5=

6=temperatures given/temperature

7=noresponse . 1=1; 2-7=0 0.

Col. 77 --3B. (Essay) Reason (,How do youknow)
t

1=the grass is cooler than the air
aqd-thoisture condenses .on grass

2=moisture condenses and settles on ground

3=

4=-

5=

6 -wrong reason: if it came from the earth
it wouldn't get on cars/

7=no reason 71ven/I worked it out/
00.

(Do not code problem 4)

822
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rrhe Storm Scoring

Col. 78 - -1 (Essay) Problems-in warning
people about weather

1=people: might not believe
forec4t and weather hard
to predict"-,

2=people panic/get confused/
hard to warn people/they
won't listen

3=it 'is hard to predict weather:
accurately/in advance

4=have to tell people where shelter is/
tell them how to prepare: store food, tape windows/

5=people should'listen to
,other people

6Firrelevant

-7=no response/not codeable 1=3; 2,3=1; 4-7=0

Col. 79 --2. a=1, b=2, c=3, d=4, blank=5
multiple marks/illegible=6

3=1; 1, 2, 4-6=0

Col. 80 --3. (same as 1) 4=14 1-3, 5, 6=0
4,
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Bscs Human Sciences Program
KNOWING Module

Post - tests:

POST-TESTING ritiSTRUCTIONS

-One-half of your'students will'ake the KNOWING
Post-test. The other half will, take the Science
Queitionnaire.

;Packing: One copy of.the'KNOWING Post-test will alternate
with one copy-of the Science Questionnaire.
This is to facilitate distribution to students.

Administration: %Be sure students have pencils or pens. They
should work independently. Please try to
establish a purposeful atmosphere. Students
should know that what they are doing is important--
to you as Well as to the project.

In Order to randOmize their distribution, start
at a different corner of the room than you used
in handing out the pre-test materials. Proceed
in a different direction. Give'the top paper
to each student as you come to him or her. Some
students who received the KNOWING Pre-test will
also get aJCNOWING Post-test; others will not.
This is as planned.

The Science Questionnaire has a box for the
students name, school, teacher and-date. The
same:information should be put on the KNOWING
Post=teat; but the box is not printed there.

Disposition:

JTR:lls
5/17/77

Let etudents read the directions of their
respective tests. Ask if there are any questions.
Interpret directions, but do not interpret
questions.

During the test period please walk'around the
room to see ir students are-doing.

Neither the Science Questionnaire nor the KNOWING
Post-test are timed tests. Give students all
the time they need/to respond to each instrument.

Please use the same package the materials were
shipped in to'return them to BSCS. Please
return both used and unused booklets. A return
address sticker is provided-in each box for
readdressing to us. You will be reimbursed for
postage from the shipping cost indicated on the
returned package.

824
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4.

04.

KNOWING

LEVEL III

KNOWING POST-TEST

This is a special test to accompany the KNOWING module of the
Human Sciences Program. Please read the instructions for each
group of items carefully and then mark your responses as directed.
Try to answer each question, but if you don't understand it,
leave it blank.

SECTION I

Consider each statement carefully and determine if you agree with
the statement or disagree with the statement. Circle the word of
your choice.

A. The Bleeps were eating their dinner under a Squalch on the
planet Minos when the space craft landed with a thud in the
large crater below. The leader of the Bleeps ordered an
immediate silence and organized a scouting squad to go to the
edge of the crater and watch the space craft. They were
instructed to radio their observations back to command head -
)quarters., This would allow an evacuation of the Maude.Valley
f the Space craft contained Bleep enemies:' The leader

radioed back:

..."Captain the door just opened and some very smell
creatures have emerged. They are shiny looking and have
a clearround object on their top. They have only two
legs but have two other funny looking things hanging
from near theit top."

..."One of them just kicked some rocks with its leg and
used one of'those funny things hanging from near its top
to move a larger rock. They move very slowly and if we
had to defend ourselves we-could easily move faster than
they do. Since they have only two legs I think they would
be easy to knock over."

4r Circle One

Agree Disagree

Agree Disagree

A

1. The leader was careful to radio
observations, not inferences, back
to command headquarters.

2. Such an event could occur on a
different planet sometime in the
future.

825t
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Circle One

Agree Disagree 3. Bleeps make inferences from
observations in a different way
than we do.

B. The next group of questions ao not relate to the story above.
Again, circle whether you agree or disagree with the statement.

4.

Circle One

Agree ' Disagree

Agree Disagree

;:Agree
Disagree

Agree Disagree

4. Primitive tribes and other people
without science have few Useful ways
of knowing.

5. Since prehistoric cultures left no
awritten account of their ctivi?les,

it is impossible to know anything
about them.

6. We have completed learning what-there
is to know about Mars through the
Viking space expeditibns.

7. Scientillic knowledge is more personal
than. is poetry. 1

C.' Archaeologists could use the following to find outiabout a
particular group of prehistoric people:

Circle One

'kr, Agree Disagree 8. Locate a Site where the people livid
and excavate it carefully. ',

Agree Disagree 9. Compare the artifacts found dE the
site with similar ones found elsewhere.

is
.

Agree Disagree 10. Analyze carefully the artifacts found
at the site.

D. Read each, statement. Circle the word agree or disagree to
indicate how you feel about the,statemerlt,

Circle.One

Agree Disagree 11. Both geoXgists and a4chaeologists
assume, when they pig into layers in
the earth, that the bottom layer is
usually th8ndest.

807
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Circle One

Agree Disagree 12. If you had seven bdoksithat *cost a
total of $35.00, one book would have
an average cost of $5.00.

Agree Disagree 13. Both medidal doctors and medicine men
(shamans) knowr..that if their patients
trust them to 'tile of help treatment
will be more effective.'

'--Agree 'Disagree& 14. All locations in the United States
'

.
'y are north latitude. .

IP

Agree Disagree 15. The condensation of water iainature
is caused by cooling, in the laboratory

..---- it can.be-caused by changes in air .

'pressure.

Agree Disagree 16. The age of the earth can be predicted
by using the methods of science.

Agree Disagree 17. It takes astronomers viewing the'sun
from earth a full year to see the
whole surface of the sun.

Agree Disagree 18. Fossils can be used as sources of
information about the -kinds of
environments that existed millions
of years ago.

Agree Disagree 19. New developments in science are
quickly accepted by scientists.

Agree Disagree 20.. There are chemicals that change color
when another particular chemical is
present or absent.

Agree Disagree 21. A myth is an incorrect belief.

E. If-you were interestedcin knowing about the past which of the
following would be useful?

Circle One

Agree Disagree 22. Using stratigvphic procedures in
studying formations of the(44'rth and
prehistorid settlements.'

Agree Disagree 23. Translating writing systems of past
culture.

.
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Circle One

Agree Disagree 24. Excavating burial sites of early
civilizations.

Agree Disagree 25. Using radioactive carbon dating
approximate the age .of materia

-Agree Disagree 26. Talking with older persons to 1
of their experiences.

Agree Disagree 27. Using personal letters.written by
individuals to learn about their lives.

Agree Disagree 28. Studying tools left by earlier
civilization? in order to infer their
use.

Agree 1 Disagree 29. Locating.fossils, reconstructing
restoring them.

F. Questions 30 through 35 relate to this story. Two students
that live near some mountains had the following conversation:

Mary: I climbed to the top of my first mountain this past
weekend. I don't think anyone really knows what
mountain is like until they stand on top of one.

Sue:Sue: I have never been on top of a mountain, but I think I
know what it is like.

Mary: How could you?

Sue: I have seen a lot of pictures taken from the tops of
mountains and the other.night I saw a movie about two
mountain, climbers. I got scared just watching the
movie! . /

Mary: Well that cannot compare with really being there.

Circle One

Agree Disagree' 30. Mary is right. You can't know about
. a mountain from movies or pictures.

Agree Disagree . 31. Mary and Sue' are,hdth right. They
both kdow about Mountains but in

I different ways.'

Agree Disagree 32. dust because. Mary was on top of one
'mountain dbesn't mean that she knows
what it means to be on top of other
mountains.

828
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Circle One

Agree Disagree 33. The only way a person can know about
a mountain is by climbing one.

Agree Disagree 34. A person can know something about a
mountain from a film that you could
not know from being on top of one.

Agree Disagree 35. Mary and Sue could both know more
about mountains if they would read
a good booik about mountains.

SECTION II

In Section II consider each question carefully and circle the
letter of the one, best answer for the questioh. -

G. An astrologer and an astronomer were both asked the questio4;
"Do you think stars influence people's personalities?"

O.

The astronomer said, "No. They are simply masses of material
in our universe that have certain known chemical and physical
properties."

L

The asrologer said, "They have a great dea149f influence.
Their position at the time of our birth influences our life
pattern. These patterns are very predictable."

36. The reason astrologers and astronomers can have such
different views of the same thing, is

a. they try purposefully to be. different.

b. there is more than one way of knowing about something.

c. their intelligence may be very different.

d. they don't talk to each other very often.

37. Astrology is different from astronomy because in astrology

a. the position of heavenly bodies is studied.'

b. the infltierice of constellations on. human beings is
considered.

c. the major constellations of the Zodiacare studied.

d. predictions of future events about heavenly bodiesk
are made.
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38. What-would be the best walto describe the positions of
the astrologer 'and astronomer?

a. The astronomer is right and the astrologer is wrong.

b. The astrologer is right and the astronomer is wrong.

c. They each have their own way of knowing and there are
people that would have use for each way.

d. They both have the same way-6! knowing but have not
talked to each other enough to'know it.

V.".t

H. Questions 41 and 43 refer 0 the "Bleeps" story. Refer back
to page 1 before answering these two questions.

39. The best way to know about' the amount of rainfall in your
city would be to

a. read a-poem about rainfall.

'b. listen to a symphony related to rainfall.

c. talk toa meteorologist in your city.

d. make rain in a flask*in your laboratory.

40. The best way to learn what the students" in your school
th'nk about how well the President is doing his job
w ld be to

draw the names of 100 students from a jar, containing
every student's name in your school and interview them.

b. interview 300 students in the lunchroom.

'.c. interview all 8th grade social studies classes.

d. interview the first 100 boys and the f#st 10,0 girls
who walked into tIA- front door of the school on a
particular day.

41.- Which is an inference in, the story of the Bleeps?

a. "Some very -small creatures"

b. "They are shiny looking"

c. "They have only*two legs"

d. "They would be easy to knock' over"

42. Which would be the best way to finch out about the problems
-'facing persons over age 65 in your communiity?

a. Talk to your 72-year-old neighbor.

b. Interview an administratot of a senor citizen 4

vOlunteer program.

c. Read a book about aging in'AmeriCa.

d. Develop and test a questionnaire that you administer to
a random sample of all persons in your community over 65.

811
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43. What does the captain in the tory of the Bleeps know
about the things from the spae hip?-

a. The creatures are going to stay. .

b. The creatures are not like the Bleeps.

c. The creatures are
IN
from the other side of the $lanet.

A. The creatures are-'`friendly.

44. After studyibg a unit in your sc ence classhow ,ould
you best describe what the students in your class will
know?

a. They will know the same things.

b.) There will be some things most will know and other
things that each student will know.

c. Every student know
r

different things:

d. They will know almosteve*thing there is to, know
about the subject of the unit.

r-
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'KEY

- KNOWING POST-TEST

Column Item Correct

. 11 1 2

12 2
...

1

13 3 2

14 4 2

15 5 2

16 6 2

17 7 2

7 18 8 1

19' 9 1
\ -

20 10 1

21 -11 1

22 12 3,

23 13 1

24 14 1
.4

25 15 1

26 16 1

27 - 17 2

28 18 .1

29 19 2

.30 20 1

31 21 2

32 22 1

33 23 ' 1

34,,,,, 24 1

35 25 1

.
Column Item Correct

36 26 1

37 27 1
:,:

38 28 1

39 29 1

40 30 2,

1 31 1

2 32 1

43 33 2

44 34 1

45 35 1

$

o

52 .36 2

53 37 2

54 38 3

55 39 3

56 40 1

57" 41 4

58 42

59 43 2

t.=

60 44_.r* 2

1

4

LERTAP

*Key 21222 22111 11111 12121 21111,
11112 11211

GKey 2233 4422 813
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Human Sciences Program Name

Teacher

School

Date

'''Science Questionnaire

This questionnaire will make your thinking and opinions a

---,Tart of the information of the BSCS Human Sciences Program. You

are asked to participate because Human Sciences has been tested

in yojir school.

Please list the courses you have been taking this year,

1976-77. List BSCS Human'Sciences separately from your regular

science course. After you have listed all the courses, put a 1 in

the right-hand column opposite the best course you have had this

year. Then put a 2, for the next best course, and so on, until

each course has a number. This is called "Rank-Order" from.best

to next-best. It does "not mean you liked any course, or disliked

any course. It just shows how you rates,them-compared to each

other.

Course Title Rank Order (1-10)

rti
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On the next two pages you will get a chance to express how

you feel about Human Sciences and the regular science course you

have been in this year. You will find pairs of words and lists of

numbers like:

good 3 4/ 1 0 1 2 3 bad

YOu would circle the number between good and bad that be'et tells

how you feel. Here is an example.

Chocolate

good 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 bad

5

If you really love chocolate, you would circle 3, next to

good. .If you hate chocolate,.. you would circle 3, next to bad.

Circling 0 would show you can take it or leave it, you don't like

or dislike chocolate. Circling 1 toward good -is a mild feeling

2Yi.
'''1-toward good.' Circling 1 towaroCbad is a mild feeling towad bad.

Circling 2 would indicate a moderate feeling. Circling 3 would

indicate a strong feeling.

There are no correct or incorrect answers. Some pairs of

words may not make as much sense as others. DonLt worry, circle
A

the number that best expresses your feelings.

834
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Expressing Feelings'

..

Circle the number that expresses how strongly yoil.feel about:

uman' Sciences
...

.

good 3 2 1 0 1 21' 3 bad

close
.

3 2 l' 0 1 2 3 distant 0

not active 3 2 1 0 1 2 3. active

full 3 2. 1 0 1 2 3 empty

worthless 3 2 1 0 1 2 1 valuable .

pleasant 3 2 1 0 1 2' 3 unpleasant /

slow 3 2 il. 0 1 2 3 fast

useful 3 2 1 .0 1 2 3 useless

interesting 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 'boding

still 3 2 '; 0. 1 2 3 ,moving

0 --1

sad 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 happy'

A

not important 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 important

nice 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 awful
' le

fair 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 unfair

d'Ull 3 '2 1 0 1 2 3 exciting

tired 3 2 1 0 1 2. 3 li ell,.
41

listening 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 oing

never fun 3 ..2 1 0 1 .2 3 always fun

--------.........

I
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Circle the number that expresses how strongly you feel about:

Your Regular Science Course
(before yok started- KNOWING)

4
cybod 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 bad

close 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 distant

not active 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 active

full 3 2 1 0 1 2 '3 empty
44,

worthless 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 valuable

pleasant,- 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 unpleasant

slow 3 2- 1 0 1 2 3 fast

useful 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 useless 9

interelsting 3 2 1 0 1 2' 3 boring

still 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 moving

sad 3 2 l' 0 1 2 3 happy

not important 3 2 1 0 .1 2 3 important

nice 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 awful

fair 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 unfair

dial. 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 exciting

tired 3 2 1 0 2 .3 lively

listening 3 2 1 0 1 z< 3 doing

;ever fun 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 always fun

Thanks.

CopyrighteD1977 by the Biological Sciences Curriculum Study.
. .
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APPENDIX

Publications documenting the formative evaluation, of the

BSCS Human Sciences program.
b.

Robinson, J. T. Human Sciences Data File; User's Guide for the

Mach ne-Readable Data File. Center fgr Educational Research

and valuation, 833 W. South Boulder Road, Louisille,

Colorado, 80027, December 1981.

Robinson, J. T., and Tolman, R.° R. Human Sciences Evaluation

Data, HSPALL, An SPSS Archive File, Center for Educational

'Research and Evaluation, 833-W. South Bou der Road,

Louisville, Colorado, 80027, December 19 .

Robinson, J. T., and Tolman, R. R. Codebook for Human Sciences

Data File, HSALL. Center for Educational Research and

Evaluation, 833 W. South Boulder Road, Louisville,. Colorado,

80027, December' 1981.

Robinson, Jir T., and Tolman, R. R. Hunan Sciences Activity

Characteristics and Reviewer Evaluation File, HSAC, User's

Guide for the Machine Readable Data File. Center for Educa-

tional Research and Evaluation, 833 W. South Boulder Road,.

LoUisville, Colorado; 80027, December 1981.

Robinson, J. T., and Tolman,, R. R. Codebook for Human Sciences

Activity Characteristics and Reviewer Evaluation File, HSAC.

Center for Educational Research and Evaluati6n, 833 W. South

Boulder Roada.Louisvillet, Colorado, 80027, December 1981.

Robinson, J. T., and Tolman, R. R. Human Sciences Activity

Characteristics and Reviewer Evaluation File, HSAC, An SPSS

Systems File. Center for Educational Research and Evaluation,

833 W. South Boulder Road, Louisville, Colorado, 8-0027,'

December 1981.

Ross, N. M., Jr.' The Human Sciences Program, A History. -Human

Sciences Program, BSCS, 833 W. South Boulder Road, Louisville,

Colorado, 80027. December, 1981.
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